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To Sylvia 

It's been a journey. 

My good fortune is 
that you 're a great traveler. 
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A Note on Romanization and Usages 
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have used Zhang Taiyan for the person also known as Zhang Binglin . 

Guangzhou is the city generally known outside China as Canton . Changjiang , 

Long River, is the name used in China for the river generally called the Y angzi 

(or Yangtze) in the United States , although the latter is also used in China for 

the lower course of that river . 

I hope these usages will not inconvenience any reader. I believe it is useful 

for Americans to become accustomed to forms and references familiar to most 
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Chapter 1 

"Dari11g to Die": 

A Life of Shifu 

For the last three years of his life , he was Shifu. This was the person, or 

the persona. that he wanted to be and the name by which he wished to be 

remembered. During his lifetime he used three names : Originally he was Liu 

Shaobin. the name his parents gave him. When as a teenager he began to regard 

himself as a reformer, he used the name Liu Sifu , "thinking of restoration [of 

the Han peoplel . " When he became an anarchist, he called himself Shifu , "to 

teach renewal. 
11 

With the last change he stopped using his family name in order 

to comply with his anarchist principles; among other things he sought to change 

the family system. For this last period in his life it is correct to call him 
11 Shifu . 11 Prior to that, it is more appropriate to call him "Liu" or "Sifu , " and 

I will adopt these usages in all that follows . 
1 

Liu Shaobin was born on June 27 , 1884. He was still a boy when China · s 

defeat at the hands of Japan in 1895 sent shock waves through the intelligentsia , 

who then saw China ' s urgent need for refonn. ln 1898 he earned the top place 

in locaJ exarrunatiorn; m Xiangshan xian, Guangdong , his home district That 

yea.r also brought the Hundred Days' Refonu , the ahorttve attempt at refonn 

from the L'.cnlt r of the Manchu government The Boxer mnwmc·nt started in the 

north the Ht:'Xl yea r and reached Its d1mad 1c di sastt·r 111 the s u111111 c· r nt 1900 Liu 

was a young man of cwemy-lHlt: 111 I 90) when the Qing govenm1e11t dcct.ded to 

tenninate L11e ex.aminacion system that for centuries had heen the route to sucL:css 

for Ule literati . In chat yea r Liu Sifo was studying in Japan, and there he joined 

Sun Yatsen 's Tongmenghui ; Ile had become a rtVlllucionary . These n1onumental 
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events between 1895 and 1905 shaped the lives of Liu ' s generation a d 
· · 1· · 1 ,nman 

of bis reactions were typical. But durmg us stay m apan he entered a path th Y 

would mark him as unusual. There he first learned of anarchism· at 

f · d h · I d ' more accurately . he teamed of a bundle o i eas t at me u ed anarchism 
. . .b , and he 

decided to attempt an assassmat10n as a way to contn ute to the ca 
. . . use of 

revolution . Toward tlns end he learned to make explosives , also while in Ja 
. "d " h d Pan. Tiiese decisions set hnn apart as a oer , one w o was prepare not just to talk 

about revolution . but to act. 
Although there were further turns on the road to his uncompromisi 

commitment to anarchist principles in l 912 , his decision to join action w: 

thought in 1905 mar~ed an early distin~tion between Liu and the vast majority 

of his peers . When m 191 2 he made Ins final turn and became the apostle of 

anarchism in China, he completed a transition that had been under way for 

several years . Thus . when almost everyone else thought the revolution was over 
' he thought it was just beginning . 

His father . Liu Bingchang , had served as an official and sometimes 

engaged in business ventures as well. He headed an upper-class family that had 

known better times . Still . the family home in Shiqi , the Xiangshan district seat, 

impressed those who visi ted it. Known as the Water Mansion (Shui Lou), the 

famil y compound included an elegant garden with ponds , a covered bridge , and 

pavilions . The family was also blessed with children; Liu Sifu had eleven 

siblings . many of whom later joined in his work on behalf of anarchism. 

When an American family produces a rebel or a revolutionary , biographers 

speculate that the offspring had problems with his or her parents. While this was 

also true of many Chinese revolutionaries , it was not so with Liu Sifu. Liu 

Pingchang took a leading role when progressive Xiangshan gentry joined the 

reform movement in the late 1890s . He organized a "natural-foot society" t0 

oppo~e footbi nding for local girls . He established the first public school in 

Xiangsban. He also ci rculated reform pamphlets calling for public works and 

mimng development . 

For Liu Bingd1ang, reform began at home . One of his six daughters never 

had her feet bound . This radical child also was allowed to dress as a boy. The 

other daughters , who had begun the foothinding process , "liberated" their fret 

Perhaps the most n:markahk demonstration of the father ' s progressive attitmks 

was char be k t hi s daughters go swinunrng. T he cider Lin ' s hehavior hdps ti ) 

explain why his hrightest son took up the cause of soda! rdonu while still a 

teenager and (kvdopell 1mo one of the must insistent advo~ates of sorial 

revolution in his generation. 

Though nut the o h.lest son, Sifu displayed such great ability that he bel'.~uie 

the focus of his father ' s hopes ti.> r a Sluxessful career in the rising generatwn. 

Sifu excelled iu his studies and gained che first (xiucai) degree in the lot:al 

examinations when he \Vas fifteen sui , in 1898. The next year he went to 

Guangzhou to take the provincial examination for the juren degree . That was 
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his only experien~e of the "examination hell" that generations of Chinese 

scholars _h~d e~penen~ed . . The aspirant stayed in a cramped cubicle for three 

days , wntmg his exammation , eating , perfonning his bodily functions , without 

so muc~ as a bn~ath of fresh air. Liu Sifu did not pass this examination. He was 

traumatized by it , and he finished well down the list of candidates . Unable to 

believe his son h~d t:ailed , Liu Bingchang asked a well -placed friend to get a 

look at the exammat1on. Sifu had made a mess of his effort. He had written 

random_Iy on the scroll , and instead of sticking to the subject, he had scrawled 

so~e disrespectful verses . Later he told his younger brother, "When I saw the 

uglmess of the examination compound, l knew that we had to have political 

reform. " He rejected the system and began efforts to change it. 

Sifu undertook his first refonn activities in Xiangshan. He helped to 

organize a reading group to study books and magazines for the "new 

knowledge" that he and his friends saw as essential if change were to come 

about in China. They also fanned a public speaking society; many such 

organizations were being launched throughout the country to develop the 

speaking skills that were ignored in traditional Chinese education. A cousin, Liu 

Yuehang , joined Sifu in these activities , and the two shared many experiences 

during the next several years . They set up a branch of their reading group in 

Macao , where they were joined by Zheng Guangong , an activist who was 

several years older. Zheng had already studied in Japan, where he had worked 

with Liang Qichao on the Public Opinion Journal (Qingyi bao) . Sifu' s contact 

with Zheng at this time introduced him to one of the most radical thinkers on the 

local scene. Zheng edited a series of newspapers associated with Sun 

Zhongshan' s revolutionary organizations until his premature death in 1906. Liu 

and some associates launched a successor to Zheng' s last journal soon afterward. 

Another of Liu ' s early reform activities was to start a girls ' school in 

Xiangshan. The Empress Dowager had ordered that public funds should be used 

to support such projects, but in Xiangshan (and many other places, we may 

assume) the controlling gentry clique mouthed support while actually opposing 

Liu ' s school . In exasperation the young reformer went to the magistrate ' s otlice 

and, when his requests for funding were denied once more , banged his fist on 

the official ' s desk- rash behavior. Sifu now encountered resistance from the 

same local groups whom his father had opposed. The school project had to 

depend on private funds . From this time on Liu consistently worked on be.half 

of education for girls and the broader cause of women' s rights . His own family 

experience made these issues tl1e basis for his sense of the need for systemic 

change in the Chinese family and society . 
Alongside these reform activities Liu maintained a quest for k.t~owledge_ to 

meet his country ' s netds , and for a viewpoint , some broader sense ot how Chma 

ought to be transformed . He was among those reform enthusiasts whose concern 

for his country probably kd him into fields for which he had little aptitude and 

little genuine interest. Thus , he studied the tidds of traditional mathematics 
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•valent to algebra and trigonometry . It was in other areas of scholarl 
equ1 . . . Y PUrs · 
that his real interests and ab1llt1es emerged more clearly . He read widel . Un 

OI
·ks of the heterodox thinkers of the late Zhou "Hundred Schools" . th~ 

111 
the 

w . . . , ese we 
the zhuzi , "all the masters ." ln these readings he applied the meth d re 

I II , • • r d • • 0 S Of 
philological research- kao.zheng , t 1e . examination an ver~fication method" . 

the Han School- that had characterized much scholarship during the Q' 01 

l
)eriod . Over the next several years many scholarly reformers .tng 

· · I · ft· t· d · auct 
revolutionaries used tins approach m t 1e1r e ort to 111 a rationale for cll 

. . - . · . . ange 
within the tradition of Chmese scholarship. 

In an experience shared with thousands of others of his generation L' 
. • , IU 

went to Japan to study . This sojourn was important m his continuin, 

development; however, few detail s about it are clear, '.ncluding its length~ 

Perhaps he went in l 904, hut it might not have been until 1905. He returned 

home during the second half of 1906. His cousin Liu Yuebangjoined him on the 

trip, and they probably lived together . They were in Tokyo when the 

Revolutionary Alliance (Tongm.enghui) was organized under Sun Zbongshan's 

leadership , and they signed up together about a week before the formal 

establishment of the Alliance. 
Study in Japan did not necessarily mean formal enrollment in a school or 

university. We have no record that Liu studied on a formal basis. He was adept 

at language, and surely he learned enough Japanese to use it in reading the great 

variety of material on political and social thought then available in Japan. 

Certainly Liu received his introduction to anarchism during this stay in Japan. 

It is essential to note, however, that what he and other interested Chinese 

activists learned about anarchism at this point was intermixed with information 

about other similar movements in Europe and Russia. Anarchism, populism, and 

nihilism all were rolled together in an impression of revolutionary activity 

carried out by heroic youths against reactionary rulers . These vague "ism's" 

held a powerful attraction for Chinese activists because they appeared to have 

been effective in Russia and Europe, whereas their own efforts at revolution 

were achieving nothing . Theoretical refinement would come later, through better 

informed journals which began publication in 1907, one in Tokyo and one in 
Paris. 

Liu Sifu got enough of the message on activism to decide that he wanted 

to make assassination his own special contribution to revolution in China. While 

he was inspired hy what he read about activists in the West , China had heroes 

too . "Men of determination" (zhishi) had fought ii~justice in ancient times, ai'.d 

Tan Sitong had revived this tradition with his martyr 's death in 1898. Then Ill 

September L 905 Wu Yue had tried to assassinate a group of imperial 

commissioners as they left Beijing to study constitutional systems in Europe and 

Japan. The Tongmenghui ran an informal course for members who wished to 

learn how to make explosives, and Liu probahly began to learn these skills at 
this operation in Yokohama. The instmctors were two veteran Cantonese 
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activists , Li Z~1i~heng and Liang Muguang. Liang had participated in the 

Guangzhou up~1smg of 1903 , led by Hong Quanfu , a nephew of the Taiping 
leader Hong Xmquan . 

By late 1905 there were more than 8,000 Chinese students in Japan, many 

of them under some kind of government sponsorship but even more as private 

students , those arranging for their own expenses . The Qing government had 

become concerned , particularly about the latter group and its increased 

revolutionary activity . The establishment of the Tongmenghui in August merely 

confinned the government ' s suspicions . At the beginning of November the 

Japanese Ministry of Culture , prompted by the Chinese ambassador, announced 

a series of new regulations for the Chinese students , which were to take effect 

at the beginning of the new year. 

Rumblings of resistance began almost immediately . Of fifteen new rules , 

the students were especially outraged at two . One would have allowed the 

Japanese government to deport any Chinese student for "improper behavior, " an 

open-ended provision directed against anyone either the Chinese or Japanese 

government regarded as undesirable. The other required payment of housing fees 

in a lump sum , in advance; this was directed against the private students , whose 

funding was more precarious than those on government programs and among 

whom were many activists . The students held many meetings during November 

and December and opposed the regulations with petitions and threats of a strike. 

Liu Situ assumed a modest leadership role in this student movement and 

signed at least one of the petitions. While the students agreed that they must 

resist the new regulations , they were divided as to what form their resistance 

should take . Students from the central provinces tended to favor return to China 

as a protest. Those from Guangdong and the other southern coastal provinces 

supported a boycott of classes . Another of the leaders among the southern group 

was Wang Jingwei , who like Liu Sifu later organized an assassination corps and 

also became an anarchist. These parallels between the two were rooted in their 

shared experiences in Japan, where they became friends . They joined their 

fellow southerners in boycotting classes . 

Liu returned to China sometime during the summer of 1906. Soon after his 

return home he went to Wuzhou, Guangxi, to teach at a new school. There he 

met Xie Yingbo , an activist from Canton who was a year or two older than Liu. 

They participated together in many activities until 1912. Also at Wuzhou , Liu 

received a visit from Huang Xing as the Tongmenghui leader traveled in 

southwestern China. Huang knew of Liu ' s interest in assassination, and 

presumably they discussed ways hy which Liu ' s willingness to undertake a 

mission might be coordinated with other Tongmenghui plans . 

Liu and Xie went to Hong Kong soon after Huang 's visit. There they 

helped to start the Eastern Journal (Dongfang bao) as a successor to the journals 

that Zheng Guangong had been involved in. They also taught at Anhuai Girls ' 

School where Xie introduced Liu to a young woman teacher, Ding Xiangtian. 
' 
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During this period of leisure, Liu had begun to develop plans fo · 1 
. H d I . f . r aunch· 

an anarchist movement 111 Guangzhou. e an 11s nends concluded th . ing 
L. , II I eirtrav I 

at West Lake in Hangzhou, where at 1u s ca t 1ey began a spiritu 
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es 

Two friends joined Liu and Ding. One was Zheng Bi ' an, who had a rbe~rea1. 

J
. pu hshect 

Liu's prison essays . The other was Mo ipeng, ~nother young idealist f 
Dongguan xzan across the Canton Ddta from X1angshan, who had b rolll 

. k . I I . ecome 
acquai nted with Liu through their wor Ill t 1e revo ut1 onary annies. The 

· - . Cl d Cl . ( · group lived and held d1scuss1ons first at White ou 01ster Baiyun an) relo . 
. , . eating 

after a few weeks to a pnvate home at the south end of the lake. 

This retreat brought the group 's decision to launch the Conscience Soc· . 1e1y 
(Xin she) as the nucleus of an anarchist move~ ent at Guangzhou. These 

founding members set their names to a twelve-pomt pledge , or covenant t 

personal behavior that embodied their anarchist principles. These were' t~: 
points: (1) Do not eat meat. (2) Do not drink liquor. (3) Do not smoke tobacco. 

(4) Do not use servants. (5) Do not ride in sedan-chairs or rickshas. (6) Do not 

marry. (7) Do not use a family name. (8) Do not serve as an offi cial. (9) Do not 

serve as a delegate to an assembly. (10) Do not join a political party. (11) Do 

not serve in the army or navy. (12) Do not follow any religion. 

This pledge came to be identified with Shifu; almost every account of his 

career repeats it. His initial statement of a sinicized anarchism included points 

drawn from Buddhism, an indebtedness that the Conscience Society's founders 

would refuse to acknowledge. (This secularized Buddhism is discussed in several 

places , but especially in chapter 6.) The naive approach reflected in this pledge 

suggests that Chinese anarchists assumed that a conscious moral renewal could 

launch the transformation of society. While Shifu retained his emphasis on 

principles , in the last year of his career he would address more practical 

concerns such as labor organizing. 

Acceptance of the Conscience Society pledge completed the transition of 

Liu Sifu to the anarchist Shifu. In dropping the use of his family name. Shifu 

and his associates complied with one of the points in their pledge , and as monks 

renounce famil y connections to pursue higher spiritual goals, they rejected 

ordinary fami ly links in order to work for a universal human famil y. The new 

name may be construed in two possible ways that would reflect Shifu 's n~w 

sense of mission. He now fe lt ahle to "teach renewal "· and as this shi wluch 

means "teacher" also had the ancient meaning of an ordinary soldier who w~s 

part of a mass army (th is term is still used to identify one of the pieces 
1

'.'. 

xiangqi, Chinese chess), tJ1e mune also could mean "renewal of the 111asse~

As teacher to the masses whom he sought to mobilize , Shifu set out to provide 
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an unfailing personal example of the principles of anarchism. This marked his 

final transition , a decision to finish out his life in sacrificial living, a new dare
to-die mode. 

The founders of the Conscience Society returned to Guangzhou in early 

sununer 19~2 to launch their mission. As they had assumed, post-revolutionary 

conditions m the ci ty offered a good opportunity to circulate new ideas. The 

group obtained two centers for their activities. The first was a rented building 

on Zunshan East Street in the merchant-dominated western suburb of 

Guangzhou . Shifu and Ding Xiangtian li ved here, soon joined by several of 

Shifu 's sibl ings and Zheng Bi'an 's younger brother Peigang, who eventually 

married one of Shifu 's sisters. The group soon got a second site in the gentry

dominated eastern part of the ci ty, where Mo Jipeng, Zheng Bi 'an, and Zheng 's 

wife took up residence . These hecame worksites and study centers for 

discussions of anarchi sm and for classes in Esperanto , which they envisioned as 

the universal language appropriate for the worldwide anarchist community. 

The Esperanto movement that Shifu 's group launched in Guangzhou was 

modestly successful. It is difficult now to comprehend why a group of idealistic 

young Chinese would place so much emphasis on a contrived international 

language. Much of the explanation for their effort is suggested by the very 

origins of Esperanto . Its originator, Ludwig Zamenhof (1859-1912) , lived in 

Bucharest, then a city in provincial Russia, an area of many languages and 

difficult communication. Esperanto drew on Latin roots, seeking to maximize 

the common background of many European languages. Zamenhof chose the term 

"one who hopes" as the name for his language. Shifu advanced quickly in his 

own study of Esperanto, another demonstration of his facility with languages. 

He found much to be encouraged about after he began to use Esperanto. He 

used the language to correspond with idealistic refonners and revolutionaries 

abroad. whom he saw as those who not only hoped but also truly understood. 

They were the first citizens of the great world community he ardently wished 

China to join. Both anarchists and Esperantists had their international 

organizations, with periodic world congresses (Shifu served as China 's 

correspondent to both bodies) . It was no wonder that Shifu found many kindred 

spirits through Esperanto; most European anarch1sts at this time also were 

Esperantists . There was some basis, then, for these aspirations that now seem 

naive . The outbreak of World War I dashed all such hopes . however, and left 

in its wake problems previously unimagined. 
Initial efforts to propagate anarchism centered on the puhl ication of several 

anthologies to present the theory and appeal of anarchism. Most of the materials 

included in these anthologies were reprinted frnm New Century , which was still 
the major source for Chinese translatinns of anarchist writings . Four such 

anthologies were prodrn.:ed between sumH1er l 912 and spring 191 3, in runs of 
5,000 copies each . Besides the amhologi.es , the group also printed and 

distributed thousands of picture-postcards bearing portraits of major figures in 
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•tl 1 ·s by calling Slufu Mr. Earnest. e ew no compronu· ices 
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· · 1 IS pnnc1p es . . . . 
But there are many dimensions to prmctples , and before the end f 

. . x · . b. 0 l912 
complications entered Shifu ' s hfe . Dmg iangt1an gave uth to a daught 

. SI . fu b d . er late 
in the year. Her relationship wtth 11 egan to etenorate , presumably t 1 . . . . d l a east 
in part because of the child ' s arnval. Dmg remame oyal and continued t 

the part of the work that she had taken on for herself; after this time, how 
O 

do 
. . . h . ever 

she seems to have experienced little of the promise wit which the relationsh· ' 

began. It is not clear why Shifu behaved as he did_ in this most intimate : 

relationships . Pubhc rearing of children _was one of his anarchist principles; yet 

be also appears to have . belie~ed that his . grou~ should not have to carry any 

expenses for his own child . His love relat10nship seems to have crashed in this 

conflict involving his views on free love , personal responsibility , and the lofty 

principle of public rearing of children. 

During the summer of 1913 the group achieved one of their major goals 

when they bought a printing press . From this point on they did all the printing 

themselves at the Zunsban East Street office . Shifu had wanted to start a journal 

to strengthen the propaganda work. In August the group produced the first issue 

of the Cock-crow Record (Hui ming lu) . Shifu served as editor and chief essayist. 

His brothers and sisters, with Zheng Peigang , served as the printers; the sisters 

bound the journal and prepared the mailings for copies distributed beyond 

Guangzhou . This division of labor was used in all subsequent issues of the 

journal. 

Also in summer 1913 the group began efforts to establish a rural 

commune. They had located a pleasant tract of land in Xin' an xian on the 

eastern shore of the Canton Delta and were trying to arrange financing_ tl1 

purchase it when politics intervened . The unsuccessful Second Revolutwn 

against Yuan Shikai ' s increasingly despotic approach to governing the Republ il: 

brought a change in the local administration, and Yuan' s men in Guangdong 

forced Shifu and hi s group to fl ee . For Shifu , Zheng Peigang, and the fein_ale 

members of the Zunshan East Street group , several months of dislo~att0t1 

t. II d tJ I . · d v1thout o. owe 1e expu s10n from Guangzhou . This period apparently passe ' . 
1 d I 

· 
1 

. • " e , 0 t the 
great 1ar s 11p as t 1e group relocated Ill Macao where two more tssu s . 
. . . . . , · 1 voice 
Journal were publi shed ; thetr pnntmg press went with them. The new ttt e 
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of· the People (Min sheng) was d & h · 
. . use 1or t ese and all subsequent issues . The 

second issue from Macao (Number 4) gave a ne dd & h h . _ . w a ress 1or t e group at t e 
Amencan post offtce m Sl1a11gha1· Aft 1 · · h · · · . . . . . er re ocatmg m t at city ' s mtemat10nal 
section , Siu~ att~cked his work with renewed energy . He and his helpers 

produce~ Votce of the People regularly between April and early August of 1914. 

By_ th~t time _World War I_ had begun in Europe . That momentous development 

comc1ded _with a break m Shifu ' s health . He began a losing battle against 
tuberculosis that ended with his death in March 1915. 

While four_ m~nths of publication does not seem impressive , this was a 

~espectable pu~ltcat1on record as compared to the short lives of many journals 

m early twentieth-century China. Shifu was convinced of his themes and this 

period of regular publication was sufficient for him to make these cl~ar. Shifu 

was a dynamo of activity ; he had hi s mi ssion, and he pursued it without reserve. 

Always in his writing for Voice of the People there is a tone of urgency and 

persistence. His experiences in Guangzhou had shown him that something more 

than spreading the truth among the people would be necessary to bring about the 

true revolution. And as he had learned firsthand , malevolent forces centering on 

Yuan Shikai lay ever ready to move against those who spread the truth , or any 

part of the truth that conflicted with Yuan 's notion of it. 

After resettling in Shanghai , Shifu announced the formation of his new 

organization, the Society of Anarchist-Communist Comrades (Wuzhengfu 

gongchiln zhuyi tongzhi she) . Two basic statements published in Voice of the 
People in spring 1914, a "Proclamation" and a "Statement of Goals and 

Medmds ," outline Shifu ' s vision of the anarchist society to come. Kropotkin 

provided the basis and outline for Shifu 's vision; the combination of morality 

and the scientific viewpoint had made him Shifu ' s long-distance mentor. But on 

some questions , for example Shifu 's call for open male-female relationships and 

public rearing of children, he focused on issues that were of secondary interest 

to Kropotkin. These points represent the form Shifu now gave to issues that had 

been important to him throughout his career as reformer and anti-Manchu 

revolutionary . Chapter 8 presents the form Shifu ' s anarchism took in this last 

part of his career. 
Another of Shifu ' s persistent themes in Voice of the People was to attack 

Sun Yatsen and Jiang Kanghu. Both men had great influence, and both claimed 

to favor some form of socialism. Shifu 's criticisms reflected his effort to assure 

that socialist principles would be understood correctly in China. His major 

complaint against Sun and Jiang was that they sought only political revolution, 

which would approach social change only through social policies (shehui 

zhengce) , while anarchism called for soc!al re~{~lutio_n (shehui ge'.nin~) . 

Revolution should set aside all political authority , Siu tu beheved, and begin with 

the transformation of society . Shifu ' s chief concern in his attacks on both Sun 

and Jiang was that if China depended on these two , there would be no true 

understanding of socialism at all. ln attacking these "state socialists, " as he 
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for accepting an appointment under the Repu~h~an government. _Shifu also Wrot~ 

of bis disagreements with leaders of the Soc1ahst Party (She~ut dang) , a group 

that had split from Jiang Kanghu 's party because th~y pret~rred anarchism to 

J. , watered-down socialism. If it espoused anarchism , Sh1fu asked , why w 
1ang s .. ' · s1 'fu ' ct· . as 

me new party content to call itself soc1ahst? All l~t 11 s 1sp~tat1ons suggest 

that he was focusing on disagreements at a tune when Chmese socialists 

desperately needed all the unity they could generate. Something more than 

disagreement on principles was undoubtedly involved; as had happened in earlier 

periods of China's history and would happen again in twentieth-century 

opposition political movements, new movements tended to center on the 

individuals who led them, and these individuals were more jealous regarding 

their followership than tl1ey could ever acknowledge. While this tendency partly 

explains Sbifu's contentiousness, he did have an important point: if socialism 

were ever to be correctly understood in China, someone had to stand for 

theoretical consistency . 
August 1914 brought the break in Shifu's health from which he never 

recovered. Probably the cause of his decline was simply physical. Never robust 

physically, he had sustained serious wounds in his abortive assassination attempt 

in 1907; most recently , he had exhausted himself in bis cause. Yet it is possible 

that a new and for him inconceivable source of despair was part of the cause of 

bis physical decline. When war began in Europe, Kropotkin decided to support 

the Allied side against Germany. Sbifu's saint had denied the anarchists' faith 

in internationalism! For Sbifu the effect of Kropotkin's decision must have been 

much like that of students in Beijing in reacting to the Versailles peace 

conference's decision on Shandong in 1919, a loss of faith in the high principles 

stated by Westerners whom they had respected. Even in this experience Shifu 

was ahead of bis time . While it is impossible to know how directly this 

disillusionment contributed to the break in Shifu's health , obviously it provided 
little incentive to recover. 

As his condition deteriorated , Shifu again displayed his uncompromising 

~edicatiou to principles . A doctor urged him to eat meat , as diet was important 

m combating tuberwlosis. Shifu had pledged not to eat meat and he did not do 

so now. His corr_irades suggested that they sell the group'~ printing press in 

ord_er to pay med~cal e_xpenses . Shifu refused because the press was essential to 

theu ':"ork. In his_ dymg. as during his lifetime, these expressions of Shifu's 
commttment established lus place as the soul of the Chinese anarchist movement. 

I 
I 
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Shifu ' s comrades pub]ished a memorial issue of Voice of the People to him 

a few weeks after his death in March 1915. In addition to many tributes to 

Shifu, this issue included a brief discussion of a strike in Shanghai about which 

he had written. He had reported on other labor activity in earlier issues , and on 

the Shanghai strike in the next-to-last issue produced under his editorship . This 

record of attention to the conditions of China's workers suggests that, had he 

lived longer, Shifu might have found new and more effective ways to link his 

anarchist message directly to the labor movement. Soon after his arrival in 

Shanghai, a reader had written to ask, "Are you, Shifu, a worker?" Shifu 

responded by describing his labors on the journal , in printing it as well as 

editing it; yes, he said , he was a worker. 

He could not have answered otherwise, even though this response was not 

the objective truth. Even so, he had sought to identify with workers and all other 

"plain people" (pingmin) , and with their predicament in society as it was , and 

to understand their potential in a transformed society . Critics might point to 

those blind spots in his consciousness that kept Shi fu from moving farther , but 

he had advanced a great distance beyond most of his contemporaries. His 

presentation of anarchism inspired the next generation of Chinese anarchists and 

indeed went far toward shaping the generally accepted view of anarchism among 

Chinese activists . So profound was the effect of Shifu 's uncompromising 

personal example that he was made the focus of "Shifu-ism, " testimony to the 

respect those later anarchists accorded him. These influences appear in the final 

two substantive chapters of this study ( chapters 9 and 10). 

His comrades decided to bury Shifu beside West Lake, where he had 

launched his mission on behalf of anarchism. A carved stone marks the grave 

near Red Mist Cave (Yan.xia dong) in the hills beside the lake . Shifu would have 

been most pleased to know that, during the next few years , his efforts did attract 

many to the anarchist movement, which reached its greatest strength from the 

late 1910s through the early 1920s. 
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Chapter 2 

Anarchism in Europe and in China: 

Themes Reasserted and Themes Adapted 

The roots of anarchism lie deep in the hi story of social and political thought , 

and anarchists would say they reside in the soul of every human being . Peter 

Kropotkin , the single most influential interpreter of anarchist ideas , saw the 

embodiment of anarchist principles in every natural human community . 

Kropotkin believed that with the removal of the nefarious forms of authority that 

control modem societies, it would not take long to restore the community to this 

genuinely popular and human basis . In terms of modem political theory , 

anarchism employs a socialist critique of the capitalist economy and a liberal 

critique of the state . 1 Anarchism has suffered in the historical memory because 

it has never been the ideology of a successful revolutionary organization. 

Anarchists criticized the statist approach employed in both the great revolutions 

of this century , and by opposing those who won those revolutions , assured 

themselves obscurity. 

Kropotkin and others looking for ancient origins of anarchist ideas have 

found them in Zeno and the Stoics from the Western tradition and in Laozi , the 

founder of Daoism in China. The simple communism admonished by the apostle 

Paul for the early Christian community seems a precedent; however , modem 

anarchists have sought to free themselves from religion. By the time of the 

Reformation, complaints against the authority and corruption of the church were 

combined with peasant protest about the economic order.2 Anabaptists and other 

popular movements called for an equal sharing of the goods of life . 3 The 

"Diggers" of the English Revolution carried out their demand for material equity 

by cultivating land previously held in common to produce their own food .4 In 

Chinese history , many popular movements that advanced egalitarian, anti

authoritarian themes , seem similar precedents . The Taipings appealed to 
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European Anarchism and Its Influence in China 

Proudhon, the First Modern Anarchist 

Pierre-Joseph Proudhon ( 1809-1865) launched anarchism as a set of 

principles and as a movement. The son of a peasant , Proudhon always identified 

with ordinary working people . 5 Largely self-educated, he entered the printing 

trade hoping to become a writer . What ls Property?, the first of his important 

works. was published in 1840. Here Proudhon became the first to declare 

himself an "anarchist ," claiming as a philosophical and political viewpoint a 

tenn that previously had been used only to label political chaos. The direct 

answer Proudhon gave to the question in his title became his best-known words. 

"Property is theft . "6 He believed that workers should control production and 

enjoy its cenefits. free from control or exploitation by wealthy nonproducers 

Proudhon spent most of the years after 1844 in Paris , where he met Karl 

Marx that same year. Marx had read What ls Property ? with some approval 

After moving to Belgium in 1846, Marx wrote to Proudhon proposing 

correspondence to exchange views on socialism. In response Proudhon expres~ed 

apprehension at Marx 's suggestion that a "point of action" would come. thac at 

somt time tllt socialist movement should undertake political revolution. 

Prnudl1on had already that economic action offered greater opportunities for ihe 

kiud ot change he heheved desirahle . 

Ont of Proudhon· s most unpnrtant Wl)rks is 011 the General Idea of the 

Re\'Olwwn tn th f Ni11 eten1th Century , written uuring a perind of imprisl)tllllent 

follow111g the Revoluuon of 1848. M fl ere ht· presented his view that the French_ 

Rt>\'Uluuon l)f 1789 had fa1b l Ill many ways anu L:alled for economic change of 

the kinu 1hat had nm heen anempted in France's previous great revt)lution. His 

call for "a new edifice l) f 111dustrial 111.s titutwns " in this hook foreshadowed 
.,· 1· ·r1 . · · n~ that :--y 11u1ca ism 1ese rnsmut llHl-; wou ld re place the political mst1tut1o,..., 
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Proudhon saw as nothing more than modifications of the feudal-military order 

of the past. He suggested an outline of his ideal anarchist society: 

In place of laws , we will put contracts ; no more laws voted by the majority or 

even unanimously . Each citizen, each town , each industrial union will make its 

own laws . In place of political powers we will put economic forces ... .In place of 

standing armies , we will put industrial associations . In place of police we will put 

identity of interests . In place of political centralization, we will put economic 

centralization . 9 

Proudhon rejected all fonns of violence, just as he rejected revolution; he 

even opposed strikes as counterproductive. Instead, he envisaged a gradual 

undermining of the existing economic fonns by workers ' institutions. The 

"mutualist" groups he sought to organize would negotiate "free contracts" for 

the production and exchange of goods. Mutualist banks would provide free 

credit to support the enterprises of these groups. Through these means the 

workers would gradually wrest control from the capitalists. 
Shifu acknowledged Proudhon 's role as one of the founders of anarchism. In 

order to assert the independent beginnings of the anarchist movement , he pointed 

out that Proudhon had launched anarchism during the 1840s, when Marx was 

first active. Probably the single most important principle that Shifu would 

incorporate from Proudhon's anarchism into his own was a total aversion to 

politics. While Shifu also strongly endorsed the need for egalitarian economic 

institutions, be regarded the idea for mutualist banks as a weakness in 

Proudhon's program because he deemed it not fully communist. 10 

In one of Proudhon's later works, On the Federative Principle , he proposed 

free association on ascending levels as the anarchist alternative to nations and 

international organization. Proudhon's views on federalism would attract 

attention in China at several points during the 1920s as some anarchists sought 

to apply this principle in building a just and workable new polity . 11 Perhaps 

neither Shifu nor other Chinese anarchists realized that Proudhon offered no 

support on a theme they regarded as most important , the issue of women's 

liberation in social revolution; Proudhon saw women as limited to their 

traditional roles of wife and mother. 12 

Marx 's Poverty of Philosophy was only his first effort to counter Proudhon's 

influence, which was solidly established by tl1e early 1840s. Marx was not 

widely known outside the socialist movement until after the publication of the 

first volume of Capital in 1867. So Proudhon was a thorn in his side, a clear 

~hallenge to his analysis and program.13 Marx credited Proudhon for advocat

mg equality and for recognizing that private property constituted tl1e essential 

problem in the existing system. However, Marx regarded it as a key error that 

Proudhon sought to use capitalist institutions such as property and contracts in 

the effort to transcend capitalism. Marx described Proudhon as a "petty 
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bourgeois idealist," and Marxists have readily categorized anarchists by using 

this tenn as an epithet ever since . 14 

Bakunin and the Anarchist Movement 

Mikhail Bakunin (1814-1876) followed Proudhon as the central figure in the 

development of anarchism . Bakunin was responsible for the growth of a 

movement around the ideas of anarchism . Born co an aristocratic family in 

provincial Russia, Bakunin went to Berlin in I 840 to study philosophy. After 

imbibing the ideas of the "Young Hegelians ," he decided to make revolution his 

career. His most familiar quotation , "The urge to destroy is also a creative 

urge," dates from this period; but while Bakunin would stand by this sentiment, 

he was not yet an anarchist. 15 By the middle of the decade he was in Paris, 

where he met Proudhon. They spent many hours in discussion, and to the end 

of his life Bakunin regarded Proudhon as the greatest of revolutionists . The 

major thrust of Bakunin's work at this time was to support the Pan-Slavic 

movement aimed at liberating the peoples of eastern Europe from Russian 

domination. His capture in 1848 following an uprising in the German state of 

Saxony resulted in an extended imprisonment, which removed him from action 

for more than a decade. He spent six years in jail under terrible conditions, 

losing all his teeth because of scurvy. 16 After transfer to Siberia in 1857, he 

finally escaped in 1861. He returned to Europe by way of Japan and the United 

States, his reputation enhanced by this adventurous episode.17 His eagerness to 

return to revolutionary activity suggests his vitality. During these later years 

Bakunin's major work was to organize anarchists in Italy , Switzerland, and 

France. He was also responsible for initiatives to Spain that launched the 

anarchist movement there. 18 These efforts contributed much to the growth of 

an organized international movement. Bakunin sought to link the anarchists with 

other elements in the international socialist movement. This led him to enroll his 

Alliance of Social Democracy in the First International . 

Contrary to the general impression, it was not Marx who organized the 

International . Rather it began on the initiative of French labor activists. 

encouraged by Louis Napoleon 's government in the hope that contact with 

workers elsewhere would moderate the demands of the French workers. 19 Marx 

quickly joined the organization, hoping to work "hehind the scenes" (as he put 

it)20 so that the proletariat would gradually he transfonned into a self-conscious 

agent for social transformation. Marx was responsible for opening the 

International to the kind of initiative Bakunin made when he brought his Alliance 

into the organization .21 But the Jnternatinnal was not a platfom1 for either Marx 

or Bakunin, nor merely a stage for the dispute that developed between them. 

The struggle between Bakunin and Marx was not the only factor in the passing 

of the International. It was critical to the organization's fate that the Paris 

Commune occurred just as their dispute became heated . The French and other 
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gov~~e~ts the~1 adopted repressive policies toward all socialist activity , 

making It impossible for the International to withstand the internal stress of the 
Marx-Bakunin struggle. 

The differences between Bakunin and Marx centered on the issue of 

autonomy for indi~idual units as opposed to central authority in the International, 

and broader questions on the nature of revolution were closely related. While 

Bakunin and Marx disagreed on these questions , they held similar views on 

other important points; for example, both favored revolution and were prepared 

to use violence. But the issues on which they disagreed became critical. The 

struggle came to a head at the 1872 congress of the International , held at the 

Hague. The organization actually collapsed over meaningless procedural 
issues.22 

Once the disagreements between Bakunin and Marx began, both became 

convinced that his worst fears about the other were true . 23 Bakunin saw Marx 

as an autocrat determined to impose his will on the socialist movement. Marx 

saw Bakunin as a mindless conspirator determined to render the International 

ineffectual. Marx (and Engels) saw Russianness in Bakunin's ideas and 

behavior. Bakunin expressed his fears that the social revolution would become 

characterized by "pan-Germanism" and "statism. "24 He was convinced that the 

German people knew only order and submissiveness, and that this had been 

reflected in Marx 's activity in the International. Bakunin saw the Slav and 

Romance peoples as the only peoples capable of preserving true freedom and 

humanity . 25 Paul Thomas suggests that the struggle between Bakunin and Marx 

reflects an "eastern" and a "western" approach to social revolution, the former 

more concerned with freedom and the latter more devoted to order. 26 This 

tension runs throughout the history of relations between anarchists and Marxists, 

and if it reflects a difference in national outlook, perhaps even more it represents 

a basic dilemma in human nature and social organization. Little wonder that 

these problems ended the work of the International . 

As this European background related to China, many revolutionaries there 

identified with the Russian populist movement and "nihilism" as early as 1903. 

As shown in the next chapter, early notions about anarchism among Chinese 

activists were associated with this populism. When a better understanding of 

anarchism developed after 1907, these activists were greatly attracted by its 

rationalist humanism and its opposition to all fom1s of authority . By 1913-14 

Shifu understood the significance of the Bakunin-Marx split and used it in his 

persistent efforts to overcome the influence of Sun Zhongshan and Jiang 

Kanghu, whom he regarded as state socialists like Marx (see chapters 7 and 8) . 

When in the early 1920s a basic sl1ift to Marxism began among Chinese 

activists , this same basic issue of the sources of order- centralized discipline or 

local spontaneity-lay at the crux of the debate between anarchists and Marxists 

as they vied for influence among the intelligentsia. 
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Two other points in Bakunin's anarchism should be mentioned here b 
they figured in Shifu 's presentation of anarchism in China. Bakuni ecause 

himself a II collectivist II in order to distinguish himself from the II comm n ~allect 

by whom be meant Marxists and their emphasis on centralized leadershi;lllsts," 

revolutionary movement and on establishment of a new government follif ~he 

the revolution . Bakunin used the term collectivism to express his belief i Wing 

strength of collective effort. 27 By about 1880, Kropotkin and other intlu~:~e 

h. b h II hi . II & th iaJ anarc 1sts egan to use t e term anarc st commurusm 1or e same views th 

Bakunin had meant by his use of collectivism, and the latter was then appJie~ 

to Marxist 
11

statism. 
11 

In this meaning, the issue of collectivism became . 

keystone in Shifu 's debates with Sun Zhongshan and Jiang Kanghu. The secon~ 

point concerns the right of inheritance. Bakunin believed that this traditional 

institution constituted the chief basis for accumulated wealth. He worked very 

hard to get a resolution passed against the right of inheritance at the Basel 

congress of the International in 1869, and his insistence on the point became pan 

of Marx 's bill against him. By that time , however, Bakunin's chief concern was 

tactical ; many of his followers were peasants, who opposed the alternative of 

outright expropriation of property? 1 This issue became part of Shifu 's debate 

with Jiang Kanghu , who had made abolition of the right of inheritance a major 

point in the program of his Chinese Socialist Party (see chapter 8) . 

Bakunin 's influence in China is suggested in the pen name chosen by one of 

China's most influential writers , Ba Jin , who used the first character from the 

Chinese transliteration for Bakunin, Bakuning , and the last character from that 

for Kropotkin , Kelopatejin .29 If Bakunin inspired activism, Kropotkin was the 
major source for theory among Chinese anarchists . 

Kropotkin and Anarchist Theory 

By the last decade of the nineteenth century Peter Kropotkin ( 1842-1921) had 

become the acknowledged spokesperson of the anarchist movement. Like 
Bakunin, he was a son of the Russian nobility , and he sojourned in Europe. Like 

Proudhon, Kropotkin differed greatly from Bakunin in emphasis and style. 

Following preparation at the tsar 's elite academy, Kropotkin opted for military 

duty in Siberia. He found in the tribespeople there his earliest demonstrations 

of the workability of a simple communal iife, which influenced his ideas about 

anarchist society . His scientific career also began at this time; he studied the 

geological structure of northeastern Asia and presented his findings in a book 

that established his reputation as a geologist. In 1866 he resigned from the anny 

over the brutal handling of an attempted prisoners ' escape in the area where he 

was servi ng . Then after working for five years as a geographer, Kropotkin went 

to Europe in 1871 . He lived in Switzerland for a year, reading as much as he 
could about socialism. Ht also visited the Jura district . where conununities of 
Swiss fanner-watdunakers epitomized the life that anarchists idealized. 
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Krnpotkii~ returned to Russia and lived for a year in St. Petersburg with one of 

the_ ~~puh
st 

groups who shared his goals . Following arrest in 1874 for his 

acttvtttes among the workers , in 1876 he escaped from prison departed Russia 
and lived abroad for more than forty years . ' ' 

Kropot~n settled in Geneva, where he and a group of associates published 

Revolt durmg the late 1870s. The journal carried many of his most important 

essa~s . and tbe! e years prove~ the most productive period in the development 

of hts thought. After the Swiss government deported him in 188 I , Kropotkin 

spent most of the next five years in France, much of the time in a controversial 

imprisonment f?llowing a general roundup of socialists in 1882-83 . The episode 

made Kropotkin a cause celebre with many intellectuals in France and 

elsewhere. 
31 

The poor health caused by this imprisonment produced a major 

change in his role in the anarchist movement, from activist to advocate . On his 

release from prison in 1886 he went immediately to England, where he remained 
for the next three decades . 

Through the 1880s Kropotkin shared with most other anarchists the notion 

that revolution would come about through a sudden uprising by the exploited, 

set off by a general strike or an assassination , to be followed by an abrupt 

change in attitudes regarding property , livelihood, and in other basic social and 

economic patterns . In his later years he came to believe that after a revolution

ary episode marking a clear beginning, a longer period of transition would be 

required to develop a new social order, which would be achieved by the people 

themselves rather than a new government . Although Kropotkin 's views changed 

somewhat, his writings often convey an optimism that Shifu and many other 

Chinese anarchists ingested whole . If Kropotkin used this tone in hopes of 

suggesting to European readers the eminent rationalism of his views , to Shifu 

it seemed that social revolution was imminent if only the good news of 

anarchism were disseminated among the people . 

Kropotkin played a leading role in establishing anarchist communism as the 

label for the society anarchists envisioned, as a modification to Bakunin' s term 

collectivism. The essential idea here is that society would cease to use the 

concept of property and replace it with free distribution, because the factories 

and machines , the labor that built them, and before all this the thought and labor 

of preindustrial society , belong to everyone. Under anarchist communism, all 

would continue to contribute to the common effort in production, and all would 

draw freely , according to their needs, from what is produced. 

As his views evolved , Kropotkin lost enthusiasm for assassination as a tactic 

to set off revolution . EspeciaJly in France , totally undisciplined use of 

assassination had fastened a powerful negative image of anarchism , which 

persists up to the present . Thus , by the middle 1890s Kropotkin oppos~d 

assassination as a tactic.: in the movement, although he would not deny Ins 

support to those who felt compelled to use it. On this point. Shifu follo~ed 

Kropotkin ' s example . As already noted , Shifu was prepared to undertake a fmal 
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assassination mission as of early 1912, but as_ he _completed the transit' 

h. he renounced further use of the tacuc himself while ackn 1on l(J anarc ism . . ow1 
to the right of others who felt called upon to_ use ll . Like Kropotkin, he c edging 

regard mass actions such as the general stnke as the preferable revo1 ~e to 
. UUo~ 

tactic for anarchists . ry 
Kropotkin' s voluminous writings include p~phlets , collections of his a . 

gathered into books, and works that he conceived as book-length treatise~•c:l~s 

"Appeal to the Young" aroused young people from Europe to Russia t . ~is 
. . · . h . o Ch_i 

to work for change in society as revolut10rusts or t rough then caree 32 ~ 
· . d · M l A · · rs. H 

most important work dunng the later ~eno w~s . utua td (published I 90 is 

which was his response to the Social Darw1msts and an apologia fo r 
2
), 

cooperative principle that Kropotkin saw as th_e essence of anarchist societ 
th

e 

it his major point was that just_ as mutual a1<l served as a _key factor iJ·t~n 

successful adaptation of species 111 t1_1e natural w~rld , so too It was vital to the 

well -heing of the human commurnty. Kropotkin also wrote an impress· e 
. L'k . 1ve 

historical work. The Great French Revolutwn . 1 e most runeteenth-centu 

revolutionists . Kropotkin re~arded the Frend~ R~volution a_s the wellspring~ 

later movements . He appreciated the revolutio n s accomplishments in endin 

feudalism and establishing the principle of equality ; these great principles ha~ 

penetrated to the eastern frontiers of Europe . Like Proudhon, however, he 

blamed the bourgeoisie for snuffing out the nascent institutions that could have 

brought the full development of free association . Those sprouts of anarchism 

remained as important precedents , he believed . 

When World War I began, Kropotkin set aside the principle of international

ism to support the Allied side against Germany. This decision reflected the deep

seated anti -German feeling that he shared with Bakunin, and it divided him from 

a number of European anarchists who upheld their principles of pacifism and 

internationalism. This also became Shifu ' s first disagreement with Kropotkin 

(see chapter 8) . In the summer of 1917 Kropotkin decided to return co Russia. 

The subsequent Bolshevik rise to power in the November Revolution placed 

Russian anarchists once again in opposition to followers of Marx . Because of his 

age and widespread respect, Kropotkin was spared when Bolshevik hostility to 

the anan:hists turned violent . While be was repulsed by the Bolshevik dictator

ship . he also noted that the positive achievements of the revolution- in Russia 

a:-. 111 France- would last long after their excesses had been endured . And he 

appeakd to those whom he might influence in the west to discourage.> interven

tio n 
33 

Kropotkin died in Russia in 192 1. He had incorporated in anard_u
s1 

l I t1 • • • 1 ·rn tite. 
r mug H 1c.: arg uments o t sc ience , the most respected language ot nw( c . . . 

Hi s hulllani sm comh111ed with hi s c redihility as a scientist gave anan.: hisni 
11

~ 

great appeal to Cltrnese 11Helk ctuals . . 
·r, 1~ . . . . . iarch1Slll 

1e an s group o t ea rl y C h111ese anarchists presented Kropotklll s ai .. 
1 

· · · 11 · ' · · nan:hi~n as a sc1e11t1ftca y-based panacea tor their country . Kropotklll s a d 
t·t· • • . . . . . . . . . . I . t sho"'' o ereu a ra tional, 11.atura ll y-haseu , sublunely humamst morality t ta 
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concern for every member of society ; it represented a modem form for all that 

had been essential to Chinese thinkers throughout the long history of the 

civilization. Anarchist principles made it possible to look backward to key values 

in Chinese thought about society and forward to a future combining the highest 

in human values with science and technology . In receiving these great principles, 

Shifu at first_ see~s to have believed that anarchism could be transplanted 

directly to Cluna simply by disseminating its principles in propaganda. While he 

moderated this outlook somewhat, he retained the enthusiasm of a new convert. 

For all the reasons outlined above , Kropotkin ' s anarchism became Shifu' s 

gospel . 

To Shlfu in the spring of 191 2, everything seemed possible: the Manchus had 

been brought down ; the revolutionary government in Guangzhou was progres

sive and included some who shared his passion for social change; and Kropotkin 

was living in London. Most important , great popular movements for peace and 

constructive development were at work in Europe , as the war that changed the 

world had not yet begun. Anarchists in China must hurry to prepare their people 

for the coming revolution . 

The Late Qing Intellectual Environment 

Having emphasized links with anarchists and anarchism from abroad , we 

now need to consider the Chinese environment in which the anarchists sought 

to implant their principles. Three themes are especially important: First , while 

many activist intellectuals were confident in the promises of technology for 

China, their optimism was balanced by apprehension because of the political and 

moral weakness of the old order, which made China vulnerable to the 

aggressions of imperialist powers in China. Second, most intellectuals were 

concerned to balance internal and external-Chinese and Western-elements in 

meeting the challenges that confronted the nation. Third , those who believed 

they had found answers to China' s problems tended to develop great confidence 

in the solutions they proposed. This established a characteristic that I will call 

"the certitude of the leader." The general mood seems accurately described as 

a "crisis of belief, " to which anarchist principles offered totally satisfying 

solutions . 
The intellectual world of the Chinese elite broadened rapidly in the last few 

years of the nineteenth century and the opening years of the twentieth. Since the 

Opium War, China had suffered repeated defeats and humiliations at the hands 

of the various Western powers . The Qing government had intennittently 

undertaken reforms in response to this foreign threat. Not until the Sino

Japanese War of 1894-95 , however, did the Chinese elite reach consensus on the 

urgent need for change . The war of 1894-95 pitted this proud Chinese empire 

against another Asian nation that had made its own response to the threat of 

Western dominance by adopting Western military tedmiques , restructuring its 
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I. , d engineering a social trans formation. ~e humiliating defeat b 
po Hy , an d k t Y J · 

t d C ll ina after 1895, to un erta ere o nn on a scale neve bitPan 
promp e , , , d h. r et 

• 1 ~1·dered by the empire s lea ers 1p. Ore sen ous y cons . . 

E . . Confucianjsm was erodmg by the early l 900s , It provided . 
ven as . . ct· •ct a gr 

. . duced many thoughtful , courageous m 1v1 uals , condt.ti· tat 
service: It pro . . . . . onect b 
C fu • values to care for the If socie ty . By late tmpenal times ho y 

on c1an , . . . . .' Wever 
many felt trapped in a predICament b~cause of the seemmg inability of th , 

emperor and hi s hureaucracy to prov~de for . the general well -being. 34 l' e 

possibility of achievi ng this Confucian 1mperat1ve g rew ever more remote he 

the elite clung to it hecause they could conceive no o the r ideal. The tensio~Y~t 

their thought and life tha t ~rew o ~l o f thi s age-old challenge produced Vitali:~ 

in the elite world of late Qmg Chma . 

Forehoding turned co opti mism when refonn -minded Chinese thinke 
. I d . rs 

grasped the significance of techno logy as 1~ had deve ope in the_ modern West. 

Beginning with Kang Youwei , C hinese retonne rs saw that physical mastery of 

the natural world offered the oppo rtunity to achieve the age-old Confucian goal 

o f ensuring prosperity . This discovery of technology all o wed refonners to 

concentrate on restructuring society to ensure an equitable sharing of prosperity. 

However. recurring political crises aroused fear that the survival of the Chinese 

nation and culture was in question . Thus , throughout the fi rs t decade of this 

century , optimism and desperation alternate as basic them es in wri tings of 

reformers and revolutionaries. Still , faith in techno logy remained strong . This 

faj th might be implied rather than stated explici tl y . For example , following Sun 

Zhongshan ' s lead , mainline Tongmenghui thinking envisioned an equitable 

distribution o f material trungs under na tional socia li sm as the means to evade the 

worse features of development as it had occurred in the capitali st West. For 

anarchists , and for Shifu most of all , fai th in techno logy was balanced by 

confidence that all members of society would share i ts benefits . The new 

confidence in technology was expressed in a variety o f ways ; the concern for 
equity grew out o f age-old principles . 

The issue o f internal as opposed to external e lem ents in plans to modernize 

C hina had been bound up with the question of change itself ever since this 

question firs t occurred in the middle nineteenth century . From that time lrnwanl. 

reform thinking had been based on the ti-yang fo rmula , the idea that C hina Clrnld 

adapr tu t.he threat from the outside world hy using "Chinese ways for the 

cultural hase . W este rn ways in practica l affairs " (Zhongrne wei ti , Xi.w e m 'I 

yonx ). T his widely applied princ ip le seems to suggest a d ichotomy incapahk of 

reconc iling the differeHces hc:cween C hinese a nd W este rn cultures . Hnwever, a 

variery o f auirudes a nd prog ralll s were put torwaru hefore as wt:'11 a:- after 

prnpone111 s ot an a 111 i Mam:hu revo lution ca lled for a new pnlicical fonn in 

C h ina. 
3
~ \Vli ile 1he n -yo111.: issue as such had faded som ew hat hy the early ye~s 

of cit is cell( ury , q uesciolL'; regard ing the role of ideas frnm ahrna<l remained basic 

10 t.l isL·ussions of change in C hina . Anarch ism held great appeal fo r C hinese 
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intellectuals because it offered a scientific basis for a moral system that empha

sized well-being for all members of society . Furthermore, anarchism's attack on 

all forms of authority entered into the thinking of Chinese activists at a point of 

growing disillusionment with authority . The completeness of anarchist theory 

also answered a basic need for system (tixi) for Chinese intellectuals . 36 Thus, 

anarchism offered a totally satisfying resolution of the ti-yong problem: it 

updated traditional morality by substituting the social concern of Kropotkin' s 

universal moral principle for the Confucian-based devotion to social welfare . 

Anarchism also addressed the ti-yong issue by challenging the traditional 

culture itself. Anarchists were not alone nor necessarily first in addressing the 

issue of culture ; national essence (guocui) writers emphasized the qualities of 

pristine Chinese culture as the basis for spiritual renewal and national 

strength. 
37 

Still , it was the anarchists who systematically developed the themes 

of cultural revolution. The Paris anarchists did not attack Confucius "from the 

rear, " as the national essence writers did in concentrating on how he and his 

followers had perverted the Chinese heritage. Rather the Paris anarchists 

emphasized the irrelevance of the Confucianist cornerstones of Chinese society 

and culture in the modern world . The Chinese people must cast off these 

features of tradition, the Paris group insisted, in order to live a rational life . The 

early Chinese anarchist movement also produced an alternative that began with 

the national essence viewpoint and emphasized China 's internal resources for 

cultural and social reconstruction. Formulated by the Tokyo group, this view 

drew on traditional Chinese thought. These differences are discussed further in 

the next section. 38 

As is made clear in later chapters, Shifu became convinced that his new 

system of belief was the truth. In this respect he was like other aspiring Chinese 

leaders who developed a systematic ideology: their sense of conviction about 

their views and their capacity to lead became so strong as to merit the term "the 

certitude of the leader." David Nivison drew attention to this aspect of the new 

optimism in an essay on the "knowledge and action" issue published many years 

ago. 39 By the period we are concerned with , Nivison observed, radical 

reformers from Tan Sitong to Sun Zhongshan believed that knowledge was 

difficult , while action was easy . This view had important effects on the popular 

movements that emerged during this period. The relationship between knowledge 

and action had emerged as a key issue between adherents of the "Old Text" 

point of view and the "New Text" interpretation of the Classics, which 

supported the 1898 reformers ' view of Confucius . Tan Sitong played a pivotal 

role in the reformers ' reworking of tradition; influenced by both Buddhism and 

Christianity , Tan had discovered religion as a source for new systems of ideas 

to transform society . With Kang Youwei and other reformers , Tan urged the 

establishment of a Confucian religion to overcome the appeal of Christianity . 

The object was to revere the individual whose knowledge or insight underlay the 

system, thus to make knowledge more important than action. "What I value 
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most highly is knowledge, not action," Tan wrote. "Whereas action is lini.i 
'bl kn I d . · tect 

knowledge is unlimited ; whereas action is exhausu e, ow e ge 1s lllerjia ' 
· t f "kn 1 d " USt• ible ." Tan regarded religion as well as science as par o o_w e ge , anct thi 

"knowledge" must be "real " - Tan's way of linking his new view of knowlect s 

with the Neo-Confucian need for "sincerity ," Nivison says. "When out 
knowledge is ' real, ' lTan proclaimed, I there is nothing one cannot do. "40 s 

Nivison pursued the knowledge and action theme into the periods of th 

Republic and the People 's Republic, observing that Sun Zhongsban saw the 

relationship between the two as Tan Sitong_ had_ un?ers!~od it. A~tion is eas/ 

as I know what must be done, was Sun 's 1mphcauon . Later, Jiang Kaishek 

produced his own discussion "On Knowledge and Action," which presented a 

direct appeal to the mass of people to fo llow the all -!<11ow!ng leader. Beginning 

with Mao Zedong, Communist leaders put the relat10nship between knowledge 

and action in terms of theory and practice . They al so di stinguished two kinds of 

knowledge, perceptual and rational. Rational knowledge is the kind that counts· 

this is knowledge verified by the Party 's experience in leadership of th~ 

revolution. 42 Thus, thinking on the "knowledge and action question" became 

part of the rationale for unenlightened masses to follow a wise leader. Shifu 

explicitly displayed this same certitude of the leader when be wrote that "the 

talented" (caizhe) should decide the needs of revolution, and "those without 

talent " (bucaizhe) should carry out these ideas .
43 

While be was not able to 

develop a mass movement, Shifu was convinced that he knew the truth . He was 

among the first to attempt to communicate his truth to a broad public in order 

to mobilize them for social revolution. His emphasis on morality was his 

greatest strength, but by the 1920s it would become the source of a major flaw 

in the anarchists ' organizational effort. 

The crisis facing Chinese society and culture during late Qing and early 

Republican times has been described in various ways. While any label might put 

things too simply , the basic situation seems best characterized as a crisis of 

belief. If discovery of the possibilities of technology produced optimism, 

intellectuals still faced the question of how to build a new foundation for society. 

The imperial order had served as the focus of belief, loyalty , and organization, 

but that order had been in decline for at least a century . The Manchu court 's 

belated reforms beginning about 1900 were , in retrospect , a fairly creditable 

effort to resolve the crisis of confidence tJrnt had developed. 44 This crisis, 

apparently political in nature , actually was much hroader. For example, abolition 

of the traditional examination system in 1905 precipitated an identity crisis 

among the elite , even though many of its members favored this refonn. Even 

if refonn were to concentrate on the imperial institution itself, it would have 

been almost impossihle to do enough . China 's crisis was so deep and so broad 

that it required a rebuilding from the very foundations of society . 
Awareness of the depths of the problem led many radicals , wheth~r 

reformers or revolutioJlilries . to put China 's needs in tenns of belief. Tins 
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understanding of China 's predicament linked Shifu not only to his predecessors 

in the anarchist movement, but also to such other individuals as Tan Sitong and 

Zhang Taiyan. The historical relationship in China between belief, or religion, 

and political authority made this an issue of basic social and cultural order. In 

the past, effective imperial government had been linked to Confucian orthodoxy . 

When the imperial system weakened , efforts were mounted to rectify orthodox 

thought and behavior, or by those who challenged the current authority , to seek 

alternative systems of belief. The perception of crisis by late Qing times opened 

the way for a broad quest to consider many possible systems of belief. 

Christianity played a catalytic role in this movement toward viable new belief. 

Missionary educators such as Timothy Richard had introduced science and 

technology in a positive way , in contrast to the military forms of technology 

which the Western powers had used repeatedly to extract new concessions from 

China. Through these missionary educators , Kang Youwei , Tan Sitong , and 

others realized that Christianity had served as a unifying , dynamic ideology in 

Western societies . This understanding of the role of Christianity encouraged the 

view that Confucianism should be presented as a religion . All these factors made 

religion a major feature in the thinking of some of the more imaginative 

innovators , who increasingly understood China 's crisis to be one of belief. 

For many of these innovators , Buddhism would serve as the major resource 

from Chinese culture in the effort to construct an adequate new structure of 

belief. However, it was not institutional Buddhism but rather philosophical 

Buddhism that provided inspiration for many of those devoted to rebuilding 

China. The rediscovery of such simple but profound truths as the interrelation

ship of all life and the potential power of a self-sacrificing individual gave new 

relevance to this old fixture of Chinese culture. Liu Sifu as a young reformer 

was linked to Tan Sitong, Zhang Taiyan, and others in this Buddhist revival , 

which had its origins in the efforts of Yang Wenhui , beginning in the 1880s, to 

recover the scriptures of Chinese Buddhism. Yang established an institute for the 

study and reprinting of Buddhist texts , which became a center for regenerating 

the religion at a time when it was needed most. Tan, Zhang, and the young 

monk Taixu were among the many who spent time at Yang 's institute (see 

chapter 6) . Several of these reformers made tremendously appealing statements 

about the spiritual power that could be drawn from Buddhism. 
45 

Indeed, Shifu 's 
anarchism may be seen as a secularized version of this revived Buddhism. All 

these efforts reflect the concern to discover a new spiritual basis for modern 

Chinese life and to express that strength in some systematic way . This concern 

in Shifu 's thinking and activity will he seen time after time in the following 

chapters . 

This need for belief helps to explain the appeal of anarchism as presented by 

Kropotkin. Kropotkin ' s principles were comprehensive an<l systematic. His claim 

to have built his system on the scientific principle of mutual aid strengthened the 

appeal of his views . He presented this great principle as also possessing a moral 
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, 1 · · equally as essential as its scientific significance Thus 
u1mens1on • , , , : . · , anar . 
appeared to be as devoted to the general welfare as Confuc1arusrn . A Ch1sn, 

. . I . b Ilarch· 
also addressed those problems of tra~ltlo~ socie~~ t at concerned revoJu .1srn 

aries . Jt attacked all _fon~1s of aut~ont_y , from poh~ical d?wn t_hrough fain1~~n
these were seen as irrattonal , decrepit forms of authonty that had p l<t.l ; 

. . . I I 1 · . . . roctu 
di saster in contemporary Chma. The socia eve mg envis10ned 1n a c~d 

theory further enhanced its appeal ; instead of myriad families ranked acllarc~ist 
. , f ·1 t· COrd1n 

to status and influence , anarchism made one great ami Yo all humankind _g 

leveling effect offered an important modification to traditional m · 1:11s 
. _ , , . . . oraI1ty 

Kropotkin' s anarchism full y met the concern for system (tzxt) that has be · 

especially important in Chinese thought. en 

Ways In to Anarchism 

Two groups of anarchists , one in Paris and one in Tokyo, each independent] 

began to publish journal s within a few weeks of each other in the spring ; 

1907. Each presented a sophisticated theoreti cal anarchism , providing a much 

clearer basis for the ideology than previously avai lable to Chinese intellectuals. 

Although their beginni ngs were contemporaneous , the two groups presented 

different versions of anarchism, reflecting in part the background of the two 

places where they resided . These are two of the three ways in- the scientistic 

route of the Paris group and the essence-isl route of the Tokyo group (the 

reasons for these labels wi ll be indicated below) . Shifu took a third way in, the 

activist way , which drew from the other two. Each of these "ways in" offers 

insight on the appeal of anarchism in China. 

The three leading figures in the Paris group were Wu Zhihui , Li Shizeng, 

and Zhang Jingjiang. Having established a friendship in 1901 , Li and Zhang first 

went to France in 1902, Zhang to manage his family ' s import-export business 

in Paris. Zhang ' s success in business would make him the financial benefactor 

of the group ' s work, but he too became a convinced anarchist. Early on, Zhang 

started a teahouse that employed Chinese students , launching the work-study idea 

with which the group would be associated fo r the next two decades. Li began 

to study biology . After several years, while also engaged in writing for New 

Century , he put hi s research to practical application by establishing a bean curd 

(doufu ) processing plant , which also provided jobs for Chinese students. 

Li and Zhang had met Wu Zhihui when they passed through Shanghai en 

route to Fram:e . Wu was some fifteen years olde r and had turned by stages from 

a11 establi shment o ri entatio n to a career of opposi tion over several years after 

1898 . As a teacher he had come into contact with a number of anti-Qing 

activi sts . He sojourned hrie tl y in Japan dunng 190 1-2 . Wu joined the group wl'.o 

produced the l iungsu Journal (Suhao) ; when the gove rnment clamped down tn 

the "Su/Joo case , " Wu madt his way to Scmland and then to England . Then at 

Li Shiztng ' s i11v itatio11 , he we m rn Paris in 1906 . During this visit Li gave Wu 
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• 1 enthusiastic introduction to anarchism. Wu 's initial response (as reported in 
at . "Al h 
one source) bears notmg: t ough Kropotkin's and Bakunin' s ideas are fine , 

it will take three thousand years before they can be implemented. 1146 Wu would 

repeat this vie~ often d~ring t_he . 1920s when political circumstances led him to 

compromise his _a~rch1st pnnc1ples . Here at the beginning, however, Wu 

accepted Li ' s reJomder that people should strive to implement such lofty 

principles: thus began many yea~s of common effort . 

Wu, Li , and Zhang were befnended by several French anarchists , including 

younger members ?f the Redus f~ily and Jean Grave . 47 By early 1907 they 

were prepared to mtroduce anarclusm to China. They organized the World 

Society (Shi.fie she) , which in 1906 briefly published a pictorial magazine on a 

printing press that Zhang Jingjiang had bought in Singapore-another of his 

contributions. Thus , the Paris group 's work actually began several months 

earlier than the Tokyo group ' s_
4
x By summer 1907 they turned to print rather 

than pictures , launching New Century (Xin shiji) , which would become one of 

the longest-lived of all revolutionary journals of this period . New Century would 

continue publication until May 19 I 0 , ceasing when Zhang Jingjiang decided to 

focus his support for revolution on Sun Zhongshan rather than the journal. 49 

The contacts and environment sketched thus far suggest the nature of the 

Paris group ' s anarchism. While their revolutionary concerns grew out of 

experiences at home, their anarchism was nurtured by their sojourn in the West. 

Living in one of the great cities of Europe and influenced by French anarchists 

who regarded even their own culture as needing transformation, they developed 

a scientistic , rationalist attack on Chinese culture. Moved to point out absurdities 

and irrelevance in the outmoded polity and culture of China, they became 

China' s first modem iconoclasts , enunciating most of the themes in the New 

Culture generation 's critique of Chinese culture a decade later. The first decade 

of this century was the real beginning of the Chinese Enlightenment , and the 

Paris group of anarchists were its first philosophes. 50 

While much of Chinese thinking in any period has been universalistic , the 

Paris group assumed that the universals of Western thinking were valid for 

modem China. This led to their espousal of Esperanto as a world language , 

which drew fierce attacks from Zhang Taiyan, who at the time was attracted to 

anarchism but rejected any dilution of Chinese ways . While this and related 

issues now debated were basically cultural , they were also personal and 

increasingly political as well , for Zhang had taken the lead in resisting Sun 

Zhongshan ' s leadership of the Tongmenghui , and the members of the Paris 

group stood behind Sun. 51 These major figures in the Paris group all had joined 
the Tongmenghui by late 1906; their alliance with Sun and his organizations 

would prove lasting . This political relationship led to the eventual ascension of 

Wu and Li to prominent roles in the Guomindang hy the late 1920s. The 

Western cultural environment clearly was a major influence in the fommlation 

of the Paris group 's anarchism. Initially , it was probably easy for them to forget 
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the realities of life in China. If they ~ere prepared t? make compromise , , , 
their return home in 1912, perhaps tlus refl~cted their return to those r/ _<i~ter 

S1·11 ti ey would remain Joyal to some essential features of their anarch· ahties . 
. 1 • 1 . 1st g

0
. 
1 especially to educational proJects . . . a. s, 

The Tokyo gnmp developed a version of anarchism that seemed. t 
• • :1 • • • 

0 gro 
naturally out of Chinese trad1t1on . The Tokyo group ongmated 111 the acf .. 'w 

of the Society for the Study of Socialism (Shehui z)1uyi Jiangxi hui) , orgt~t1es 

in summer 1907 . Key figures in that group were Zhang Taiyan, Liu Ship ~~ect 
. . , . . , . e1 c:tnct 

his wife He Zhen and Zhang J1. Zhang Ta1yan s interest 111 anarchism f 
' . , . . adect 

rather quickly . and the group centered on ~h~ ~nuch younge_r L~u Sh1pei . WhiJ 

Liu· s anarchist period also proved I<_> he hnet , it was enthusiastic and intellectu~ 

ally consistent. 52 By t 907 Zhang JI had already spent se:eral years in Japan. 

He had translated into Chinese a pamphlet hy the Italtan anarchist Errico 

Malatesta , for which Zhang Taiyan wrote a preface. 

l have chosen the tem1 "essence-ist" to lahel the anarchism of Liu Shipei anct 

the Tokyo group. This tem1 suggests its Chinese roots while avoiding both 

nativist and traditionalist , both of which might seem condescending . This term 

also suggests a close connection to national essence scholarship , which was at 

o nce Liu Shipei ' s family inheritance and a link to the Japanese setting in which 

be was working at this time. The kokusui movement of middle nineteenth

century Japan helped to inspire the guocui movement , in which Liu and Zhang 

Taiyan became leading figures . 53 A basic thrust in guocui scholarship and 

thinking was to circumvent the historical overlay of compromised Confucianism 

and leap backward to the truth of pristine Chinese ways . Liu Shipei ' s work on 

Rousseau· s Social Contract was part of his effort to search more broadly fo r the 

essence of human nature as expressed in natural law. His Tokyo journal was 

called Tianyi bao (Natural Justice) . Liu saw potentiality for anarchism in the 

historic inefficiency of central authority in China. He saw the beginnings of an 

anarchist society in the features of local autonomy and initiative and in 

egalitarian and communal habits among the peasantry . This theme had been 

suggested by discussion during much of the preceding half-century on the 

meaning of feudalism (fengjian) and bow that fom1 of local self-government 

might advance reform .~ If some late Qing reformers sought a stronger role for 

the gentry under the principle of restoring feudalism , however, the anarchist Liu 

Shipei could extend the principle to the lower orders of society . This theme 

suggests a link between Liu' s essence-ist anarchism and the scientistic principles 

set forth hy Kropotkin . 

Liu Shipei held genuinely radical views , which were fostered hy his national 

essence thinking . 111 1904 he and Lin Xie had produced one of the tirst 

vernacular newspapers , Zhongguo B{lihua hao ; later he would recommend that 

Chinese anarchists study Esperanto . He provided the first full translation of _rile 

Communist Mamfesto , and in explaining it he introduced the concept of histoncal 

materialism . 55 He was among the first to call for peasant involvement in a 
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Chinese revolution. Liu ' s view of revolution went beyond mere anti-Manchu 

hatred: he scoffed at all proposals for refonn and rejected state socialism. On 

the latter issue he agreed with the Paris anarchists , thus establishing a key 

principle of anarchis~ that_ Sh!fu would later insist was essential in China. With 

his wife He Zhen, Lrn Sh1pe1 called for a full -scale social revolution built on 

feminism . In her many writings for the journal He Zhen linked cultural issues 

to the political , social , and economic aspects of the liberation of Chinese 

women. 
56 

Although the Tokyo group thus included Western-inspired themes in 

their anarchism, the major difference from the Paris group was their clear pride 

in Chinese culture and the belief that Chinese society offered advantages for the 

transition to an anarchist future . For the Tokyo group , both anarchist principles 

and the rationale for social transformation grew out of a Chinese essence. 

In the conclusion of this study I will survey "ways out" of anarchism, at that 

point focusing on the late 1920s. Some further discussion of this point as it 

relates to the major figures in the Tokyo group is in order here , as their ways 

out so quickly followed their ways in to anarchist principles. Zhang Taiyan 

seems the best example; indeed his anarchism was never more than a "flirta

tion." Although he could be mercurial in his causes , Zhang was a patriot of 

absolute intellectual integrity and personal courage, in search of the best course 

for China. 
57 

While he was attracted to the high ideals of anarchism, Zhang 

concluded that those ideals were not part of the working values of most human 

beings. For him it then followed that some sort of powerful authority , 

resembling Legalism from the Chinese past, would be necessary to operate even 

a system based on high moral principles. 58 Liu Shipei , who appears to have 

been fully persuaded of the validity of anarchist principles , also held only a 

short-term commitment. His tum away from anarchism involved personal 

pressures that led to political consequences; Liu ceased revolutionary activity 

and went over to the side of the Manchu government. 59 

The other major figure in the Tokyo group , Zhang Ji , left Japan to join the 

Paris group , and like Wu Zhihui and Li Shizeng became a senior leader in the 

Guomindang some twenty years after this time . 60 At that time, these old Paris 

anarchists claimed to believe that they would actually advance their anarchist 

principles by doing all they could to strengthen the Guomindang .61 It might he 

that anarchist principles are so nebulous , or that it is so easy to lengthen the 

span of time deemed necessary for their implementation, that continuing devo

tion to the principles should not be measured in t.em1s of political l'.Ommit

ment. 62 To anticipate the later discussion of "ways out , " let it suffice here to 

say that two features appear to link the hehavior of all those anarchists who 

sooner or later associated with political authority : First , their hehavior points to 

a basic dilemma in Chinese political thought and hehavior, that of a need for 

authority if only to endorse the grandest of projects . Second, through all these 

years of revolutionary change , there were few good options for upright people 
without military power. 
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Shifu ' s career reflected both the Tokyo and Paris g roups ' ap 
· I · H hi · · Proach 

anarchist theory and social revo ut10n. owever, s act1v1st route e:s lo 
· · F h L. h represe 

di stinct third way m to anarchism. or t e young m t ere was neve nts a 
. d . d . r much I 

between a perception of injusuce an acu on to re ress 1t. He took ag 

personally . By
11 

the ti~e ~e ~ent ~?. J~~an,
11 

he was att~ntive to e~:ry:ing 
discussions of destrucuomsm and ruh1hsm then appeanng in rev 1 . any 

. , . . hi O ut1ona 
j ournals (these themes and Liu s act1v1st route to anarc sm are add ry 
chapter 3) . He decided to make assassination his contribution to the re res

1
se? in 

. I h'l . . vo Ut10 
ary movement. As shown m the essays 1e wrote w 1 e m pnson folio . 0

-
. wing n· 

assassi nation_ attemp~ in 1907 , he sl~ar~d a number o f 1~terests with the To is 

?rou~, espe~1all y na t101~al essence thinking a~d an attr,acuon to Buddhism. W~o 
m pn son L rn also was introduced to the Pans group s New Century. Alth le 

he returned to assassination work after hi s release from jail , he grad ough 

h 
. , . . . . . . h . I ual]y 

ecame convmced ot the sc1ent1st1c viewpoint , wit HS e egant combinatio 

morali ty and modemjty. His growing convicti on that anarchist principles of/ of 

ul timate truth led to his rejection of Sun Zhongsban and po litical revolutio~rect 

of early 1912. Then, as Shifu , he became the apostl e o f anarchism as present ~ 

by Kropotki n , whose principles seemed the perfec t guide for modern societi e 

Because of his activist route to anarchism , Shifu set out to serve as a mod es. 

bodhisattva for his principles. ern 

l 



Chapter 3 

Assassination and the Radical Ideology: 

Liu Sifu's Route to Anarchism 

Liu Sifu the reformer and anti-Manchu revolutionary left little clear record 

to indicate how he became Shifu the anarchist. In the absence of fuller 

information we must consider the revolutionary environment to which Liu 

responded with his assassination mission in May 1907 . Certainly he learned 

something about anarchism as early as his sojourn in Japan during 1905-6, but 

he meant his assassination plot of 1907 as a patriotic anti-Manchu action , not as 

part of an anarchist program for revolution. Yet the information that Liu and 

other Chinese patriots had about anarchism-or "nihilism" (xuwu zhuyi) , as some 

writers called it-contained much that was consistent with the theoretically sound 

views that Liu adopted later. 
The ideas that influenced Liu and others during the period 1903 through 

1907 served as the foundation for the anarchism that Shifu adopted several years 

later, even though its theoretical associations were somewhat confused at first. 

This set of ideas , which are accurately termed "proto-anarchism," 1 was oriented 

to activists : it served as much for inspiration as for revolutionary theory . Liu 

was consistent in all phases of his career in seeking to link action to principles . 

At this early period he was seeking a framework for action, while later as Shifu 

he set out to match his actions with the anarchist principles that by 1912 had 

become for him the ultimate theory for transforming people's minds so that 

society also would be transformed . 
Liu 's generation undertook "new-style studies" in their quest for national 

salvation; thousands of them gained the opportunity to study abroad , especially 

in Japan . Thus , they looked outside China for inspiration and models to guide 

their revolution-making . To Chinese activists , Russian populists and 
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European anarchists who favored assassi_nati~n bee~~ compatriots. . 
also drew inspiration from men of determmat1on (zhishi) from Chin Activist 

h h " . ese tr ct· s 
and the recent past These exemplars, w et er iore1gn or Chinese w a Ition 

· , ere e 
in the writings of publicists who sought to advance the revolutionary Xtol!ed 

d h . rnovern 
While the Chinese models were presente as avmg acted out of h . ent, 

impulse to attack_ injustice, the bold deeds of Russian an~ European revto~::Ple 

ies were placed m the context of a program for removing tyrants and b . nar, 
· l · h Utlct· a new society . Although the outlme for revo ullon t us presented was . Ing 

. . . h'nk . d' relativ I 
simple, it stimulated Chmese act1v1sts to t 1 m ru imentary theoretical e Y 

. . t' . 1 terms 
and they came to regard assassmatlon as a tac 1c essentla to revolutio , 

. . 1 h' . d . n. Even 
at this early point , theory was sufficient y sop 1st1cate to mclude a con 

. . 'd 'fi d h . . cept of 
class conflict , as the revolutionanes 1 enll te t e1r opponents m terms of 

. . S'fu ' h. Power 
and wealth . These elements m Lm 1 s proto-anarc ism are fascinatin . 

themselves , and they offer insight into the thinking of ~hinese patriots du~i~n 
this period when the anti-Manchu movement was gathering momentum.2 g 

It is easy in hindsight to criticize Chinese activists of late Qing times fo 

focusing on romantic_ heroism r~the~ than on ~rganizing a revolutiona; 
movement. In presentmg the mot1vat1ons and actions of these anti-Manchu 

revolutionaries , I trust it is obvious that I do not mean to glorify violence. The 

willingness to engage in revolutionary violence reflected both the sense of 
urgency and the periodic despair discussed in the previous chapter. In what 

follows here , activists repeatedly say that they hoped through their sacrifices to 

attract others to the cause of revolution . Liu Sifu and many others were moved 

by historical and moral examples from Chinese tradition and from recent 

European experience. That individuals such as Liang Qichao and Chen Duxiu 

at least briefly felt the appeal of this rationale for revolutionary action is 

sufficient to indicate its importance at that time . The persistence of these ideas 

among activists for almost a decade also points to a theme that deserves 

systematic discussion. To seek to understand them is not the same thing as to 

endorse their every action. 

The Tactic of Assassination and Proto-Anarchism 

Beginning in the late 1890s Chinese journals offered scattered notices on 

socialist movements and activities in Europe . Perceptive Chinese readers could 

glean more or less accurate information on such figures in European socialism 

as St. -Simon, Fourier, Proudhon , Bakunin, and Marx . With his broad interests 

and imagination, Liang Qichao made a number of statements that supported 

views much more radical than the constitutionalism on which he finally settled. 

While his thinking changed in response to current developments , Liang was 
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among the early proponents of destruction as a necessary step before any 

constructive c~ai:i~e could take place . 
3 

Although his reasons for appreciating the 

work of the mhihsts changed, up to 1905 Liang also was rather consistent in 

supporting the use of assassination as a tactic for reform or for revolution.4 

Liang also was among the first publicists to express support for socialism as a 

modem form for traditi?nal C~inese social ideals . His early sojourn in Japan 

made him one of the first Chmese to receive the stimulus of the late Meiji 

intellectual environment. Liang ' s experience shows that an interested Chinese 

observer could have some meaningful grasp of Western socialism and its various 
expressions as early as 1903 . 

During 1903 an unprecedented amount of writing on anarchism and nihil

ism appeared, and a process began that has been repeated several times among 

Chinese intellectuals in this century . Then as later , Chinese intellectuals ' 

attraction to specific sets of ideas reflected , at least in part , their perceived needs 

and their sense of urgency . While a relatively few people would act on the ideas 

many claimed to espouse, nihilism developed a large popular following . 

Nihilism recommended a particular tactic , assassination, that had been used 

effectively by revolutionaries in other countries and offered some prospect of 

efficacy in China. 

The year 1903 also brought a remarkable production of books on socialism 

translated into Chinese . At least five such books were published during the year, 

each offering descriptions of socialist ideas and parties in Russia, Europe, and 

elsewhere in the West. 5 Some of these discussions of socialism included both 

anarchism and Marxism. While the view of either ideology presented in these 

discussions would not have seemed quite satisfactory to informed Westerners , 

a surprising amount of accurate information came through. Fukui Junzo ' s 

Modern Socialism (linshi shehui zhuyi in the translation by Zhao Bizhen) 

presented both anarchism and Marxism adequately while , understandably , 

lacking information on the most recent period .6 In Fukui 's book, Proudhon was 

presented as the founder of anarchism and associated with his best-known 

statement, "What is property? Property is theft." A brief account of his career 

and his works was accurate . Proudhon was quoted as saying "I don ' t think 

anything can be improved without destruction, "7 yet was described as "construe 

tive ." Fukui portrayed Proudhon 's scheme for people 's banks as the key mem1s 
by which Proudhon intended to achieve popular control of the economy. Chinese 

readers likely would not have seen these banks as relevant lo their nat um ·s 

problems, and Fukui 's discussion did not pomt out that the plan for people 's 

banks was just one means by which Proudhon hoped that tus anarchist principles 

would be implemented . Fukui observed that Bakunin had come to Paris in 1847 

and "received Proudhon 's teachings ." Bakunin had then attempted to create :rn 

international movement based on Proudhon 's ideas . 8 

Fukui wrote enthusiastically of Marx and his theones . Before Marx , he 
said, socialism had been nothing more than "idle dreaming . "

9 
Marx 's theory 
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ld d here earlier forms of socialism failed because of its broad 
cou succee w 

1 11 
. . sco 

d nl·versal system that would app y to a societies . Fo\\ Pe: 
Marx propose a u . . ow· 

k t h Of Marx 's career and writings , Fukm outlined Marx's ideas 1ng 
a s e c . • d M ' . . h . <Ind 
included some extensive quotations . Fukm i?un arx s msig . t mto history an 

. development profound . He outlmed three stages m the growth d 
economic • · h h · ct· · of 

. 1. d t· ·ty from handicraft production wit t em 1viduaI prod capita 1st pro uc 1v1 , . . . Ucer's 
capital through the factory system with large-scale capital . Fukui presented 

Marx 's ideas on the labor the~~ of value and surplus value '. labor was_ the rnost 

important element in productivity because of the opportumty for capitalists t 

exploit labor. Although he was enthralled with Marx 's_powers of analysis , Fuku~ 

acknowledged that Marx had not explained ~ow to brmg about the_ change frorn 

the present system, except for "trends in society and the natural ~Ithering awa 

of the capitalist system .... "1° Fukui returned to Marx 's emphasis on "naturi 

change in comparing him with the anarchists : 

The anarchists ' goals are to destroy state organization by violence . But Marx 

looks to the withering away of the state [guojiaJ through natural tendencies. 

Thus the former wants to seek it by force , and the latter would achieve the 

goal through natural means. Both would make free association the basis of 

social organization, and beyond that, would limit the power of coercion .11 

Despite Fukui 's obvious preference for Marx 's insight , he set out to be an 

impartial interpreter of these alternative forms of European socialism. For both 

anarchism and Marxism he presented sufficient accurate information to whet the 

interests of those Chinese readers who cared to seek further . 

Fukui also provided reliable information on the breakup of the International 

in 1872. The meeting at The Hague had produced irreconcilable differences., he 

said, with Marx insisting on centralized authority in the organization and 

Bakunin (here, "Weikeyi") calling for the autonomy of each local group. 

Furthermore, Fukui said, Bakunin called for "extreme destructionism" (jiduan 

pohuai zhuyi) in order to remove the state and make a fresh beginning . Bakunin 

had gathered his supporters into a new alliance that "used the methods of 

unrestrained violence , which brought the enmity of society , made them lifelong 

adversaries of the socialist party , and brought insurrection to its extreme. "12 

Given their attraction to these same methods , Chinese activists who read Fukui 

probably recognized anarchists as fellow-travelers , at least , with the nihil ists 

whom they were beginning to admire . The important point about Fukui's 

portrayal of these two rivals within the European socialist movement is that it 

was sufficiently accurate to guide Chinese readers who might care to follow up 

on it for a fuller understanding of ei ther anarchism or Marxism. As of I 903 , 
accurate information was avai lab le. 

Ironically, the most influential of the books published in 1903, Modern 

Anarchism (Kinsei museifu shugi) , described the Russian populist movement 

instead of theoretical anarchism. lts author, Kemuyama Sentaro, was a political 
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science professor at Waseda University K . 
affairs in the journal Revue Dipl . · e_mu~_ama had wntten on Russian 

omatzque ( Gmko Jlho) I M d A h . 
gave a systematic presentation of rev 1 . . . · ~ 0 em narc lsm he 

. 
0 ut,onary activity m Russia during the late 

mneteenth century . Kemuyama's choice of t · 
1 

• 
. . • a 1t e was little help to Chinese 

publtc1sts , who 1or several years would cont" t • • .. 
. . . mue o use anarchism and mh1hsm 
interchangeably . The title mdicated that K • • 

. . . emuyama was wntmg about 
anarchism, m the text he spoke of nihilists · but h t h all d · . , w a e actu y escnbed was 
the _work of _Russian populist groups .13 The Chinese translation of the book 
earned the title Freedom 's Blood (Ziyou xue) h. h l fl · . . , w 1c accurate y re ects its 
import to Chmese readers Kemuyama inti·mated that th h" f h · · f 

• • • 11 • . e c 1e c aractenstlc o 
n~h1hsts wa_s extreme revolutionism

11 (jiduan geming zhuyi) . Although other 

kmds of ~ctlon coul~ meet this characterization, Chinese readers readily inferred 

that Russian revolutionaries often undertook assassination and they too should 
use this tactic . ' 

The Hunanese activist Yang Dusheng worked persistently to convert 

Kemuyama's information into action in China. At Waseda beginning in 1902, 

Yang learned from Kemuyama the ideas on revolution that he would circulate 

during the next few years . Yang helped to produce Translations from Students 

Abroad (Youxue yibian) , but he is best known for his pamphlet The New Hunan 

(Xin Hunan) , also written in 1903 .14 Yang returned to China then , just when 

groups associated with Huang Xing were reorganizing into the Huaxinghui . The 

New Hunan became the new organization's chief propaganda statement, calling 

for the establishment of Hunan as a base for nationwide revolution . 

In a section entitled 
II 

Destruction 
II 

Yang presented some of the ideas he had 

absorbed about the Russian revolutionary movement. First he justified the 

process of destruction , a theme important in itself. "In reconstructing society , 

we can ' t simply reorganize the old society ; we must destroy the old society and 

cleanse it. 1115 By connecting destruction to the process of renewal , Yang 

presented a psychologically liberating idea to an elite accustomed to viewing 

society as stable and resistant to change. The Russian nihilists , Yang said , best 

exemplified the spirit of destruction and provided a pattern for revolution: 

For the spirit of destruction in every country in the. wor~d _ t_oday. no1~c ,s 
more ardent than the Nihilist Party of Russ ia .... Russ ian 111h1ltsm goes trom 

a period of revolutionary literature to a penod of propaganda and t: xhorta 

tion , and from t111s to a penod of assass1nat1on and terror 
10 

Yang was among the first wnters to lay out a 11mctabk for revolution. 
. 1 ·h . t , 111 Russia nor would However , the panern he ou1hned here du. not mace even s - ' , .·, . , 

. . . .h · . bl . , th"y sug,,esced as vai 1,mcs later Chinese publtc1sts act acconimg tot e t1mec.1 cs ..., - o 

of tJ1is one offered by Yang . . . . . 
71 

New 
Although Yang made few other references tlJ assassmattlln 1

_
11 ie 

. I . I . that this was lus preferred 
Hunan his activities durmg 1904-5 mace 1t c e.tr ' 

' , , • e responsible than anyone 
form of revolutionary violence . Yang ,uso seems mor 
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. d •ng the assassination corps as an organizational for 
else for mtro uci . 04 d 9 rn. I-le 

himself and m both 19 an 1 05 he tried u stane..1 
three such groups ' . . . . 17 nsucce 1.1 , 

to car out assassination attacks m Be1 J ~ng . Ssful!y 
ry , hasis on the corps did not reflect the usual 
Yang s emp h d . approa h 
. . d · ng the years 1903-7. Rat er, urmg this period c to 

assassmat1on un . , acr • 
. d l"tary missions · although several had assistants in the 

1 
1v1sts 

carne out so 1 ' . . " h ,, P Ots h 
d t set out from the begmnmg to do t e deed themselv t ey 

pf rellpar~ , d~os ssion will show it is appropriate to label this as the pe:s , As the 
o owmg 1scu . ' . d b • tod of th 

l. h · c assassin Dunng the last peno eiore the Revolution f e so 1tary ero1 · . o 19 11 
b 

· · gin l 910 and continuing into early 1912, the assassmation corp , 
egmnm . . . L. S"fu ' . . . s Would 

become the typical orgamzat10nal form . m I s act1v1t1es reflected 

respective trends of the two periods (see chapter 5 for a discussion of the 1;~: 

period). 18 
• • • • 

Another influential publicist of this penod was Lm Xie , a Fujianese h 
. . h 1 y . wo 

became associated with the radical movem~nt mt e ower an~z1 region . As of 
1904 Lin was attempting to fos ter revolution through the Chinese Vemacu/ 

News (Zhongguo baihua bao) , which he published at Shanghai .19 In ,: 

Citizen's Letter of Opinion," which ran during the first half of 1904, L 

presented the most systematic and explicit discussion of assassination in t~ 

entire body of materials on the subject.
20 

In an installment entitled "The 

Education of Assassins ," Lin noted the importance of education in building 

national strength . In powerful nations , he said , education helped to maintain 

strength . But the Chinese needed education that would produce immediate 

results ; they needed a program that would prepare them to carry out assassina

tions . 
Lin then outlined five academic terms (xueqi) for training assassins. The 

first would develop political thought by refining students ' common-sense 

understanding of political order and pointing out the failures of the current 

government. The second term would seek to eradicate "religious superstition," 

by which Lin meant the blind loyalty fostered by those who claimed to represent 

Confucius . A true understanding of the concepts of loyalty and public service 

would show that most officials , and the emperor himself, were impostors who 

should be executed as common criminals . Correct understanding of these points. 

L111 said , would liberate people 's courage to attack the transgressors . Learning 

to "trust the guidance of history" would be the third subject. The fourth term 

would be devoted to physical education , an essential for assassins : 

ll]f you can 't leap wa lls you can 't he an assassin; if you can't cross creeks 

and bound over mountam streams you can' t be an assassin; if you can't hide 

yourse lf in the shadows you can ' 1 be an assassin .2 1 

The final term would offer scientific knowledge useful to assassins . Here Lin 
· d. d h' f · al was 
Ill 1cate 1s pre erence among modern weapons-explosives (which so 
h h . f . h. whO 

t e c 01ce o most who attempted assassinations) . Those in ancient C ma 

◄ 
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d tried assassinations had missed their targets Lin sa·d b h . 
hit , 1 , ecause t eu weapons 
were crude. 

If there had been explosives and pistols then even ·f 'd h . 
II , 1 you ad ten Qm 

Shihuangs , they a would have been flat dead · how Id h 
7 8 ' cou t ere have been 

Such failures as these . ut now , besides daggers swo d k . 
. . , r s, mves, and clubs , 

We have pistols and explosives, and these two are eas
1
·1 h b 

. Y muc etter than all 
tlie others. Explosives are even better than pistols and bes·d th h 

. • . • , 1 es ese t ere are 
still all kmds of poisons with which you can assass inate people .22 

With this Iast of Lin ' s five subjects , the education of assassins would be 
complete. 

Lin then presented several arguments for the appropriateness of assassina

tion to meet Ch!na' s needs . Revolution could not succeed with a single stroke, 

he said , and Chma wa~ not yet fully prepared ; assassination would complete the 
preparations . In practical terms , Lin said it was "extremely easy to succeed" 

with assassination . The tactic did not require much money , or many people, or 

coordination of groups . There was no risk of foreign intervention . Nor would 

assassination implicate or frighten innocent people in the area where it was 

undertaken (an argument undermined several times by some who attempted to 

act on Lin 's admonitions) . Yet another advantage was that assassinations would 

terrify the authorities . Finally , Lin justified assassination in terms of the logic 

of revolutionary justice. Assassination is good because it protects people 's well 
being and contributes to the progress of society , which 

may be obstructed by one or two religious leaders , or educators, or 

politicians or capitalists , or lofty gentry or clan elders .... If one person can 

give these obstructionists who have power and authority a dagger to chew on, 

then there is no telling how fast society can progress .23 

In naming kinds of people who might be attacked , Lin indicated who were 

the enemies of revolution . Lin and other writers laid down an elementary idea 

of class struggle , a simple "us vs . them ti confrontation between the people and 

a range of authority figures-economic , religious , and familial . In sections on 

Proudhon and Marx , Fukui 's book on socialism emphasized the economic 

domination of the capitalist and landlord classes , providing a focus for 

revolution to those who read it. 24 Lin hoped to present his ti education for 

assassins" to those of "lower-class society" (xiadeng shehui) , using baihua 

teaching materials .25 Another writer (almost certainly Yang Dusheng writing 

under a pseudonym) identified lower-class society as secret societies , workers , 

and soldiers .26 Thus , a rudimentary ideology of class struggle emerged at least 

as early as 1903 , and advocates of assassination were among the first in China 

to call for social revolution . While these writers included officials of the 

imperial government among the enemies of revolution , their appeals omitted the 
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fierce anti -Manchuism that would become a Tongmenghui rallying cry • l'he 

absence of racism in these early writings suggests an attempt to use a broader 

appeal than the one the Tongmenghui ultimately chose . 
Lin Xie went on to observe that all the European countries had seen the 

work of assassins in recent times . He supported this statement with a list of 

quotations from Europeans urging assassination or terror and a chronological 

table showing attacks on prominent political figures in Europe .
27 

Five rulers 

had been dispatched , Lin noted , and countless high officials . He concluded: 

You can see that these events are presently most stylish and common in the 

Western countries . Ah , you affect foreign hairstyles and cut your queues , 

wear straw hats and leather shoes , smoke , and put on metal-rimmed 

spectacles- you all know how to study current hairstyles . I tell you , these 

assassins are more timely than hairstyles now , and you ought to study 

them! 28 

Still another reason to use assassination was its role in China' s past. Sima 

Qian had established this as a positive image by including a chapter on assassins 

in his Historical Record (Shi Ji) . In his appeal to "trust the guidance of history," 

Lin presented a long list of Chinese assassins , ranging in time from the Warring 

States period to late Qing . Of the several figures he mentions from Warring I 
States times , Yu Rang of the state of Jin seems an appropriate model for the 

assassins of the revolutionary movement. 29 After serving two unappreciative 

lords , Yu Rang entered the service of Zhi Bo when the latter defeated the 

second of those lords . Zhi Bo appreciated Yu Rang ' s many talents , so Yu Rang 

served his new lord faithfully . In time Zhi Bo was defeated and killed by 

Xiangzi , another lord ; thereafter Yu Rang lived for the sole purpose of avenging 

Zhi Bo . When Xiangzi finally captured him Yu Rang made a last request ,' asking 

Xiangzi to remove his robe . Xiangzi admired Rang ' s nobility of purpose and 

granted the request. Rang slashed at the robe , then fell on his sword .30 For 

most of the would-be assassins in the revolutionary movement as for Yu Rang , 

the symbolic act was as important as tactical success . 

Lin also mentioned Jing Ke and Zhang Liang , who made separate attempts 

to kill the king of Qin (later Qin Shihuangdi) . And he included Jing Qing , who 

plotted an attack on Zhu Di (the Yongle emperor) when the latter claimed the 

Ming throne at Nanj ing in 1402 . Appealing to female readers , Lin also included 

two heroines who supposedly lived during Tang times , Nie Yinniang ("Maiden 

Nie of the Yin Force" ?) and Hong Xian ("Red Thread") . Stories about both , 

embellished in popular tales and the theater , included several common features : 

marvelous attributes such as the ability to prepare supernatural pills or potions , 

to fly , and to change form . Both undertook assassination missions for lordly 

benefactors . 
Thus , Lin and other publicists sought to link the deeds of European nihilists 

to precedents from Chinese history and literature . As a contributor to Lin's 
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Zhongguo baihua bao during 1904 , Liu Shipei also urged patriots to emulate 

earlier Chinese heroes who had undertaken assassination . 31 This heroic tradition 

maintained a shadowy line between myth and historical fact ; virtue was often 

manifested through supreme if not superhuman effort and through the sacrifices 
of assassins who provided these examples . 

Buddhism served as another source of inspiration for self-sacrifice and put 

heroism in religious terms . Tan Sitong had emphasized the model of the 

bodhisattva for self-sacrificing patriots and had taken on this role in his 

martyrdom following the Hundred Days Reforms in 1898 .32 Both Zhang Taiyan 

and Liu Shipei saw in Buddhism a great spiritual resource from the national 

essence that could serve in China 's crisis . 33 Buddhism held a vital place in Liu 

Sifu ' s thinking . Like Tan Si tong , he was moved by the bodhisattva ideal as he 

prepared to sacrifice himself in an assassination plot. This influence of 

Buddhism is one of the themes in the Liu 's prison essays discussed in the next 

chapter . 

The tradition of protest by suicide constituted yet another justification for 

sacrificial death . Beginning with Qu Yuan , the statesman-poet of the ancient 

state of Chu who drowned himself after being rejected by his ruler , the protest 

suicide became an honorable way for frustrated men of talent to express 

dissent. 34 In the early years of the twentieth century , frustration and anxiety 

plagued many young intellectuals . Concern for China drove many into the 

revolutionary movement , through which they hoped to prepare for a better 

future . Hope alternated with despair, and when the latter mood dominated , an 

honorable suicide might seem attractive . This impulse too could serve the cause 

of revolution, as one Japanese publicist pointed out. In Review of Revolutions 

(Kakumei hyoron) , a journal published during 1906-7 , this writer urged his 

Chinese readers , "Those who would commit suicide out of anguish should 

instead carry out assassination for the revolution . "35 The appeal of an heroic 

suicide might help to explain the incompetence with weapons that characterized 

almost all the assassination attempts during the years 1903-7 . Many of these 

episodes may be interpreted as ritual suicides rather than well-planned attempts 

at revolutionary violence . 

Wu Yue was among those whom Yang Dusheng influenced ; as noted 

above , Yang 's impact came not just through the written word . When Yang 

organized the Northern Assassination Corps to try to kill Ticliang , the Manchu 

minister of war , Wu joined the group . However, the plot which Wu actually 

carried out came in September 1905 at the Beijing railway station as five 

imperial commissioners prepared to go to Japan and Europe to study constitu

tional systems . This is one of the best-known assassination attempts of the entire 

revolutionary movement. Wu 's background as an act ivist is also of interest 

because of his connection with Chen Duxiu , who later played major roles as 

leader of the New Culture movement and organizer of the Chinese Communist 

Party . 
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Ch h d b
ecome an activist following a sojourn in Japan in 1902_3 en a d . • . . Aft 

. . ch · he became involve m vanous proJects in Sh er 
returning to ma, . , . angha" 

N 
. . d h . home area of Anqing , Anhu1. Chen s interest in the th 1, 

anJmg , an 1s . . . . emes of 
nativism and assassination as ms~1red by . Ru~s1an populists , suggests the 

widespread influence of the ideas d~scussed m this and the_ next chapter . Che 

joined the assassination squad organized b~ Yang Dusheng m Shan~hai in 1904n 

as did Cai Yuanpei , among others . Back _1~ Wuhu, ~oth~r ~nhu1 city not fa; 
from Nanjing , Chen and such o~her a~t1v1sts as L1~ Sh1pe1 and Su Manshu 

became associated with the Anhui Public School , which they made a base f 

revolutionary activity . In addition to publi shing th~ Anhui Common Spee:~ 

Journal (Anhw suhua baa) , Chen o rgani zed the Warnor_ Yu~ Society , named in 

honor of the Song patriot Yue Fei , as a group for assassination and other forms 

of revolutionary violence . Wu Yue had been one of Chen ' s students , and he 

Joined the Warrior Yue Society . Wu planned his assassination mission in Wuhu 

with Chen Duxiu and other members of the society .
36 

When Wu Yue undertook to attack the five mini ste rs at the Beijing railroad 

station , he was blown up with the bomb he meant to throw at them. His 

spectacular failure received nationwide attention and an enthusiastic hearing for 

his ideas . In the wake of the incident , Wu ' s purposes for the mission were set 

fo rth in a relatively mild statement. 37 He also left behind a larger testament 

outlining his view of revolution and the role of violence in it ; thi s was not 

widely disseminated until Minbao published it in a special edit ion called 

"H eaven ' s Vengeance" (Tian tao) in April 1907 .38 Here Wu described his 

background in an impoverished minor official family , his route to activism 

through Liang Qichao ' s Qingyi baa and a reading list of revolutionary pamphlets 

and journals . and his intention to kill Tieliang . He had come to realize that Han 

reformers had been duped by the Manchus , he said , and had concluded that the 

only solution was to get rid of the Manchus . 

There are two ways to expel the Manchus: one is assassination ; the other is 

revolution. Assassination is the cause , revolution is the result . Assassination 

can be accomplished by an individual , but revolution is ineffective without 

mass strength . Today 1s not a period of revolution , but a period of assassma-
110 11 . 

39 

Thus , Wu like others made use of the "period of assassination " concept ; he 

c laimed to see !he pattern suggested in thi s quotation in the experiences of the 

European countries and Japan. For Wu as for Yang Dusheng, however, the 

Russian nihilists remained the best modds .4n 

Wu Yue went further , calling 1he period of assassination a time to practice 

what he called "assassinationis m " (ansha zhuvi) : " If today we want to build the 

I ' I h . · . · " The peop e s mora e , no t mg 1s bette r than to carry out assassinatio111sn1. 

advantage of killing a few Manchu leade rs would be 10 scare all 1he others: 

◄ 
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"Killing one frightens a hundred , killing a hundred frightens a thousand .... If 
we kill them endlessly , the alarm also will be endless . 11 41 

~u 's. desire to sacri~ice himself f?r the cause of revolution was equally 

clear: I wish that after I die , one me might become a million me 's· when those 

in front fall , those in_ the rear will stand up , not dying and not ' resting , not 

ceasing and not stoppmg- then my death will be effective. "42 Wu Yue 's com

ments about his mission reflect the range of influences described above. Like 

Tan Sitong, Wu sought to be a "man of determination ." At the same time, he 

saw himself as following the example of Russian nihilists . But most importantly , 

he was by no means the only revolutionary to plan an assassination or to move 

so far with a plot as to harm himself; he was one of a number of such activists . 

While their "extreme revolutionism" was not theoretical anarchism, the 

rudimentary principles that accompanied this revolutionism shared the major 

concerns of anarchism. 

Wu Yue 's sensational attack came at the end of an eventful summer in 

1905, only weeks after the Tongmenghui was organized . Although Sun Yatsen 

himself generally opposed assassination schemes, his movement ' s organ, Min 

bao, continued to present the image of nihilist activity and to encourage 

assassination specifically . Before Wu Yue ' s testament appeared in spring 1907, 

such notable Tongmenghui figures as Song Jiaoren and Liao Zhongkai wrote 

articles on revolutionary activity in Russia or on the nihilists .43 

In addition to its printed material , Minbao used illustrations to depict 

nihilists , assassins , and other revolutionaries , most of them Russian. Some are 

portraits in heroic repose; a few are sickeningly graphic , as a photograph of Wu 

Yue at the scene of his unsuccessful attack. Fully 40 percent of Minbao's 

illustrations showed such subjects . 44 While this major revolutionary journal did 

not recommend assassination exclusively, it endorsed assassination as a tactic. 

More broadly and importantly, in appropriating the image of nihilists and 

anarchists , Min bao linked revolutionary activism with these movements in the 

West and predisposed readers to respond favorably to the ideas associated with 

them-even though those ideas were not well understood before 1907 . 

Liu Sifu's Assassination Attempt in 1907 

Liu Sifu was one of those moved to act on the admonitions and examples 

described above . Soon after returning to China in 1906, Liu went to Wuzhou, 

Guangxi , to teach at a new-style school . There he met Xie Yingbo, an activist 

from Guangzhou who was a year or two older than himself. 
45 

The two would 

participate together in many activities until 1912, when Xie chose to continue 

to follow Sun Yatsen . Also at Wuzhou , Liu was visited by Huang Xing as the 

Tongmenghui leader traveled in the southwest.46 Huang knew of Liu's interest 

in assassination, and presumably they discussed ways by which Liu's willingness 

to undertake a mission might be coordinated with other Tongmenghui plans . 
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Liu and Xie went to Hong Kong soon after Huang Xing 's visit. There the 

helped to launch the Eastern Journal (Dongfang bao) as a successor to hy 

journals associated with Zheng Guangong .
47 

The two also taught at Anht ~ 
. . 0 · x· . 48 Ua1 

Girls ' School , where Xie introduced Liu to mg 1angt1an . Their romanr 

relationship began at this time , and Ding was a part of Liu 's life from this ti~~ 

until his death . 

Lm engaged in other activiti_cs during late 1906 an~ ;:rly 1907, working 

out of the Hong Kong branch office of the Tongmenghu1. But other projects 

soon gave way to his preparations for an assassination mission . Feng Ziyou 

notes that other members of the branch organization , including Wang Jingwei 

agreed that Liu should attempt an assassination mission at this point . 50 H; 
worked with explosives at the branch office , an activity that soon had to be 

taken elsewhere . Liu had shifted his preparations to a quieter spot when an 

accidental explosion splashed his face with small wounds . After getting these 

treated in Macao , he resumed his preparations at the rural home of Li Jitang, 

a wealthy Tongmenghui supporter. 51 His accident had already caused a change 

in the Alliance 's plans for Liu 's mission ; originally it was to have been 

coordinated with larger risings at Chaozhou and Huizhou , in the eastern pan of 

Guangdong . The plan had called for Liu to attack Li Zhun , the Guangdong naval 

commander , as armed attacks were made at the two cities . After Liu 's accident , 

it was decided that he would make a separate attack on Li Zhun , whom the 

revolutionaries regarded as a resourceful and tenacious enemy . 

Reconnaissance by Liu 's assistants in the planned attack revealed that Li 

Zhun made regular visits to the governor-general's office on the first and 

fifteenth of each month . 52 Liu decided to make his attempt on the first of May 

as Li left the provincial government yamen . A few days before then, Liu moved 

into a third-floor room that the Tongmenghui branch organization had rented 

from a small private school located near the yamen. In the early morning of 

May first , Zhang Gushan , one of the assistants , waited nearby to tell Liu when 

Li Zhun left the yamen . As he waited , Zhang heard an explosion . Rushing to 

Liu 's room, he found Sifu lying in bed , bathed in his own blood , with his left 

hand blown off. A group of students at a medical school down the street had 

also heard the explosion . As they ran outside, they met Zhang as he sought help 
for his injured comrade . 

Liu had overslept and thus felt hurried as he prepared his bombs for the 

attack . Assembly of the bombs called for mixing powdered and liquid mercury 

and then screwing together two halves of a metal casing . In his hurry Liu had 

spilled some of the volatile mixture , setting off the explosion. When Zhang 

reached his room , Sifu was somehow still conscious , and he instructed Zhang 

to put the bombs in the chamber-pot to deactivate them and to hide some letters 
under the bed . 

Perhaps Sifu had overslept because he had labored late writing these letters . 

They were addressed to Xie Yingbo, his cousin Liu Yuehang, and his sisters. 
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fortunately the authorities , who also arrived fairly quickly ' never discovered the 
53 Although the letters were addressed to close friends and family 

letters . . . 
members , Ltu surely meant them for a much larger audience. For him as for 

Wu Yue and most others who undertook these actions , a testament was almost 
important as the doing of the deed . . 

as The medical students had dealt effectively with Liu 's wounds, and when 

the police arrived they sent him to a hospital. There a French doctor, fearing 

mplications from the wound, amputated the remainder of Liu 's lower left co . . 
m 54 At least one memomst suggests that this amputation was done out of :it~: The military official at the p~ov~ncial y~men was Zheng Rong, whom Liu 

had challenged several years earlier m seekmg funds for his girls ' school in 

Xiangshan. 55 Incarceration at the provincial prison in Guangzhou followed 

Liu 's release from medical care. Some confusion surrounded Sifu 's case. 

Initially he had told the authorities that his name was Li Deshan, but soon his 

true identity became widely known. 56 No formal charges were lodged; for the 

entire period of two-and-a-half years in jail , Liu was simply held as a suspect. 
Early efforts to achieve some relief for Liu focused on getting him moved 

to the local jail in Xiangshan. Friends among the local gentry worked for such 

a decision, but Mo Jipeng says that this situation brought about the first close 

association between Liu and Zheng Bi 'an. At the time, Zheng was in Beijing 

trying to establish a reputation as a newspaper columnist, and he enjoyed a 

following that included influential people in the capital . By using his influence, 

Mo says, Zheng was able to have Liu transferred to the facility in his home

town. 57 However it was arranged, after about a year Sifu was transferred to the 

local jail in Xiangshan, from which he could see his family 's home. Soon after 

this transfer, Ding Xiangtian spent several weeks with the Liu family . 58 Liu 

Bingchang tried every approach he could think of to achieve his son's release, 

but none of his efforts succeeded. Some of these schemes were costly; even

tually the father felt obliged to take an official appointment in Changchun, in the 

northeast, in order to provide an income. 59 Sifu's release came in autumn 

1909, when at last an effective combination of influence from sympathetic 

officials came about. Chen Jinghua, an influential member of the local elite in 

Xiangshan who sometimes sided with the revolutionaries , was able to convince 

the provincial officials that Liu should be released . 60 

Liu 's prison experience was not lost time . He produced a number of 

essays , which reveal his thinking at this point in his development. Whatever the 

nature of his earlier introduction to anarchism, while in jail he had opportunities 

to read some issues of the Paris group 's New Century , which provided a solid 
th

eoretical understanding of anarchist ideas . Then, not long after his release 
from· · • 

. Jatl , Lm resumed his work on behalf of the revolutionary movement, once 

a~ain concentrating on assassination activity . At this later time, however, he 
c ose to organize an assassination corps rather than attempt the kind of solo 
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mission he had planned in 1907 . These activities are discussed in th 
e next 

chapters . two 

The revolutionary careers of Liu Sifu and Liu Shipei invite co . 
. h mpariso 

Both were born in 1884 . Both were precocious sc olars, demonstrably tat n. 

Liu Sifu's family lacked the scholarly eminence of Liu Shipei's ; Sifu ~.ted. 

slightly less brilliant example of the young scholar turned revolutionary Bas a 
· oth 

were strongly influenced by the Han School approach to scholarship · b 
· h . h 1 h" ' 0th 

Pursued many of the same themes m t e1r sc o ars 1p and reached the 

views about them. 
same 

Liu Shipei worked out his position as an anarchist well in advance of Li 
Shifu . Peter Zarrow has shown convincingly how Shipei became an anarchis: 

in a process that largely stayed inside traditional Chinese thought and that w~ 

assisted but not necessarily dependent on the influence of Japanese anarchists . 

Liu Sifu, on the other hand , remained some distance from a convinced anarchist 

as of his assassination plot in 1907 ; for him the example of Russian "nihilists" 

and Chinese zhishi were key influences at this point. As important as ideas were 

to Sifu, action was even more important, and the link between one's thinking 

and one' s behavior. The pattern of action linked to ideals, consistent throughout 

his career, shows clearly here . Thus , when Liu Sifu's commitment to anarchism 

did develop , it proved to be lasting . 



Chapter 4 

Lin's Prison Essays 

The group of essays Liu Sifu wrote while in prison at Shiqi during 1908-9 

provide the only extensive record of his thinking for the entire period before he 

became an anarchist. While we know that Liu also read copies of New Century 

during this period in jail and was becoming acquainted with anarchist theory 

through that journal , the prison essays reflect only predispositions to accept 

anarchism rather than clear suggestions of this as a new influence . The essays 

reveal Liu's involvement in the anti-Manchu revolutionary movement and his 

abiding interest in social reform. These themes are expressed in terms of 

national essence (guocui) scholarship . The most important influence here is that 

of Buddhism, which Liu like other national essence writers regarded as a 

powerful resource for renewal in China. These themes mark Liu Sifu as a 

cultural conservative at this point in his development. The views expressed in 

the essays show the possibilities of this outlook for both political and cultural 

radicalism . However, Liu Sifu differed from most others of the national essence 

viewpoint in evolving, within three more years , to a more extreme revolutionary 

position based on anarchism. 
Zheng Bi ' an preserved the prison essays and, many years later, was 

responsible for getting them reprinted in a 1949 edition of Zhongshan Documents 
(Zhongshan wenxian) . Zheng was editor of Xiangsha11 Weekly (Xiangshan 

xunkan), a local reform journal in which the essays, written under various 

pseudonyms , originally appeared during the period when Liu was in jail. 
1 

ln an 

introductory note to the 1949 reprinting , Zheng aptly described Liu as an ardent 

young man who sought to "spread nationalism, and at the same time was 

absorbed with philology and with Buddhist scriptures" at the time he wrote these 

essays .2 How was it possible for essays written by a prisoner to be published 
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in a local newspaper? Conditions in prison were usually easier for scholars th 

for people without rank or influence . People of means could avoid deprivar an 

and even enJ·oy some comfort while in prison , if only because jailers Wion 
d "bl b .b 3 ere 

the hangers-on at the local yamen an susceptI e to n es . Thus L· among . , 1u 
enjoyed the use of books from his !ibrary at home , ~h1ch helpe_d him in 

preparing the studies of Guangdong dialects that were said to have impress d 

local authorities enough that they finally decided to_ release ~hi~ talented schol:. 

Liu 's younger brother Shixin brought these matenals to S1fu s cell , as Well 

the copies of New Century that he read during this period . 
4 

If books an~ 
j ournals could be carried in , essays on a few sheets of notepaper could as easily 

be spirited out. . 
There are eleven of these essays , ranging from as short as a single 

paragraph to as Jong as several pages . They cover a ~ange _ of _subjects , from 

Sifu ' s long-standing concern for female equality and his behef in the need for 

new-sty le people to his v iews on the role of ethnic minorities in the nation . He 

gave special attention to a standard nat ional essence theme , the claim that 

Confucius and his followers had misappropriated the common cultural 

inheritance . His cultural conservativism is displayed especially in his views on 

matters of language , its use and deterioration , and on the "new literature," 

which he believed lacked depth and seriousness . For Liu Sifu in 1908-9, prison 

did not mean withdrawal from the issues that had brought him into the 

revolutionary movement , but rather an opportunity for reflection on those issues 

and a platfo rm, through the essays , for address ing other patriots about them. 

On Han Learning and National Essence 

in the Prison Essays 

Zheng Bi ' an ' s characterization of Liu as engrossed in Han Learning 

(Han.xue , for which "Han School" is also used below) provides a good starting 

point for considering the influences reflected in Liu ' s prison essays . The term 

Han Leaming originated in early Qing times as the manifestation of scholars ' 

desire to recover the texts and scholarly techniques of Han times . While there 

is some dist inction between the meanings of Han.xue and kaozheng ("evidential 

research , " the latter starting as a movement somewhat earlier, during late 

Ming) , there was little difference between the two as to scholarly method or 

emphasis .
5 

As Qing rule began , these Han loyalists blamed the subject ivism of 

M ing Confucianists such as Wang Yangming (1472- 1529) and Li. Zhi ( 1527-

1602) fo r Ch ina ' s defeat at the hands of the Manchus . Gu Yanwu (1 6 13-82), 

one of Liu Sifu ' s heroes , led the way in breaking with sub jectivism and insisting 

on prac tical study o r obJective realities . These concerns -led directly co a quest 

for correct te xts and s tudy of the meanings of the texts at the time they were 
formed .6 
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centered in the lower Y angzi area, the kaozheng movement grew and 

rished, but began to lose momentum by the late eighteenth century . 7 Both 
flouA,,. .. , Text and "statecraft" movements began in this reaction against kaozheng 
the1,c.r• . . .. 
schOlarship , their proponents ms1stmg that scholarship should have a positive 

f
' ton policy . However, these new movements also used kaozheng methods 

e iec bl . h d . h · ' 
which had become esta is e . m sc olarship over the previous two centuries . s 

fhus , things had com~ full circle ~or Han Learning and kaozheng methods ; 

having begun as a reacti~n to late Mmg subjectivism, these movements aroused 

panents who saw their own approach as sterile and irrelevant. Still , Han 

~arning retained an influential following throughout the nineteenth century . 

The point for our present purposes is that these streams in scholarly and 

political thinking figu_red prominently _in shaping that part of the intellectual 

background of the anti-Manchu revolutionary movement which came from the 

Chinese tradition . While Liu Sifu 's basic position was as an advocate of Han 

Learning , his presentation of its themes might differ from that of earlier 

adherents . If he used Gu Yanwu to support his position, for example, another 

writer might also use Gu to bolster a rather different view . By this time the fund 

of references was rich and varied . Liu and others used the references for their 

own purposes . 
Where did the national essence movement fit into this flow of traditional 

thought? National essence writers were close in spirit to the themes of Han 

Leaming . As Liu Sifu in these prison essays , they developed to its fullest the 

Han School 's suggestion that the zhuzi ("all the Masters"-as it were , the other 

"ninety-nine" non-Confucians who comprised the Hundred Schools of late Zhou 

thought) provided alternatives much preferable to Confucius and his followers , 

who had built the flawed relationship between early Confucianism and the state. 

But guocui thinking seems somewhat more desperate than that of the Han 

School. National essence thinkers felt a sense of impending disaster and, 

consciously or not , were prepared to be both more manipulative and more 

imaginative in their use of tradition. This feature of guocui thought shows 

clearly in a willingness to overlook Buddhism's alien origins and relatively late 

absorption into Chinese tradition. 9 

Liu Sifu 's interest in Han Learning is one of the few clearly established 

facts about his academic background. Although we have no specific information 

as to where and with whom he studied, it is not difficult to suggest his links to 

thi~ kind of scholarship . Sifu probably was moved by Zhang Taiyan 's appeals 

to apply the national essence spirit and style after Zhang 's arrival in Tokyo in 

summer 1906. However, Sifu might already have encountered Han School 

methods earlier and closer to home . 
The Sea of Learning Academy (Xuehai tang) had been established as a 

center for kaozheng scholarship in Guangzhou in 1820 . 
10 This school had 

become the most influential academy in the region and had continued to feature 

kaozheng scholarship . t I Several local institutions in Xiangshan belonged to a 
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network of academies linked to Xuehai tang in an increasingly urb . 
d an12ect 

region . 12 Thus although there were new an more urgent concerns aft 
' d 1·d1 bl. h er the 

tum of the century ' the Han School remaine s~ I Y_ esta. is e~ ~n Guangdon 

and especially at Guangzhou . If he was not trained m this tradition as a You g, 

scholar Liu Sifu certainly knew where the resources for Han Learning ng 
, . . . We~ 

available when he deci_ded to pursue the~ . Retu~1~g to his failure on the 

P
rovincial examination 111 1900 or 190 I , his lackada1s1cal performance resuJ 

. h . h tect 
from frustration he already felt about the system mto w 1c success on th 

examination would lead . Soon afterward , he mad_e Han Learning the viewpoi~~ 

of his antiestablishment thinking , and added his own themes from national 

essence thinking as years passed . 

Themes in the Prison Essays 

Outnght re.1ect1on of Confucius and hi s followers is a strong and persistent 

theme m Lm' s prison essays . Like other national essence writers , Liu Sifu 

believed that Confucianism had no ri ght to claim the heritage of classical 

literature in its entirety . More directly relevant to China' s current predicament, 

Liu blamed Confucianism for the moral blindness and self-seeking att itudes 

typical of officialdom . Domestically , the disastrous result of these failures had 

been the odious domination by the Manchus, which Confucianists had abetted 

by a traitorous complicity . In the larger world , the consequence of this enduring 

dominance by an alien group was the national weakness that made China easy 

prey for rapacious foreigners . Like most others of the national essence outlook , 

Liu expressed greater concern about the moral weakness that had tolerated bad 

government than the threat to national survival , which many revolutionaries saw 

as the major consequence of bad government. This concern with morality would 

carry over into Shifu ' s anarchism. 

Attacks on Confucianism occupy Liu in two of the prison essays . In the 

first , "Changing the Names of the Classics" (Gai Jing hao) , he observed that 

before Confucius ' time the Classics had been regarded as the common heritage 

of the Chinese people . 13 Then , even though Confucius himself had written only 

the Spring and Autumn Annals and commentaries on the Book of Changes , his 

followers had claimed the earlier books as the exclusive property of the 

Confucian tradition . Since this misappropriation had been accomplished only 

Confuciani sm had thrived , and all scholars accepted the Confucian interpreta

tions of these great books . In the same process other more important aspects of 

greatness m China ' s ancient civilization had been obscured . Then over many 

later generauons so much writing was produced that class1ficat il)n became 

necessary , and later scholars- who also 11nderstoocl th in~s 111 Confucian 
.... 

terms- had set up the "s ixteen categories" (sfu/iu bu) . All such Confuc1an1st 

biases would be e liminated , Liu be lieved , ,r the names o f the C lassics were 

changed , that 1s , 1f they were no longer regarded as C lassics . Then ancient 
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values would be rescu~d from t_~is Confucianist perversion, people could 

evaluate all books on their own ment , and China's heritage could be set straight. 
The spell of Confucianism would be broken . 

Another extended attack on Confucianism appears in "Slanderous Talk 

from a Rustic Hut" (Zho~gan lanyu) . 
14 

Here Liu turned to the effects of official 

Confucianism on generations of talented Chinese and criticized major Confucian 

thinkers . Since Western Han times , Liu asserted , scholars had begun to take 

Confucian principles on faith . Although Confucianism was not a religion , the 

effect was the same as if it had been. Belief in Confucian principles established 

and perpetuated the social system in which fathers rule their children , husbands 

rule their wives , and family roles are highly stratified. Thus , Liu says , scholars 

gave up their freedom of thought in Han times , exchanging it for a belief in 

Confucius . Liu implicated every generation of Confucian thinkers and the 

schools associated with them, from Kang Y ouwei back to Confucius himself. 

The School of Idealism, the Song School , the scholars of Han times , Mencius , 

and finally Confucius himself- all , Liu said , were guilty of perverting the 

heritage which , correctly understood , would have kept China vibrant and strong . 

For Liu Sifu as for many of his contemporaries , Han School training and the 

national essence viewpoint produced intellectual liberation from Confucianism. 

National essence thinking valued the heterodox thinkers , the zhuzi ("all the 

masters") , as alternatives to Confucianism. While Liu had concentrated on zhuzi 

studies a few years earlier, by 1908-9 when he wrote these essays , he regarded 

Buddhism as the most relevant part of Chinese tradition for addressing the crisis 

of the early twentieth century . (We will return to Liu 's views on Buddhism.) All 

who were influenced by the national essence movement looked to Chinese 

tradition, but important differences in attitude were possible . While Zhang 

Taiyan and even Liu Shipei-the latter the same age as Liu Sifu-seemed to 

favor a restoration of ancient values , Liu Sifu evinces a desire to change the 

present with a new application of those values . But at this point in his 

development Liu Sifu sought universal values in Chinese tradition itself, as did 

others in the national essence movement. 

Equality was one of these universal values ; if in its modem form it came 

from abroad , Sifu found a basis for it in early Chinese society . Equality for 

women and girls had long been one of his major themes for reform. He returns 

to this theme again in two of the briefer essays , "The View of Male-Female 

Equality at the Time the Characters Were Formulated" and "The Buddhist View 

of Male-Female Equality . "15 The former essay displays Liu 's talent in 

philology (xiaoxue) , another Han School discipline . He develops the point that 

the word for wife , qi , had originally been a term of respect. But as society 

developed , the view changed and women came to be held in low esteem. 

Unfortunately , Sifu says , it was at this time that the concept of the male-female 

relationship became fixed .16 In Buddhism also Liu found clear evidence to 
support the principle of sexual equality . Although scriptures include many 
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xhortations against physical desire between the sexes, against rn 
e . d OnJcs ct · 
d t . . e wi'th women and agamst women as evotees Liu ob iscus . 

oc rm • . . ' serve sin 

B ddh hl·mself had changed his attitude about women after hi· d that g 
u a s aunt b the 

11 The scriptures also state that women are superior to rn . ecani 
nun . . en in ea 

k 
. themselves spiritually , and thus more readily attain the 8 terms 

now mg . . Uddh of 
Women of this kind are as 1!1en, said the Buddha, and this, Liu says 1-n~ture. 

the Buddha' s view on equality of the sexes . ' nd1cates 

Equality should also extend to the many ethnic groups that 
. . . L' , . Illade u 

P
opulation of China. This pos1t1on suggests m s mdependence . P the 

. . h in app1 . 
national essence thought. Lm wrote m response to t e theory of th Ying 

· h · h · · e Pre scholar Terrien de Lacoupene, w ose views on t e ongms of the Chin nch 

had been accepted for a time by Zhang Taiyan and Liu Shipei. 1s (B;:~ People 

and Liu Shipei had discarded Lacouperie ' s theory by the time Liu Sifu Zhang 

kn h . b f h' . Wrote but the latter might not have own t 1s ecause o 1s mcarceration ) L' . , 
. . · IU S1fu 

concluded his essay by stating a pomt that had caused the other two to b 
. , h Q . f h ack away from Lacoupene s t eory : uest10ns o w o was where first 

. . Were 
extremely comphcated and after all , Irrelevant. The process of civilizati·o . 

. nm 
China had involved the acculturation of vast areas and large numbers of peo 

1 
to the Han culture , which had originated in the north . The acculturation :a; 
been gradual , Liu said , and generally peaceful ; it had produced cultural unity 

throughout China. Most importantly , this process bore little resemblance to the 

"viciousness of colonial policies" (zhimin zhengce zhi langdu) which foreign 

powers were then applying in China. 19 Liu had launched his argument with a 

statement about his own research into the origin of the Miao people and then 

discussed several other questions concerning the original occupancy and extent 

of several areas . In concluding , he urged that the Miao be given equal education 

so that they could develop the ability to govern themselves ; he likened such a 

policy to the treatment of Negroes in the United States . As a nationalist himself, 

Liu said , he recognized the importance of extending the principle of self

government to China ' s minorities . 20 Liu ' s views on this issue placed him 

among the most progressive-minded of the revolutionary period and suggest the 

preoccupations with local autonomy and mutual aid that are essential to 

anarchism . 

Liu Sifu also shows us here that the change he seeks has substance, that it 
· al ' he sets mvolves much more than being "new-style . " In a discussion of mor ity , . 

forth his concerns about "new youth" (xin xiaonian) "new 'men of determina-_ 

tion ', " (xin zhishi) and more broadly "people of th~ new society" (xin shehUl 
. . ' d ut on 

zh1 renwu) . The new youth hke to eat Western-style food he says , an P n 
, woine 

Western-style clothes and wear their hair in Western styles . The young 
0 

f . nore ope 
wear per ume , and the young men smoke cigars ; they like the new , 1 

1 
ted 

relationship between the sexes . They worship English and like to read tr~s? ,,21 

b k , "b h d • · , d '•equalttY •· oo s, ut t ey on t open the ir mouths to say ' freedom an ant 
. . . t ' I sere 
He sees hypocnsy 111 the new zhishi , who have the skills to "hang ou ' 
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of words " whe~ they rise to ~peak , or to dash off essays for their journals . But 
they "base their plans on private morality and talk about public morality . ,o22 

"To rely on such as_ th~se to save the nation is just like saddling up a broken

down horse and aski~g ~t to,.go a thousand Li , or depending on rotted timbers to 
hold up a great bmldmg . And the new society has teachers and school 
administrators , "official~ for self-government , " newspaper reporters , "personnel 

for such-and-such a society , and such-and-such an association ," and "students 

who study abroad- li_ke Jinshi an_d Juren in this or that field ." But the changes 
thus reflected mean httle , he believes , without the proper attitudes : 

One statement covers it all : they compete for a reputation and die for gain , 

If we don 't urgently ca ll for the patriot 's integrity and gird ourselves with a 

rigorous incorruptibility and sense of shame, within a decade China will fall 
before the Weste rners.23 

Along with keen observation and some frustration, these statements display 

the moral certainty that would become typical of Shifu . Liu Sifu had worked for 

the kind of changes he outlines here , and he had to feel positively about them. 

But he understood that genuine change concerns attitude and not merely style. 

Possibly he had already encountered Kropotkin 's statement that when changes 

occur, privileged youth are first to enjoy their advantages ; such changes mean 

nothing if these leaders of the new generation take pleasure in progress before 

everyone can benefit from them. Again Liu Sifu displays perceptions of society 

that would later be sharpened by the anarchist outlook . 

At several points Liu expresses his concerns for the Chinese nation . Like 

most activists , he was a patriot , apprehensive over the possibility that the 

Westerners would take control. In his comments on relations between the Han 

majority and the Miao , he suggested that those with power should use it fairly , 

exactly as Chinese wished the Westerners would do . With Liu and others who 

were more clearly anarchist than he himself at this time, there is some evidence 

that antiimperialism gave anarchism some of its appeal . Liu Sifu ' s thinking 

would evolve from the basic patriotism expressed in these essays to a much 

broader view of social revolution. When his anarchist principles were fully 

developed by 1913-14 , while still scornful of capitalists and imperialists , he 

described their ultimate defeat rather in terms of an international success for 

ordinary people than as victory for weak nations against the strong . 

In issues involving language, Liu stood solidly for long-established values 

and attitudes . There was a close relationship between Liu 's absorption in Han 

School techniques and his essential conservatism in issues related to language 

and literature . Liu Sifu entered into a discuss ion that Liu Shipei and other 

national essence publicists had initiated concerning the possibility that the study 

of China's ancient past could generate a renaissance (zhongxing) , much like the 

European Renaissance which would revive China 's culture and rebuild her 

strength . Liu liked th~ idea of a renaissance but questioned whether it could 
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achieve such objectives if it were limi~ed to _ a d~ep study of China. 24 l-1 
acknowledged that a revival of interest m ancient hterature had launch d e 

· · ·1 1· f d e the Renaissance in Italy and recognized that a simi ar me O evelopment . 
. E Cl . al ct· Illtght occur in China. But he noted that , m urope, asSic stu 1es had b 
h . h d . een 

augmented by oth~r disc~plines such as _istory '. geog~a~ Y, an sociology . It is 
interesting that while national essence thinkers m reviving Han School meth 

. B . . El Ods 
could regard the Renaissance as a paradigm, enJamm man has seen h 

beginnings of an equivalent to the Ren~issance in the work of the eightee:th~ 
century Chinese scholars whom the nattonal essence group emulated .25 

Liu Sifu was convinced that the language was d~terio~at~ng; he lamented 

this trend . For example , he observed , "Today people hke to imltate Japan' s new 

terminology ." He noted that the term jie was being attached as a suffix to create 

such expressions as "scholarly circles ," and "political circles ." He was 

particularly upset that the Buddhist term sejie (realm of feeling) was being used 

for the sensual appeal women hold for men . He explained the background for 

its proper, Buddhist meaning , and then made his point : "In the new studies our 

young scholars are just reading a few books ; they only put together dozens of 

these neologisms , and celebrate this as learning . .. , Ah , all around us the literary 

arts [wenxue] are declining , as you can see from this . "26 Such clucking about 

the deterioration of the language seems appropriate for Zhang Taiyan, but not 

for a young man who had himself engaged in "new studies . " This imperiousness 

about language would be displayed later , again in Shifu 's debates on the nature 

of social ism. 
On the closely related subject of literature , Liu Sifu was also strident in his 

defense of long-standing principles . Concerning the nature of literature, he stated 

that three elements are basic: moral comment (xungu xue) , logic (lunli xue) , and 

style (zishi xue) .27 He was disturbed by the failure of writers in recent times 

to devote due attention to these skills ; they no longer cared for philology 

(xiaoxue) , and their knowledge of words was deteriorating . Soon he revealed the 

target of his criticism-Liang Qichao . Much of the debased literature , Liu noted, 

was offered "in the name of literary revolution [ wenxue geming] ." Literature 

could change to meet the times , he allowed , but the three essential features he 

had described should never change .28 In another comment , he observed that 

some of the new fiction discussed society in general and thus had value . Much 

of it , however , dealt with the lower levels of society or with women and only 

appealed to readers ' prurient interests .29 Thus , although Liu acknowledged that 

changing times would produce changes in literature , he was not prepared to 

recognize that a new popular fiction might have a great impact in a society in 

the throes of radical change . 30 Especially in his views on literature, Liu 

displays an insistence on directness in analyzing China's problems and 

attempting to solve them . To attempt to use literature for those purposes would 

be to manipulate both literature and people's minds . While these views reflect 

a lack of imagination regarding means by which Chinese culture might be 
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formed , his emphasis on morality at least explains why he could not 
trans . • 

1 · ·der using literature to mampu ate people 's consciousness 
cons1 . · 

Liu 's numerous statements on morality show his emphasis on its great 

importance. 

As to the present government, scholarship, and religion , I advocate 

destroying them all. Only on the issue of morality do I prefer the old to the 

new, holding fast instead of letting go . With an old-fashioned , reverent 

morality and clear knowledge , surely we can make everything good for the 

people . Confucius scold~d Ru a_nd Ni ~• two hermits], and Mencius rejected 

Chen Zhong [for choosing a s11nple ltfe over service to the state] . Today 

those in the constitutionalist party , struggling shamelessly for position and 

surface gains , all have been brought up in the arts of the Confucianists . 31 

Sifu's reference to "destruction" links him with Lin Xie and the "nihilists" of 

several years earlier. Destroy all those old things , he says , except the high level 

of morality displayed by all who in earlier times truly sought the general good. 

He excoriates all Confucianists ; in seeking positions for service to the state, they 

have lost the way . Liu Sifu seeks to distinguish between an ethos of simple 

service and genuine moral leadership and the time-worn attitudes of official 

morality . 
Liu then voices a widely held conservative view, one that also reveals a 

broad assumption about the nature of progress : 

Morality and knowledge are not the same sort of thing . The more knowledge 

develops , the more likely it is that morality will decline . Europe and America 

have experienced this situation during the past century , and now over the past 

twenty years China has experienced it too . Europe and America have law, 

so the situation was out of control only for a time . China does not have law, 

so the calamity will be truly unbearable . 32 

Sifu here reverses the terms of the statement quoted just above, but his point is 

the same. While he seems here to favor law, perhaps he was most concerned to 

keep some source of stability in case morality failed to keep up with knowledge . 

At this point he does not express the optimistic view shared by many , from 

Liang Qichao to Sun Zhongshan and most importantly , other anarchists , that 

China could avoid the dislocations that shook the Western countries during their 
transition to industry . 

. In addressing the question of morality directly , Liu referred to Zhang 
Taiyan 's essay "The Morality of Revolution" from l906.33 Zhang had 

described four components of morality : a sense of shame, liberality , resolute

ness, and trustworthiness . Sifu accepted these as important qualities , but added 

two ~ore of his own. These were "accomplishment through striving" (ku xing) 

and respect for incorruptibility" (gui Lian) . He called these six the individual 
Slrands of morality ; they should be bound together by another quality , "the 
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. ncomparable concept of daring to die" (du yi wu er zhi gansi zh . 
I . the woof (wei) and "daring to die" was the warp v· "Yl) . l'he 
six were ' zng) 0 firs 
Man in the revolutionary movem~nt had been moved by the d f rnorai · t 

y . I t d are-to ct · tty 
exemplified first by Russian popu_ 1s s , an more recently by Wu y - te idea.· 

J. Li·u himself had dared to die m the plot that resulted in hi· . u~ anct Q· I 
m . s trnpr 111 

Here he connected the dare-to-die ideal to Buddhism, observing th 1
sonrnen 

. . . d h . bl at f 011 1· 
of Buddhism exemplified tht s spmt , an t at it ena ed them to su ower 

34 cceect i s 
undertakings without help from others . n great 

Of course it was characteristic of national essence thinking to 
· · · h h I use What elements of Chinese trad1t10n mtg t e p to strengthen the cou ever 

people . However , Buddhism held special appeal for Liu Sifu , which ~try _and its 
· H b · b e dtscu at some length in one of his essays . e egms Y responding to the "n . sses 

. . . . h h earstght d 
Confucianists" for cnt1c1zmg w at t ey saw as pessimistic tea h' e 

Buddhism and thus reJecting Buddhism as being valuable in saving ~hi;;_s in 

But they do not k~ow about the ability of Buddhis m to break with frivolous 

desi re , to regard life and death as the same , to guard against idle talk , or its 

will co cross to the o the r s ide . No one who talks about saving the nation can 

take its mean mg lightly . Today people o nly talk about saving the nation , but 

really give themselves to reputation and profit and scorn morality ; indeed it 

is no wonder chat they see the teachings of the Buddha as a dangerous 

road .35 

Sifu then notes the difference between the Buddha, who stayed in the world of 

feeling in order to save others , and retired Confucian scholars , who tire of the 

world of feeling but show their enjoyment of the world of things because they 

take pleasure in the mountains and forests . The best attitude is the true attitude 

of the Buddha, which was that life and death were the same to him. Thus, he 

said , he was always ready to leave this life or to stay in it , depending on what 

was needed-exactly the outlook needed in one who would save the nation . 

Buddhism in Liu's Evolving Values 

Buddhism 's role in the thinking of late-Qing activists has been discussed 

in a number of recent studies . 36 The importance of Buddhism in this respe~~ 

was long overlooked because , as a traditional religion in China, Buddhism wou 
" from a 

not seem to have much appeal to people who wished to be "modem. . 
. . . ful Chinese 

different pomt of view however it is not surprising that thought hat 
Id ' . ' dapt tot 

wou have looked to their own cultural heritage as they sought to a a 
h . h ddhism was 

w 1c was modern and foreign . Such individuals knew that Bu . Chinese 
great world religion , so profound in its appeal that it could re-energize . the 
· ·1· · · · . · shaping 

civi izauon dunng a penod of decline and play a maJor role tn . new 
· hb · · · · · seeking 

neig ormg c1v1hzat1ons of As ia. At a time when they were 
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. ersals Chinese intellectuals looked to an earlier carrier of values universally 
univ , . 

I V
ant to Asians . 

re e h · d h · 
Although w~ ~ve recogmze _t e_imp

3
~rtance of Buddhism, not many of the 

P
ts to explain 1t are very sat1sfymg . The nature of religious experience 

attem . d'ff. l l . G · · · 
. • elf makes it I icu t to exp am · enume religious experience contains 
111 1 tS . . 1 . . 

ents of mystery , yet is simp e and direct , and these mner experiences guide 
elem . Wh 'l L' S' fu ' · 
the believer 's beh~vior. 1 ~ _m I s mmd ~as . engaged with the insights 
offered in Buddh1_sm , these ms1ghts also fe? his impulse to act. For him, 

knowledge and action were one . Thus , Buddhism also provided him strength to 

ake sacrifices that would advance the truth among his fellow Chinese. Liu was 
m . h' "a doer"; his commitment to act on ts beliefs linked the anti-Manchu and 

archist periods of his career as a revolutionary . Belief as the wellspring of 

: tion was always essential for him. 
a .. 

The role of reltgton as a source for transformative values in the early 

modem West has long been appreciated . Robert Bellah was first to draw the 

parallel between the "Protestant ethic" in the West and a transformed traditional 

rehgton as an eqmvalent in an East Asian society, Tokugawa Japan . 38 In the 

twilight years of Qing, many intellectuals including Liu Sifu sought to make of 

Buddhism a set of principles that could enable China to deal with the range of 

overwhelming problems she faced in the modern world . Such modifications to 

traditional systems of belief almost never develop in a leisurely or comfortably 

reasoned-out way because they occur in times of great change. In early 

twentieth-century China, however, we may suppose that the sense of urgency 

was greater than in sixteenth-century Europe, and also that Chinese intellectuals 

fi rst saw the problems and then sought to match solutions to them. Still , they 

looked to their own tradition, that part of it which they did not think was 

discredited. This is a likely response for any self-respecting people , and despite 

the frustrations their nation had encountered , and in this way especially , Chinese 

intellectuals retained their self-respect. 

That Liu 's was a Buddhism in the process of being secularized is also 

suggested by his choices of heroes , individuals whom he regarded as worthy of 

emulating . Among earlier scholars , he had great respect for the dissidents Gu 

Yanwu (1613-82) and Yan Yuan (1635-1704) . Both had criticized the imperial 

system and refused to serve the Manchu government. Scholarship became their 

means of resistance ; through their philological studies they sent many encoded 

messages to Han loyalists . They had overcome the Confucian penchant for 

getting coopted into the power structure . Among followers of Buddhism, Liu 

chose carefully those whom he would respect. He regarded several important 

movements and their leaders, such as the Song Idealists, the "Wild Chan" school 

a~d Wang Yangming from Ming times , and even such recent figures as Tan 

Sitong , as opportunists or even perverters of Buddhism. The Buddhists whom 

Sifu. most admired were patriot-monks who had put their lives on che line , dared 
10 

die , in defending China. He reminded his readers of Yuekong , a monk of the 
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Shaolin monastery in late Ming tim~~ · who had led and died with. a force of 

3,000 in fighting the Japanese at Songpang (n~ar present-~ay Shanghai) . Another 

monk, Zhenbao of the Wutai mon_astery dunng S~ng _ume_s , had _followed the 

emperor' s command to resist the Jm ; he too ha~ died m this heroic effort . Liu 

cited the stories of these monks to show that Chma had known Buddhist monks 

equally as devoted as the Japanese monk Gessh~, a supporter of the _anti-bakufu 

forces during the last years of the Tokugawa penod , who had comrrutted suicid 
39 . d . d b h e 

rather than yield to the government. Liu a mire ot groups , scholars and 

monks , for their strength of purpose and their activism. For him, Buddhism was 

a spiritual resource of great importance , and while he claimed to value it for 

itself, his Buddhism clearly was a vehicle for action to save the nation and 

transform the society . 
In attempting to understand what Buddhism meant to Liu Sifu as of 1908-9, 

it is necessary to consider several aspects that together comprised the religion 's 

powerful appeal. The basic appeal combined intellect and emotion . In both 

respects Buddhism offered an alternative to Confucianism , the failure of which 

seemed systemic in its dimensions and total in extent . Buddhism offered a 

different worldview with its own sense of compassion; patriots who aspired to 

build a new China need not be limited to the discredited Confucian outlook. 

These modem enthusiasts who sought new choices from Chinese tradition could 

overlook Buddhism's foreign origins and its sometime status as an official 

religion . Liu Sifu also made selective use of the history of Buddhism. The 

models he presented were not teachers noted for their piety or devotion; they 

were "worldly monks" whom he admired for their activism. Another point he 

conveniently set aside in describing his heroes is that they responded to their 

emperors ' requests in trying to defend China! The similarity of these Buddhist 

heroes to those whom Liu admired from the Confucianist tradition is striking. 

The object in Liu ' s view of Buddhism was to put together a group of principles 

that would inspire heroism in his own time , in the crisis facing China. The 

appeal of Buddhism was emotional , intellectual , and even intuitive-despite Liu 's 

criticism of "Wild Chan . " This broad appeal was epitomized in the powerful 

model of the bodhisattva figure whom Tan Sitong and Wu Yue had emulated. 

and whom Liu Sifu also followed . 

Conclusion 

In these prison essays Liu appears as an individualistic interpreter of 

revoluti?nary_theme~ in~luenced by national essence thinking . His call for basic 

change m society , with female equality as the focus , remains from earlier years . 

S~ t~o _does his oppo~ition to the imperial system; but as the essays tell us , f~: 
L_1u 1l 1s _the _system Itself, ~ot _the Manchus , that presents the problem. Thte 

view , which 1s unusual at this time , seems an influence of his national essenc 
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thinking ; he links the failures of official Confucianism to the general failure of 

the system. . 
To a high degree , Lm reflects the concerns and impulses of national 

essence thinking . He does not wish to restore the past , to tum back the clock; 

hat he would most like to do is to wipe out more than two millennia of 

~onfucian misappropriation of China ' s cultural property and its association with 

the imperial system. From the past he also wants true patriots who care more 

for the whole of society than for their own interests and who will keep 

consistency between word and deed . Like most other advocates of the national 

essence view , he wishes to make use of the past. More than some of those , he 

seeks change that will bring about conditions that are genuinely new. However, 

his national essence attitudes strongly influence his ideas about the new 

conditions he desires . At this time he makes no sweeping endorsement of that 

which is new . He is suspicious of those who desire what is new just because it 

is new . He is certain that the language has deteriorated and insists that it must 

deteriorate no further ; he discourages experimentation in the development of a 

new literature that might help to transform society . While his opposition to 

Confucianism marks him as an early advocate of cultural revolution in the 

broadest sense , Liu ' s concerns at this point are focused on the social and the 

moral , and not on such cultural expressions as literature . This view would 

persist in the outlook of Shifu and of other anarchists as well . 40 

These essays reflect a surprising level of devotion to tradition in one also 

seeking to make revolution , and especially in one who within a few years would 

become an anarchist. As emphatically as any other individual , Liu confirms that 

a cultural conservative can be a revolutionary . And again, the jewel that Liu 

Sifu recovers from Chinese tradition is "the incomparable concept of daring to 

die ." This is his key to revolution . It had moved him to undertake an assassina

tion mission in 1907 , and he would return to that activity following his release 

from jail. This great principle would become the source of his inexhaustible 

energy after he became convinced that anarchism offered the ideal basis for the 

new society . 

We may conclude for now with two further points , one relating to the 

impact of the tradition on Sifu , and one concerned with his commitment to 

anarchism, still a while away in his future . First , for all his criticism of 

Confucianism and devotion to the model of the bodhisattva, Liu ' s great sense of 

moral burden was grounded in the Confucian imperative to serve . Second , the 

prison essays suggest what was not available from China· s tradition that Liu 

would find in anarchism . Within three years he would become convinced that 

anarchism offered an ideal set of principles on which to build a new China and 
a new world . 

' I 
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Chapter 5 

Return to Assassination 

Following his release from prison in summer 1909, Liu Sifu went to Hong 

Kong , where he was welcomed by his Tongmenghui comrades. 1 His return to 

freedom gave Liu opportunity to study anarchism more deeply , largely through 

reading New Century . Other activities during 1910-12 suggest Liu 's progress 

toward his commitment to anarchism; these are discussed at the beginning of 

Chapter 7. The main focus here is Liu ' s return to assassination work as his 

chosen form of activity on behalf of the anti-Manchu revolution. Liu took the 

lead in organizing the China Assassination Corps (Zhina ansha tuan) in early 

1910; although launched in Hong Kong, this corps set out to organize 

assassination attacks in neighboring Guangdong province. 2 

As noted in chapter 3, Liu ' s career makes the issue of assassination as a 

tactic in China's revolutionary movement relevant to this study . Liu 's assassina

tion corps was typical of efforts to use this tactic during 1910-12 . The best

known plot of this period was that of Wang Jingwei , which like Wu Yue's 

attempt of 1905 became a celebrated failure . Other groups, including the one 

that Liu Sifu organized, carried out successful attacks. Both perspicacity and the 

desperate need for effective action made this group style the choice of organizers 

during this period . 

Assassination deserves more attention than it has received from historians 

simply because of the amount of effort that was devoted to it, during 1910- 12 

as well as 1903-7. Did its use advance the goals intended? Wang Jingwei failed 

to remove the regent Zaifeng, yet his attempt achieved some of the goals he had 

set for his mission : it inspired others in the revolutionary movement to renewed 

effort , and it served notice that the revolutionary movement had not dispersed 

completely . Further, as shown below, successful assassination attacks 
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in Guangzhou in November 1911 and in Beij in~ in ~ebruary 19 l 2 contribute 

d
. 

1 
·fie achi·evements by the revoluuonanes . d uect y to spec1 1 . . . 

T k bout the effect of assassination activity is also to suggest a 
o as a . . 1 . rnuch 

larger question : What difference did the ent~re _revo utionary movement tnalce? 

Marxist historiography in China and , under its influence, recent generations · 

Western historians of China, have emphasiz~ that the Revolution of 1911 w: 
caused by any number of social and economic factors more than by the . 

h
. . . f anti . 

Manchu movement. Especially in the West t 1s interpretat10n o the Revolur 
. h G . ion 

of 1911 has provided a valuable corr~ct1ve to t e uommdang-fosterect 

evaluation of the revolution , that it was mamly the work of the !on~menghui led 

by Sun Zhongshan . However, to consider the effect of assassination and other 

forms of organized effort during 1910-11 is a reminder of the actuality that there 

was a revolutionary movement that would not go away . Despite its failures , this 

movement accomplished the essential task of bringing China' s imperial form of 

government to its end . Those inclined to be pessimistic about what China has 

become after a century of revolution might conclude with Liang Qichao that 

gradual transition under a constitutional monarchy would have served the nation 

better. But this revolution happened , and it was made by people as well as by 

objective social factors . 
The role of assassination in this larger issue of evaluating the Revolution 

has received little attention from scholars in China. Their general assessment is 

that those who undertook assassination , as bourgeois intellectuals, lacked the 

consciousness to build a movement that would enlist workers and peasants , and 

lacked the will to carry out the long-term task of developing this kind of 

movement. Impatient for results , these writers suggest , the revolutionaries went 

off half-cocked-figuratively , as some of the would-be assassins actually had 

done in the futile plots of the period 1903-7.3 Still , the assassins believed their 

exemplary actions would do precisely what these writers blame them for failing 

to do : they would strengthen the revolutionary movement by gaining popular 

sympathy and by attracting new volunteers . 

Emergence of the Group Style 

in Assassination, 1910-11 

In autumn 1909 Wang Jingwei mganized an assassination corps in Hong 

Kong . He wrote two essays , "Tendencies in the Revolution" and "Resolve in the 

Revolution," as part of a campaign to revive enthusiasm for revolution and 
willingness to sacrifice for it. This campaign lasted several months and 

culmin~ted in _Wang's ret~rn to ~okyo in early 1910 to publish his ideas in tw~ 
unsanctioned issues of Mm bao . Wang had become convinced that, as larg~ 

scale uprisings _had pr?d~c~d a succession of disheartening failures, only heroic 

efforts by ded1ca~ed md1vidu~ls could rally the revolutionary movement . H; 
compared revolution to preparing a meal : Some must serve as cooking-pots , h 
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lal·med and some must serve as fuel. Revolutionar· . . 
proc ' . . . ies must use the1r bodies 

fu I as he intimated was his own mtention and then th , h d . . 
as e , . ' e 1our un red mllhon 
eople of China could en Joy a feast together. 

P Wang 's plan did not have the support of Sun Zhongsh H . 
. an or uang Xmg, 

t because the two leaders necessarily opposed assassi·nati·on t . b no . as a ache, ut 
because they valued_ Wang highly and were reluctant to see him engage in an 

f+ rt that could easily be fatal. Wang wrote to Sun in January l9lO t h e ,o . . . o say t at 
he planned to_ contmue ~1s preparations_. He also had written a general letter to 

Tongmenghm members m Southeast Asia, expressing his hope that others would 
follow his example . 

5 

Wang 's assassination corps had at least four other members , two of whom 

are especially worthy of mention . The only other member who was later arrested 

was Huang Fusheng, who served as the group 's explosives expert. A Sichuan

ese. Huang like Liu Sifu and others had studied explosives with Liang Muguang 

in Yokohama, and he had been injured in an accidental explosion.6 Chen Bijun, 

also a participant, had by this time become Wang 's fiancee . The daughter of a 

wealthy Singapore businessman, Chen first met Wang in 1907 on one of his 

visits to the city to build support for the Tongmenghui .7 Wang Jingwei 's 

mascul ine appeal is part of Tongmenghui folklore ; like many other young 

women, Chen was attracted to Wang, but she acted on this attraction and 

followed him. They were married in 1912. This relationship as comrades and 

lovers resembled that of Liu Sifu' s relationship with Ding Xiangtian; however, 

Wang and Chen 's relationship thrived over many years . 

Huang Fusheng went to Beijing before the end of 1909 to begin reconnoi

tering for the group 's mission. The other members arrived by early February. 

The group set up a photography shop in the Qianmen (Front Gate) area just 

outside the Imperial City and began planning the details of their mission. They 

targeted Zaifeng, the Manchu regent , as head of the system they sought to bring 

to an end. They decided to plant a bomb beneath a bridge near Zaifeng's 

quarters , which he had to cross almost every time he went out. The bomb would 

be set off by an electrical charge. Huang Fusheng and an assistant were to 

prepare the explosives , and Wang 's task was to rig the electrical detonator. 

Because of several small problems, Huang had to work three nights at placing 
th~ bomb properly . On the third night he and his accomplice heard voices on the 

brictge, shouting that there was someone below. (Only later did they learn that 
th · · 1 ' ·+ ~ voices were those of a policeman and a man, searchmg for the atter s Whe, 

w O had not been home for several days.)8 Although the two plotters escaped 

Ufictetected , the policeman discovered the bomb in searching beneath the bridge. 

~:as traced to the group at the photography shop, and on March 7 Wang and 
ang Were arrested . 
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As his hearing approached , Wang Jingwe~ decided to make a straightt 
ward testimony before Zaifeng believing that his statement would be pub1· hor, 

, . lS ect 
and would arouse public support for the revoluttonary movement .9 W 
repeated the maior theme of his Min bao articles , that the govenun ~g 

" . . h d . ent s 
proposed constitution would be futt!e , nothmg more t an a evice for perpetuat-

ing Manchu authority . At th~ heann~ W~g found _anot~er wa~ to ex~ress his 
idealism: he had sewn copies of his M_m bao articl~s mt~ ~is clothing, anct 

when asked why , he replied , "These articles were wntten m mk:; I Wanted to 

translate them into blood . "10 

Ordinarily the death penalty would have been ordered for such a threat t 

the court . In a show of leniency toward its enemies , Zaifeng decided on Ii~ 

imprisonment for Wang and Huang . 11 The regent did not allow publication of 

Wang ' s testimony ; however, newspaper accounts of the story were enough to 

make Wang a national hero and to achieve the publicity he sought. 12 Wang 
Jingwei remained in prison until November 1911 , but a few months after that 

time was to have a direct role in Liu Sifu 's decisions about a last assassination 

attempt , on Yuan Shikai , in early 1912 . 

Liu and the China Assassination Corps 

In organizing their own corps , Liu Sifu and his associates intended to 

continue Wang Jingwei ' s mission . Liu took the lead in establishing this 

group . 13 Others involved from the start were long-term comrades of Liu, most 

of whom will be found as members of his organizations at least through 1913. 

Xie Yingbo , Zhu Shutang, and Chen Zijue were longtime friends ; Ding 

Xiangtian was part of this , as she was of all Sifu ' s other projects . Through 

Tongmenghui and personal contacts the corps quickly doubled in size . Chen 

Jiongming , later to be known as the "anarchist warlord" of Guangdong , here 

worked directly with Liu for the first time . Gao Jianfu , Li Xibin (author of the 

accounts already cited) , and Cheng Ke , from Henan , also joined in this first 

group of new members . 

Regulations drawn up at the beginning reflected the corps ' concern with 

both security and effective operations . Candidates were subjected to a month's 

trial period before being initiated as formal members . Details of assassination 

plans were given only to members who would actually participate in an attack. 

Participants were divided into executing personnel and assisting personnel. This 

division of effort was intended to allow for members to sacrifice their lives only 

when they themselves were ready to do so . One account mentions the use of 

passwords and handsigns, which is reminiscent of secret societies or of Russian 

assassination corps whom Liu and his comrades probably meant to emulate . 
14 

While such ritualistic behavior could have contributed to the desired level of 

security and also strengthened the group 's morale , it also appears unnecessarily 

conspiratorial . 
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, ncal sources provided virtually all the corps ' f .al . . 
J.JV • manc1 support. Lm S1fu 

eived a donation of 100 yuan from a student wh h d . 
nad rec O a Just returned from 

which he used to rent quarters for the corps Ch 
1
. . . 

Japan , · en 10ngmmg provided 
h r sum of money , but soon the group 's financial aff . 

anot e airs were turned over 

L. Xibin . The son of a wealthy merchant in Guangzhou L. Id f h' 
to 1 . 'd , 1 so some o 1s 

.1 's properties to prov1 e for the group 's expenses By h' . h 
fatn1 Y . · 1s own estimate e 
contributed more than 10,000 yuan; it followed that he should be in charge of 

15 
finances . . . . 

Besides the offtce that Lm rented m Hong Kong , which was moved after 

a few months, the c?rps_ set ~p ano~her point of operations on the Kowloon side. 

Li Xibin made tl11s site his residence and also a center for assassination 

activity. 16 Soon afte~ the _Huan~haugang uprising , the corps was stockpiling 

materials and expenmentmg with bombs . The site was secluded, and also 

located near a rock quarry , so the group could test their bombs without 

attracting attention . These tests were occasions for gatherings by the group , s 

members , who watched the explosions in a spirit of high adventure . When 

satis fi ed wi th the quality of their devices , they began planning an attack on a 

Manchu official . 
17 

By this time it was August 1910. The group agreed that their first mission 

should be to go to Beij ing and undertake an attack on Zaifeng . Liu Sifu, Ding 

Xiangtian, Li Xibin, Zhu Shutang, Cheng Ke, and Lin Guanci (a new member), 

volunteered for this mission . 
18 

As he was a northerner, Cheng Ke was sent 

ahead in October to begin preparations for this project. When several months 

passed without word from him, apprehension turned to suspicion. Only much 

later, after establishment of the Republican government , did they learn that 

Cheng had become a prominent official in Jehol under Yuan Shikai .19 This 

initial failure set the corps ' efforts back by almost a year and was an important 

factor in returning their attention to the local situation in Guangzhou. 

More important , however, were events in Guangzhou in April 1911. The 

Tongmenghui planned another military action in Guangzhou ; led by Huang 

Xing, this action ended in tragic failure , producing the "seventy-two martyrs of 

Huanghuagang ." Many factors contributed to this failure . One was the attack on 

the Manchu general Fuqi by a lone assassin named Wen Shengcai . 20 A solitary 

figure indeed, Wen had left his home in Mei xian and spent most of his adult 

life as a laborer in Southeast Asia . He had joined the Tongmenghui through the 

influence of a fellow worker who belonged to the organization. Wen became so 

discouraged by news from China that he returned to Hong Kong from Singapore 

determined to carry out an assassination mission . He too had heard of Li Zhun 's 

forceful resistance against the revolutionaries and hoped to attack Li . An aircraft 

demonstration at Guangzhou brought provincial officials together and gave Wen 
th

e_ opportunity he sought. Unable to obtain explosives , he armed himself with 

a P1st01. He had hoped to make his attack as the crowd gathered, but was unable 
10 

do so, and he retired in dejection to a teahouse near the improvised 
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nd chance in the afternoon when a train f 
. Id 21 He got a seco o sect 

airf1c • . . d Firing his pistol repeatedly at one of th an-cha· 
. mc,als passe • . ern \1, trs 

bear_mg 
O 

·mes and killed him on the spot. After bemg apprehe ' vven hit 

Fuq1 several ti d for a week and beheaded on March 17 ; he was fort ndect , \Ven i:-

interrogate . h d Y-tw0 1.· ,. 
was h only solitary assassin w o ma e a successful att . Years 
old He was t e . . ack in . ~ 

· f tivity by revolutionaries . th1s f 

decade ~ ac k contributed to the failure of Huang Xing ' s military a t· j 
Wen s attac d c ion a f . 1\ 

22 At the least , increase government security ham ew 
weeks later . . . Th Perect h 

. . , communications and log1st1cs . en on the eve of th t e 
revolut10nanes . e acti 
. . . long Huang and various elements among the revolutiona 0n, 
mdec1s10n an . h full ry fore 

1
. f -cc from converging in Guangz ou at strength . Huan . e 

kept t11 s 01 _ f f • · g first 
d the attack but then alter protests rom some o his volunteers d . 

postpone , . . f ec1dect 

t Proceed He himself had sol1c1ted funds rom a number of supp 
agatn o · . . . Orters 

tile Overseas Chinese community m Southeast Asta . He did not w 
among ' . . ant to 
break fai th with them, and he saw no other opportunity m the_ n~ar future , and 

so he reversed himself at the eleventh hour . !he _result of this indecision was 

that about half of the dare-to-die corps (gans, du,) that Huang had assembled 

from the Tongmenghui membership in the area did not depart Hong Kong for 

Guangzhou in time to participate . Then after the action began , one group of 

revolutionaries engaged a unit of the government ' s reserve forces who intended 

to assist the uprising but had not worn the white armbands by which the 

revolutionaries identified themselves because they did not want to show 

themselves prematurely . Such confusion and indecision led to disaster. Huang 

and many other of the revolutionaries managed to escape . 

The tragic failure of the April revolt left the Guangzhou revolutionaries 

gnef-stricken ; Huang Xing felt personally responsible for the loss of so many 

Tongmenghui members after his decision to go ahead with the plan despite the 

obvious problems . While these sacrifices moved activists elsewhere , Huang 

himself now decided to engage in assassination work .23 Previously dubious 

about the use of assassination , Huang had done no more than cooperate with 

others, such as Liu Sifu , who wished to undertake it. After the April uprising. 

however, Huang organized the Assassination Corps of the East (Dongfang ansha 

tuan) , which included Xu Zonghan , Li Yingsheng and his brother Li Peiji , an~ 

Zhou Zhizhen .24 Huang was prepared to undertake a mission himself.~ 

Al th0ugh Sun Zhongshan was deeply disturbed by this decision, at Huang's 

request he supplied some 15 ,000 yuan to support assassination projects and ro 

prepare the attack on Fengshan described later in this chapter. 26 

The members of Liu Sifu ' s China Assassination Corps also resolved 
10 

fol low up 01 ti .. ' t" t· hem had 
. . , 

1 1e sacr_1 ices of the Huanghuagang rising . Some O . t the 
panic ipated in the April action , the result of which reinforced their views on 
adv ant ages o f ass as • · , · , . . . C members 

· sm<1tion as a tactic . The China Assassmat10n orps er 

now agreed that they sho uld undertake missions in Guangzhou . A few days ~ftd d 
the Canton uprising ti . h h y dec1 e 

, le corps members held a meeting at whtc t e 

J 
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tack the revolutionaries ' long-term opponents , Governor-General Zhang 
to at I d L - Z · · 

. qi and nava comman ant 1 hun • Lm Guanc1 volunteered to be the 
Ming " h' fi . · 

ting member ior t is irst mission . After some further discussion Li 
execu d G 1· fu ' 

.b· Zhu Shutang , an ao ian agreed to assist Lin . Thus only Liu Sifu 
)(1 in , . . f h . . , 

d ping X1angt1'.311 ° t e group w~o had ongmally planned to go to Beijing for 

an ttack on Za1feng were left without an assignment in this new plan . Liu 
the a Z ·• h. . 

ded the attack on aiieng as is special task and was unwilling to consider regar 

another . . . 
Others m the corps began preparations for the planned mission . The details 

of these preparations , by _ turns both humorous and ironic , suggest the balance 

between Manchu authonty and popular support for the revolutionaries in 

Guangzhou . Various means were used to transport explosives from Hong Kong 

to Guangzhou . Zhou Mingren , a medical student who had assisted Liu Sifu 

following the accidental explosion of May 1907, helped to deliver a load of 

materials on the night ferry between the two cities .27 Another volunteer carried 

explosives in an old piano that he shipped to Guangzhou on the ferry . 28 A 

machinist named He Baohong , who had recently joined the Tongmenghui , made 

castings for bombshells at a shop he operated in the Guangzhou suburbs south 

of th; Pearl River. 
29 

As the participants began preparing for the attack , Li 

Xibin was hospitalized because of headaches caused by his work with explo

sives . Upon entering the Sino-French Hospital (where Liu Sifu had been taken 

in May 1907) , Li discovered that one of Li Zhun ' s military advisors , inj ured in 

the fighting at Huanghuagang , was recuperating in a nearby room. As Li Zhun 

visited the hospital with some regularity , Li Xibin began to hope that the attack 

might be made near the hospital . Although the aide checked out of the hospital 

before preparations were complete , Li Xibin assembled bombs while still in the 

hospital , assisted by a doctor and two interns who had been brought into the 

plot . Working at night in the doctor ' s office , these four made the bombs later 

used to attack Li Zhun. 30 

By early August the corps members had completed their preparations .31 

Still undecided about whom to attack , the plotters learned that Zhang Mingqi 

would be moving about the city on August 9 , and the four executing members 

took up positions along Zhang ' s probable route . At one point Lin Guanci stood 

less than fifty yards away from Zhang ' s sedan-chair , but held back because he 

did not think he could attack successfully . Two days later the group went out to 

stalk Li Zhun , but none forced an attack . Probably the failure of the Huanghua

gang action the previous April loomed as the strongest cautionary factor . These 

assassins present a marked contrast with those of the earlier years , who seemed 

to regard suicide as much a success as removal of an enemy . 

Another opportunity came on August 13 . Lin Guanci and his three 

c?nlrades again stationed themselves at points along Li Zhun ' s rounds . Lin 

di sguised himself as a peddler , carrying two bombs in a basket normally used 

to carry quantities of tea . He waited for Li in the area known as Double-Gate 
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h L. ' s entourage passed close by , he tossed h. 
nd ·) and w en 1 • is fi 

(Shuangme l , . al ' s sedan-chair. It exploded shghtly ahead of the ch
1:st 

bomb at the ad~ir_ . •uring most of his footmen . Guards opened fi 31r, 
• L. d kill mg or tnJ · . ire o 

injuring I an bl deliver a second bomb. Lm was killed on the n 
h (II was a e to Spot 

Lin , w o s I f m the shrapnel of a bomb . He had achievect 1 .. , 
. f ·n e fire or ro . . united 

either rom n . d two broken ribs and was mcapacttated for s 
. Li· Zhun receive everai success , 

eks 
32 

· L. Zh Aft we . . . I d 1 ·ttle part in this attack on , un . er the affair w 
Lm S1fu p aye 1 . . as 

L. t ok it upon himself to prepare a memonal brochure 
finished , however, JU O . . . d h on 

. h . h • luded biographical mformat1on an a p otograph of Lin' 
Lin Guanc1 w 1c tnc s 

. ' k A hotographer whose shop was nearby had managed to tak 
death m the attac . P . . . . . e 

. f h t. n and Liu arranged to obtam 1t. Lm d1stnbuted copies of a picture o t e ac 10 , 

b 
33 

the brochure to all the corps mem ers · 

The Assassination of Fengshan and Political 

Transition in Guangzhou and Guangdong 

The next action by the China Assassination Corps did not occur until after 

the Wuchang uprising of October 10 . The spontaneous outbreak of the Wucbang 

uprising surprised the revolutionaries in Guangdong as elsewhere . Although 

actions also occurred in several other provinces , the Tongmengbui organization 

in Guangzhou was not quick to respond to the Wuchartg uprising. In fact. 

despite the modest success in the attack on Li Zhun , they still had not regrouped 

after the Huanghuagang episode . Further, Huartg Xing had gone to Wuchang to 

assume command of the revolutionary forces there, so that the Guangzhou 

organization was without a major leader until Hu Hamn.in reached Hong Kong 

from Saigon at the end of October. 34 These factors help to explain the lack of 

action by the Tongmenghui ' s Guangzhou-Hong Kong brartch organization. 

Influential groups in Guangzhou and its hinterlartds had mixed reactions to 

th~ events in central China. Governor-General Zhartg M ingq i sought to steer_ a 

middle course between the government arid revolutionary sides . Reformist _in 

outlook , Zhang hoped to preserve the option to achieve worthwhile change whtk 

a~oiding the dislocation of revolution . In this view Zhartg agreed with th~ gen'.ry 

o1 Guangzhou and the outlying areas of the province who formed his ma_1or 

~upport. 35 Guangzho~ , s merchants on the other hart'd comprised the si~gle 

strongest class grouprng in support of re I . h Id expect !Itrle • . vo ut1on, as t ey cou . . 
i:~;ovement , m_ status or influence under a gentry-dominated prov1nc1al 

g rnment . So although the merchants wo Id l . b d ' ·11usioned by che 
revolutio . . u ater ecome 1s1 ·ch 
I n~ go:ernment ' s mability to maintain stability they now sided wt 

t 1e _revolut1onanes .J6 Popular feelin . in G ' d throughout the 
provmce clearly favored rev I . g uarigzhou an d broad 

J 
O utton. The revolutionaries had generate 

popu ar support that was ess t ' . 1 . . . vince. 
en ia to removmg Qing authority m the pro 
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Thus, in Guang_do~g as elsewhere the _Tongmenghui 's task was, as Edward 
Rhoads has put It , to convert a revolutionary situation into a revolution . "37 

Even before the Wuchang outburst the assassins had made plans to attack 

fengshan, a capable military leader whom the court had dispatched to 

Guangzhou to command its for~es in Guangdong. Understandably , Fengshan had 

been hesitant to proceed to this new assignment. Huang Xing had coordinated 

preparations f?r t~e attack from Hong Kong before leaving for Wuchang. 38 The 

China Assassmatmn Corps and Huang Xing 's Eastern Assassination Corps 

cooperated closely , together mobilizing some twenty people to carry out their 

plan. They rented a defunct store as the base for the operation. Li Yingsheng 

and Li Peiji were stationed there along with three others . As before, materials 

for making bombs were brought over from Hong Kong . Because the bomb used 

on Li Zhun had not been as effective as desired , the group made a larger one 

to attack Fengshan. 
39 

But a heavier bomb would be difficult to deliver by hand. 

Thus , the conspirators devised a simple chute formed of long boards , which 

rested horizontally between the windowsill and a chair; the bomb would be 

launched by pulling a rope attached to the chute and run over the rafters . With 

these preparations made, the group at the storefront awaited Fengshan's arrival 

in Guangzhou. Others who had volunteered as executing members were 

stationed elsewhere so that there would be several opportunities to complete the 

mission. 
Still others monitored Fengshan's progress toward Guangzhou from 

Beijing , Shanghai , and Hong Kong . Liu Sifu's role in this mission was to 

provide up-to-the-minute intelligence from Hong Kong . The corps members 

anticipated that Fengshan would reach Guangzhou on October 25 , and that be 

would enter the city in early morning to ensure maximum security . Liu Sifu 

ascertained that Fengshan's plan was exactly thus , and he telegraphed Zhu 

Shutang with this information on the night of October 24 . As martial law had 

been in effect since the Wuchang uprising , Zhu decided to wait until early 

morning to carry this information to the Li brothers at the storefront. After Zhu 

roused the two that morning , the only difficulty in the operation occurred when 

Li Yingsheng became dizzy from the smell of chemicals . Li Peij i. the younger 

brother, quickly revived him and took over the duty of launching the bomb. 

Thus , this sixteen-year-old youth became the assassin who killed Fengshan. 

At approximately eight o'clock the general and his retinue approached the 

storefront after disembarking at Guangzhou . As Fengshan passed, Li Peiji pulled 

the rope on the chute , and the bomb hurtled to the street below. Fengshan and 

some twenty in his train were killed immediately , and seven or eight buildings , 

including the assassins ' storefront , were toppled in the explosion. 
40 

The Li 
brothers escaped out a back window , unhanned. ln tactical terms, this was the 

most successful assassination mission of the entire revolutionary movement: the 
two corps had cooperated to achieve their objective, with the desired dramatic 
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effect and had not lost even one of their members . The tactical u 
se of 

assassination had become greatly refined . 
Although the assassination of Fengshan was dramatic , it did not inunecti 

ly produce dramatic results . While Qing authority had been rendered ques/te-
. . . ton-

able, Governor-General Zhang Mmgqt still held the upper hand both politicall 

and militarily . He sought to thwart revoluti?n and work out a transfer of powe~ 

to a reform-oriented provincial administrat10n controlled by the gentry . Zhang 

had already called upon the gentry to hold a meeting on the afternoon of the 

twenty-fifth to seek suggestions for maintaining order in the city . The first 

provincial and municipal declarations of independence had been issued 

elsewhere , generating momentum for a nationwide revolution .
41 

So when the 

gentry held their meeting , the need for order was urgently clear. On the basic 

question , this meeting resolved in favor of provincial neutrality in the revolution . 

Guangzhou remained tense during the next few days , tom by conflicting 

rumors that the city would be brought to chaos either by bandit forces allied 

with the revolutionaries or by government troops determined to hold it. The 

merchants met on October 29 and decided to declare their support for the 

revolution ; they urged the gentry to adopt the same position . By day ' s end the 

two groups issued a joint declaration of independence , announcement of which 

brought on a spontaneous citywide celebration . However, Zhang Mingqi still 

held out , refusing to approve the declaration . With this react ion from Zhang, the 

revolutionaries stepped up their efforts to arouse expressions of support for 

independence throughout Guangdong . Hu Hanmin 's arrival at Hong Kong 

provided leadership for these efforts . Members of the China Assassination 

Corps , including Liu Sifu, joined with other Tongmenghui members in 

organizing popular army (min jun) uprisings to broaden rebellion so that Zhang 

would be forced to yield . These "popular armies" were recruited from a variety 

of sources , such as lineage organizations, secret societies , and bandit groups . 

Typical of these local operations was the one at Shiqi , the Xiangshan 

county seat . A number of factors contributed to create an explosive situation in 

this area . This was Sun Zhongshan ' s home, and many local men had joined the 

Tongmenghui . The support of families also broadened popular feeling in favor 

of revolution . More immediately , economic difficult ies exacerbated the 

grievances of certain lineage groups in an area just west of Shiqi . These groups 

engaged in rice and si lk production . They had enjoyed prosperity for several 

decades until about 1905 . However, their markets had declined during the 

several years before 19I l because of the development of still newer trading 

routes ; in particular , completion of the Guangzhou-Hong Kong railway had 

made it cheaper to bypass the Sh1q1 market in supplying rice to Guangzhou . 

These lineages were quickly recruited for the Shiqi uprising while many of their 

neighbors who followed ocher economic pursuits did not participate .42 Liu Sifu 

did not participate in the acuon 111 his home area , but some of his associates did . 

Among them were Chen Zij ue and Zheng Bi ' an (Zheng having returned from 
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.. . ) who also had been active in the China Assassination Corps 43 Lin 
se1J1ng ' . . d b 1 . . 

fu Liu 's Itfelong fnen , e onged to one of the aggrieved lineages and with 
Jun . 'es who also belonged to the Tongmenghui , he convinced the family 
relattv h . f . b . . . . 
organization to vent t e~r brustrlat10n_s . y Jot~mg m the uprising .44 Mo Jipeng , 

had not yet met Lm ut ater Jomed his anarchist group also helped to 
who . . 45 ' 

anize this act10n . 
org The revolutionaries so?n gained control of Shiqi and then of Qianshan , the 

·Hage facing Macao , which borders on Xiangshan .46 In this situation the 

vi olutionaries added to their following by converting a contingent of the 
rev . G 
overnment ' s New Army m uangdong . When the revolutionary forces began 

~heir advance toward Guangzhou a few days later, groups like this one remained 

active while the local elements such as those who captured Shiqi generally 

returned home . Other actions near Shiqi illustrate the involvement of bandit 

forces in the popular armies . In a settlement northwest of Shiqi and in 

neighboring Shunde xian , Lu Lanqing and two other bandit leaders dominated 

the local situations . A few days later these bandit forces also entered Guang

zhou, in numbers approaching ten thousand . 47 

On the opposite side of the Pearl River estuary the revolutionaries made 

use of similar local conditions to build military support . Aroused by the 

revolutionaries , people in several market centers organized to defend their towns 

against government troops proceeding toward Huizhou .48 When revolutionary 

leaders prepared to move on to Guangzhou along the Guangzhou-Hong Kong rail 

line, these local forces did not accompany them. The popular armies who went 

on to Guangzhou included converted government troops and secret society 

groups . Liu Sifu and Gao Jianfu were active in the Tongmenghui effort to 

organize local forces here on the east side of the delta. They worked under a 

commander named Liu Zhaohuai in Xin ' an . Liu Sifu served as a staff officer for 

the unit. 49 When the unit entered the city , Liu rode on horseback bearing the 

Republican flag , wearing a white glove over his artificial left hand .50 Wherever 

he stood on his way to anarchism at this time , he regarded overthrow of the 

Qing government as the first priority in China' s revolution . 

The revolutionaries had indeed brought further pressure on Governor

General Zhang, and hoping to minimize bloodshed, they began negotiating with 

the authorities . Li Zhun had become convinced , and on November 7 he agreed 

to support the revolutionaries with his own forces if necessary to take Guang

zhou . By the next day Zhang also decided that further resistance would be 

useless . Both Zhang and the revolutionaries feared foreign intervention; the 

~r!tish consul reportedly had threatened on Noveml>er 6 to intervene because of 

'piracy" on the West River. Further, new provincial declarations of indepen

dence, from Yunnan , Shanxi , Guizhou , and Zhejiang by this time had added 

momentum for the revolutionaries . Thus , Zhang agreed to recognize a new 

government in which he would act as provisional governor and Long Jiguang as 

lieutenant-governor . But Zhang fled Guangzhou that same night , and following 
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the declaration on the morning of November 9 , the provincial 
. s 1 • assernb1 

Hu Hanmin to succeed him as governor. L1 Zhun was nam Y eleq , 
. d . . . b ect a t ea 

military commander m the new a m1mstrat1on , ut he fled Guan op.Jev 
. . b f h 1 . gzhou w· . e1 

week after some unforg iving mem ers o t e revo ut1onary armie llb1n 
. 1 b y . s ransack a 

office _s2 Long Jiguang would ater ecome uan Sh1kai ' s rep ec1 his 
. resentar 

Guangzhou , and m late 191 3 would see to the removal of Shifu , the an~ve in 

from Guangzhou . Chist , 

Liu Sifu thus pl ayed a rather unremarkable role in the drive for . 
· h. f ct · · · d · prov1n · independence in Guangdong . H 1s c 1e 1stmct1on unng 1910- 11 w c1a1 

. . . h . . f . as to le d 
m o rganizing an assassination corps , t c activity o which was delayed a 

than a year because of the abortive pl an involving Cheng Ke. In the act · more 
. . ions th 

corps undertook 111 1911 , Liu h1msel f played only an accessory role . Foll . e 
. . . h owing 

the assassmat1on of Fengshan , Liu was among t e Tongmenghui activ ists 

I h d 
. f . . Who 

o rgam zed popular fo rces to compete t e nve or provmc1al independence 
8 

as the revol utionary struggle continued into early 1912, Liu still sought ut 

opp0rtunity to make an assassination attack on a major figure in Beijing . He h= 

conumtted h imself to such a mission at least since earl y 191 0 , and he intended 

to carry it out. 

Assassination and the Qing Abdication 

As the struggle between revolutionaries and the Qing government 

continued , the court turned to Yuan Shikai , who by the beginning of November 

had been appointed premier and charged to restore the government ' s authority. 

On their side, revolutionaries were faced with the need to achieve unity out of 

many provincial movements and establish a single national government from 

provisional governments in some fifteen provinces . Along with recalcitrant 

members of the Manchu aristocracy at court , Yuan Shikai now stood as one of 

the major obstacles to a successful completion of the revolution . Months of 

military action and negotiations passed before Yuan was able to parlay his 

strengths into leadership of the new government. 

The revolutionaries in Guangdong as elsewhere had to maintain the military 

fo rces they had gathered and also to seek other means of influencing the 

situation in their favor. Besides assisting in this broad effort , Liu Sifu and the 

other members of the China Assassination Corps pursued possibilities for us ing 

their special tactic further in the anti-Manchu struggle .53 A message fro~n 

Wang Jing wei , who had gone to Shanghai following his release from priso~ in 

early November , affirmed the group in their inclination to undertake a mis5ion 

against the M anchu hardliners , pre ferably Zaifeng . They also regarded y~an 

Shikai as a potenti al target. 54 As in their o ri ginal plan , Liu and Ding Xiangoan 
. b s·· and Chen volunteered as executmg mem ers ; accompanied by Zheng I an . 

Zijue , in December they proceeded to Shanghai to prepare for _such _a 
01

~; 

sion .55 Meanwhile , Wang Jingwei himself had been acuve 10 r 

J 
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h 
Within two weeks after his release from . . 

nort . . T ' .. b pnson m Novemb W 
ized a Beij ing- ianJm ranch of the Tongm h . er, ang had 

organrned from Paris, served as branch vice-chairmengTuh~· Li Shizeng, recently 
retu an. 1s new bran h · l 

ssassination group, who had already begun to d 
1 

c me uded 
an a h officials and Yuan Shikai. 56 All h eve op plans for attacking 
Mane u . . sue plans re . d . 

Wever because negottat10ns continued between Yuan d hmame tentative, 
ho ' . an t e rev 1 r · 
W

ang Jingwei himself stood m the middle of a fluid sit t· . 
0 

u ionanes . 

h
. . ua ton . Sun Zhongshan 

h d asked Wang to serve on 1s negotiating team at the . 
a .b same time Wang was 

also helping to plan a poss1 le assassination attack on Yuan.57 

By the middle of January the Beijing-TianJ· in branch' s • . 
. . . assassmation group 

decided that _it _was time to move agams~ Yuan. Wang, then in Shanghai with 

Sun's negotiating team, telegraphed his colleagues in BeiJ' ing to d 
d

.d kn procee . 
However , Wang 1 not ow that Yuan had been granted an audience on the 

sixteenth with the more fle~ible members of the court to seek their agreement 

to abdicate . Although some m the plot knew of this development and feared that 

an attack on Yuan would _re~uce the court ' s suspicion of his motives , a majority 

voted to carry out the m1ss1on. 

The plan called for an attack on Yuan as he left the palace grounds 

followmg his audience . Attackers stationed themselves in the upstairs rooms of 

two teahouses along Yuan' s route . The first bomb disabled his horse-drawn 

carriage . A few moments later more bombs were thrown, but none harmed 

Yuan . Still other opportunities were missed when two women in the plot fired 

pistols at Yuan . The general confusion of the affair is indicated in that the 

authorities caught only three of the conspirators , despite the large number of 

people involved .58 

The court reacted as the more cautious members of the assassination group 

had feared ; under the circumstances the attempt on Yuan was a mistake . But 

within ten days the court ' s feelings toward Yuan changed again, after the 

assassination of Liangbi , leader of the diehard Imperial Clan faction . Many at 

the time bel ieved that Yuan engineered this plot.59 One member of the 

assassination group , Peng Jiazhen , volunteered to make a solo attack on Liangb~, 

and the other members agreed to this plan. 60 In organizational terms, this 

mission brought things full circle : a solo attack would be made with the support 

of a larger group . . . . . 
Peng 's conduct on the eve of h is mission shows that the zhish_1 _1deal ot 

earl · . . • h' l .. k. "ot'·t'icer' s umtorm that 
ier years retained its appeal. Donning the 1g 1- ian 10e . ,. . , 

he wo ld . . 1 . , ked tc) his comrades, Look, 
u wear to approach L1angb1 , 1e tenMr · .. · . 

everybody' A I l 'k , h o f old')"61 Before retmng that mght he 
. m no t 1 e a great ero · , h t morni·ng 

Wrote f • · . 6- E'lrly t e nex , 
a arewell letter to his fe llow-revoluttonanes. ' . ·f f' 

Jan 1 h . all mg card o one o 

L
. uary 25 , he rode to Liangbi 's home, presentec t e c ld h tLi·angbiwas 
iangb· • . bl an When to t a 1 s associates and asked to see the no em · h. · · 

out p , ·ct· t postpone is m1ss1on, 

L
. ' eng decided to wait. Just as he was deci mg O h d 
1an b ·, d out Peng approac e 

g 1 s carriage returned . As the nobleman steppe ' 
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P 
was killed immediately , and Liangbi ct· 

. h. bomb. eng f. . . iect a' 
him throwmg is k was an important actor m breakmg th •ew 

' 63 p ng 's attac . d F b e cou , 
hours later. e . eror Puyi abdicate on e ruary 12 rt s 

64 The child emp . . ' f ' anct S 
resistance. . h Yuan Sh1ka1 s assurances o support for repubr un 
Zhongshan, satisfied .;1t cy to Yuan the next day . lean_. 

ism yielded the pres1 en_ des discussed here , during 1910-11 as in the 

' As shown by the e~1s~ty played an important part in the revolutio Period 
·nation acuvi naries' 

1903-7 assa~st wn the Qing government. Its effects were both psycholo i 

efforts to bnng do 
1
. gwei and others had repeatedly asserted The tg CaJ , , 1 

d t' al as Wang m . · a tack 1• 

an prac ic ' . G hou was the first action m the city following h ~ 
Fengshan m uangz • · h t e 

on . . It erved notice that revolut1onanes t ere would conti 
Wuchang upnsmg. s d . B . .. d . nue 

. 1 d dynastic rule . The attacks ma e m e1Jmg urmg the period \f 
theu strugg e to en fi al . . . . , 

. 1 191 2 had mixed effects but the m mission agamst Liangb· , ~1 

of flux m ear Y ' . 1 , I'\ 

helped to achieve the Manchus ' abdication . To a far gre_ater ext~nt than is 11 

generally recognized , assassination served as an effective tactic for the • 11 

revolutionaries of 1911 . t 

11 How people react to assassination episodes reflects their attitude toward the 

established political and social order. In the current experience of Americans, , n 
assassination is used almost exclusively by those whom we refer to as · ~ 

"terrorists . " people desperate to achieve goals remote from anything we readily 

identify with . However, it might be relatively easier for Americans today to 

sympathize with the Chinese revolutionaries described here , who appear as 
heroes struggling with a decrepit, unjust order. Certainly it is fair to suggest that 

in their use of assassination the revolutionaries introduced a form of violence in 

which many innocent bystanders might be victimized along with the tyrants who 

were their targets; and they could be seen as having legitimated a highly volatile . ~ 

feature of Chinese political culture during a time of difficult transition. On the ! 

other hand, the rationale for assassination drew on Chinese tradition, sought to 

minimize the sacrifice of life , and attempted to use the few advantages that , ~ 
revolutionaries_ held in their struggle against the government. After the beginning ' 

of lhe Repubhc, few assassinations were attempted by those who sought to . l_ 

challen~e Yu~ Shikai .
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However, many assassinations occurred during tbe 

R~p~bh~an penod , when this form of political violence became a method for · ~ 
ellmmatmg those who chall d The 

I. . enge or merely criticized power holders . · 
ear 1est mstances of assassinaf b h · the 

th f ions Y t ose resisting change occurred dunng 

:~~rss ~/tp~pggulle in late 19_1 I and early 191 2 , when local authorities eliminated 
ar revolution in 1 66 . f son° 

J iaoren is the best kn . some P aces . The assassinatton o :i 

Shikai also arrang~d ot wn mstance of the early Republican years, but Yu~ . : t 
o remove other . h d sevenu 

socialists as described . h s m t e popular assembly an . 
0 

Zh ' m t e next cha t A . l der Lia 
ongkai , was removed b a . _c P er. nother progressive ea , ken , 

1 

writers and workers sum yd s_sa~smat1on in 1925 ' and a number of outspo be . , I 

1920s and 1930s. ere Similar fates in the bloodthirsty political life oft : ~ 
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~erha~s the_ revolutiona~ies are indeed liable to the critique of present-day 

histonans m Chma for lackmg both the awareness of the need for a broad 

popular ~ovement and the _pat~ence to build such a movement. Wang Jingwei 

and Liu Stfu fa~ored assassmat10n because of repeated frustration in attempts at 

larger-scale actions · In 1910-11 , as in the earlier period 1903-7 those who 

advocated assassination believed that assassins would indeed at~ract greater 

numbers of people to the revolutionary movement. Thus , in their own thinking , 

in undertaking assas~ination missions they were addressing precisely the point 

raised by modern Chmese analysts . If they were impatient , it was rather because 

they feared that the opportunity for revolution would be lost if Qing reforms 

continued than because they failed to understand the need for a mass movement. 

Actually those who used assassination were among the first to call for the 

involvement of those from "lower-class society" (see chapter 3) , and Liu Sifu ' s 

China Assassination Corps welcomed the involvement of machinists who helped 

to prepare bombs . Further , although Wen Shengcai acted independently in 

assassinating Fuqi in April 1911 , he was a worker . This involvement of ordinary 

workers anticipated Liu ' s own interests , as an anarchist , in labor organization . 

Thus , assassination activity involved workers and brought a degree of 

cooperation between intellectuals and workers . 

Liu Sifu in Early 1912, on 

the Verge of Anarchism 

One of the themes of this study is that Liu Sifu was drawn to anarchism 

through his active involvement with assassination . Liu himself and others in 

commenting on his development note that he continued to study anarchism even 

as he worked with the China Assassination Corps . However, it is clear 

that-whatever he thought might follow-Liu regarded the overthrow of the Qing 

court and of the imperial system as the sine qua non for revolution . Considering 

where he would be ideologically within a few months , it seems surprising that 

Liu would have chosen to carry the Republican flag as his contingent of the 

Zhao Army rode into Guangzhou in early November 1911 . Yet he had 

contributed much to the revolutionary effort , and he clearly shared in the 

euphoria of success . 

He was prepared to contribute even more to that cause by undertaking an 

assassination mission against some major figure in Beijing . He had long 

regarded such an attack as his special task , and he believed he might yet 

undertake it. Thus , he went to Shanghai with Ding Xiangtian and other 

comrades as 1912 began . As his own plans depended on developments in the 

negotiations between the Sun and Yuan sides , Liu was trapped by circumstances . 

Then others attacked Yuan and Liangbi while Liu waited hundreds of miles 

away . After the transfer of power was arranged , Liu and his friends remained 

in the lower y angzi area, at first simply traveling and enjoying the success of 
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they had served . Then at Liu' s suggestion this small gr 
the cause . d oup s t 

tery beside West Lake m Hangzhou an began to plan how th e tlect at 
a monas . zh H. ey 

b 
'Id an anarchist movement m Guang ou . ts perceptions abo Would 

Ul Sh'k ., . Ut the 
I
. . • China such as Yuan 1 at s tactics to achieve p new 

po 1t1cs m , . . . . ower or 
. k ing of lesser figures m NanJmg, moved Lm to break with all the 
JOC ey 1· . al . . furth 

ts to achieve change through po 1t1c organtzat1on. At this po· er 
attemp . . Int he al 

. t d assassination and other forms of v10lent action as tactics for th so 
reJeC e 67 e social 
revolution he called for . 

Liu lived three years after this time . In this spring of 1912 he 
. h. fu d d . h. ~ · 1 WouJd 

change his nam~, us~ng only S 1 an roppmg 1s •amt y name. He would 

exhaust himself m this ~ause t~at he to?k ~p so zealou~ly _at West Lake. While 
Shifu is important for his creative apphcauon of the prmc1ples of anarchism . 

China, he is even more significant because of his_ commitment to propagati~; 

those principles by personal example. He would display boundless energy until 

his health began to fail in autumn 1914. Where did this energy come from? Its 

source lay in this activist ' s career and especially, I believe, in the long 

contemplation of death that was essential to his involvement with assassination. 

He had come near death himself in 1907, then had seen many others die in such 

actions . Finally, perhaps , after his own plans for a last great mission went 

unexecuted, he regretted his readiness to let others sacrifice themselves in plots 

he had orchestrated; surely this also contributed to his rejection of violence ar 

this time. The guilt of a survivor can be a powerful motivating force .68 His 

devotion to anarchism rested on a commitment to die slowly . 

, ·. 
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Chapter 6 

Socialism Narrow and Broad: 

Shifu's Comrade-Rivals in 

the Early Republic 

During those months early in 1912 when Liu Sifu made his transition to 

Shifu and set out to become China's prophet of anarchism, other activists had 

already organized and were seeking to propagate their own versions of 

socialism. In contrast to the Paris and Tokyo anarchists , these were the first 

groups to operate within China. They were active in the Jiangnan region where 

Shifu sojourned in spring 1912 . Jiang Kanghu, a Jiangxi intellectual who had 

studied in both Japan and Europe, began organizing the Chinese Socialist Party 

(Zhongguo Shehui Dang) even as the Revolution of 1911 unfolded , and claimed 

to be the first socialist in China. Within a year the young "revolutionary monk" 

Taixu led a breakaway movement of those who preferred "narrow" (xiayi) 

socialism, by which they meant anarchism or principles very similar to 

anarchism, to Jiang 's eclectic views or Sun Zhongshan's state socialism, which 

they called "broad" (guangyi) socialism. Taixu and his associates organized the 

Socialist Party (Shehui Dang) to bring together those who agreed with their 

more thorough socialism. 
. While Shifu developed his anarchist ideas independently , he was building 

his own movement in Guangzhou as these other two movements focused on the 

lower Yangzi area. The growing disagreements among socialist groups in the 

early Republic helped to convince Shifu of the need for clarity and consistency 

of principles, a point he would make repeatedly in his essays . The monk Taixu 

holds special interest as he set out to combine anarchism and Buddhism, while 

Shifu would deny th~t Buddhism had entered into his doctrines . Thus , Taixu 
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serves here as the focus of my attempt to assess Buddhis 

resource in this transitional period . Taken together , thesem as an ideoi . 
· d 1 f ·al · · movetn og,ca1 

great importance m the eve opment o soc1 1st ideas in Ch· ents ar 
Id f . . . . tna. Al h e of 

Revolution of 1911 wou prove rustratmg m political term . t ough 
. , .al . Th s, lt Was the 

great hope for Chma s soc1 1sts . ese movements are b . . a time 
. as1c 10 of 

Shifu for while he regarded J 1ang Kanghu and Sun Zhongshan . a study f 
, . f T . as nva1 o 

also a colleague of Jiang and o a1xu . He shared their dream s, he was 
socialist China, and with them, Shifu passed those dreams on ts 

0

1 
f a rnodern 

0 ater 
tions . genera. 

On the Terminology of Early Chinese Socialism 

The terms "broad" and_ "narrow" were essential to the vocabul 

socialism in the e~rly. ~e?ubhc~ ~ears . . T~ese and rel~ted terms were u:d ~! 
label the two basic d1v1s1ons w1thm soc1ahsm. For Sh1fu himself there w 

great divide between socialism (shehui zhuyi) and "social policy/ies" (sh:~u~ 

zhengce) ; for him, anarchism was a form- the most perfected form-of 

socialism, but even a systematic state socialism was nothing more than social 

policy . Jiang Kanghu and Taixu , and their associates in the party groupings 

discussed in this chapter , also understood these terms in the same way . 

While our concern here is with socialists , these terms were used by all who 

discussed socialism or applications of socialist principles in governing. Song 

Jiaoren, for example , used slightly different forms to indicate the same division, 

in his "Discussion of Socialism" in Minli bao in August 1911. 1n assaying the 

possibilities for the various forms of socialism in China, Song put anarchism and 

communism in the category of "genuine socialism" (zhenzheng zhi shehui zhuyi) 

and placed democratic socialism (shehui minzhu zhuyi) and national socialism 

(guojia shehui zhuyi) under the heading of social policy (shehui zhengce) . Song 

favored the goals of socialism but feared that attempts to introduce it would 

backfire in a society without some wealth and an equitable system of disrri?u
tion . Thus , he favored nothing more than social policy as government's effort 

to move in the desired direction without implementing either form of "genume 
.al . " i S , . d ribed below, soc1 ism . ong s view was to be of some consequence; as esc . he 

in organizing the Guomindang nearly a year after this article was published. te 

h t incorpora 
refused the overtures of both Sun Zhongshan and Jiang Kang u 0 

even their moderate socialism into the party ' s program.2 
• s of 

Th h ct · · · - th various fortn-us , t e 1stmct10n between the terms used tor e As the 
socialism and for social policy was accepted by proponents of bolbd trong 

differences between Jiang Kanghu and the renegades in his party sh?we s~~iates, 

disagreements also developed between socialists . For Taixu and. his as was the 
as for Shifu , Jiang ' s socialism was nothing more than social poll~Y, as d those 

socialism of Sun Zhongshan . As the differences grew between Jiang an 
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Who would form the Socialist Party the two groups we ·d •f· d b d 
" " • re 1 enti 1e as roa and 

narrow . For the latter, pure (chuncui) and "extreme" (j "d ) 
1 

t ives commonly used . 
l uan were a terna-

Taixu and his allies also distinguished between an h. f -
1
- arc ism, or ree 

socialism, .and state socia ism by using the terms communism ( h h -) 
· · (j · h h . gongc an z uyL 

and collec~iv_ism LC an z uyL) . Th,~ difference between these was put in terms 

of the sociahst slogan that began , From each according to his ability" (g ·· 
S . 1· d . ·ct e1m 

suo neng) . ocia 1sts 1v1 ed over the wording of the second half f th· 
h

. 0 IS 

statement. Anarc 1sts and other proponents of communism believed that the 

slogan should conclude with _the statement "to each according to his need" (ge 

qu suo xu) . Thus , communism represented the economic expression of the 

anarchists ' principles ; production should be carried on by enterprises organized 

and managed through popular initiative according to principles Kropotkin had 

laid out. Most important , in their view, was that the state-the ultimate 
manifestation of authority- should be eliminated . 

Collectivists believed the second half of the slogan should be , "to each 

according to his value [in work]" (ge qu suo zhi). This version of socialism 

would leave more assets , goods , and wages, in private hands , and place the state 

in control of the productive system. Collectivism meant state socialism; it 

represented a full and consistent development of social policy . In the narrow 

socialists ' view , there was little difference between social policy and state 

socialism except the question of degree . Both Jiang Kanghu and Sun Zhongshan 

thus were seriously mistaken , in the narrow socialists ' opinion . 

The existence and development of these two major divisions of European 

socialism became a major point with all who espoused anarchism. They traced 

collectivism to Marx, who represented at least basic error and at most a 

perversion of socialism. Bakunin had stood against Marx in favor of communism 

at the breakup of the International in 1871 and before , and Kropotkin had 

continued to develop the principles of communism. 3 Shifu would hammer away 

on these points . For our present interests , it was over these issues that Taixu and 

his allies debated and then broke with Jiang Kanghu in late 1912 . 
4 

Jiang Kanghu and the Chinese Socialist Party 

Born in 1883 in northeastern Jiangxi , Jiang was about a year older than Liu 

Sifu . Jiang 's immediate forebears had been more success ful in the Qing 

bureaucracy than Liu 's; their service in Beijing provided important contacts for 

Jiang Kanghu .5 Like Liu , Jiang Kanghu was a precocious young talent. Instead 

of taking the official examinations , however, Jiang studied Japanese in Beijing 

during his middle teenage years and thus was prepared for a sojou~·n ~n Japan 
in 1900-1901 . On his return home forng was invited by Yuan Sh1ka1 , newly 

appointed governor-general of Zhili , to serve i~1 the_ trai_1slation burea~ at 

Beijing . 6 This was the beginning of a personal relat1onsh1p with Yuan that Jiang 

' I 
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would later seek , unsuccessfully, to exploit. In 1904 while t . 
. B . . . U . . eaching J 

the institution that later became e1Jmg mvers1ty , Jian apanes 
· h Y Sh'k · g estabr h eat women ' s schools to tram teac ers . uan 1 at supported th· . Is ect t 

J. d d is ProJe 7 °ur 
in Japan again during 1907 1ang atten e some of the meetin ct . Wh·i 

. . gs of th J I e 
Socialist Party . He might also have attended gathermgs of Zhan T . e apane 

· d f S · 1· 1· g aiyan se 
Shipei ' s Society for the Stu y o ocia ism. 1ang traveled to Euro . anct Liu 
where he sat in on the congress of the Second International in 8 pe in 19()9 

. . . russels 1-1 , 
had some interaction with the Pans New Century group , contribur · e also 

. . 909 s mg at least 
articles to the Journal m 1 . tWQ 

Returning to China after the death of his father near the end of 19 . 

took up residence in Nanj ing intending to observe the traditional 
10

: Jiang 
· d · 1 d · h · · penod of mourning . He d1 give some ectures urmg t ts time , one of which d 

ma eh' 
famous . That lecture , given at Hangzhou on June 1, 1911 , concerned un 

. . b ' d . d . 1 · the relat1onsh1p etween women s e ucat10n an socia ism. Enraged, the gove 

general of Zhejiang appealed to Beij ing to punish Jiang , who escape~or

Shanghai. There in July , Jiang organized the Society for the Study of Socialis: 

at a meeting attended by about four hundred people .9 On November 5, after 

Shanghai declared its independence of the Manchu government, the study society 

was reorganized into the Chinese Socialist Party , with its headquarters in the 

city . From the beginning Jiang said that his party should be nothing more than 

a study society , with no specific political purposes . His decision to call the 

organization a "party " reflects his ambivalence on several issues: the nature and 

purposes of a party ; Yuan Shikai ' s possible response to this or other such 

organizations ; and Jiang ' s own ambitions . 

Jiang Kanghu headed-or at least set in motion-a movement of broad 

appeal . By January 1912 branches were organized in Nanj ing (where five 

hundred attended the organizational meeting) , Yangzhou, Suzhou, and many 

other places throughout the Jiangnan region. The party had daily and monthly 

newspapers , as well as a monthly magazine (some of these were printed ~n 

party-owned presses). These publications were backed by allied or sympathetic 
. 10 

journals in cities as far away as Tianj in , Yantai , Changsha, and Chongqing. 

By April 1912, Jiang estimated the party ' s membership at about twenty 

thousand . 11 The incredible numbers he sometimes suggested probably were 
. f h . . . I a pamphlet 

estimates o t ose mvolved in other party-fostered activ1ttes . n . f 

published in English after he came to the United States , Jiang ' s description ~ 

the party 's activi ties included not only lectures, study sessions , and ne_~!a~~s~ 

but also a free public school for "orphans made by the battles 0 ~ ... 
11
g, 

.R I . " ( . · I · · b hes tn BetJt evo unon on gma ly m Nanj ing but subsequently addmg ranc ff ge, 
Suzh f ual su · ra 

ou , and Yangzhou), a women' s organization that worked or eq 
II 

bolical 
and a Social ist Opera and Orchestra Company which performed sytn 
Socialist plays . " 12 for a 

The party ' s study sessions used "official readers as well as teach~Js~et out 
great number of the membership could not read . " Thus , the partY di 
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to recruit on a b~o~d popular basis , which included labor organization. 13 A few 

dozen workers _ JOtned the Chinese Socialist Party in early 1912, and soon 

afterward a_Natwnal Labor ~arty (Zhonghua Minguo Gong Dang) was organized 

at Shanghai • By Octob~r this party claimed to have a membership upwards of 

two hundred thousand m fourteen provincial branches . 14 Xu Qiwen, a worker 

who had joined Jiang ' s party , soon became the central figure in this workers ' 

party . Xu won a great following among workers in Shanghai , where the party ' s 

activities were focused , for his effective leadership of labor actions and his 

ability to negotiate wage increases . 15 The Chinese Socialist Party also helped 

to establish an early peasants ' party , the National Peasants ' Party (Zhonghua 

Minguo Nong Dang) . Yang Liaogong , a Chinese Socialist Party leader in 

Songjiang xian (suburban Shanghai) , launched the party after organizing local 

peasants in a movement to resist rent increases . When it appeared that a longer

term organization might emerge , Yang went to Shanghai to confer with Xu 

Qiwen . The peasants ' party began operations near the end of 1912 . Its activities 

included an experimental station , a farmers ' bank, and an agricultural school. 

Jiang Kanghu sought to build his movement by organizing parties to 

represent its several constituencies . 16 While these various organizations thrived 

by emphasizing a number of simple and easily agreed-upon goals that might 

have produced electoral success , theoretical issues were another matter. The 

platform of Jiang ' s Chinese Socialist Party included only the mildest of socialist 

planks in its eight-point platform. 17 The party supported republicanism, ethnic 

tolerance, recognition of the legal rights of individuals , support for popular 

education , tax reform, and arms limitation . Only the two remaining points 

presented principles that were distinctly socialist : Jiang urged the establishment 

of public enterprises , the same state socialism that Sun Zhongshan called for . In 

the second of these , and the most original of all his points , Jiang called for an 

end to the right of inheritance as a means to strip from individuals all property 

except that which they could generate with their own abilities in their own 

lifetime; his was a socialism of opportunity . 18 His concern for ethnic tolerance 

was directed against the anti-Manchu rage that Tongmenghui publicists had used 

to fuel the revolutionary movement , a racism that Jiang regarded as dangerous 

in its implications both for multi-ethnic China and the broader world . Jiang ' s 

statement of principles displayed creativity and logic; they have an appeal of 

their own, centering on Jiang 's attempt to channel selfish interests to the needs 

of the larger society . Still , this set of principles lacked system, and J ia11g was 

simply not a socialist. Shifu would point this out time after time, as did the 

narrow socialists who left Jiang 's party in autumn 1912. Both shared the opinion 

of the Second International , to whom Jiang applied for recognition of the 

Chinese Socialist Party . The application was refused because the party did not 

call for social control of wealth . 19 

Jiang Kanghu understood that the party included at least two large factions . 

As early as spring 1912 he called for discussion , in the party 's journals , of the 

' 
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•, tion ' s future direction . Jiang suggested that the party might 
organ1za . subdi . 
the pure socialists (chuncui shehui zhuy1 dang) c?uld beco~e the Anarchist ;1de: 

f the Chinese Socialist Party (Zhongguo Shehu1 Dang zh1 Wuzhi Dang) · any 

~ully political party (wanchuan zhengdang) cou~d become_ th~ Democra~i~ the 

of the Chinese Socialist Party (Zhongguo Shehu1 Dang zh1 Mznzhu Dan ) _arty 
. k' " g . 11an 

appears to have been genuinely open m see mg to 1oster thorough di . g 
scuss10 

among party members , and over the next several months many me n 
20 1 . h h " d h rnbers expressed their views . Cleary , neit er t e 1oun er nor t e members f 

. . . b ' 1 o the 
Chinese Socialist Party had .yet resolved _their am 1va en~e about the nature anct 
operation of a party . Even by the middle of 1912 , It became clear th 

maJority of the members did ~ot wi~h t_o make their movement a fully polit~:~ 

party . Persuaded by anarchist pnnc1ples , they had already decided that 

participation in the political system was both morally wrong and counterproduc

tive . This majority would form the Socialist Party later that year. 

It was in the conditions of the "liberal Republic" that Jiang 's party 

sustained its impressive growth during 1912 . 2 1 However, several provincial 

governors expressed concern to Yuan Shikai about this burgeoning popular 

movement ; two of them , Tan Yankai in Hunan and Li Yuanhong in Hubei , 

proscribed the party . 22 Jiang decided that an audience with Yuan might help to 

dispel the latter ' s concern about the party ' s potential threat to the government. 

During an interview with Yuan (June 1912) , Jiang reiterated the party ' s suppon 

for the Republic , its essentially educational mission, and its desire to advance 

socialist principles only gradually , through a transformed public opinion. 23 

Although unimpressed by Jiang ' s appeal , Yuan took no action against the party . 

As he returned to the south in August , however , Jiang became ensnared in a 

modest repressive sweep by Li Yuanhong ; he was arrested in Hankou .24 By 

spring 1913 , however , Jiang would find himself appealing to Li against Yuan 's 

excesses . 

During his visit to Beijing , Jiang also had held discussions with Song 

Jiaoren and Zhang Taiyan , who then were organizing the Guomindang . Jiang 

had offered the support of his party if the Guomindang would retain women's 

equal ity and land reform from the Tongmenghui platform in its new program. 

However , Song and Zhang rejected Jiang ' s appeal , fearing that even these 

modest socialist principles would cost their party electoral support .
25 

~un 

Zhongshan (with Huang Xing) also called on Yuan Shikai in Beijing dunng 

August and September 191 2 . Sun described for Yuan his views on socialism 

during lengthy discussions of their common concerns about the Republic . 
26 

s~n 
also conferred with Song Jiaoren and Zhang Taiyan, he too seeking a role tor 

himself and his moderate socialist principles in the Guomindang . But Sun _roo 

~as rebu_ffed .
27 

~nly ':"eeks after Sun ' s visit to Beijing , Jiang Kanghu i~~!t~~ 
him to give a series of lectures to the Chinese Socialist Party at Shanghat. , 

Backward Toward Revolution , Edward Friedman develops the view that Sun; 

appearance before the Chinese Socialist Party constituted a bid to become 
th 

, , 
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party ' s leader, or at least to test that pos .bT 
described , this seems a likely allianc H 

st 1 
tty · ?iven the background just 

e . owever Jiang reJ·e t d S ' b"d J: 
leadership . Friedman cites these . . ' . c e un s 1 1or 

reasons . J tang claimed t b d 
turning his party into a "fully polif 1 " . 0

_ e oppose to 
ica party , further he reJected S ' b. d 

because of the latter ' s "superstitious faith in politics" and bee u~ s . i 
party should not have a leader. 29 ause an egahtanan 

Song Jiaoren ' s rejection of both Jiang and s . 
. . . , un expressed a practlcal 

pohttcian s assessment of the hopes for socialism 1· R bl . 
1
- · 

. . . n epu 1can po ltics . As to 
the mteract1on between J 1ang and Sun among th · · f • • . . . . . e mmonty o optimistic 
sociahsts , surely Jiang reJected Sun ' s bid simply 1·n order t t · 1 . . . . . o re am as arge a 
followmg ~s possible for _himself. J1ang ' s behavior through much of 1912 

reflected _hi~ efforts to retam control of his party . A successful audience with 

Yu~n _Shi~ai would have strengthened his hand and perhaps kept the narrow 

socialists m the party • When his meeting with Yuan failed , Jiang understood 

clearly that _he_ faced a widening rift in the party ' s membership . 30 Taixu and the 

narrow sociahs~s ~hen made their break at the party congress at Shanghai in 
October, estabhshmg the Socialist Party . 

Despite the split , the Chinese Socialist Party was somewhat revived through 

its involvement in the growing opposition to Yuan Shikai in spring 1913 

following the assassination of Song Jiaoren . In a recent study of early Chinese 

socialism, Yang Kuisong and Dong Shiwei describe the May Day rally 

organized that spring by Shanghai ' s socialists , which was attended by some three 

thousand people .31 Probably the Socialist Party and Xu Qiwen' s Labor Party 

took leading roles in this demonstration. 32 But Jiang Kanghu leveled a strong 

attack against Yuan ' s growing authoritarianism. A few days later Jiang ' s party 

sent a letter to Vice President Li Yuanhong , urging him to resolve the crisis . 

Although Jiang ' s position was typically moderate, it did not produce overt armed 

opposition . That would soon follow , however, as the May Day rally focused a 

growing militance against Yuan Shikai within the Labor Party . On May 28 Xu 

Qiwen led a daring night attack on the Shanghai Arsenal. Its failure resulted in 

Xu' s arrest and execution and the breakup of the Labor Party . 
33 

When Yuan launched his crackdown against the Chinese Socialist Party 

following the Second Revolution a few months later , his victim was not Jiang 

himself but a young associate named Chen Yilong , who was building a party 

branch in Beijing . Recollections by the historian Gu Jiegang , who joined Jiang 

Kanghu ' s party as a youth in Suzhou , show that Chen was another o~ t~e 

talented young leaders who blossomed in his work to propagate the new soc1ahst 

faith .34 Chen had gone to Suzhou with Jiang to set up the party 's branch there , 

then headed the branch ' s activities for several months until he joined Jiang in the 

trip to Beijing in summer 1912. Chen then remained in the cap~tal , where his 

party-building efforts prospered . He set up a branch headquarters m the Xuanwu 

district where many laboring poor lived in run-down conditions . Th~r~ _he also 

established a "people ' s school" (pingmin xue.xiao) ; among other acuvities , the 
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branch sponsored Esperanto classes . 
35 

Chen's devotion and abil"t . 
· . i Y ind 

Dazhao to join the party ; when their work expanded to TianJ· in L· Ucect Li 
36 • • • ' i was to 

as leader of the new branch there . The authorities m Beijing _serve 

harassed Chen throughout the first half of 1913 .
37 

When the generatand Tianjin 
· · b · A t Y d · movern agamst his government egan m ugus , uan move with force . ent 

Potential threats Then twenty-eight years old , Chen was taken into cagainst au 
. u~~ 

soon executed, another martyr to the cause of socialism. 3s Both y anct 

proclamation outlawing the Chinese Socialist Party and a decree estabr"~'s 

martial law in Beijing linked the party with "Russian nihilists" and .. /sh~ng 
. . , ore1gn 

anarchists" and claimed that the party s true purpose was assassination. Yu , 

proclamation also stated that the Chinese Socialist Party "foments disorder ans 

is not like the socialist parties of civilized countries , which only study theoan~ 

if they are not stopped forcefully a great disaster will result and order will~~ 

destroyed . "39 In recounting these events after his arrival in the United States 

Jiang suggested that such confusion on the part of the authorities had indeed 

caused the repression: "The ' Pure Socialist Party ' and other anarchistic groups 

did much to discredit the [Chinese] Socialist Party ... . when the reaction set in, 

the government craftily used this confusion to aid its ends . "40 

These early years proved to be the high point of Jiang 's efforts to play a 

leading role in the socialist movement. He lived in the United States from 1913 

to 1920, teaching Chinese at the University of California for much of this 

period. After sojourns in Russia and Europe , he returned to China in 1923 as 

president of the newly established Southern University (Nanfang Daxue) at 

Shanghai . Hoping to use this position as a platform for his political goals, he 

formally revived the Chinese Socialist Party in June 1924. 41 Within a year, 

however, Jiang ' s penchant for associating his causes with benefactors of dubious 

reliability thwarted this new bid for political leadership . A letter he had written 

to a Manchu nobleman was published in a collection of materials intended to 

reveal a new effort to restore the Manchus to power. Discredited, Jiang went 
. U . ·ty 42 He 

abroad again , this time to Canada, where he taught at McGill mverst · 

returned to China again in the mid- l 930s , his fortunes in decline , and eventuall: 

accepted a position in Wang Jingwei 's pro-Japanese government; nothing 
15 

known about Jiang following the war against Japan.43 
. 

Despite his flamboyant ego and his demonstrated lapses of judgment: 
11~! 

displayed both courage and imagination in his advocacy of socialism dunng :let 

late Qing and early Republican periods . His organization had provided an ou the 

for the enthusiasm for socialist ideas held by many thousands of Chinese as uld 

Republic began . If Yuan Shikai had felt nothing to fear from them, he wo 

have left them alone ; instead , he provided this movement with martyrs .. g of 

Shifu 's sojourn in the lower Yangzi area coincided with the bur~eoni;hifu 

Jiang ' s movement. It is likely that Jiang 's successes helped to con~inc: caJlle 

that a similar movement was possible in Guangdong . However, Sh•~ \,0 ;ce 
convinced that theoretical consistency was necessary , and after launching 
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people he persistently attacked Jiang . Of the differences between them 
0
[ 

the 
had one important advantage : he was politically astute in recognizing th; 

Jiang f breadth and consensus · On the other hand, Shifu ' s zeal for a consistent 
value o . 1 . . al f 

archism made him over y cnt1c o potential allies . When Shifu moved to 

an hai in early 1914, he found support from some socialists who had entered 
shang b f J . , . 

movement as mem ers O tang s party , especially those who had joined the 
tbenk Taixu in forming the narrow Socialist Party . 
rno 

Taixu, Buddhist Ref onner and Political Activist 

Within Jiang Kanghu ' s party it was the Buddhist monk Taixu and his 

associates who reacted to Jiang ' s broad socialism, forming the Socialist Party 

in October 1912 .
44 

Taixu 's role in this revolt against Jiang Kanghu is remark

able in that the monk was only twenty-two years old at the time . Actually Taixu 

was only unusually young , for Jiang Kanghu himself was only twenty-eight then. 

The careers of these two , along with Shifu and many others , marked the 

Revolution of 1911 as partly a youth revolution , like many of the later phases 

of China's ongoing revolution in this century . 45 If his Buddhist-oriented 

anarchism, or anarchist-oriented Buddhism, expressed a youthful idealism, the 

vicissitudes of revolution brought Taixu back to hard reality . By late 1913 he 

had seen his efforts to reform the Buddhist clergy rejected by most of his 

colleagues, and he had been crushed by the execution of Sha Gan, one of his 

close associates in the Socialist Party leadership , in yet another repressive action 

by Yuan Shikai ' s supporters in Jiangsu. Taixu continued to work at his several 

projects for another year . Then in late summer 1914, still frustrated in his 

reform effort and grieved by the outbreak of war in Europe, he began a three

year period of monastic seclusion and never returned to direct political activity . 

His efforts to reform Buddhism in China remained the chief mission of his later 

career.46 

This "revolutionary monk" came from a genuinely proletarian background 

in northeastern Zhejiang , not far from Hangzhou . Born as Lu Gansen in 1890, 

his father was an ordinary worker, a bricklayer, who died when the boy was 

less than a year old . The boy was raised by his grandmother, whose high 

character and devotion to religion made her a key influence in his life . When he 

~as nine, she took him on a pilgrimage to Jiuhua Shan, a major Buddhist center 

in_ Anhui . The next year they went to Putou Shan, the island of temples near 

Ningbo, where Taixu later would begin his training as a monk .47 Young Lu 

sometimes joined the classes taught by an uncle who was an itinerant teacher ; 

?therwise he would have had little chance for any education. 48 After taking a 

Job as a shop clerk when he was fifteen, he quickly decided to become a monk. 

be Th~ n~~ Taixu (Great Void) was besto~ed on the t~enaged boy as he 
. g~ his trammg as a monk . He was ordained m 1906 at Ttantong monastery 

in Ningbo . His adeptness in reciting scripture passages caught the attention of 
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., . F. " (Bazhi) the well -known abbot , who turned Taixu 
Eight- mgers , 49 . over t 

, ost capable teachers . In his first two years as a mon1c o the 
monastery s m d h . b.1. , ape · 

. . • he repeatedly displaye 1s a 1 1ty and now comp rioct 
of basic tram mg , . . . . . ensatect 
the lack of systematic educat10n m his earlier years . ~t first Ta1xu 's ability for 
applied to Tiantai , a major school o~ popular Buddhism. After a time he Was 

d 
. t Huayan the totalistic teachmg that had served as one of the Was 

raw n o , . T . d h 50 source 
of the revolutionary Buddhism of Zhang aryan an . ot ers . s 

Taixu did not immediate!~ emerge as a revolut10na_ry ~ew member of the 

Buddhist clergy . However, his youthful energy led him mto activities h 

propelled him along an increasingly radical path . He first became activ t _at 

reform within the Buddhist establishment , helping to organize educati~ tn 

associations to strengthen clerical training , both in Ningbo in 1909 and dur;al 

his sojourn in Guangzhou in 1910 . 
51 

Also in 1909 Taixu studied at y ~g 

Wenhui 's Buddhist institute in Nanj ing , an experience common to many wh~ 

associated Buddhism with revolutionary change. His revolutionary consciousness 

was stimulated through such personal relationships . 

As this sketch of Taixu 's early career will show, the Buddhist community 

did not welcome reform . However, there were a number of "revolutionary 

monks" who supported or participated in anti-Manchu activity . Monks who 

became politically active stood in the boundary between the routines of their 

discipline and the intellectual Buddhism stimulated by Yang Wenhui 's academy. 

They were moved to political involvement partly by patriotism, by reflection on 

the professed values of Buddhism, and by their own observations and experi

ence. While many monks favored overthrow of the Manchus , the court had 

supported the Buddhist establishment , so that most of its influential leaders 

disapproved of revolutionary activity by the clergy . This position was demon

strated in the experience of Zongyang , who was perhaps the best-known 

"revolutionary . " Zongyang 's activism began fairly early ; in 1903 he joined Cai 

Yuanpei , Zhang Taiyan , and Wu Zhihui in organizing the Chinese Educational 

Association (Zhongguo Jiaoyu Hui) . Zongyang later lived in the same house with 

Sun Zhongshan in Tokyo ; he joined the Tongmenghui and over a period of years 

assisted Sun in some of his activities . Sun ' s already positive attitude toward 

Buddhism was strengthened by these ties ; thus , as provisional president in earl_y 

1912 he approved several Buddhist associations as described below • 
52 

This 

sketch suggests a fruitful career, but it must be noted that Zongyang did ~ot 

succeed to the abbotship of Jinshan , his home monastery and the site of ina_1or 

events involving Taixu in early 1912, because his fellow monks did not approve 
of his political activism. 53 

Another of these activist monks , Qiyun helped to nurture Taixu ' s grow!ng 

revolut~onary consciousness . By 1910, Qiyun already had been an act_iv; 

revolutro~ary for several years . 54 He joined the Tongmenghui during a per~o r 

of study m Japan . He became friends with Qiu Jin and Xu Xilin, and atr~ 
t . · Ch . · · S h ol tn 

re urnmg to ma m 1906, Q1yun became a teacher in Datong c · 0 
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Shaoxing, where Qiu Jin taught. Taixu himself noted that when he first heard 

of Qiyun and his revolutionary views , he was too strongly attached to the 

traditional religious training to respond . Later, however, he had urged Eight

Fingers to intercede with authorities at Suzhou to get Qiyun released from prison 

for his revolutionary activity • 
55 

Thus , when they traveled together to Guang

zhou in late 1910, Taixu was disposed to respond positively to Qiyun and the 
activists he would meet in the southern city . 

The sojourn in Guangzhou produced Taixu's greater act1v1sm and 

specifically moved him toward anarchism. He became acquainted with several 

local activists , including such familiar figures as Zhu Zhixin, Zou Lu , and Ye 

Xiasheng, all of whom were at this time associated with the School of 

Government and Law . 
56 

It was during this time that Taixu read Proudhon, 

Bakunin, Kropotkin , and Marx ; one of his sources for this information was New 

Century . Also at this time he began to read Zhang Taiyan ' s writings . 57 Yet 

another of his new contacts now was Mo Jipeng , one of Shifu 's cofounders in 

the Conscience Society . Their acquaintance at this time did not necessarily 

contribute to Taixu ' s interest in anarchism, for Mo had not yet met Shifu (at this 

time Mo's work centered on a revolutionary drama troupe) . Taixu also knew Lin 

Junfu, a Xiangshan activist who had been Shifu ' s friend since childhood . Taixu 

did not meet Shifu himself until moving to Shanghai in 1914. Their correspon

dence to discuss anarchist theory was published in several issues of Voice of the 

People from that period . At that time Taixu used another of his several names , 

Lewu (Happy in Nothingness) .58 

Taixu's sojourn in Guangzhou probably would have lasted longer had the 

Huanghuagang uprising of April 1911 not occurred . Taixu was profoundly 

moved by the tragic failure of this attempt by local activists , led by Huang Xing, 

to spark a nationwide revolution, and he wrote a poem grieving for those who 

died. The poem expressed feelings widely shared , and it was published in a 

number of newspapers even as far away as Shanghai . 59 Governor-General 

Zhang Mingqi sent police to apprehend Taixu, who had taken refuge at the 

office of People 's News (Pingmin bao) with his friend Pan Dawei, the 

newspaper's editor, a longtime revolutionary journalist and poet. 60 Influential 

friends arranged for the authorities to drop their charges against the monk if he 

would leave Guangzhou . 61 Thus , Taixu returned to Jiangnan, where he 

resumed his efforts to strengthen Buddhism while becoming active in Jiang 

Kanghu's Chinese Socialist Party . 

Taixu's activities in late 1911 and early 1912 reveal much about the 

renegades within Jiang Kanghu's party who would organize the Socialist Party . 

Taixu's projects at this time also show how his socialism merged with his ideas 

for reorganizing the Buddhist community of monks . Taixu went to Nanjing in 

late 1911, not to advance the anti-Manchu movement but rather to take 

advantage of the fluid circumstances to establish a reform-oriented Buddhist 

association. He had drawn up bylaws for the association and had met with Sun 
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d approval to the association and its proposed 
h who grante . Proce 

Zhongs an , . . . he stayed at Pilu Temple, which served as a t -
du~es .

62 
While 

1
~ _NanJ;°; number of revolutionary groups, including the i°caJ 

pomt for the act1:1ty os cialist Party . 63 He soon allied with Renshan an ohcaJ 
b h of the Chmese o . , . . , ot er 

ranc . h h had known at Yang Wenhm s mstttute , in a pl 
i mist monk w om e . . an to 

re o\ h Buddhist academy at Jinshan, a maJor temple m Zhenjiang, about 
estab is_ a . from NanJ·ing .64 Renshan agreed with Taixu 's socia1• 
fiftv miles downnver . ism 
as ~pplied to the Buddhist establishment : the prope~ and mcome of monaster-

. h Id b used for the training of monks (and laity), and control of assets 
1es s ou e h bb • h · 

b en and Jess a function of eac a ot s aut onty . 
should e more op . . . 

Jinshan was among the largest monasten_es m Chma. and the model of the 

"Jiangsu system" of organization and authority . The episode that Taixu and 

R han precipitated with their reform plan soon became known as "the great 
ens . 65 d T · • 

disturbance at Jinshan" (da nao Jmshan) . Renshan an a1xu remamed 

diplomatic as they made preparations for a meeting at Jinshan t~ lay their plans 

before the Buddhist clergy and interested lay people from NanJmg, Yangzhou, 

and Shanghai . They received permission from the abbot , Qingquan , without 

telling him of their intent to take over his monastery for the reformist academy; 

in short , they deceived Qingquan , even though their motivation was positive 

enough . 

Taixu ' s recollections of the meeting that followed are of special interest in 

suggesting the makeup of the socialist movement. Between two and three 

hundred monks attended this meeting . In addition , about three or four hundred 

more lay people attended, representing various professions ; these were 

Zhenjiang Socialist Party members who could help to provide a majority in 

support of the reform plan . 66 Taixu and Renshan opened the meeting with 

explanations of their plan . When they finished , a senior monk , Jishan, from a 

temple in Yangzhou allied with Jinshan, came forward with a vociferous 

challenge . Then a shouting match flared between Renshan and Jishan , who was 

silenced only when one of the visiting laymen rapped him with his cane!67 

After order was restored , the meeting proceeded to the business at hand, and 

indeed the majority agreed to Renshan 's proposal to establish the academy and 

to launch Taixu 's proposed Buddhist association . Renshan set out to implement 

his ~Ian i~ediately , opening classes the next morning . Taixu returned to 

Nan3mg , leavmg Renshan in charge of the academy . After some time, perhaps 

two weeks , Qingquan sent a group of ruffians to disrupt classes and destroy 

enough of the academy 's property to bring its operations at Jinshan to an end . 

Renshan then appealed to local authorities to intervene . Qingquan and 

seve~al others w~re arrested , tried , and jailed! But the court's decision also 

pr~v1ded that Ta1xu . must discontinue the work of his association, apparently a 

qui? _pro q~o to ach1e~e a balance between the claims of the two factions . The 
pohttcal alignments of the two groups at lhe Jt"nsh . 1·0 

the fact 
tha Q. ' an meetmg are seen 

t mgquan appealed to Yuan Shikai , s government after it became established 

-f,: .. 
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in of~ce in spring 1912 : Qin~quan and his supporters were released from jail , 
and J mshan was restored to Qmgquan' s authority . 68 

Taixu thus h~lped to precipitate this episode that "epitomizes the shock with 

which the Republican era burst upon the Buddhist establishment 1169 M t · 
· h h . os m 

that est~bhs men~ t ought that Taixu and Renshan sought to rally their 

commumty at a time when many were calling for confiscation of Buddhist 

properties , bu~ then had themselves seized the most important temple in the 

region for their own purposes • The two young monks had substituted a threat 

from w~th?ut wi_th what co~servatives saw as an equally dangerous rebellion 

from withm . Taixu later said of the episode , "My reputation in the Buddhist 

revolution started from this , whether l received people ' s respect or alarm, 

abhorrence or sympathy . "
70 

He stood by the methods he and Renshan had 

used: "Although the articles of our association had the flavor of social revolution 

regarding Buddhist properties and the common enterprise of Buddhism, we 

chose a peaceful and progressive order for change . "71 

While participating in the activities of the consensus Buddhist association 

that resulted from these squabbles , Taixu made further attempts to launch 

organizations that would embody his own ideas . 72 At this point his strategy was 

to emphasize participation by individual monks and monasteries willing to break 

with the conservative establishment. One of his associations was called the 

Buddhist Personal Oath Society (Fojiao Sishi Hui) . Taixu ' s underlying goal was 

to "convert the private into public" (hua si wei gong) through this new body , 

that is , to achieve change in the establishment by permeating it with the reform 

views of individual monks . Soon afterward he attempted to launch a Buddhist 

Alliance (Fojiao Tongmeng Hui) which would have followed five "essentials" of 

individual behavior . 73 Taixu ' s desperation at this point is suggested in the 

response he received from his recent fellow rebel , Renshan : 
11
1 don' t dare go 

along .... I don ' t want to put forward some meaningless new terms and provoke 

the conservatives ' wrath again . 1174 While Taixu did have his supporters in these 

abortive efforts his isolation is evident ; still , he was undaunted . , 

In setting forth principles of organization for the monastic community to 

be incorporated in the associations he proposed , Taixu regularly used the 

common terminology of socialism. In monasteries as in society , Taixu believed 

in common property and looked to the ~lly op~n princi~le of d~_str~bution_ 

expressed in the maxim "to each accordmg to his needs , the p11nc1ple of 

distribution associated with anarchist communism. For the Buddhist community , 

however , Taixu suggested a gradual transition to communism, w~i~h could beg_in 

with democratic socialism (minzhu shehui zhuyi) and collect1v1sm; anarchist 

communism would remain the goal. 75 In these linkages of political and 

economic order Taixu was following what had become standard usage among 

socialists of all ,persuasions . His pursuit of anarchist. communism marked him 

also as a narrow socialist. The terminology here returns us to the secular realm, 

' 
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where Taixu as a leader of the Socialist Party also sought to advance these 

principles . · 
, . . -al · p rty associates at the Jmshan gathe · r a1xu 's references to hts Soc1 1st a . nng 

suggest the composition of this movement in Ji~gnan region and the sources of 

their thinking about an organizing ideology . Besides t~e-monks there_ were many 
educated Buddhist laymen and others in new or tranSittonal profesSions among 

those who formed the Socialist Party in late 1912 · As noted , th0se who joined 

this group of narrow socialists constituted a majority in Ji~g K~ghu 's 

movement . Probably most of them were young ; clearly they were impatient for 

radical change. These people were educated and concerned for the_ fat~ of their 

country , but the religious quality of their concern made them more mclmed than 

most to emphasize spiritual values as a major part of the effort to save China. 

Their choice of narrow socialism suggests their desire for definition and 

consistency rather than the grab-bag of ideas offered by Jiang Kanghu . 

The narrow socialists had expressed their disagreements almost from the 

beginnings of the Chinese Socialist Party . One of the party ' s journals was Social 

World (Shehui Shijie) , published from April through December 1912. In that 

j ournal ' s first issue Sha Gan published a discussion of narrow socialism, which 

emphasized the stricter sense of socialism already supported by many within 

Jiang ' s party . Even at this time , Sha spoke of the "Socialist Party" in several 

references . This rejection of "Chinese" in the party ' s name reflected preference 

for a movement that would transcend national boundaries , a point that Taixu and 

his associates later emphasized.76 Further, in July those who formed the 

Socialist Party had launched a new journal , Conscience (Liangxin) .77 Thus, the 

split represented the assertion of independence by a group that developed a 

clearer conception of socialism soon after joining Jiang Kanghu's organiza

tion. 78 The break came at the second annual convention of the Chinese Socialist 

Party , held October 1912 in Shanghai . Instead of passing a new party platform 

as Jiang and his associates in the leadership wished , the rebels drew up a bill of 

protest and issued a statement of their own socialist principles . 

The Socialist Party 's statements of its principles and goals announced two 

broad objectives: the elimination of classes and the removal of boundaries , each 

of which included three specific purposes . Under the first , classes of rich and 

poor were to be eliminated , which meant the implementation of communism 

(gon_gc~a~) ; classes of nobi!ity and commoners would give way to respect for 

~e md1v1dual ; and class differences between those with knowledge and the 

ignorant would be overcome by equality in education. Under the second, 

national boundaries were to be eliminated; also to be removed were the 

boundaries . (J_ie.xian) or barriers between families and (the third subpoint) 

between reltg10ns . The last represented the party's concern to remove supersti

tion, a common theme among the Chinese anarchists . The party announced its 

tasks as _threefold : propaganda, ~estruction, and construction. Propaganda would 
be earned out through magazmes books and le t O t. t· n was to , , , c ures . es rue 10 
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. 1 de the eradication of authority and "preparat· f 
1nc u . . . ion or the great world 

lution ." Given such a grandiose v1s1on the goals 1-th , . 
revo , . . ' o e party s constructive 

k seem modest, these were to build nurscri·e k. d 
wor . s, m ergartens, schools 
11ospit~ls, homes f~r t_h~ elderly' farms an~ factories, and public parks. Th; 
socialist Party asked its mem~e_rs to abstam from certain kinds of behavior: 

hey should not serve as an official or legislator nor as a sold. 
1
. t . . . . . · , . 1er or po iceman; 

theY should_ ~ot J01l1 a political party (the organizers regarding their own as 

beyond1/oht1cs); they should not use a family name, and they should not 

marry . 

Ta~xu presented t~c ~ey reasons for the new party's spl it from Jiang 

Kanghu s movement. E~cerpts_ from both sides m the debate at the party 

congress reveal some pomts of agreement as well as the differences between 

these two ~roups . Jiang's _spokesman, Yin Ren , claimed to have great respect 

for anarchism too , but believed that state social ism must be instituted before it 

would be possible to put anarchism into practice.80 State socialism was like the 

telegraph (youxian dian) , Yin said; it was necessary before anarchism, the 

equivalent of the wireless (wuxian dian) form of communication , could be 

developed . Yin also compared state socialism to a bridge by which to reach the 

goal of anarchism. For Taixu, this introduced the classic dilemma between ends 

and means . He responded by asking how it would be possible to reach the 

opp0site shore (bi an) on a bridge that would break down. 81 State socialism 

must begin with the state, Taixu insisted , but anarchism begins with the entire 

world as its premise. Even with a republican constitution, cunning leaders could 

manipulate the system to retain power. Anarchism is the "wireless," Taixu 

insisted: anarchism had developed earlier than state socialism, and the conflict 

between "govemmentism" (youzhengfu zhuyi) and anarchism had begun with the 

appearance of state socialism. 

The issue that Taixu introduced with this comment became an important 

theme in this debate between the Chinese Socialist Party and the breakaway 

Socialist Party. Repeated references to the differences between Bakunin and 

Marx and their respective forms of socialism reflect the working knowledge of 

socialist theory shared by both sides. While admitting that he was not certain 

who had advocated socialism before the Chinese Socialist Party , Yin Ren stated 

that the party sided with Sun Zhongshan, whose view of socialism agreed with 

Marx and not with Bakunin . Taixu observed that the Chinese Socialist Party 

could attempt to espouse a socialism that was "neither Bakunin's nor Marx's " 

only because of Jiang Kanghu' s adroitness at intermixing theory ; but the result 

was "to mix fire and water. "82 

While Shifu would criticize Jiang Kanghu alongside Snn Zhongshan on 

these same points, Shifu 's views were not published until a year later: in other 

words, although Shifu became the major spokesman for thest! principles , he was 

not alone nor even necessarily the first to take them up , Ct>rtainly Shifu had his 

disagreements with the Socialist Party, but not on questions concerning the 
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anarchist and Marxist socialism. The imp f 
. s between . . onan , 

d1f~erence ·a1 · t now attached to this issue leads back to the large ce that ·. 
Ch nese soc1 is s ' h h' r quest· -

I . Ch. ese understanding of Marx s t eory, w ich has attract ion .• 
conce~m~g W ID studies of the development of socialism in China led n11.1ch '1 

attent10n ID estem . . f h . . n earr . 
· h· uestion was cast m terms o a c 01cc between anarch· ier 

discuss10ns , t is q . d T ky isrn an . 
. sJ While the work of the Pans an o o groups of Ch· d . 

Marxism. . .f . d d ·t . 1nes 
h
. decided this quest10n (1 m ee l was a question) in fa e 

anarc 1sts R bl . . Vor of 
h

. the issue emerged again as the epu 1can period began. A ; 
anarc 1sm, M , d Bak . , . ccurate . 
information on the differences between arx s an unm s interpretations of •· 

. 
1
. m and on the split between the two at the Amsterdam congress of 187 , 

socia 1s , . . . 84 1 : 

h d been available to Chinese mtellectuals smce at least 1906. While b , 
a , . . d. . . oth 

New Century and Heaven s Justice mcluded some 1scuss1on of this historical , 

background , both these joum~s a~sum~d t~e correctne~s of ~arc~ist principles. 
The reemergence of this question m Ta1xu s confrontat10n wHh Ym Ren reflects 

growth in the understanding of socialist the~ry- bet_ween I ~6-7 and 1913 _ ' 

Although this understanding was still based on 1Im1ted mformat10n , it had settled 
. M · ss in as a fixed notion about arx1sm. 

Taixu's debate with Yin provides further suggestion that the Socialist Pany 

included many avid Buddhists , again presumably laymen as well as monks . This 

suggestion comes in Yin's attempt to chide Taixu and his colleagues for being 

unwilling to follow the precept of bodhisattvas , "If I don' t descend into hell , 

who will?" Pursuing his view that state socialism would prepare for the 

"heaven" of anarchism, Yin observes that the anarchists are unwilling to be first 

to enter the "hell" of state socialism. Taixu responds by turning the argument 

around, noting that for Jiang Kanghu and his followers , state socialism is no hell 

at all , but rather the heaven of power. And what , Taixu asks , is the reason to 

descend into hell? It is to end the suffering that all living beings experience 

there , not to prolong that suffering. As for those anarchists who would be 

bodhisattvas, Taixu says , 

They are willing to sacrifice their lives in imprisonment or slaughter at the 
hands of government; to sacrifice their reputations .. . and be viewed with 
hostility by the government as armed rebels ; they are willing to sacrifice 
their wealth and well-being, to eat coarse bread, wear crude clothing , live in 

the poo_r~st hou~in~ , a~d travel in the worst accommodations ; they are willing 
to sacrifice their lime 111 propagating extreme socialism and in thus drifting 
bet"".ee~ hea:~n and earth . And all who would do this must do it in the 
sacrificial sp,nt of "If I don 't descend into hell , who will?"86 

Th~ _religious quality of Taixu , s anarchism is clear here and in many of bis other 
wntmgs 87 F T · · · 

·. or a1xu and others , the language of Buddhism was nch 111 

connotations of revolutionary sacrifice and ch 
It . al . . ange . 

is so m this response to Yin Ren that Taixu describes the nature of the ; 
great popular movement he envisions : 
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!W]e will draw our dear comrades from all levels of mankind and stir the 

eardrums of all mankind with the gospel of extreme socialist~ every day . 

With the truth of extreme socialism penetrating the minds of all mankind 

looking to the pr~spcrity of t~c people of the entire world and departing fro~ 

the hell ?f the fal se morality of the evil system , we will all join hands 
together m the heaven of equality , freedom , and peace _ss 

93 

Shifu also looked to this vast awakening that would result from devoted effort 

to propagate the beautiful truths he espoused. But Shifu sought to remove from 

his appeal all traces of the religious quality so essential for Taixu . 

Taixu presented anarchism as the fulfillment of a process in which religious 

and political development moved in parallel. In religion , he said , societies move 

from pantheism to monotheism to atheism . Political evolution begins with 

aristocratic rule , followed by monarchy , and culminates in an order that needs 

no government at all .R
9 

While the parallels Taixu set forth here do not stand up 

to logical or historical scrutiny , his use of this schema demonstrates the appeal 

of evolutionary thinking at this time . This appeal was probably strengthened 

because the idea of such stages fits with the Buddhist concept of kalpas , 
successive ages of spiritual development (and decline) . This matching of 

Buddhist thinking with Western evolutionary concepts had been used at least as 

early as Kang Y ouwei . Zhang Taiyan had suggested in 1907 that the introduc

tion of Christianity into China had enabled religious development to catch up 

with political development , making it possible for Chinese civilization to move 
on to terminating the imperial system.90 

Sha Gan, a close associate of Taixu's in the Socialist Party , attempted to 
express the party 's principles in militant form and was martyred for his efforts . 
Little detail is available on Sha's age and background . He too was young , and 
as suggested by the nature of the Socialist Party 's composition, probably also a 

devout lay Buddhist. He had studied in Japan, joining the Tongmenghui while 

there. Sha served briefly in the Jiangsu provincial education office after the 
Republican government was established.91 Many idealists became alienated 

from the new government through such attempts at public service, and evidently 

Sha moved quickly toward anarchism out of this kind of frustration . In the first 

issue of Social World, Sha appealed to others to join him in a Righteous Fighters 

Brigade (Xia tuan ; xia is the term often translated as "knight-errant") .92 

Sha's call to arms for the Righteous Fighters Brigade provides another 

example of the crusading tone of the Socialist Party faithful : 

What kind of world is the present one? It is a world of false civilization and 

genuine barbarity , a world of raw power lqiangquanl without public 

principles . Who can correct the inequities in society? Who can bring light 

to the darkness of the universe? For this we must hope that fighters for 

righteousness will come forward and , holding fast to the single purpose of 

removing authority lqiangquan] as the cause of inequity in society. will 

totally devote their strength to fulfilling the ancient xia 's sense of justice . 
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. d . ur outrage sustained by our scholarly outlook and I k. Unite m o • . . . • oo rn 

f durl·ng victory we will brmg an end to this tragedy . g to the 
day o en ' in Whi 

nsume the weak . This is the reason to establish the x· 
8 

. ch the 
strong co 1a ngad 

93 e. 

t ·nued his efforts to organize a force against Yuan Shikai·, 
Sha con 1 . s autbo . 

bl . Thus after the failure of the Second Revolut10n in late s ruatian 
Repu IC . ' . . . ununer 
the local authorities in Nantong (J1angsu) took. him mto custody and e~ 1913, 

h . 94 Following Labor Party leader Xu Q1wen and Chen y ·i ecuted 
1m. .. . 1 ong J' 

Kanghu's representative in Be1Jmg, Sha became at least the third many ' 1ang 
· bl . r forth ause of socialism durmg the early Repu 1can years . Although Taixu . e 

c , remain d 
active for another year, the grief caused by Sha s death surely was 

00 
f e 

· · 1 · · 1 · · 95 e actor in his eventual decision to d1scontmue po 1t1ca act1v1sm . 

Buddhism in the Revolutionary 

Thought of the Early Republic 

The strongly Buddhist element in Taixu 's anarchism provides an opponuni-

ty to summarize the kinds of influence and appeal that Buddhism had among 

anti-Manchu and anti-Yuan Shikai revolutionists . The work of Yang Wenhui 

underlay much of this influence, and the belief that certain principles of 

Buddhism could help to transform Chinese society and the individuals who 

comprised it, goes back at least as far as Tan Sitong (that is, to the late Qing 

period) . Tan's career exemplified the ideal of the bodhisattva prepared to 

sacrifice himself for others . This image appears repeatedly among the 

revolutionaries of the anti-Manchu movement, especially among those involved , 

in assassination activity or in dare-to-die corps that undertook tasks almost 

certain to bring death . In his debate with Yin Ren , Taixu had asked , "If I don't 

descend into hell, who will?," applying the principle to the everyday struggle of 

changing society . Zhang Taiyan 's admonition "to depend on oneself, not on 

others" also evokes the bodhisattva ideal, while at the same time offering a new 

ethic of public and public-spirited behavior. . 

Along with Zhang, Liu Sifu and Taixu were among those whose attracuon 

to Buddhism brought the concepts of Buddhist thought into contemporafY 

discourse on the remaking of society . Among the concepts used in this way we~ 

those referring to the self, or ego wo . For example da wo the "greater s~lf,. 
I . . ' , ' . uon, 
lad m Bu~~•st thou~ht meant the self having experienced nirvana, I_iber! Lill 

zhen ~o, ti:ue sel:, was an alternative term with the same meantn\fer to 

Sh1pe1 _and Liang Q1chao were among those who began to use da wo to r bich 
the nauon or human1·ty · I . If x·ao wo, w 
. at arge as a collective self or mass se . • · z sed bY 
7ppears not to have had a separate meaning in Buddhist thought, wa~ ~Zi wo, 
some to refer to the individual, rather than to the mass of people .9 . own 

~other te~sm for self, came into use at this time to refer to the self with ,tsoJogY 
rnterests ) While · h · h etyI11 • 

- . . we rn1g t devote many more paragraphs to t e f tblS 
of these terms . the point is that the activist thinkers of the first decade o 
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reworked nol just t~e Buddhisl vocabulary for the self but also the r~le 

century If in society and m the cosmos , as they sought new bases for social 

of thci::ti~n . Zhang Taiyan made the negation of the self, wu wo, one of his 

organ ations . " That term was regularly used to mean selflessness . ego
"five neg - t· If h · · · f the absence ol concern or oncse t at was essential to the spmt o · 
\essncss , 

volution . . r • • • 

re The negations put 1o~ward b_y -~ hang ~a1y~m or Ta1_xu are_ c ited by som~ 

. in China as retlectmg a nih1l1st quality m anarchism . Jiang Jun and Lt 
writers . . b . . I h . f 

. hi seek to make this pomt , o serv ing t 1at t ese negattons and the oaths o 

xing:arious anarchist groups called upon individuals to give up the basic 
the 1 · d . l 1 k 11 . . . l mitments that adu t m 1v1c ua s ma ·c ma soc1cttcs- to marriage, to a p ace 
com · 1 · h I . d h . . I . 99 
of residence and a live I OO( .' to ~ nat_1011 an t _e mstt_tut1o~s t ~at ~upp?rt 1t. . 

Reformers as well as revolut1onanes felt the weight o f old mst1tut1ons m their 

wn lives and sought to create new ones that would be relevant to their current 

:oncems. To negate the old patterns of life was the only way to begin that 

process . This terminology. and this process of seeing through to the truth of life 

by penetrating beyond the evc_ry_da~ and _th_e apparent , l~as been an essential part 

of Buddhism from the relig1on s ongms . Anarchist thought also urged 

individuals to reconsider the natun: of society and the sources of its problems . 

The coincidence of the Buddhist revival and the introduction of anarchism in late 

Qing China helps to account for the great appeal of anarchism, a point well 

made by Peter Zarrow . 1<XJ None of those who participated in this effort of 

deconstruction , from Zhang Taiyan to Taixu and Shifu. would have acknowl

edged that their effort was nihilistic , although they were prepared to be 

destructive . Here they stood solidly in the more recently established tradition of 

Bakunin . For every exhausted feature of the past , these revolutionaries offered 

a new process , a new ,md better way , which they believed to be crying o ut for 

implementation . 101 

In this transitional period of late Qing to early Republic , Buddhism 

underwent a secularization process . The thinking and actions (whether proposed 

or actually carried out) of individuals who took part in this process either as 

religious or political reformers tended in the same direction . Taixu sought to 

make both Buddhist teachings and monastic org.mization relevant to the life of 

a new Chinese society . At least some of the monks who received the education 

he called for , and later actually was able to provide, were fit religious tcacht·rs 

for a modernizing society . His ideal of revamping the economic organization of 

rhc Buddhist clergy would have provided models that any socialist socil'ty could 
have emulated . 

Coming fro m the opposite end of the political scak , as a nu\king reformer 

undcr the ()ing , Yuan Shikai had projcclccl great advantages fnr publir educ at inn 
1 h rou v h 111 , ,.. · · 1 · · " 11 I t I l 
. b c con 1sca11on ot Budl 111st prope rti es . al \l' )t:<.~n t' l.ltnp l'tt•ly 
succcssr 1 · · . . . . • 
I
. ' ~1 in his goals rcgardmg relip,1on , Yuan like Napnll-011 probably w(,11ld 

1,tvc n·11 . . 1 ·• ..., , . 
' 1011•1 t:;,,ed C hina ' s cl111n:h . ( nmmenccd dunng lhl' Rcp11h\1c;u1 pt~fltHI, lhl' 
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. 
1
. . ocess has been carried out so systematically since 1949 nat1ona 1zat1on pr . . 

9 
. th 

. to have little spmt left. Post-1 49 policy to r at 
Buddhism appears . . h 

1
. . , egu\ate 

Buddhism surely reflects official thmkmg ~bout t e re igion . s potential as a 
. . 

1 
f Perhaps the present demoralized state of the faith might ch 

spmtua orce. ' . . f1 . . ange 
. h . t di·stant future as Chinese Buddhists re ect on this penod in th . 
111 t e not .oo . , e1r 

own history . • Ch' · 
There were many aspects to the crisis facmg ma as t~is century began 

As Zhang Taiyan , Taixu, and Shifu understood mat~ers , this was a spiritu~ 

crisis . Buddhism was a tremendous resource from which thoughtful individual 

could draw spiritual insight and strength . ~he Bu~dhist revival was indee~ 

relevant to much more than religion. Buddhism revived was to be Buddhism 

remade. Both Zhang Taiyan and Taixu sought to establish "a religion without 

a god" (wushen lun) , by which they meant to remove superstition and retain 

spiritual power based on clear understanding and personal commitment. 102 

Zhang tried to salvage what he could of his principles in the frustrating politics 

of the early Republic . Taixu retired to reconsider the role of a monk. Shifu 

embarked on his newfound mission, keeping much from his own study of 

Buddhism but believing he had advanced by embracing the political faith of 

anarchism. 
While both Buddhism and anarchism were rejected many years ago in 

China' s modern revolution, each played a much more important role in 

twentieth-century Chinese thought and politics than is generally recognized even 

now . In two excellent studies , Arif Dirlik has presented the anarchist contribu

tion to the origins of communism in China and noted that the Chinese leadership 

has acknowledged that contribution and its importance . Although Buddhism has, 

or had , a different nature from modern political ideologies , the views of 

"revolutionary monks" and Buddhist-influenced activists suggest an earlier but 

similar transitional role for this traditional Chinese religion . The ultimate 

acceptance of Marxism in China has stimulated much scholarly attention both 

abroad and in China itself. As noted above, some Western historians have 

grappled with the Chinese rejection of Marxism during this first decade. And for 

those who write history in China there has been an implicit puzzle as to how the 

revolutionaries of this early period failed to see what Marxism could do for their 

country . Perhaps Marxism did not seem quite appropriate for China at that time, 

bec~use els~wher~ ~l was still only a theology and not yet an established religion. 

In tune , this rehgt0n without a god, Marxism, would come to seem totally 
relevant to _ all , 0 _f lif; . in China. As years passed, however, Marxism as l

1
~ 

dev~loped m ~hma t,uled to remove superstition and itself proved unabl~ 

avoid the c~eation of new gods. These features of a perverted Chinese Marxisn: 

were ex_ploned to exhaustion during the Cultural Revolution. The excesses ot 

that pe~10~ ~)roduced _wi~espread cynicism; yet today many people feel the need 

for a fulftlhng set ot principles to believe in. The concerns of Taixu and his 
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. the Socialist Party are perhaps as compe\\ing and relevant today as 
ades in . 

cornr re in the first decades of this century . 

theY ~~ifu's anarchism grew out of this concern to restore spiritual vitality to 

.f of China. He returned to Guangzhou in the open atmosphere of the 
the ~b~ican dawn , optimistic t?a~ he might build o~ t~e groundswell of popular 
ReP . sm for the ideas of socialism demonstrated m J 1ang Kanghu' s movement 

nthus1a . . . ' 
e . h had flourished 111 the lower Yangz1 region . ln contrast to Jiang, however , 

wh_i~ understood that numbers would be meaningless if those who joined his 
Shi . . l . . 

ovement could not agree on prmc1p es . As to pnnc1ples , Shifu stood much 

:oser to Taixu; however , w?ik Buddhism would remain Taixu's faith , Shifu 

found in anarchism a compelling truth for a new society , to which he would give 

himse\f with his entire being , and inspire others to follow . 



Chapter 7 

The New Beginning: Shifu Launches 

the Conscience Society at Guangzhou 

Liu Sifu departed Guangzhou as 1912 began and went to Shanghai prepared 

to move on to Beijing and assassinate one of the chief enemies of the anti

Manchu revolution. He returned to Guangzhou half a year later as Shifu, self

declared apostle of anarchism in China. In the spring of 1912 be and a small 

group of comrades held the retreat at West Lake that produced the Conscience 

Society and its twelve-point pledge. While these twelve points were not all that 

Shifu understood as anarchism, they display the zeal that he brought to this 

newly defined mission. Shifu 's comments on the twelve points reflect his 

devotion to social revolution, a broad antiimperialist impulse implicit in the 

principles of anarchism, and Shifu 's rejection of assassination and otl1er forms 

of revolutionary violence at this time. These comments also highlight the 

differences between Taixu's reform Buddhism and his own anarchism with 

Buddhist paradigms as programs for revolution in China. 

Shifu and his associates returned to Guangzhou with the Conscience Society 

covenant as the basis for their activity. They established two headquarters in the 

city where members lived and carried on the group's work. But in summer l 9I3 

th~ failure of the Second Revolution against Yuan Shikai changed the political 

clun~te in Guangzhou and throughout the country. Shifu was soon driven from 
the ~Ity and, after taking refuge in Macao for several months, moved with most 

of lus group to Shanghai at the begi1ming of 1914. This most productive but 

further ~roubled final period in his career is dealt with in the next chapter. 

Shifu's activities in Guangzhou demonstrate his zealous devotion to his 

~i~ose .. The reader might wonder what manner of person Shifu was, to have 
ltttle doubt about his own rightness and , sometimes, to be so demanding of 
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o thers o r intolerant of their feelings. Aside from members f h. _ 

the person most cons tantly involved in Shjfu 's li fe fo r the p~ . is 0wn fani· 
. . . Th . 1 . . . ev1ous fi 1ly 

Y
ea rs had been Ding X1angua. n . e1r re a twnship , wh1ch gre 1ve or . , 

. . w ever rn ~1 ~ 
cult for her , 1s also expl ored here . ore diffi_ 

The Retreat at West Lake 

Li u went to Shanghai with Zheng Bi ' an and Ding Xiangtian . 

1912, ready to proceed to Beijing for an assassination mission the in _January 
· d k · · re if cal! 

upon . U ltima tely they did ~rnt un erta e a m1sswn, but as they aw . ed 

authori1..ation to carry o ut their plan, they had several weeks of idle c· aited 
1me M 

Jipeng , who had traveled on the same s teamer to carry o ut a military assi · 0 

. . h L . ' h Th . d d gnmen1 in Shanghai , took up wtt 1u s t reesome . ey res1 e together in 
. d 

0
. . one of 

Shanghai ' s Western-style ho tels, Liu an m g m one room, Zheng and M . 

another. ' TI1ese first few months of 191 2 were unusual in Liu ' s experienc~in 

period of suspended animation . M (~ Jipeng rep o rts that ~he ~o ur of them attenct'e~ 

the Chinese theater regularly .2 With the Manchu abd1cat1on on February 12 
several weeks of euphoria over the success of the revolution followed. Li~ 

seems simpl y to have enjoyed Ii fe during this period ; his usually serious outlook 

1s highlighted in that a brief respite o f pleasure is notewonby. His love 

relatio nship with Ding Xiangtian probably was intensified at this point too. 

While it was not unusual for young men of his statio n to indulge their sexual 

appetite in visits to prostitutes , probably Sifu had never so indulged himself.3 

An open relationship between "respectable " people was hjgbly unusual at this 

time. Liu and Ding had been recognized as a couple as early as 1906. There had 

been periods of separation, the longest the years when Liu was in jail. The two 

then worked together in the China Assassination Corps, and they might have 

lived together then. But this sojourn in Shanghai brought circumstances in which 

the lovers consummated their relationship , if they had not done so earlier. Ding 

gave birth to a daughter near the end of 1912. The child's arrival would bring 

complications later, but the spring of 1912 was full of every emotional meaning 

that season can have 

Liu and his fri~nds left Shanghai about mid-February and traveled _in 1~
1
~ 

Jiangnan region for some weeks . Their travels ended at Nanjing, with it~ 

d I. · I · bl . Whether renewe po 1uca importance as provisional capital of the Repu ic. .. 
1
, 

. . NaJ1JIIlc-
L1u had already planned to propagate anarchism, a month ' s stay 111 , d 

surely contributed to his decision to do so· the political jockeying he ob::.._e~~ i 
. . ~ . , . . ' _ . . f pohuc~. 
surely L:onfmned an anan.:h1st s susp1c1ons about the tolly and vice O latter 
Mo Jipeng desc ribes an encounter with Liu in Nanjing tliat sugge5cs the. 

0 
ro 

already had his plans made. Mo had traveled with Liu, Zheng. an~ 
0!~.:,Mo 

N . . . . . . . . tl t bus10es::.., 
a11Jmg , agarn rn pursumg m1l1tary business. After completing ia J-{uang 

ta~ked with_ a colleague, He Zhongda. and the two decided to approac\ their 
X111g seekmg scholarships for study in Europe. As they were 

0 

t 

f 

x 
/ i 
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. ' th Huang , they met Liu, who admonished them , "Kropotkin said 
1alk wt · ' R · I . · ' 

,v:1Y w th already exists among men. evo ut1onanes don ' t need to study 

•fhe _tJ
11 

We 'll go back to Guangdong and get to work. Forget your trip to 
t11111g ,. ·. 

,,11Y 
1 

.. 5 

50,ope,- aud the others then proceed~d to West Lake, where Mo joined them 

LtU .,,. later. West Lake, one of the great scenic attractions of the lower 
w wee"-" . I . . 

a fe . . 0 was an appropnate c 101ce tor the retreat that Liu planned Liu 
t regto ' . . , 

ya11gz. d Zheng Bi 'an selected White Cloud Cloister (Baiyun an), a modest 

D_i
0
~li:i~nent associated ~ith other re_v~)lutiona_ry activists, a~ the site _for their 

esta .· • Although White Cloud was not busy , when Mo Jipeng •trnved the 
d' cusstOWi• . . . ' ' 15 moved to another place to contmue their talks . Through a wealthy 

gro::gdong man t11~y had met, the group fo~nd quar~ers at a private residence 

Gu h south side of the lake , called Cottage Ill the Willows (Xiaowanliu tang) 
on t e 6 ' 

. d relocated there . 
an [fLiu 's devotion to anarchism was building during 1910 and 1911 , how 

could he have continued to w~rk on behalf of the anti -Manchu revolution? The 

oswer is simple. Removal ot the Manchus seemed a necessary first step in any 

;rocess of revolution. Liu_ expect~d- or at lea~t _hop~d- that with revolution set 

in motion. the process might spual from political mto social revolution. The 

New Century anarchists had returned to China; they could be expected to take 

tbe lead in this process . By spring 1912, however, Liu had seen flaws in the 

revolutionary governments in both Guangzhou and Nanjing and had also seen 

thal Wu Zhihui and his New Century associates would not lead the kind of social 

revolution he now envisioned. The retreat at West Lake marked Liu' s break with 

Sun Zhongshan, the Guomindang , and the political revolution they represented. 

Within a year, the New Century anarchists would also become targets of his 

criticism for being coopted into the new political system. 

The retreat at White Cloud Cloister did not mark a sudden conversion for 

Liu. He had become convinced of the truth and relevance of the principles of 

anarchism, and he now chose to undertake on lus own to advance the cause of 

anarchism.7 While the process of change that Liu Sifu underwent extended hack 

to his earliest frustrations with the official examinations and the content on 

whi~h they were based, the West Lake experience marked a clear and final 
tunung point . 

The Conscience Society Covenant 

S . 'Phe first public statement Shifu and his group made was the ClH\Sl:iet\\.:e 

b~t~'.et_y covenant (Xin she yue) , which perhaps is best 1.kscrihed as an anar~hist 

cov:Vioral code tailored to the needs of an awakened Chines1..: moral rdite . T he· 

appe::t :"as published in a number of newspapers in Guangzhou; . it als\l. 

Socie ~ 111 s_everal contemporary socialist publications , 1HHahly the World <?f 

ty . Tins di ssemination in sympathetic juurnals rdkcts the mutual 

\ 
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influences among several similar grou_ps or~anize~ in 1912. Wu Zhihui . ;: 

SI 
. d the other New Century anarclusts had launched the S . , L1 ~ 11zeng, an . · . C . . _ ociet :·. 

Ad . Morality (Jin de huz) upon their return to hma as a first st Y to ;; 
vance - . . .· . C· . y . . ep tow, 1r 

implementing their anarchist pnnc1ples. at uan~e• orga1~z~d the Six N a~d ._ 

S · t (Liu bu hui) a few months later. Both the Chinese Socialist Part . o s j 
oc1e y . . . . . 

1 
, . . f . Y anct th ,~ 

Socialist Party had put some of their pnnc1p es_ m ~enns o simple negatives e ':'1. 

use of moralistic prohihitions by these orgamzatwns suggests their Pere . '.1ie _, 
, h. ·I eption .;;, 

that revolution had a strongly moral content w 1c 1 needed the example :1-' 
China's eli te.9 It also reflects the dilemma shared by all who sought revot . of ;~ 

in China: While each group indeed had its goals, what needed to be stopp~~~n -~ 

tenns of individual ~ehavior was mo_re clea_r~ y apparent than what_ needed to b: ;~
1 

implemented systemically, and certamly t~1s would be more readily done than _ 1 
actually carrying out any such program of change. ; 

While some of Shifu 's twelve points seem only indirectly related t 

anarchism as presented in, say , Kropotkin's theory, most of them were basic t~ 

social revolution in China. Both in initial statements of the covenant and later 

Shifu observed that the twelve points were concerned with "eliminating the evii .:J 
system of false morality in the present society and replaci ng it with a new 

morality in our consciences. "10 Upon returning to Guangzhou he and his group 

organized the Cock-Crow Study Society (Huiming xueshe) for teaching, 

propaganda, and publication activities. Although it is sometimes difficult to 

distinguish which of his organizations was intended to do what, this distinction "" 

seems to have been clear to Shifu himself, at least as of 1912. k 

The Conscience Society covenant combined with the other early statements .':'. 

and activities to comprise Shifu 's initial statement of his anarchism. Besides :-' 

brief explanations that accompanied each point in the pledge, Shifu wrote a ·;<:i, 

series of essays during spring and summer 1912 to an1plify his ideas on several •. 

of tlle points in the covenant. These essays appeared in at least two local -J 
newspapers, Pingmin bao and Tianmin bao, that were sympathetic with the :/ 

Conscience Society's efforts. Some of these articles were reprinted as small t' 
pamphlets but later destroyed by the authorities. The only four that remain were } 

included in Shifu 's Collected Writings (Shifu wencun) . 11 These early statements ·,! 
refl ect the combination of moral and scientific principles that was essential to :: 

Shifu 's an.arch.ism. · 

A restatement of the twelve points, which were always placed in the same ;: 
order, will open our discussion: ( I) Do not eat meat. (2) Do not drink liquur. f 
(3) . Do not smoke tobacco. (4) Do not use servants. (5) Do not ride in sedan- ·-.~ 

chairs or ricksbas . (6) Do not marry . (7) Do not use a family uame. (8) Do not }i 
serve as an offi cial. (9) Do 1101 serve as a member of a representative body. 1 
(1 0) Do.not _join ~ p~Jicic~I _party. (_1_1~ Do not serve in th~ anny or navy._ (IZ~ ··~l..,·.1.· 

Do 001 bd_i e:e 111 a ~ehgwu. Slntu s comments on th.ts pledge: provide ; 
summary of !us anardusm at this time. t·. 

~\ 
·¥t 
-~i 
11 

'fffi 
•.i •"'-"• 

.-
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Abstain from meat, liquor, and tobacco These are the d d . . · · cru est an most 
Jluting desires . Sh1fu says. and one must eliminate them in order to achieve 

P
0 

. her character and reach one's aspirations 12 Of th th . 
a Jug . . . . _ . .. · : ese ree pomts. 

tana.rusm seems most perplexing, hardly essenual to anarchism L T 1 t vege . _ . . . . . . . . . . eo o s oy 
the maior tigure associated with anarclusm m Europe who · · 1 was - . . . se pnnc1p es 

. Juded vegetanamsm: other Western anarchists would have seen the logic of 
1DC . d' , . 
this point without re gar_ mg tt as e~sent1al. Following Tolstoy , Shifu presented 

oetarianism as essenual to nonv1olence and to good health . 13 As noted near 
ve~ S SI ·r ' . . 
be end of Chapter . . 11 u s reJect10n of assassi nation and other fo rms of 

t •olence as tactics for revolution marks a similarity with Kropotkin's career. 
V1 . . . 

Sbifu 's linkage of vegetanamsm with nonviolent social revolution might reflect 

the more immediate mfluence of Tolstoy. lt is not clear whether Shifu intended 

all along to cease assassination ac tiv ity at such point as the anti -Manchu 

revolution succeeded or whether this decision was part of his rejection of 

political revolution, made as the Republic began. In relating vegetarianism to 

anarchism, Shifu also had the example of Li Shizeng, who while in France had 

established a bean-curd fac tory that provided financial support for Chinese 

students . Shifu 's commitment to vegetarianism was like his other commitments: 

he never backed away from it , even during his final illness when his doctor 
urged him to eat meat to regain his strength .14 

Shifu presented scientific evidence for reasons to abstain from alcohol and 

tobacco. Alcohol produces euphoria, he noted. and then undermines the brain's 

ability to function. For tobacco , he offered a chemical analysis of its content 

drawn from Western scientists and also from Li Shizeng, who seems most 

directly responsible for this hygienic aspect of Chinese anarchism. 15 Science 

is truth; as such, it is essential to the moral order. Those who would improve 

society must treat their own bodies in accordance with these scientific findings. 

This behavior is also part of the moral example they must provide. In discussing 

these basic principles, Shifu writes of their effect on renge. "humanity," "human 

nature ," or "human quality ." In concluding this discussion he repeats, "Everyone 

should improve his own renge in order to assist the progress of society and 

mankind ; if we develop our renge, ... everything we do will accord with the 
truth. 11 )6 

Do not use servants. Do not ride in rickshas or sedatH.:hairs. The essential 

argument on both tl1ese points is that such labor is dehmnanizing because one 

pe~son directly exploits another . Shi flt noted that labor to ca~ry ,mother h~1mau_ 

being had long ago ceased to be used in the West , and only m the countnes ot 
the East did people see nothing strange about such work. He ack1~owled~ed that 

even those who did this kind of work were concerned that , wtthout lt, they 

Would have no job at all . But he likened their situation to that of prostitutes and 

o~1~r e~ploited groups: good work could be found for th(~.se _who ha~ b~en 
victims Ill such activities, and in this other work tl1ey could recover theu tree 
humanity . "n 
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Shifu also outlined the pattern by which capitalists exploit 

l, b )f working people produces agricultural and industrial good ~Orkers. 'h. 
a or l . , ·I . . b _ s, Work 'Ile 
production out of the land or trom mac 11nes, ut the benefit goes t _ers &et 

The exploitation of servants, bearers , and pullers epitom~zed thi~ caPltalists. 

China. Shifu quoted one of Bakunjn's stat~ments on freedom to P;oblern_ in 

P
eople's interdependence: "lf others are not tree, I am not free eith rnphasii_e 

· · · I ' · · t er· 1 f Oth are slaves, I also lose freedom . It ot \ers are wit mut humanity lren ers 
humarnty is reduced too ." 18 This statement was most fitting on the ~e] , rn.y 

using servants, Shifu said . There was a common error , he pointed ssue ~f 

thinking that the position of such humhle workers was part of the social ,~u~ .. 1n 
. l u1v1810 

of labor (shehu.i fengong) . But ultunate y everyone would he equal , h . . n 
. d Id h h e said· engineers and miners , ar_clutects an carpente~s ':ou et e same . This Was th ' 

trend of evolution. Hts statements on this issue demonstrate that as e 
commenced his mission on behalf of anarchism, he expressed the predic· ht 

. l . II 1· ament of workers in terms of economic ana ys1s as we as mora 1ty. 

Do not marry . Do not ~se a famil~ nai~e (zuxing) . Of marriage, Shifu 

noted that most women remamed playthmgs for men, and that the apparent\ 
equitable relationship of marriage is only nominal. Marriages produce fath/ 

and sons, a relationship that also is unequal. This is the basis of families , whi~ 

serve as the basis of the system of private property and thus are not in the public 

interest. In order to change these institutions , "people themselves must end the 

marriage system and practice free love." The result would be no involvements 
with family nor distinctions according to name. "This is treating not only kin as 
kin, and treating not just your own children as yours; wouldn't this be the 

beginrnng of datong society?" 19 

Shifu linked the refusal to use a family name to humank.jnd's broader social 

urnts. He sought to return to the beginrnng: all of China's four hundred million 

people sprang from the Yell ow Emperor, he said, and Darwin's theory had 

established that the earliest human ancestors had sprung from the apes, so that 

people everywhere are part of the same large family . "Family names are selfish 

things ." Family names are responsible for boundaries of districts and provinces. 

of nations and races. Thus , people struggle for power locally , and on a larg_er 

scale people struggle in wars between nations . 11 How can anyone who hopes tor 

peace not seek to be rid of this obstacle? 11 Shifu calls here for nurseries, homes 

for the elderly , and schools to train women, all to replace the family in these 

functions . With inherited property eliminated, he says , it would be easy to 

la. ch h · t· · H · - "t' · <ls of our un sue ms 1tuttons. e looks to the voluntary efforts ot nen · 
So . t " bl' l · · · . ke all ille c!e. Y to esta 1s \ msutullons for this purpose; they could ma 

decisions about the operation of these institutions.20 . free 

~he only way to improv: matters is for people to ~e_gin to practl~:have 
love •~1 order to overcome false morality and superstition and to tl er, 
according to rational principles . When a man and a woman love eacl~ ~ ~eY 
sexual relations are natural because hoth feel passion.21 The relationslups t 
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d not be pennanent, however because f' 1. nee • • . ' · ee I ngs cha h 
fofll1 ight develop m different directiom; or , t d' . nge , or t e two 
pear.le 

1
;~ips should be possible. None of this is lew~ 

0
;~~eren~ rates. _So new 

relauot , , •·ting view about what is lewd persists be . . centious, Shifu says. 
Preva . · · cause of male . 1 · 

fhC f sexual morality ' lewdness is simply excess 22 Th . power. n his 

vie,w,a~es sexual . activity ' . and autonomy ensures r~spon.~:b~~~c-~~n f~r health 
regu by assertmg that tree love cannot be fully . l y . S?1fu con-
chides . . d d " imp emented until women 

. e economic Ill! epen ence. To advocate abolisbin , . . 
achteV , 1 , it· . , .· , . . g marriage today 1s to 

I 
" r the genera s.e -co.nsc1ousness of women and to . h . . 

cal 10 , , t . . . . . . support t eu economic 
. dependence, so tha~ t J~Y may recover their onginal humanity [ren e] . " 24 

,n Ceasing to use tanuly names also would reduce the po f / .
1
. · · wer o 1am1 ism: 

Society should t.akc the individual as its bas ic element s ·i"'ce th h b . · · .. ere ave een 
families, the family has bcc_n the unit ldanwei] of society . The individual 

does not know there a~c _direct responsibilities to society that he should 

accept, but only puts his interest in the family . . .. [T]hus the progress of 
· h' d d 25 

society 1s m ere . 

Property is "the public things of the world" (shijie zhi gongwu) and not 

something people should have for themselves . But in families the older 
generation plans to accumulate savings, and the younger generation look 

hopefully to receiving the property . Thus, the young men and women obey their 

elders and have no way to regain their independent humanity (renge) . 

To his own discussion Shifu appended Li Shizeng 's essay, "Revolution in 

the Three Bonds" (Sangang geming) , which originally had appeared in New 

Century in 1907. 26 In introducing Li 's essay, Shifu drew a somber analogy of 
the power of the family system: 

We say that the Chinese family is not a family but a prison of greatest 

darkness . This prison has marriage as its foundation, family names as its 

bricks , and the traditional teachings about rights and obligations as its 

mortar; and all this is built into a somber, secure prison. The family head is 

the warden, and so many pitiable young men and women are his prisoners. 

In this kind of prison, after receiving the warden's abuse to the full and 

becoming accustomed to life in the prison, one day when the warden dies , 

they carry it on and become the warden to all the young men and women 

who come along later. And after hundreds and thousands of years , all this 

flows together. There is no Chinese man who has not been a prisoner, and 

also none who has not been a warden . And the women, from beginning to 

end, have been prisoners of the prisoners . Yi! It is piLiable beyond pity!
21 

Do not serve as an official. Do not serve in a representative assembly. Do 
not j?in a political party. These three and die following two points are_ the most 
predictable for an anarchist's pledge, as they concern government and its props. 
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. 
1 

t all three of the activities rejected here play 1. Slufu notes t 1a . lllporta 

f tl ority "China certa10ly does not need to go this tu roi 
systems o au 1 · • d b' · Way es · 

, t d wn the road of politics, we hrst estroy tl~ of conscience , .... once IQ 

:~s] ~ive on in a society ~ith govern~1ent [z~engzhi she!1ui] . "2s ·;~~hen [~: 
politics become enemies of the people, and wha~ person ot goodwill (yo ho enter 

ld 
· h to become an enemy of the people! llZhi Zh ) 

wou WIS Tl . . e 
Do not serve in the anny or navy . 1ese m1htary organizatio . 

. d . d. t . c · 1 · ns kill 
and disturb the peace. _Taxatton an (pe~pen _ 1)urwesl1or m1 _1ta:y forces ben P;oPle 
wealthy and barn, ordinary people . ingmm . 1en soctalism is i e 11 the 

. . "S ·1· . Olplerne 
national boundaries ~11 d1sa~pear. -~ 1 we_ want ~or~d unity (daton nteu, 
must start by eliminating anmes, and 1f we wish to elmunate anni g), We 

· 1,1· · 29 es, we rn 
begin with people all refusmg to be so uters or sailors ." Ust 

Do not believe in a religion. "Divinities (including Buddhism , 

religion) are unseen authorities , and religion
1

_m_akes use of this ." As ~~~oc~:n · ! 
is inequitable and not free , we must oppose re 1g1on . Formal religions fad ·f 11. . eaway , 
as evolution unfolds, but problems remam because of the false auth . 

onty of 
moral teachers: 

All the false morality and corrupt systems in every age are made by the 

clever people, and the countless evils of our present society are nothing other 

than this flowing poison; for the world to honor what they say , and call them 

sages , and believe in them as paragons , is really the same as siding with the 

enemy. So our Society also would completely eradicate the teachings of the 

so-called sages . 30 

Shifu's outline of the twelve points was followed by an invitation to eim 

become a friend of the society (sheyou). Anyone who would follow the twelve . ~t 
points was invited, whether male or female , and regardless of nationality. Like · ~, 

the other Chinese anarchist groups of this period, the Conscience Society 
provided a loophole, albeit a smaller one than that of the Society to Advance 
Morality , and invited those who agreed but for some reason could not 
immediately follow all twelve points (for example, someone currently serving 

in an army , or someone who agreed but whose spouse would not agree). Tue 
So::iety had no officers or rules or punishments· if someone joined and la~er 

· ' ... , tor 
d~c1ded h~ or she could ~o longer uphold the pledge, there was no peiwtY eir 
witlldrawmg. The orgaruzers "Shifu Bi 'an and Jipeng " then added th 

' • , ' East 
names _and gave their address , the Cock-Crow Study Quarters on ~unshaU neci 
Stteet 111 Guangzhou. These first statements of his anarchism do mdeed re 
the i fl t· th ·tu' wn s(t).',"e 11 uence O e New Century group but they emphasize Stu s O 

. ·1 .. 1 

of } ' · · ' · · · IS VI ill • 
w_i~t w,as most •?Iportant for social revolution in China. Scie!ice irat~d 

~rovidm~ a ~~de~n tulfill~nent of knowledge. I ts principles must be ,incoral and 
mto the_ rndividual behavior of those who would influence others. S~ · iated 
economic organiz· u· · · ' t be eh11111 

a on mcorporates class arrangements that mus 
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lt" es of all are to be released for the conimo d . 
if tJ1e ab' J \at order was epitomized in the family Thin ~oo . But for Sh1fu , the 

• · og soc · · p Sl · fu · s was the source of the 
e~1st1 . Chinese society .. or 11 ' removal of the fa ·1 

oJlY in · 1 · Int Y system had become 
tyfa t'al feature of soc1a revolution. Only with that hi 
tl1e esseo , b' , reclaim their humanity . Shifu ID' d ac ev~d could the 

Je of C ,na . , · • . · a e renge the eqmvalent of the 
peoP . ren , culttvahle hy the 111d1v1dual but also a ma • £ . . 
coofuck1a~1 which the individual lives. While this influe ~ efstat1on of th~ so_c1al 

wor 111 . · · nee rom Confuciamsm 
oet several of the pomts m the Conscience Societ 
. c1ear, . · fl Y covenant reflect the 
1s . .00 of Buddhism, an m uence that even then Shifu Id h . 
• p1ratl . wou ave derued 
10S Buddhist practice suggested two of Shifu 's most signifi . , , . . · 
surely bis attack on the family system and his decision to st~;nt a~t10ns t t~s 

tune-- But the anarchist outlook provided his understand'n usfmhg a ~ Yl 
naine. -t· . · · 1 g o ow socia 

·zation could be trans om1ed, and the personal transition to Shifu hi , 
0rgalll . 1 ti f , s own 

ewed self, became s1mp y 1e ust step toward providing a personal example ren . 
1 of new princ1p es. 

Commencing Propaganda Activity in Guangzhou 

When Shifu and his comrades returned to Guangzhou in summer 1912 Hu 

Hanmin was serving as provincial governor. Despite some ill feeling toward Hu 

and his sponsor Sun Zhongshan, Chen Jiongming had agreed to serve as 

commandant of the provincial military forces . Part of these differences were 
ethno-linguistic. Chen's home was in Haifeng in eastern Guangdong, where a 
different dialect was spoken. This difference created some ongoing enmity , not 

just between leaders but also among ordinary people, a situation little affected 
by the Revolution of 1911 . 

31 
Hu and Chen cooperated reasonably well despite 

their differences, and the anarchists could usually rely on Chen for help when 

they needed it. 
Shifu and his comrades established the Cock-Crow Study Center (Huiming 

xueshe) at No. 8, Cunshan East Street. This was located in the area of 
Guangzhou called the Western Suburb, beyond the old city wall. 32 A second 
headquarters was opened when Mo Jipeng, again traveling separately, returned 

to Guangzhou shortly after Shifu's arrival. Mo and Lin Junfu had made a 
stopover in Hong Kong , where an old acquaintance offered them the opportunity 

to manage some of his firm 's activities in the East Park area of Guangzhou.33 

Mo and Lin rejected the business opportunity but jumped at the offer of a place 
to live, and this site became the East Park Cock-Crow Study Center. The 
Cunshan East Street office was located in the merchant-dominated part of 
Guangzhou. East Park stood in the section of Guangzhou dominated hy the 
~entry. With these two centers, the group had a presence amidst both the 
influential classes in Guangzhou. 34 . . 

. The Cock-Crow Study Center carried on teaching and propaganda actIVity · 
Shifu was among those revolutionaries who liked this image of the rooster 
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awakening a sleeping community . 35 His journal Voice of the P 

originally entitled Cock-Crow Record. Even after the title was ch• eopte \l;a 
. . f . . angec1 s 

image was retained in a feature bnngmg news o socialist and labo . ' this 
k C 

. . r acti . 
China and abroad called Record of Coe ~ rowmg m t~e Storm (Fengyu tty in 

Lu) . The Cock-Crow Study Center pubhslled anthologies of anarchist ~ ~herig 

and managed Esperanto programs, both described below. But Sh"fu flting8 

· · · , ki d f re · · 1 
anc1 h' associates also mtended a more direct n o e ,ort m setting up thei 1s 

center. The front door of the Cunshan East Street building opened\ study 

combined office and study , with a large tahl~ tow~rd _the rear. There Shi nto a 
bjs comrades studied and discussed anarchist pnnc1ples and current fu and 

. . . ·1 l events 
When people came to inquire about theu pnnc1p es , t 1e table became Sh· , · 

lectern, from which he lectured and responded to questions . As his : 8 

indicated. Shifu was prepared to teach. Both these headquarters also served e 

residences. Sbifu augmented the center' s staff by bringi ng in several membe as 
of his famjly Enter Shifu 's four sisters , the "Four Little Pigs " as they rs 

· · ' were 
affectionately called by the other members of the group. Named Wude 

l 
. · d . f ng, 

Wuwei , Tianfang, and Baoshu, t 1e sisters range m age rom the early twenti 

down to the middle teens . 36 Ding Xiangtian aJso lived at Cunshan East Stree~s 

and Zheng Bi'an' s younger brother, Peigang, soonjoined this group. Evenruan; 

Zheng Peigang married Wudeng, the oldest of the sisters.37 After a time, two 

of Shifu 's younger brothers , Shixin and Baozhen, also joined them.38 The entry 

of Shifu 's siblings into this urban commune attests to the continuing closeness 

of the Liu family . Having used much that remained of the family ' s means to get 

Sifu released from jail, his father still supported Shifu' s efforts . Despite Shifu's 

attacks on the family system, his experience made him feel his own family was 

different: did he fail to see the irony in this situation? 

The East Park group grew through a network of personal friendships. Mo 

Jipeng and Lin Zhimian, younger brother of Lin Junfu, were joined by Zheng 

Bi ' an and his wife. 39 Mo's army friend, He Zhongda, also lived at East Park, 

as did a woman from Dongguan, the home district of all three men. 40 This 

Dongguan connection suggests another form of expansion through personal 

association. TI1e majority of the group 's members came from Xiangshan. Shifu 

and Zheng Bi 'an's home, and Dongguan, Mo Jipeng ' s . Besides the younger 

siblings from Xiangshan, Shifu ' s longtime friend Lin Junfu was a member, as 
were two ot11er men from Xiangshan. 41 Some individuals joined or supported 

Sbifu 's activities because of other kinds of association with him. Pan Fuxi had 

been a member of the China Assassination Corps. Several journalists becarnt: 

involved because of Shifu 's earlier work in that field . As editor of Pingmin b~o. 
P D · bJ · I d S · · · · · t ' e - uao an awei pu 1s 1e h1fu's essays and announced the group's acuvi 1 s .. 
P. - · . . 42 uang 

~ngz1_, a poet and a 1~1ember of Pan' s staff, actively supported Shtfu. . ed 
Bmgxian and Wang Q1umei also wrote for Pingmin bao; Liang later contn~ut . 

Sh .fu. , . . • bile in 
to 1 s Journal and also launched anarchist journals of tus own w 
Southeast Asia. 43 
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The Esperanto movement drew others into Shi.fu ' · • • X L b , . · s act1v1t1es . u un o 
ho taught the group s classes m Esperanto becam · d · tl h ' w . , . e associate w1 1 t e 

anarchists by t~is means . Xu had earlier studied in France; although his major 

interest was s1l~ culture ,. he _ also had become versed in Esperanto. After 

returning to Chma he had tned several times to launch Esperanto study at 
schools where he taught, but had gotten little response. When Shifu invited him 

to teach at East Park, Xu was pleased to accept. 44 One of Xu's most successful 

students was a teenager named Huang Zunsheng , who became one of China's 
premier Esperantists . . _ , . 

The nucleus of Slufu s group consisted of fifteen to twenty very active 

people, with many more less directly involved. The support of such local 

newspapers as Pingm~n bao was indeed effective; thus, the Guangzhou anarchist 

movement was effectively launched during the second half of 1912. However, 

not all those who supported the group 's activities were full members of the 

Conscience Society . Some of those who were only supporting members played 

a most important part by providing financial backing for Shifu's work.45 While 
sources are vague about the amounts they provided, it is clear that several well

to-do people made major contributions. There was a gift of 50,000 yuan given 

to Shifu soon after the final negotiations between Sun Zhongshan and Yuan 
Shikai were completed. Presumably the donor wished to reward Shifu for his 

contributions to the revolutionary cause and support his subsequent efforts. 46 

At first Shifu seems not to have been much concerned about funds ; such a large 
gift would have supported the group's work for some time. Later he reported 
contributions in the concluding notes to each issue of his journal; the amounts 
from individual contributors were almost always small and could not have 

covered more than publication expenses.47 

One of the Cock-Crow Center's major activities during its first year was 

to publish anthologies of anarchist writings. These were almost entirely 
translations of the works of European anarchists or articles by New Century 
writers, all published in that journal. Their first publication carried the title 

Selections from New Century;48 it was produced during summer 1912, even 

before the formal announcement of the Conscience Society covenant. Next came 
a selection of articles entitled The Essence of Anarchism, published in August 

1912. Another anthology , called Soldier 's Gospel, which emphasized the anti

militarist themes of anarchism, had a great impact among the thousands of 
troops in Guangzhou. Yet another collection, Famous Works of Anarchism, was 
put out in April 1913 . Five thousand copies of each anthology were printed .

49 

!he group also printed ten thousand copies of the Conscience Society~s pledge 
1~ order to give it broader distribution. ln additi01_1 to the_ tmtholog1es, they 
distributed some fifty thousand picture-postcards of anarch1_st leaders st~ch ~s 

Kropotkin, Bakunin, and Tolstoy , with quotations expressmg som~ ot th~u 
major ideas. 50 They also made available stationery and envelopes pnnted with 

some of these quotations. 
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There was a good deal of overlap between Essence and F. 

overview of their content indicates what Shifu sought to a1noUs Wo,-~.'.s 
. · . emphas · · A 

received wisdom from the Pans group . Both collections b 1Ze of n 
· l"nks · egan V·./ tlie 

Principles of Revolution," which i science to social revol t· •th •1-t 

W k ,. b u ton 51 " 'lle 
about Anarchism between Two or er~ , Y ?ie Italian anarc~ A l'ai{ 

Malatesta, also appeared in ~oth volu~~s , its quest10~-and-answer fo~ Btrico 

as a catechism. Another piece ~~s An Explanation of Socialis ,,serving 
outlined the various fonns of socialism and thus served as a conv ~ , Which 

for Chinese readers . ~
2 

This_ of~ere~ the so~t of ~asic informatii:~~t~er 
sought to establish as essential m lus later d1scuss10ns of the state so . . Shifu 
Sun Zhongshan and Jiang Kanghu . Finally, both anthologies included ~tah~rn of 

on Kropotkin ' s anarchism , a discussion entitled "Kropotkin' s Theont? Hetns 
translation of Kropotkin's pamphlet , "Law and Authority . "53 s and a 

Tianyi bao . the Tokyo anarchists ' journal , was also represented • 
· . in The 

Essence of Anarchism by a lecture that Kotoku Shusm had given to that 

in 1907 . Besides presenting a basic outline of anarchist ideas drawn main1/~oup 

Kropotkin, in this lecture Kotoku had made two points that Shifu regardedom 

important for Chinese anarchists . The first was that if the Chinese people earn: 
out an anarchist revolution, they need not fear that their country would be 

partitioned, because the peoples of Europe and America would also respond with 

revolutions of their own. 54 Kotoku also suggested that for anarchists in Asia 

internationalism should begin with a sense of Asian solidarity . Another importan; 

topic in the anthologies was opposition to the marriage and family systems; six 

discussions on one or the other of these interlocking issues appeared in 

Essence. 55 

While it is difficult to measure the response to the Cock-Crow group's 

propaganda, it is clear that Soldier 's Gospel , the last of the four anthologies, had 

a definite impact among military units who remained in Guangzhou when the 

book appeared in early 1913 . As of December 1911 there had been about 

140,000 troops in the city , including some of bandit origins who had been 

enlisted in the revolutionaries' cause. It was expensive to maintain this num~r 

of soldiers, and as time passed some of them reverted to banditry , creating 
problems for the government. Both Hu Hanmin and Chen Jiongming bad 

continued to disband troops ; their efforts reduced the number to only 40.000 ~~ 
early 1913 . 56 As noted, Chen Jiongming had been supportive of Shifu aotl :; 

causes . When Soldier's Gospel was issued, discipline had deteriorated to r 
. . . p •ct tette 

point that Cheu hecame concerned, and he sent the Cock-Crow grou •. . y 
11 . I ct · · · · cial nuhtaT te mg t 1em to stop 1stnhutmg the book among the provm · 

forces . 
57 

was 
Shifu was fortunate to be working in an environment in which there adeS 

d . . d I is co01r 
some. un ersta~1drn~ and re~pect for his goals . Still, he an 1

~ uld best t,e 

con~ututed a mmonty who did not agree that revolutiona~y. cha!i~e. co d bY (he 
aclueved through govermnent. An outline of the policies msutute 
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. ary government in. Guangzhou offers a contrast t Sh' fu , . 
1uuo11 

· Ed d R1 d , ' 0 1 s plans for 
r~"o olution. f n war 10a s characterization tl . 

• J rev · 1 1 11 

1 
, 1e revolut10nary 

socia . t in Guangz 1ou soug It cu tural transfonnatio ,, b 11 • 

r1unen f h h . 11 ut not a social gove . ,, 58 Some o t e c anges contmued themes b . 
Jutwn. • fl . . . egun under the Qmg. 

revo reflected the m uence of Chnst1an missionar f"" 
Y aJso . ' Y e 1ort: probably a 

fhe . of those m the new government were Christians h d d 
·oritY · . 59 

1 
' or a atten ed 

1naJ y schools.· T1e new government abolished Co fu . . 
· sionar · . . . . n c1arusm as an 

11J1~ . 1 . deology, not a refl ection ot iconoclasm but rather as P' t f , t·" 
{tlcJa 1 · . 

1
. . , 

1 
• , .• 

1 
. . . ar o an e 1 ort 

o e support tor trac 1t1 ona soc1a pnv1lege. The reg1ime W' n1 h .
1 to reniov . . 

1 
. as ope y os t1 e 

Budd11ism and Da~1sm, 10wev~r, applaudmg as Christian zealots smashed 
to . and statuary m temples ot hoth religions 60 Other refo gh 
shrines · · · rms sou t to 

, ge customs. TI1e Western calendar was adopted, but this effected 11·ttle 
chan b . t· t d . . 

e in the cele ration o t 1e tra I t1onal New Year which was the chang • . . . . ,, . , . . govern-
ment's goal. Changes m dress came more easily, and most people in Guangzhou 

d its hinterlands began to wear Western-style clothes, if onl y a token cap or 
an .. b 
I t. An order requmng queues to e cut was carried out quickly and without 
1a • l . 
sistance except 111 t 1e most conservati ve areas of Guangdong. The new policy re . . . 

Iso emphasized egahtanamsm. All honorific fo rms of address were to be a . 
dropped; even officials were to be addressed simply as Mister. In pursuing the 

goal of women's rights, the new government provided that the provincial 

assembly would have ten woman members, elected by women. Those who 

refused to support the antifootbinding movement were threatened with loss of 

their civil rights. Economic reforms were generally modest. They sought to 

encourage commercial and economic development and to support Chinese 

enterprises in competition with foreign firms. The government also bad intended 

ro implement Henry George's principle that the public and not individuals should 

benefit from the unearned increment in land value . However, this modest plan 

for a kind of land reform had not been effected before the Second Revolution 
of 1913. 

A second major project of the Cock-Crow group was to build an Esperanto 

movement in Guangzhou. Shifu saw the Esperanto movement as an essential part 

of the worldwide people 's revolution he sought to advance. Each of the group 's 

anthologies included an appeal for the use of Esperanto, and even as the 

anthologies were being published, Shifu was at work to establish a program for 
study of the world language. Initially this effort was undertaken jointly with Pan 

Dawei and the Plain People's group. Pan had obtained a building near the Cock

Crow Center, where he opened the Plain People's Public School (Pingmin 

gongxue) with Liang Bingxian in charge. 61 With Xu Lunho as instructor. the 

first Esperanto class began in early summer 191 2, meeting in two-hour sessions 

three times a week over six months. Shifi1 , Zheng Peigang. and Huang 

Zunsheng were among the most enthusiastic students iu this first group . 

The response for Esperanto classes improved when the school was moved 
to East Park. When the group decided to change tJ1e site for the classes, they 
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also decided to hold an Esperanto Congress in Guangzhou. Two h 

attended this gathering, held at a theater at the East Park cundrect Peo"l 
S . (G enter 62 t' e 

afterward' the Guangzhou Esperanto . oc1ety uangzJwu Shijieyu . . Soo11 
established. Although the numbers sttll were not large , the res hui) w~. 

. d. 1·d b . Ponse "'1 

congress and to subsequent classes m 1cate a so 1 asis for this to the 
. . h d . aspect f 

group' s work. The society made its ea quarters man office in th o the J. 

building. Financial contributions made at the congress enabled the East Park 

P
rovide better facilities and materials for its students . Talented stu; school to 

, d 1 d ents foi 
the classes , including some who ha recent y retume from study . J nect 

. h b d . in apan 63 
The Esperanto Society was concerned wit roa er issues than lan011 ,, • 

( d f
. ouage Stud 

They held a general meeting every Sunday a ay o rest on the new c 1 Y. 

to discuss national and international affairs , educational issues , and othe/ eoctar) 
. h . k . matters 

of interest to the members . At least this once eac wee , Shifu walked 
. ~¾ 

Guangzhou, an hour-and-a-half each way , to be present. Zheng Peigang 

Huang Zunsheng regularly accomp~nied him. Shifu alternated with Xu Lu~: 
in serving as the Guangzhou Society ' s correspondent and alternate to the 

Universal Esperanto Association at Geneva. 64 

The worldwide Esperanto movement appears to have reached a peak just 

at this time. While Esperantists had organized an international league by 1894, 

their continuing growth was reflected in the first international congress, held in 

1905. 65 Esperantists in China felt an almost tangible solidarity with members 

of the movement in other countries . As already noted, the high degree of 

overlap between anarchism and the Esperanto movement in Europe strengthened ~ 

this sense of comradeship. All this was symbolized by several tokens of 

involvement provided by the international organization. Each member received 

a certificate from the Geneva headquarters . Besides teaching materials from the 

headquarters , there was an Esperanto anthology entitled Selections from Basic 
Esperanto Literature. The Guangzhou Society also received two journals, The 

Review (La Revuo) , a scholarly journal, and a more general magazine entitled . 

Universal Unity ( Universala Unuigo), both of which were printed in Esperanto, , . 

English, French, German, and Russian. 66 The Guangzhou Society also had a " 

phonograph record of The Song of Hope, the association' s international anthe~, : 

to play at their meetings. Members could buy Esperanto watches, made 
10 

•; 

Switzerland , and the Guangzhou branch also bad on hand samples of tbe ' 

international currency adopted by the world body. These symbols gav~ :~ 

Guangzhou Esperantists a sense of belonging to an important internatto :, 
move1uent. 

S1,:fu . . . l that u1eY : . 
. w . . and Ins ~mrades taught Esperanto with the s~e zea . e die 

applied m propagatmg anarchism. In spring 1913 they decided to t~ t11e ·• 
EspercU1to movement to Xiangs.han, home district to Shifu and otbers :Sses. ; 
group. Zheng Daoshi and Huang Zunsheng went to Shiqi to conduct cl bers 1 

Th · u· · 11 · · ent JJlelil 
e recep on ~~s exce ent; educational leaders and some ~rom1~ i ii}(L 

of the gentry JOmed the classes. Zheng and Huang remamed 10 Sh 4-: · 
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e,11 ,ugh to take their students through the six-in I h . 7 • • 
. . · ont 1 as1c course 6 Whtk this 

episode tu rther suggests the respect accorded to Sh. fu . d h' . · . · 
. . . . . . . . -~ . . _ . . . t an 1s fellow X1angshan 
111tcll ectu,1l s, It ts 1emarkahle that tl 11s internat· . 1 , . · iona movement should have 
penetrated to the Guangdong hinterland . 

The Guangz ... hou Esperanto Society fe lt cl<J"' ... ca111. d · · 
1 

· · t . . . . •"- ara ene wtt 1 a sum ar 
assoc1at1on at Shanghai , wluch had been estahli•·he· ' h . f h 

1 
• 

. . . . · ., u even e ore t e revo utton . 
The Shanghai Esperant1sts also afti.liated with tll. u · 

1 
·E 

• • r • . • • • e mversa ~speranto 
Association . fhe leadrng spmt in the Shanghai group . , L S'~ .. . . h . . . ~ . was u 1t1J1e, anot er 
Chmese pioneer 111 Esperanto work ri~ With Sllerig G l h. . · . · uoc 1eng, 1s most 
accompl'.shed stud~nt , Lu opened a full -time Esperanto school in Shanghai . For 

Shangh~1. Esperant1sts also '. stud~ of the international language represented only 

one ~ct_1v1ty tc! express their social and political views. Lu , Sheng, and others 

had Jm_ned Jiang Kanghu ' s Chinese Sociali st Party , and the party organ 

Humamsm Weekly (~er!dao ~houhao) often carried news of the Esperanto 

movement. ~ lthc~ugh mtonnat1on on Lu and Sheng is limited, they did join Sha 

Gan and Ta1xu 11\ breaking with Jiang and joining the Socialist Party . This 

comradeship between Shifu and the Shanghai Esperantists seems to have been 

an important fac tor in his decision to relocate in Shanghai after being forced to 

leave Guangzhou in autumn 19 l 3. 

Shifu' s efforts to build the Esperanto movement in Guangzhou refl ected his 
belief that use of the international language was basic to the anarchist revolution, 

not simply a desirable frill. Presently , when there is very little enthusiasm for 

Esperanto, Shifu ' s zeal seems misplaced. He had suggested other projects both 

consistent with his anarchist principles and surely more pressing than learning 

Esperanto. For example, why did he not choose to begin by launching a public 

nursery, or- like Li Shizeng- a doufu plant that might have become the nucleus 

of a commune? Shifu ' s choice of this Esperanto project becomes understandable 

if one considers the nature of his anarchism, the time when he began his 

mission, and his insistent idealism. Shifu learned his anarchism from the New 

Century group , who had presented Esperanto as part of an achievable future 

based on science and reason. These universalist principles resonated profoundly 

in Shifu 's new anarchist consciousness . The Universal Esperanto Association 

had recently been established and was growing quickly in Europe. Peace and 

general prosperity prevailed, and the new century seemed an era of great 

promise. For all Chinese intellectuals who became captivated by Esperanto, it 

is we11 to consider the importance of literary accomplishment in their own 

culture; what could be more important in a new world of universal truths'? But 

the coming of war in summer 1914 shattered these hopes ~~ ~ n g Europeans. For 
Shifu himself, the coming of war in 1914 also had other <.hthcult consequences , 

di scussed in chapter 8. . . . . 
As already observed, Shifu ' s importance t~oe_s no~ 1_1e 111 bemg t~rst_ to 

present anarchism in China . Howewr, hecause ot lns act1v1sm at tht hegmmng 

of the Rtpublican period , Shifu 's interpretation of anan.: hist principks 
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. __ d Chinese intellectuals ' unders~ndi_n~ of this political .. 
pr_otound~y attecte E anto movement reflected lus v1s1on of a supranat' fa,~. 
His devouon _to tl~e Jspetu_r ture He remained antiimperialist and sought to ll?bllahst 

, chist society Ill t ie · • · h I erat 
an~r · , . . fr the control of capttahsts w o represented the po e 
Chma as _a n~tt(H)n one1r . he now defined these .. points in positive tenn;eTr of 
other naoons .owev ' · h d · he 

· . . , ould one day take m atters rn an , and together r 
peoples of all societies w . . h I E ernove 
the burdens of nationalism and capitalism ; t rou~ 1. speranto t?ey coutct 

. . e., and rational human order. Thus, although he did not 1 corumumcate 111 a n \',, . . . . · ack 

t. ti e welfare or the fate ot C hma and, most of all , of the people f 
concern or 1 . . . d h. o 
China. his devotion to the universalJst princ iple cause ,m to set nationalism 

aside . 

Living the Anarchist Faith 

Shifu 's devotion to providing a living example of hjs beliefs meant that he 

also would do his best to apply those principles in his daily ro utine and in his 

basic human relationships. and that he would expec t those with whom he lived 

to do t11e same. Thus, the group who lived at Cunshan East Street developed a 

pattern of close communal living. Shifu_ s~yed ext_remel~ busy with the major 

tasks comprising his and the group ' s m1ss10n. Besides m s s tudy of Esperanto, 

he edited and supervised publication of the anthologies . In addition to such 

specific tasks he devoted long periods of time to study , and he made himself 

avai lable to anyone who came to discuss anarchism. Zheng Peigang quickly 

became chief disciple and assistant, and he assumed the duties of business 

manager and undertook whatever mundane jobs needed to be done. He also 

assisted in editing the publications , and then spent many hours packing and 

mailing the anthologies and other materials that the group produced. 69 

Meanwhile , the woman comrades did the domestic tasks . Ding Xiangtian 

supervised , but Shifu 's sisters proved able assistants . All were capable cooks 

and adapted to the group 's vegetarian diet, which made full use of bean curd. 

Guests sometimes appeared on short notice , another reason to he adaptahle.
70 

Oui of co11cern for cleanliness, plates were served individually, contrary to the 

usuaJ Cbinese practice of taking portions from a common servin~ howl. AISl) 

according t.o Western style , the diners ate with knife and fork , and a tabledotll 

and napkins were used; the only exception was that a large pair of chopsticks 

~:•s kepc 1> 11 the table hJ take second helpings . 71 A dean, comfortable , ~nd 

lneud ly atmosphere prevailed . While thi s hasic division of labor was predict

ahlc: . rh~re is so!He irony in chat these advocates of equal rights for women chose 

nor to d1vef!{e from 1ht: usual 1!•·11d,,, ri·z» t . •· · · t· t 1-.. . . · · ~ '" "' .,( ulYlSIOt\ 0 a110f. 

. Af t~r a time · hnwt'.ver, thi s division of labor was modified . Shifu' s plan to 

puhhs.b his own journal was del·tyecl b . 1 <l I th mbers of the . - · , ccanse 1e an t 1e o er me · 
~'.·oup behevt:~ they should do all the work themselves . They could do this only 

,t lbt:y got rhe1r own equipment, a printing press and binder, and this took manY 
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nd15 n That accomplished , all the members learned to d h . k ino · . . . · o t e vanous tas s 
. oived in the pnntmg process . Shifu 's brothers and h. • . b 
1ov . . 1s 1our sisters ecame 

·ostaYS in the pnnt shop, devotmg entire days to thi·s k h 
01ai . · wor w en necessary . 

P 
esumably the kitchen chores were done minimally at thes t· _ 

r k l b. d 1 . e lilles . 
· Shifu 's wor 1a its an us personal relationsi..:ps f• · · h · h. rn o 1er 1IlS1g ts mto 1s 
personality .. Altho

1
ugdh ~

1
e s

1
et l~ut to establish a new lcind of career, as propagan-

dist. he retuned t.1~ ai Y 1abits of a s~holar, immersing himself for long hours 

in study and ':ntmg. _He kept a stnct schedule , going out only to attend 

Esperanto me_etmgs: After th~ gro~p began to publish the journal , his work as 

editor and cluef wnter occupied him completely; he would lock himself in his 
study , working until well past midnight. 

This routine took its toll on Shifu 's health . While his cross-town walks to 

Esperanto activities provided some regular exercise , his intense efforts reflected 

will , not robust health. He had suffered serious wounds in the assassination 

attempt in 1907. and he was vulnerable to tuberculosis , which ultimately caused 

his death . 73 Shifu was sensi tive about the effect of his wounds on his appear

ance. His most obvious injury , of course, was his missing left hand . 74 At his 

office he wore a robe with ample sleeves that concealed this condition. When 

he went outside he dressed in Western-style clothes and wore an artificial hand, 

which he covered with a white glove.75 

To others, even his comrades, Shifu seemed a person set apart by his sense 

of mission. Although his comrades shared his principles and goals, none became 

so totally immersed in them as did Shifu himself. This difference between the 

leader and his followers is reflected in the nickname, "Mr. Earnest" (Zhengjing 

Xiansheng), which Lin Zhimian conceived and the others used for Shifu.76 

Even these closest associates were half-friends and half-disciples; they felt 

reverence rather than comradeship toward him.77 One indication of the 

differences in attitude toward their commonly held principles is that some in the 

East Park group would ride by ricksha or sedan-chair across Guangzhou to 

consult with Shifu, then disembark at the end of narrow Cunshan East Street and 

walk to the Cock-Crow Center so it would appear that they had walked the 

entire distance.78 Shifu would never have compromised on practicalities in this 

way. 
Shifu' s unwillingness to compromise on more serious issues marks his 

behavior in his relationship with Ding Xiangtian as at least perplexing. and 

perhaps tragic . Although they had shared an idyllic romance during the first half 

of 1912, their relationship began to deteriorate. apparently not long after they 

returned to Guangzhou. By this time Ding was pregmmt. The prospect of the 

birth of a child to this anarchist love alliance should have been cause for 

rejoicing , but it was not. Shifu became preoccupied with his work and seems to 

have been neither affectionate nor supportive. Ding made no effort to conceal 

her condition, but she also never discussed it with others in the group. When the 

time came for delivery , she went to a hospital and gave birth to a daughter. 
79 

, 
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t- ti er complicated the re lationship betwee 
·td ' . ·ence ur 1 n St · 

The clu · s pres d together there was never a renewal f 11 fu ct 
Ding. Although they staye . . ' o the h· llO 

. . I I . d shared earlier. apPy 
relauonsh1p t 

1
ey ,a · 

1 
f rst to experience the new freedom for 

Din l was among t 1e • d b . . Worne 
g · . 1. d proclaimed. She ha een 111vo lved in re _n that 

Shifu and many o
th

ers . ia _. . L 906 She shared in his a ssassinat' Yolutionar-,, 
· · · I 1 · ide Sh1fu smce · •on w ·, 

activ1t1es a ongs ~ : . . I 191 2 With Liu she shared th Ork fo 
d . d endmg 111 ear y . . . . e euph . t 

an extende peno . rnating period 111 the ir relatwnship . Perh• 0 na of 
h _ · ,( me the co11sum . aps n • 

t at :spnnt, 
1 

: . d 1. t 111-s commitment to anarchism would n
1 

either 
ld I , • 1t1c1pate w ia · ean t . 

cou . 1av~ a, . . ,1 anticipated a more usual pattern to their life . f o the 
relauonsh1p . Dmg sure Y . . d . . a ter th 

I . 1d ,·ertatnly she expecte more support 1n nurt·u . e 
tu 11 to Guangz w u, a1 "' . . nng h 

:~1il~ . than Shifu ever offered . . Still , she rema111~d . w:t~1 him through ~he 
. M ., . . 1 Shanglni and through the tmal g nm months ot· .

11 
t 

relocauon to acM> am ' ' . . . · 1 ness 
t·tl<>ugh he would no t a llow her to come mto his sick ·· and poverty , even _ · roo

111 
She left the group soon after his death , appa~ently _c>Ut ~~ t conc~~n t~at she and 
h l ' Id uld he a burden on them rather than of a desire to dissociate he 

t e C ll WO . . . . . rself 
from Shifu' s comrades .so For Ding X1angt1an , Jiberat1 o n meant great self. 

sacrifice; for her , one truism remained from the _r_ast : the woman paid . 

It is more difficult to understand why Sh1fu b~l1ave~ as he did in the 

relationship . Iu discussing Shifu one must always cons ider hi s understanding of 

principles. As he ha~ st~ted in. hi_s e~rl~ pr~~~unce~ e nt~, he heli_eved that 

children should be raised m pubhc mst1tut1ons. we will make a ll children our 

own children." To him, it would have violated an impo rtant principle if the 

Cock-Crow Center bad launched its first public nursery to care fo r his own 

child . As Mo Jipeng recalled the situation, Shifu would n o t allow the child to 

live at the Cock-Crow Center because to do so would be to confuse private life 
with public mission. 81 

By all appearances , Shifu failed to live up to his commitment . He might 

at least have offered emotional support for the mother and child. Perhaps be and 

Ding had discussed the eventualities if they produced a child , and he thought she 

understood how he would respond. In his own view, bis commitment to his 

principles took precedence to any commitment he had made to Ding. Some 

would suggest that somehow Ding was not worthy of Shifu . R2 If Shifu had not 

been satisfied , he could have ended the relationship earlier; as he did not, it 

would seem that only the pregnancy and the birth of the child could have 

changed his attitude toward Ding. Clearly the two people in this relationship 

reacted differently to this major event in their shared life . This may be seen as 

a .tra~ic misunderstanding between them, or as a tragic feature in Shifu"s 
pnnc1ples . 
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The Cock-Crow Group's Rural Com p . 
mune roJect 

By the spring of 1913 Shifu and his comrades we . lei . 
b 

. . . re wor ng on two maJor 
ais The first, to uy pnntmg equtpment and begin pubr hi th . 

?o ... ,~l was achieved by late summer. The second to l· his ng eu own 
JOUJ ..... , . 

1 
. , aunc a rural commune 

. the pearl River De ta area, did not move forward successfull b t· . 
tU · f l' · 83 . Y e ore It was 
halted ~Y. the vaganes o po tt1cs . Clearly _this project was part of Shifu's 
. ·ti"al vision of what the group should accomplish Probably heh d t 1 uu ~ . . . . · · ope o emu ate 

the kinds of intensive enterpnses descnbed by Kropotkin in Fields v t . 
h. 1 Id h , rac ones, 

and Wor1:3~ops , ~ ic 1 wou · . ave bee~ efficient, limited in scale , and capable 
of comb1mng agnculture and mdustry . Interestingly ' much of the economic 

activity in the Delta area- and elsewhere in China, for that matter-could have 
matched well with the principles Kropotkin laid out. 

For several months the group had looked at possible sites for a commune, 

but for various reasons none proved feasible . 85 By summertime they had found 

a place that seemed ideal , at Red Lichee Bay (Hongli wan) in Xin'an xian on the 

east side of the Delta. The tract featured a precipice overlooking the shore, 

where a number of small hills supported hundreds of lichee trees, along with 
many other kinds of fruits and flowers. About a hundred mou of paddy field lay 
below, providing for more essential production. The Cock-Crow group were 

elated at the prospects for the place; they took the owner back with them to 
Guangzhou and entertained him while they attempted to work out financing for 
the project. At that point the fateful events of the Second Revolution intervened, 
andXtheirdream of establishing a rural commune ended abruptly . 

This plan for a rural commune is an intriguing might-have-been in Shifu's 

career. Perhaps it was just as well that it did not work out, as the group's efforts 
could easily have been wasted . Success could have been as counterproductive 

as failure in that it might have diverted them from a sense of immediacy about 
their mission: self-sufficiency might have led to self-containment. However, had 
Shifu and his comrades gone to Red Lichee Bay, their anarchism might have 

developed a rural orientation and eventually fostered a peasant-based revolution. 

Instead, the loss of this opportunity became one further setback for the group in 

late 1913 . 

Launching the Cock-Crow Record 

From early 1913 Shifu planned to establish a journal of his own. wltich 

would be called Cock-Crow Record. 86 But Shifu and his associates had decided 

that they should do all the work of producing the journal themselves. To them 

it was essential that they should not pay someone else to ~o the ph~sical la_hor 
to present the principles of anarchism . Besides the expense mvolved , it took tnne 
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to set up a print shop and bindery. Thus , it was late sumn1er be fo 
re they 

ready to puhl ish . f<? • • • Were 
Political events had moved qu1ckJy dunng thi s same period . The 

dong provincial government had heen among the more_ progressive of tJ Guang. 

revolutionary administrations , and even those who had Jockeyed with . ~e Post-

I t
. . . . y . each Oth 

for control agreed 011 the larger goa o res1st1~1g _uan Shikai . Yuan h·er 
removed Hu Hanmin as governor and replaced him with Che n Jion . ad 

' - I I grn1ng o 
June 14. Rather than accede to Yuan ~ w1s 1es, JO~ever, Che~ ~ontinued H ,~ 

Policies So in early July Yuan appointed Long J1guang as m1l1tary go us . , . . . Vernor 
authorizing him to take Guangzhou hy torce . By mH.l-Augus t Long ' s troop ' 

• - • xH s Were 
poised to take control ot the city . 

Seeing that the environment of tolerance he had been enj oying would .. 
. . ~ . . soon 

he te rminated , Shifu hurried to puhlisl_1 the t1rst issue ot Cock-Crow Record 

which was dated August 20. A second issue , dated a week later, was produc d 
before the group had to flee the city . Most of the content of these first t; 

. 0 

issues reflected Shifu ' s intense interest in Chma' s current political crisis, both 

in Guangzhou and elsewhere . Like all others resisting Yuan , Shifu detested the 

s trongman. But as an anarchist , he was even more concerned with the 

inadequacy of all political systems ; to him the current c risis was a profound 

demonstration of the need for anarchism . Yuan ' s actions to destroy the other 

two socialist parties drew a sympathetic discussion from Sbifu and occasioned 

a review of the brief history of contemporary Chinese socialism . In these first 

issues Shifu also stated his grievances against the New Century anarchists, some 

of whom had held office or otherwise served in government since their return 

to China. These remained persistent themes in Voice of the People after Shifu 's 

forced exit from Guangzhou. 

As Shifu stated in his "Editor' s Preface , " however, the chief purpose of 

Cock-Crow Record was to present anarchist principles as a true and positive 

basis for organizing society. 89 He characterized the Cock-Crow Society as a 

small group who studied and discussed important social questions . The group 

had launched the journal because of their desire to offer to others the ideas they 

thought were valuable . While their effort was modest, the group took truth 

(z}1.enli) as their standard ; thus , Shifu hoped, what they wrote would have good 

effects . Shifu also explained the journal ' s alternate title, Voice of the Common 
People (Ping min zhi sheng) , which appeared just below the banner in these first 

two issues . 90 The group wished to speak directly to ordinary people, whotn 

they sought to mobilize ti.1r social revolution. A briefer version of this namr: 

would he used for tfo: journal following the group' s departure from Guangzhou. 

Shjfu then listed the goals of the revolution advocated by the Cot:k-CWW 

Society: communism, lahor unionism , opposition to militarism, to religion. co 
t . · 1 . . . . Tl ·e were 

t 1c: ta.nu y: vegetanarnsm , language urnty, and world l:Ollll1\Ulllty . 1e.s . , 

t,m1iliar watchwords to those who had read the earlier Cock-Crow publicauon~'. 

and most would receive funher discussion in later issues of the journal. In 
th
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. iitial statement Shifu noted his int . 
11 111 , • ent1on to em l · ,· . 
Esperanto. An_ Esp~rant~) supp_lement of four . a' p 1a~1Ze both sc1e~ce and 
issues, and the Journal often prmted Esp . P ges was produced with most 

n SI .fu.. I eranto tenns al ·ct . 
equivalents. 11 ater became so 111 ·h . · ?ngs1 e their Chinese 

· t· · · uc mvolved I f" 
opposing views o soc1ahsm that he did not deliv . , n e torts to counter 
other features as he originally intended St'il er as_ much news of science or 

t
•nfonnation as well as disputation in 1·ts m.od '. ' 

th
e Journa.· J was packed with 

. . · est space It . , . • 
by eight me hes and s1x teen pages lorig (t 

1 
. · . was approximately five 

. . . . · we ve In Chin · t · 
except for a very tew of its issues. ese, our rn Esperanto) 

Shifu followed his editor's remarks w·tl "A s· . 
l 

. " . . . . 1 1 1mple Explanation of 
Anarc usm, an expos1t1on of anarchist principl . 93 M· , . . . . 
. h . h , , es. an s lite 1s essentially 

simple, he egan, ut the systems of authority that h· d 1 . . . 
, h' , · . · . , ave eve oped ID societies 

Pervert these ,lslc pursuits and should therefore b , h 1· 'h d G e a. o ts e . overrunent and 
wealth have become the comroll ing powers iii soc· t . 1 · · . . . . . • . 1e y, t 1e1r strength 1s 
mulufanous and mutually rerntorcing t1sually so by d ,· L · 1 f 

• • • • · , L • es1gn. aw 1s a too o 
authonty; the cnrn_e_s fr?_m_ wh_ICh la:' claims to protect people are actually 
caused by the unfair d1stnbut1on ?t wealth, which leaves many people in 

poverty. ~he wealthy have a vested rnterest in keeping the system as it is. Their 

control of resources_e~1ables them to exploit the labor of ordinary people. It also 

accounts for the spmtually debilitating idea that work is degrading, and for 

similar notions that create a false sense of values. All these problems, Shifu 

asserts, display the perverse nature of the present political and economic system. 

The introduction of anarchism would eradicate this system and its evils. 

Government would be replaced by people's voluntary self-regulation as they 

pursued essential tasks. Removal of governments and nations would eliminate 

the need for armies, and the effort wasted on military production could be used 

to provide well-being for all. With the elimination of the propenied class, 

production would become a cooperative venture to which all would contribute. 

Anarchist productivity would provide enough for all , yet allow everyone to 

enjoy the leisure that , at present, only the wealthy could afford. Anarchism 

could become the basis of a rational and efficient world community. 
Sbifu then developed his argument by posing questions that doubters might 

ask about the solutions offered by anarchists. One of these issues ccmcerned the 

role of education in correcting the problems of the current social system. Shifu 

noted that other anarchists believed that the lack of education was the reaSlHI :·(:r 

the failure of morality (daode zhi !JU Liang) . But the problem lay elsewhere. Shi tu 

asserted: 

. . 1· . J' ty is due t\l lhc viktWSS of 
They do not know that the tatlure n mOf,l 1 · · . 

. . . ' .. . • . . I • t ) the t~xistencc o1 g1wenunent. 
society · and this vileness ol S\)1,;1cty ts l Uc ( . 

, ·l' . . rited human rnorahtv would 
With the countless evils or guvcrnment e 11n11

' ' . . : • r· . u, . . 1) w t need t0 watt l t)fc.vcr or 
soon return l o its esse ntial beauty . n e L l 

1 

• <)4 

education tu permeate sm:1e1y. 
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Sh(fu, ou 

d dl
·sagreement with such senior anarchists 

. • Shifu expresse as W In tlus view . 
1 

e efforts would focus on educational P . u 
. . d c · y0 anpe1 w 10s roJe 

Zhihm an at . 
1
• ·ug nor schools , nor study abroad as 1 cts . 

. fu sed neither earm ' . . ' a read 
Siu oppo . tllat social revolut10n did not depend Y 

ff point here was . . on th 
shown. ts 

1 
, , . ds but on changes m theu consciousne e 

development of peop e s mtn ' ss and 

behavio:· dd sed a political issue of concern to some who m·g1i 
Shtfu also a res . . , . 1 t 

. h & nd anarchism appeahng. What would happen if the people f 
othe[Wlse ave 100 , , d , , . o 

t d 11 t
hat he had suggested and adopte anarchism· would , 

a country accep e a . . . ' n t 
they soon face attack from a neighbonng nation? No, he replied: People think 

tbi t O
f habit. But the people themselves are able to thwart aggression 

s way ou . f .h F h . 
To support this claim, he cited the ~xpenence o t e renc p_eople, who in 

1793 
threw off their enemies but who Ill 1808 were themselves dnven out by the 

Spanish when, as members of Napoleon 's arm~ , the~ had _become the 

aggressors. 9s Not only cari the common peop!e resist theu genume enemies, 
proclaimed Shifu, they can also overthrow theu own government, and because 
anarchism knows no national boundaries, a worldwide people 's revolution was 

possible.96 Shifu expressed this view repeatedly in his essays. While this point 
was basic to anarchist theory, to Shifu it was also one of the most important 

issues of immediate political importance. It opposed the dominant view among 
Chinese patriots, and the strategic decision of Sun Zhongshan in yielding the 

presidency to Yuan Shikai, that national security should be the key issue. For 

Shifu, anarchist principles had direct relevance to this major political issue. 

Thus, Shifu concluded, he had shown that anarchism is not just a theory, 

but that it is capable of practical realization. In this first of his many expositions 
of anarchism in the journal, he displayed great enthusiasm for the principles of 

anarchism as developed in the West. His grasp of those principles was thorough, 

even profound, but he remained naive, and for the contradictions of the present 

system, he substituted some of his own. However, to most of his readers, who 

either agreed_ with him already or at least were open to new ideas, anarchism 

offered solutions to the problems that plagued China. The old social system 

preserved co~ntless forms of human bondage; peasants, laborers, and women 
were trapped m de · d · · · · · I gra at10n, with httle hope for improvement under trad1uona 
arrangements O d · f~ . , . .. · · ."a . 1 ierent plane, anardust solutions appealed to a peoplel~ng 
subJect to the rapacwusness of imperialism. A worldwide people's revolution 
could end the dominaf f th · l . · 100 0 e Western powers and preserve cherished va ues. 

Havmg pr d h' • f , , . . ~sent~ 18 goals for the journal and an outline of the appeal 
0 

~~iard ch1sm,dSh1fu offered a brief analysis of the immediate political crisis that 
a spurre . the Cock-Crow ,r b . S ggle 

of Politics " h g oup to egm publication. In "The Anned . ~Ill . 
' . e presented the anarchist posit· , di the anu-Yuan 

movement, which . I , . ton regar ng 1· t 

t 
. y ~a~ a ready bemg defeated. 97 Shifu believed that the ef or 

o remove uan Slukai was i 1 l f on· rre evant to the most important goals of revo u 
1 

· 

• l 
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"If Yuan is expelled'. _the dis~ster ~)f war might end soon; but this does not mean 
eople will be fre_e 1t Yuan is dnven out. In all ages which have government, 

fi1e people are wi thout true ~reedom . 1198 To Shifu the idea of representative 
govenm1ent was false , and neither t?e structure nor those who were supposed 

to represe~1t.tb~,people of_the Repubhc of China could respond adequately to the 
·urrent cns1s: lf the national assembly truly represents the people , it ought to 
~nd a way to impeach Yuan Shikai and force him out of office , in order to 

void disaster to the people . Thus far , we have not heard of this . "99 The only 

~1eaningful choice, he said , was to undertake social revolution, which opposed 

all oovenm1ent. 
0 

Shifu 's opinions had no effect, of course, in removing either Yuan or the 

evils of government. Neither did the efforts of a variety of other people , 

however. Sun Zhongshan and Liang Qichao in turn accepted agreements with 

Yuan; both believed their cooperation with him would advance republican 

principles. Sun ·s agreement deteriorated into the Second Revolution . Liang 

Qichao then accepted a leading role for his Progressive Party (Jinbu Dang) but 

by late summer 1914 he began organizing opposition to Yuan' s effort to restore 
b 100 

the monarc Y. 

Yuan Shikai also destroyed the two socialist parties of the early Republic , 

as already described . Shifu wrote of these developments in his lead article . "The 

Government and the Socialist Parties," for the second issue of Cock-Crow 
Record.101 Outraged by the execution of Chen Yi long only weeks earlier, Shifu 

condemned Yuan's actions against the two parties. Yuan's pretext had been that 

Chen was planning violence toward the government. His alleged guilt had been 

transferred to the party as a whole , and this became the basis for Yuan' s order 

breaking up the party . Shifu noted Yuan's statement that China' s socialist parties 

"cannot be compared with socialist parties in civilized countries , which only 

study theory ." 102 Shifu ridiculed this statement, observing that Yuan under

stood neither the political systems nor the work of socialist parties in civilized 

countries, and further , that Yuan' s action made China a laughing-stock in any 

civilized country. Shifu appended a lengthy note reviewing the history of the 

Chinese Socialist Party and the Socialist Party . 103 He intended that his readers 

understand developments within China' s fledgling socialist movement and the 

positions of the several groups within it. While in this first discussion he wrote 

sympathetically of the plight of fellow socialists, even here he pointed out some 

of hi s disagreements with them , a recurrent theme in later issues of Voice <~l the 
People. 

Shifu ' s second major concern in the second issue of hi s journal was tht: 

behavior of the Paris group of anarchists . some of whom had accepttd otftct~s 

in the Republk:an govenunent. They had meant tn reaJfinll thetr hdid in 

iHl.archism by establishing such groups as the Socidy to Advance Morality am.l 

tht:: Six~No's Society , but then had hecon1c inVl)lveu in the p,,tifo.: al syst~m. 

Shifu was primarily concerned with LIHmg .11 , wtn, had be~n eledtd to the 
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ted the position of speaker in that body , and Wu Z . 
senate and then a~cet~ve role in the Guomindang. Shifu had written to b thhihui, 
w110 had taken an ac l . . . ~ 1· d b had o lUe 

. . these acuv1t1es. Wu had rep te , ut not responded n 
earher to question · d hi f to th 
. . h d • d Because he regarde t s as a matter o general c e 
issues Shifu a raise · w . Zhih · "104 °ncern 

. bl. h d his "Second Letter to u UI . He q_u , 
Shifu now pu is e . . . . p l , Oted a 

fr item 00 Zhang J1 m the Shanghai eop es Stand (Minli b 
statement om an . h. . ao} 

. h oluti·on Zhang believes that anarc ism 1s not appropriate , · 
"Smee t . e rev , . •or 

-d China "1 0s Surely Shifu exclaimed, these words could not h 
present ay · · ' . ave 
been Zhang's! Only a few years prev10usl~ Zhang and the other members of the 

Paris group had regarded anarchism as smtable for any country , and for China 

most of all. If they did not believe that now, they could not be regarded as 

anarchists. 
Given the immediate circumstances , it is difficult to understand why Shifu 

would have bothered to set forth his disagreements with anyone, especially with 

those who were in basic agreement with him. Still, his wiJiingness to challenge 

his allies reflected principles already ingrained in his own thinking : authorities 

with guns and armies were ultimately irrelevant, but all who cared about 

socialism should be drawn into discussions about the proper basjs for a new 

society in China and iliroughout the world. He understood that anarchism would 

not be implemented soon in China, but compromise by those who sought co lead 

could only delay that vital transformation. Shifu 's question was basic: What had 

happened to the commitment made by the senior anarchists? Had their return to 

China made them think it was impossible to establish those principles in a 
society without political experience and modem technology? Despite their 

avowed opposition to power, were these returned anarchists attracted to power 

as represented by the institutions of the new Republic? 

It is not difficult to see the logic of the New Century anarchists ' behavior. 

Their return home brought them back to difficult realities , in both political and 

every~y terms. In choosing to work within a fragile new system, these senior 

anarchists were expressing the view that this system needed all the help it could_ 

get. T~ey had also commenced their own projects to advance the cause of 

anarchism. Because of his own commitment, Shifu insisted that the new 

government could be better than the old only in that China no longer bad an 
emperor. 

~he se?!or anarchists _reacted to the new political order more predictably 
th

an did S~fu. In pa~t. then behavior reflected some basic dilemmas in earlY 

~odern Chm~se pohncs. One was the relationship between power. ~ 
mtellectuals. Jiang Kanghu J1ad sought Yuan Sh'k . ' . . f w·s Chinese s ·.1• . 1 at s recogrutwn o. . ld 

oc1~ tst Part~, apparent~y ~elie~ing' that approval of the bead of state ~ou o 
provide the best opporturuty for h1s principles. Sun Zhongshan and Liang Q1cl1a 
m tum also undertook to ally with Yuan Thi· , ., . 

1
. ti b darY between 

, d · · . • • . . · · s 1~sue 1es at 1e oun taJce 
~ tra 1uo~1st1.~ fonn of patronage and a modern politics based on give-and: 
and prncucmg the art of the possible " altl· 

1 
. . . e qu1cI<lY 

. . ' , · ioug 1 all who sought chang 
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t'
<l ,hat little was possihl e with Yu· S . 

Jt'art1 . , . • . an , htkai A 
1,,i ·c service. the question ot how th , . nother dile1.,,.., • 

r1111 
1 • . . ose With 1 ,una con 

. 
11
.
1 

There were kw 1 f any go()' ' . ta em sl 1 cerned 
~ysre · . u options f · lou d serve th 
.. uhlican penod hegan. or progressives e new Rt:P . . , even as the;; 

Shifu 's pomt was that. the senior an· h' 
l I I 

. arc ists had tak 

1
•
1
ucs, and they s 10u (_ stick to their nc> ·· t· en a stand ag· • . . po . . . ,, s1 1011 . He h· d amst all 

with another fam1ll ~r pr_oblem , mcons1stency h a long been concerned 
i. t,avior. The behavior of the New Century , , h~tw~en stated principles a d 
11e . r > • ' - anarc ISts 111 19 I 3 ' . : n 
fa record whose later p£Lges would hnd th . . was the begmning 

o . . ' G . em ~ervmg as tl " 
f Jiang J1esh1 s uornmdang , which came t ~ . . · ie grand old men" 

0 · d · 106 ° epitomize the k' d · 

lll
ey claimed to esp1se . In contrast Shit·u k . in of authority 

. ' new clearl h 
rhis issue m 191 3 , and he was prepared to pay th . . . Y_ w_ ere h~ stood on 

e pnce of his conviction. 

Flight from Guangzhou 

Shifu would return to tl1e themes of these first t · .. . • . . . · wo issues of his Journal 
hut ,ven these questions so important to him now became d· Lo ' . , · , 1 · G , . . . secon ary . ng 
Jigua_ng_ s arnv~ m uan~~hou made 1t 111_1poss1ble for the Cock-Crow group to 
remam m the city . As Slufu later wrote from Macao, "In that time of disaster 

the Cock-Crow Record, organ of our anarchist group, had not been published 

twenty days when Long Jiguang halted publication." Long also conducted an 

investigation of tl1e group and threatened them with arrest. 
107 

There was no 
alternative but to flee , and during September Shifu and the other members of the 

group went to Hong Kong. Zheng Peigang and Huang Zunsbeng stayed behind 

to salvage as much as possible of the group 's possessions from Cunshan East 

Street and East Park. They hastily packed the printing press, type, and other 

items, and joined their comrades . 108 Shifu and the group decided that 

conditions in Macao were as good as could be found, and wit~1 .little d~lay they 

found a place to live in the Portuguese colony , which adJomed Xiangshan 

xian. 109 • • . bl' ·hed while the group lived Ill 

Two more issues of the Journal were pu is 
l (M · ,·heng) They hoped that the 

Macao, using the new title Voice of the Peop e in - · . - h , . . . ide readerslup. As t ey soon 
mail service would connect them to a nationw l'. bl 110 The contents of the 

learned, however the mail was not completely re ia e. b 20 and 27 1913 
' . I d· ted Decem er ' ' 

two Macao issues of Voice of the Peop ~• a , t· ' ts and other socialist 
. . . , ch1sts Esperan is , 
<:ons1st mostly of information on anar ' _ , the correspondence 

. . . _ ,. • , . nd of notes on . 
groups active m many different nations , ,t • tlti·s rnatenal were tn 

. . . , , · resentmg · . • 
received by the journal . Shttu' s purposes in. p . . t· comradeship with hke-

d 
· 1 a feeling O · t 

e ucate his readers and to create 11l t iem pre~sions ot suppor . · · Id 111 These ex .., ·., 
inmded people in other parts of the wor . . . . d his comrades. They k _lt 
fr . . ,ed Shi tu ,tn 1 t t1 e basis 

om distant comrades clearly encourag . 1 knowledge t. ta 
1 

• 
ce tai' - d ·t ength ,n t 1e . d 

r n that readers too would fin s r . ti . · Shifu descnhe · 
existed for the worldwide people 's revolutwn i,tt 
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B l · ti\"' t· )urtll 1• ,-.ue was 110hl ished he had decided to relo y 1 ,e ume . .... t . ·, _ ' . 
112 

• , , cate 
a~ain, rn t.b~ freer atmosphere ot Shanghai. Smc.:~ Oc.:tober a Shanghai 

a;1'm~hist. Xu Atizhen. had ht'cn visi ting th~
3 
gro~p m _ Macao, a.nd at his 

_ . · "h·tu· . 1..,,,, 1·J·•J t() make the move. Meanwhile, the ever-pre('en ~url!t'Stl('IO .:, l u-..... C " t 

rep~ntatl\"es t)f Yuan Shikl~i 's central governm~nt and Long Jiguang·s 

prp,·it~ial gownunent maintained their pressure. L, Yuanhong, governor of 

Hubei. ,)rdere<l t11at copies of Voice <f the People s~nt through ~be mail be 

opened for inspe(tion, and u1en declared that they contained subversive material 

and must he pmhibired. Li Kaisben. governor of Guangdo,~g under Long, met 
with the Pomwuese cotL'illl and insisted that Shifu be extradited.

114 
Xu returned 

m Shamihai to- find a residence for Shifu and l1is group. Zheng Peigang then 

went to Shanghai to make further preparations. Sbifu and the others followed in 

Febmarv 1914. 1 i:-

Shifu \\Tote a final defiant statement, "We Are Marchjng On! ," to open the 

~ ond of the issues published at Macao.116 Again he sought to encourage all 
those whom he and others bad attracted to anarchism, and to let them-and the 

amboriries-know that he intended to remain active. He reviewed the actions 

taken against his group by the authorities, from Yuan Sbikai on down. 

When their cruelty increases by one degree, our strength must increase one 

degree. and the people's feeling of hatred for government also grow by one 

more degree. Thus the time for anarchism is not far off. .. . Long live 

anarchism! We are marching on! 11 7 

Shifu's activity in Guangzhou bad begun with great optimism in summer 

I 912. At this point, when the new politics ranged from frustrating to futile, 

Sfofu chose to see beyond politics to a great social revolution, which it was his 

mission w proclaim. He and his friends took the first steps to spread the truth 

whkb they believed would set that revolution in motion. His own personal 

txemplification of this truth seems complete except for the tra!Iic tum in his 
0 

rela1ioIL~hjp with Ding Xiangtian. Despite this flaw, there were significant 

ac.:bievemems: propaganda work and the Esperanto activities had attracted a 

foJJowing, an? th_e Cock-Crow Center had gotten its own printing press and 

begun to pubhsl1 11s Journal. Then the political failure of the Repuhlic brought 

tbost rntasures from the hated authorities that sent Shifu and his conuades 

looking for a new base of operntio11s. His defiance of those authorities must 

stand as ont of his tinest hours. In the face of a capricious authority , his fist 
raised ill <kfiance, Sltifu proclaimed, "We are marching on!" 
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Rene,val at Shanghai: 

The Culn1ination of Shifu's Career 

Prompted by desperation , Shifu 's move to Shanghai nevertheless brought 

new opportunities . At Shanghai he could remain in China yet stay out of Yuan 

Shikai 's reach. In encouraging Shifu to relocate to Shanghai , Xu Anzhen 

extended a broader welcome than his own. Socialist Party activists and others 

welcomed Shifu; a number of them joined his new Shanghai organization, the 

Society of Anarchist-Communist Comrades (Wuzhengfu-Gongchan 7huyi Tongzhi 

She). Shifu resumed publ ication of Voice of the People and now renewed his 

attacks on Sun Zhongshan and Jiang Kanghu and their piecemeal versions of 

soc1alism. Shifu 's relocation also brought some change in his presentation of 

a.'lafchism; his last writings suggest a closer orientation to workers. 

Whatever funher evolution Shifu's views might have undergone, he would 

bve only a year after he and his friends settled in Shanghai . Voice of the People 

en1oyed uninterrupted weekly publication from spring through autumn of 1914. 

Then the outbreak of war in Europe curtailed the solidarity of the international 

anarchist movement that had strengthened Shifu 's morale. Near the end of 19-14 

hi-s health broke, and in March 1915 he succumbed to tuberculosis. For years 

ht had staJlted a sacrificial death , and now it came to hLm. 

Relocation and Its Conse<1uences 

The quanen Xu Anihen found for Shifu's group _were located in the 

"&01.uhem s,uburbs of Shang,ha.i in an area called Lesh.an. whic.~ w~ onl~ sparsely 
""'.tt''""" "''. ~I,. ' 'f' h<> ' ·p' '• bu1·1,l,n0, w,u, n"'W nc.wer be tore lived m. It was - · '""' ,..,. u.1e {Hlle' , lt,., gfOU, , S .· . · ·Uu•e, ._ '" ' . , . . . 

a good place to carry t>ll work that was best done;: underground, even m 
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Shanghai . When publ ication of Voice of the People was resumed 

address was used to confuse the authorities . TI1e group also rented ,ba Tokyo 
1 

1 
. . . a ox 

Amencan post office m Shanghai . to add anothe~ layer of deception. These at the 

appear to have been effective ; only trusted allies , some of whom c ruses 
· · · fu · Sh h · ame from abroad , v1s1 ted Shi m _ ang a1 . 

These detai ls come from an account prepared in 1963 by Zheng p . 

who had married Shifu 's sister Wudeng and by now had become ShiJu;
1
&~g, 

assistant. Zheng and the four sisters accompanied Shifu to Shanghai .1 Ho: c tef 
· f h C · S · Z ever neither of Shifu 's co-founders o t e onsc1ence oc1ety, heng Bi 'an nor M ' 

Jipeng, went to Shanghai at this point. Zheng Bi 'an apparently became totau° 

disillusioned over the conditions in Yuan Shikai ' s Republic of China an~ 

emigrated to North America, where he remained fo r more than twenty years 

fi rst living in Canada and later in New York City . 2 Mo J1peng took thi~ 

opportunity , finally , to go abroad for a period of study ; he went to Japan, but 

rej oined Shifu in Shanghai after about six months . It may be that Xu Anzhen 

arriving in Macao with new enthusiasm, displaced Mo and Zheng Bi 'an ~ 

Shifu ' s mainstay . The behavior of Zheng and Mo at this point agajn throws 

Shifu ' s profound sense of mission into high relief. Their enthusiasm had waned 
I 

but Shifu felt driven to continue. 

Shifu felt a tangible support from comrades abroad . Mo Jipeng reports that 

Emma Goldman wrote to encourage Shifu and his group, and that Goldman's 

partner Alexander Berkman visited them in ShaI1ghai . 3 Solidarity in East Asia 

was demonstrated in summer 1914 when the young Japanese anarchist and 

Esperantist Yamaga Taij i appeared at Shifu 's hideaway . Shifu had written to 

Osugi Sakae, who by this time was Japan's most influential anarchist , to report 

his relocation.4 Yamaga, an assistant to Osugi , had traveled to Dalian on other 

business , and there he received Osugi 's request to visit Shifu and his comrades 

in Shanghai . Sixty years later, Yamaga recalled the precautions the group had 

taken before escorting him to their headquarters . Even though he had Osugi 's 

letter of introduction, he was asked for identification . Lacking documentation, 

Yamaga produced a copy of Kotoku Shusui ' s translation of Kropotkin's 

Conquest of Bread. Yamaga was then led to the headquarters , site of the group's 

"secret print shop, " where he met Shifu . He recalled the group 's size as between 

fifteen and twenty people , "seven or eight women and ten men . " Yamaga stayed 

several weeks and joined in the group's activities, communicating in Esperant~ 

but resorting to written Chinese characters when necessary. When he depart~ 

in late summer, he recalled , the group's financial resources were alrea Y 

stretched . 
5 

d 
. . 11 h assiste The Shanghai headquarters became a gathering place for a w O . . . 

with the publication of Voice of the People and the group 's other _actt_viue:~ 

Besides those already mentioned in the nucleus of Shifu 's orgamzauon fu 

Guangzhou , others who spent at least some time in Shanghai include Lin J~ r~ 

Pan Dawei, and Lin Zhimian. Liang Bingxian was in Shanghai for a time be 
0 
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rning co Southeast Asia, and as usual , contributed to the journal. Huang 
retu . d . h l 
zunsheng also remame wit. t1e group and worked for the journal. Xu Anzhen 

mained active in Shanghai , but the more familiar figure of Taixu from the 

~:cialist Party faith_ful , als~ visited often .6 This band of anarchists brought 

together an im~ress1ve quah~y _of talent and courage . That Taixu and o_ther 

Jiangnan anarchists of the Socialist Party were prepared to support Shifu testifies 

to the power of his appeal . 

A New Statement of Principles 

The content 0f Voice of the People during the five-month period of its 

publicauon m 19 I 4 reflected Shi fu · s maJor concerns in presenting anarchism. 

Slightly less than half the content of issues 5 through 22 (the last edited by 

Shifu) was devoted to straightforward exposition of anarchism, mainly as 

presented by Kropotkin and interpreted for China by Shifu . This material 

included translations , historical and contemporary information about anarchism 

in Europe, biographies of noted European anarchists , and essays by Shifu . 

Although Shifu ' s essays comprise only about a quarter of the material in these 

issues . his views on many subjects were presented in his replies to correspon

dent-; , which accounted for another one-quarter of the journal ' s content during 

this period . Shifu used many of these replies to criticize opponents . 7 In various 

forms a significant share of the total space, a bit less than a fourth , of the 

content of these issues was devoted to criticism of other socialists . 

By July 1914 Shifu had issued new statements on the basic principles of 

anarchism in launching the Society of Anarchist-Communist Comrades. In the 

Society ' s "Proclamation" and "Statement of Goals and Methods," Shifu 

presented an outline of theory and practice .8 This new attempt to bring China' s 

anarchists together coincided with the crisis that within a month would bring war 

in Europe, lending it a certain pathos. In personal terms as well , Shifu was 

approaching the physical breakdown that would end his life . These basic 

statements thus offer a summation of Shifu' s anarchism and constitute an 

appropriate starting point for its discussion . 

The Society ' s "Proclamation" began: 

A:- uf July 1914, the Society o f Anarch1st-('ilmmun1st Cnmr:hks 1s t'slah

lisheJ 1n Shanghai , ha v111g held our gene ral llll..'etmg , Wt' make this prnd:1m,t 

11011 to !11c mas-;c~ \\' ll a t 1s ,marc htsl ...:1Hnn1un1s111'! 

W e adv,Kate \\ 1p111g 0111 th e l..' ap1tal1,t \)''il1' ll1 .. 111d l l' buitJ,11.\!, :i.-- .l cl• m111u11,st 

~oi: 1ety ,,1 11J1nu1 the 111v1llH·rnent or' !,ltl \ t·rnuw nt. !\ ) put ,t s1rnph , \ \ ' <:' stl' I-.. 

ab::-olu1e treedorn t tl e r orhHllh .111d p,l l1ttt' Jl t,fr '1 
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The capitalist system was the greates_t e_nemy _o~ the people, the Proctalll· . 
. d d the source of all evil m soc1e.y . All resources f, ation 

continue , an . or Prod 
. 1 d apital and machinery- were concentrated m the hands Uc. tJOn- an . c, , . . of a t 

landlords and capitalists, the peopl~ were mdustn~ sl~ves, and all benefits w ew 
to the propertied minority . A_narch1sts _me~t to bnng cm end to these despica~nt 

Condit1·ons to eradicate the nght of private property ' and to return all rne le 
• . . . • . I II f ans of 

production to society . Basing_thelf ac~1ons on .~he ~r~~c1~ e :om each accordin 
to his ability , to each accordmg to his needs (ge Jin .~uo neng, ge qu suo )g 

. f · XU 
the Society declared its intention to orgarnzc a rec, communist society. ' 

The proclamation described the di ffcrenccs between the present society and 

that envisioned by the anarchists : 

As "anarch ism " takes oppos,uon to authority as its essential princ iple , our 

pa rty will comple tely e radicate and sweep away all the e vil authoritarian 

systems of the present society , and on the bas is of the true sp irit of freedom, 

equa lity . and brotherly love , we will reach our ideal society- without 

landlo rds , capitalis ts , leaders , officials . representatives , or heads o f families; 

witho ut armies . prisons , policemen , courts , or law; without re lig ion and 

without the marriage system . At that time society will have only freedom, the 

great prmc1ple of mutual aid , and the joy and prosperity of labo r . '0 

Only revolution, here explained as any kind of activity that displayed the spirit 

of revolution. relied on the strength of the people, and made war against 
authority, could bring about the anarchist-communist society . 

The proclamation then reiterated Shifu 's positions on several other 

questions . Anarchism represented the inevitable result of social progress , which 

accorded with the development of science. Thus, no one could say that 

anarchists sought some ideal world that had no basis in reality . Rather, in the 

anarchist society people would be free and would govern themselves; they would 

use this spirit of independence to implement the great principle of mutual aid 

(huzhu zhi da dao) . There need be no concern about disorder if anarchism were 

introduced; as the anarchist movement was an international movement, the 

Chinese people should not fear intervention by a foreign nation . Anarchists 

oppose private property and capitalists, Shifu said, but the fact that China had 

relatively few big capitalists need not impede anarchism: "The view that China 

does not yet have big capitalists and thus social revolution is not urgent. need 

nor hold us back• 
11 11 

This rejects the Marxist view of development by stages 

~hile s~ggesting Sun Zhongshan 's hope of avoiding the traumas of social 

dislo~atwn resulting from industrialization . Shifu related this point to a broader 

quest1_on, whether anarchism could be implemented when morality was n~JI 

Su~fici_ei~tly developed. This question would be resolved by the interrelationshi~ 

of 1_nd1 vidual and society : "To reform society is also co reform the individu~l. 

Ultimate assurance lay in a more basic principle: "Anarchism is the underlying 
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ttern of mankind 's natural life, the essential path f ·a1 
r:evitable trend of the twentieth century ." 12 O SOC! progress , and the 

Shifu concluded the proclamation with calls for ·t dd . 
. . um y a ressed to Chmese 

archists and to all members of the worldwide an h. . 
an d h •d· arc 1st movement. To his 
Chinese comra es e sa1 . 

The implementation of anarchist communism depends th h f . . on e strengt o our 
party . If w~ wish to m~rease our party 's strength , uniting as a whole body 

and advancing together 1s our most important task today . Wherever they are 
all our comrades should unite with those who share the s ct' . . . · :arne purposes an 
establish groups m free association .13 

Shifu suggested parenthetically that local groups form either as secret bodies or 

as study societies until a single united organization for all of China could be 

worked out. Meanwhile , he invited local organizers to use the Shanghai center 
to communicate with other groups . 

Addressing anarchists of other countries , Shifu expressed his belief that 

unity was also the tendency in the international movement. He invited comrades 

from abroad to correspond with the Shanghai center when they wished to make 

contacts , share news , or exchange ideas with Chinese members of the 

movement. The new Society of Anarchist-Communist Comrades was eager to 

assume the responsibility of communications agent for all Chinese anarchists . 

"Let us march on! Long live anarchism!" 14 Shifu closed the proclama

tion with this rallying cry , followed by the society 's address , the postal box in 

Shanghai . However, even his suggestions for building a united anarchist 

organization in China reflected the great obstacles to that goal. If local cells had 

to organize secretly or disguise themselves as study societies , it would be 

difficult to build an effective nationwide organization of anarchists . Yet 

anarchism gave Shifu his vision of a better future , which he insisted could be 

achieved . 
Shifu made more specific statements of his anarchist program in "The 

Goals and Methods of the Anarchist-Communist Party ." He listed fourteen 

objectives , which would establish the society envisioned in anarchist theory . 

These goals could be reached through a combination of four methods , whic.h he 

also described . Further comments sought to explain away the most common 

doubts regarding this great project. This was a comprehensive view of social 

reconstruction , ranging from production and distribution of goo?s to ~n~rriage , 

child rearing , and education . 15 The points arc best presented m Sh1fu s own 

words : 

I . All the important items of productinn- lanJ , mines , factories , farming 

tools, machinery , etc .- will be taken had and n:turnc<l to the 
· · · t ·· hl · t· p1··1vace IH'operty will be common ownership of soc iety; t 1c 11g 0 

eradicated, and money will be abolished . 
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2 . All the important items of produc tio n are things com 
. . , . . mon to . 

and those 111 vo lved m production may use them freel 16 soc iety• 
y . ' 

3 No classes of capitalist a nd laborer ; everyo ne sho Id 
· · · I · u enga 

labo r .... Eac h pe rs<: n recogniz 111 g_ w 1at h ~ 1s s uited fo r a nd . bl ge in 

will work freely without o ppress ion or l11nitation . n a e to do , 

4 _ The products of labo r- food , c lothing , hous 111g , and e very th ' 

that is use ful- a re all the co1111110 1~ possess ions of society tng e lse 

gon.':wul . Everyone may use the m freely , and eve ryo ne wi ll e~s:e~u1 
wealth 111 common . ~ Y a ll 

5 N o government whatsoever . Whether cent ra l or local a ll g 
. , overnrne 

orgamzauo ns will he aho l1 shed . nt 

6 . No arm ies , pol1cc , or .1ails . 

7 N o la\1/S or rules. 

8 All kinds o f puhlic associa tio ns f,c:011,c:huil w ill he o rg anized t·r 
1 . . ee y in 

order to reform a ll krnd s o t work and manage a ll aspec ts of produ . 
. . c tron 

so that we may provided tor the masses ot people. (For exam 
1 . . . I h . p e, 

those adept at t~rn11ng can unite w1t 1 t e ir com rades a nd o rganize an 

agr~cultura l socie ty . ~nd those ad e pt a~ mrning can o rganize a mining 

society .) These public assoc1atrons w tll ra nge from th e s imple to the 

complex . [They] will be organized by labo rers in a pa rtrc ular kind of 

wo rk . and the re will be no leade rs and no managers .... In these 

societies the re will be no s ta tutes or regulations to restrict people 's 

freedom . 

9 . The marriage system will be abolished : m e n and women wi ll unite 

freely . The offspring will be cared for together in pub lic hospitals . 

The sons and daughters born will receive care in publ ic nurse ries . 

I 0. All the youth will go to school and receive a n educatio n fro m the age 

of six through the age of twenty or twe nty - five . Both ma les and 

females should attain to the highes t level of learning . 18 

11 . Bo th men and women will devo te the m selves to labor after completing 

their education until the age of forty - five o r fifty . After this they will 

retire to a public old people 's ho m e . All who a re s ic k or have other 

health problems will be examined and treated m a public hospital. 

12. All re lig ion and creeds [x intiao] will be abolished . In morality people 

will be free , w ith no duties or restrictions ; this will a llow the natural 

morality of "mutual aid" to develop freel y to its fulfillment. 

13 . E ac h person will work two to four hours at most every day . In the 

remamrng time each day people will be free to study science m order 

to he lp with the prog ress of soc ie ty . For recrea tio n they may ~t~rsue 

the tine ans and the prac tical arts in orde r to d evelop the ll' mdividual 

physica l and me ntal powers . 
1 

14 . hi schoo ls and educ ation we will se lect a s uitable inrern:w ona 

1 . - • . . , f each nation 
anguage so that the diffe re nt lang uages and llte ratur es o . . 

·11 . I . . · t ·tnd west, 
w1 g radually be e liminated , and the far and nea r , t 1e e ,is ' 

will have no bo unda ries at all. 

~i 
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Shifu continued by outlining the methods for re h. h 
. ac mg t ese goals . As he had 

said repeatedly ' he regarded propaganda as the first method . Through newspa-

pers , books and pamphlets, lectures , and schools, he said , the teachings of 
anarchism must be taken to the common people: 

[nt is essential that a maJority of the people 19 unde ta d h . d , . rs n t e promise an 
fullness of our principles an? the beauty of social organization in the future , and 

that they know that labor ,s man's natural duty and mutual aid his inherent 
virtue . 

Shifu then describe~ a second category of methods , resistance by nonviolent and 

violent means , ':hich he regarded as a more intense form of propaganda. 

"Resistance"-Sh1fu' s term for nonviolent means- might be directed against 

taxation or military service ; it could also include strikes at workplaces and 

general strikes . "Disturbances" included assassination and other forms of 

political violence . Once propaganda reached the appropriate level , the "great 

revolution of the people" (pingmin da geming) could take place as the third step 

toward launching the anarchist society. The masses would overthrow the 

government and the capitalists and begin to rebuild society . 

Sbifu listed the "great world revolution" (shijie da geming) as his fourth 

method . Here he presented his view of China's role in the worldwide people's 

revolution . His purpose was to strengthen his admonition to his Chinese 

comrades to do their utmost in the task of propaganda. It was incorrect , he 

asserted, to speak of revolution only in terms of individual countries , for "the 

great people's revolution is a great world revolution. "20 As the present was 

still the "period of propaganda" (chuanbo shidai), it was the duty of comrades 

everywhere to do as much as they could to prepare for the revolution by using 

the first two methods . Shifu now expanded the scenario for revolution to a 

worldwide scale and presented another aspect of his idea of the great world 

revolution : 

When the opportunity is ripe . the great world revolution will most likely start 
in Europe , perhaps in France, Germany, England , Spain, Italy, Russia . or some 
other country . When propaganda has spread fully , one day an incident will set 
it off-perhaps in several countries together, or in a single country first. with 

others hearing about it and responding .2 ' 

This response would not end in Europe, however: 

Labor unions will st.rike armies will mutiny , and the European governments 
will fall one after anothe; ; our people 111 Nllnh and South A111er_1ca and in Asia 
will also rise in rapid succession . The speed of its success will be astomsh
ing .22 
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. . 
1 

d speed of this reverberating world revolution that 
It was the ant1c1pa e . lllade th 
propaganda task urgent in Chma. e 

Ch
. d nothing is more important than to catch up , devoting our utrn 

In ma to ay , •b ·i· h ost 
da in order to prevent the poss , 1 tty t at a day would 

effort to propagan . corne 
when that incident would occur in Europe . ~ut propaga~da m the East Would 

b 
. . that would hold back the world s progress . not e npe, 

It had only been sixty years since anarchism had appeared in Europe h 

said, and only forty years since the period of_ propaganda had begun there'. I~ 

the past decade anarchism had advanced with great spe~~- ~xcept for the 

capitalists . everyone in Europe was a laborer , and la?or activity m recent years 

represented the incipient stage of general revolution there . The European 

governments relied on conscript armies to support themselves , but the troops 

also were members of the worlcing class . Thus , the day of revolution was not 

far off, and although China lagged behind , with an appropriate effort China's 

anarchists could be ready in a shorter time than had been required in Europe: 

rnr we East Asian comrades will bring together our plans and our strength and 

sacrifice for twenty years ... we can assure that our doctrines will spread across 

the East Asian continent incredibly faster than in Europe . ... The period of 

realization is within sight; it is not just an unreachable ideal. 
24 

Shifu attributed a transformative power to anarchist principles , which he 

understood as absolute truth . He assumed that if only people have the opportuni

ty to hear these truths , they will accept them. Perhaps Shifu repeated his truths 

so often and so forcefully because he understood that one aspect of successful 

propaganda is simply to repeat the basic message with conviction . But Shifu 

never seems to present his ideas merely for propaganda purposes ; rather he 

retains a fresh (and indeed , naive) enthusiasm for his truths . Part of the 

explanation for this quality in Shifu ' s propaganda might lie in the knowledge

and-acrion question. If knowledge is difficult and action is easy , then the masses 

may ac1 as soon as they hear the truth of anarchism. Part of the explanation also 

might be found in a feature of Chinese rhetoric that does indeed attach 

importance r.o repeated restatement of significant ideas in a standard, set 

format. 
25 

Shifu 's insistence on correct concepts and terminology certainly may 
be seen as an effort to develop such a format . 

Another aspect of Shifu 's message here is that events in China are bound 

closely to events in the rest of the world . In this , he was as consistent as anyone 

o: his generation . Like others, he saw China as lagging behind the West ; but for 

hun Lbe questi~n ~as not whether China could take its place alongside the 

Western counmes m the "great people's revolution . " His solution was to rallY 

his _ Chinese comrades to communicare their great principles to the masses in 
lhe1r own country . i . 

1 
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he resumed publication of Voice of the Peopl Sh.fu . 
AS · fl t· S e , 1 was preoccupied 

. educing the m uence o un Zhongshan and Jian K h . . 
w1tb r d h fl • h. g ang u on the soc1ahst 

ent. He resente t e ouns mg national reputat · f b . 
movem . . ions o oth men which 
had given them a~ advantage tn _propagatmg their versions ,f socialis~ It is 
. ·r·cant that neither Sun nor Jiang claimed to be rec ct · · . 

51gn1 l . . · OTllJTlr n mg anarchism 
ather sociahsm, something much broader While Shi·fu ·t· - d h ' but r . . . _- en ic1ze t em for 

. represent mg social ism, and was correct m his charges he t b d 
[111S • • h h 1 . , oo o scure 

tters by cla1mmg t e w o e territory of socialism for anarch· Wh 
ma . . ism. at most 
irritated Shifu wa~ that h_is two nvals had chosen pieces of socialist doctrine that 

they foun~ appealing , w_nhou~ de~elopin~ either a good grasp of socialist theory 

or a consisten_t formu_lat1on of_ their own ideas. Neither Sun nor Jiang called for 

social revolution, _whic~ to Shifu was the sine qua non for a new order in China. 

Moreover S~n, hke his former Tongmenghui supporters who had governed 

Guangdong t~ 1912- I 3 , espoused state social ism and sought thereby to avoid 
social revoluuon. 

Shifu summed up his concerns about Sun and Jiang by observing that both 

had claimed to present socialism to the Chinese people , yet neither offered a 
genuine socialism. 

Socialism is just beginning to sprout in China, and accurate statements are 

extremely rare . Our people are limited to acknowledging these two men 's 

theories as the model for socialism. They do not know that erroneous belief in 

Sun 's views would give us nationalized industry and the single-tax on land as 

socialism, or that erroneous belief in Jiang 's theories would give us the return 

of inherited wealth to the public as the spirit of communism, and free enterprise 

and private wealth as the emphasis in socialism. And the truth of socialism 

would vanish. This would be a disaster for the future of socialism. If I am to 

shed light on socialism and defend its ideas, how can I fail to speak out?26 

Shifu included both his rivals in a combined attack entitled "The Socialism 

of Sun Yatsen and Jiang Kanghu . "27 To explain why Sun and Jiang should not 

be regarded as China' s spokesmen for socialism, Shifu defined socialism and 

outlined the groupings among its followers . All socialists agreed that the means 

of production and the goods produced should be for the common use and benefit 

and that there should be no landlords or capitalists . But there was disagreement 

on the issue of distribution , he said, and this had given rise to two main 

branches within the socialist movement- communism and collectivism. Shifu 
stated his opposition to collectivism because it would retain private property and 

would reward people according to their work rather than their n~ed . . . 

Shifu then presented the contrast bet.ween his view of revolutton and that of_ 

Sun and Jiang . His two rivals proposed nothing more than to use the power ot 

► 
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rnment to implement social policies (shehui zhengce) h. 
gove . . , w ich 

~ubstitute for soc1ahsm . They sought only political re Wotilct b 
a " . voiur e 
eming) , carried out by a few leaders , whom Sh1fu called "por . 10n (zh 0nty 

g · ·· I sh·f ' · · ltica1 r engzh· 
•es" (zhengzhi gemmgJta) . n 1 u s view meaningful chang evolut· 1 
1 · . . . . e could Ion 
only through social revolution (shehuz gemmg ) , carried out b be acn· <Ir-

. 1 h y th Ieve<I 
P

eople (pingmin) , and occurnng on y w en the common peopl e c0111 
. . e und rnon 

problems facing the1r ~oc1ety . . . , , . ersto0d the 
Sun had declared h1s support for collect1v1sm , Sh1fu pointed 

to Jiang Kanghu ' s Chinese Socialist Party , Sun had called out. In his talk 
28 f . . conunu . s 

"Greater Vehicle" (shangcheng) o soc1ahsm, but stated his nisrn the 
" l ' 1· · Preferen 

collectivism b~cause our p~op e s mora 1~y 1~ no_t yet :"'ell -developed . ., ce for 

gone on to pra1se Marx , Sh1fu observed , 111d1catmg his preference f Sun ha<1 

ism . Because Sun featured Henry George ' s single-tax theory in hi~r coJ~ectiv. 

socialism, Sun had labeled his views "single-tax socialism" (dans:e:sion of 

zhuyi ) . He had told Jiang ' s socialists that although George ' s and Mar/" tehui 

appeared to be different , in actuality they complemented each other~; :ones 

be carried forward together. Shifu said he saw no way to combine si \ ould 
. . d 11 . . d I . d S ' ng e-tax 

socialism an . co e~t~v1sm, an _ex_p ame un s er:or thus : "It is because Sun 

mistakes social policies for socialism, and also mistakes what state socialis 

calls the task of nationalization as the socialization of capital. "29 m 

Shifu then quoted Marx ' s explanation of how capital is developed, which 

stated that only when the means of production are used to exploit workers can 

it be said that capital exists . Shifu continued: 

What is meant by the socialization of capital is that the means of production are 

placed directly in the hands of the workers . Thus the power of capital has no 

way to be manifested . If the state controls industry , this still uses the means of 

production to take wealth from the workers , and the power of wealth still 

benefits the privileged . To have the two [Marx and George] running along 

together as he does , and to say that railroads and profits from everything should 

be controlled by the state , and to see this as the solution to the problem of 

capital- this 1s clear evidence that Sun does not understand the meaning of 

"capital. "30 

Ridiculing Sun ' s plan for nationalized railroad development , Shifu asked if 
th

e 
· · 1 l t hould also s1m1 ar p ans of the Manchu government and the current governmen s , 

b 11 d · 1· "W · h government· 
e ca ~ soc1a ism . . hat Sun calls socialism is no more t an . . f social 

owned industry and a single-tax on land- nothing more than two kmds O est 
· · the pur 

pollcy ; where 1s the socialism in this?" J1 Shifu's insistence on veloP 

standards for socialism kept him from crediting Sun with an attempt to de 

a workable form of socialism for China .-12 •sold 
SI ·t' k ' · fro01 hl-

11 u attac ed Sun only once after this , in response to a letter d have 
frieoc.l Xie Yingbo .3

~ Xie had stated his opinion that Shifu shou_
1
, Shifll 

participated in the Second Revolution to remove Yu,u1 Shikai . In rcsponst:•, 
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. ted out that even if Yuan were replaced b 
po1nld not have a genuine republic . He ag . y Sun and Huang Xing Ch' . 
wou am attacked S , ma still 
. personal style . Sun knew only the method f . un for his methods and 

ht5 • · t 11 · 0 violent · • 
fch made it vtr ua y certam that even m . upnsmgs, Shifu sa·d 

w I ore violence would I ' 
n,ore, occur; further-

if the affair succeeds, he becomes pres ide t· 'f . . 
· · I I I · n • 1 ll fail s he acting like a nc 1 unc e, p aymg chess writ' , escapes abroad 

· - · mg , and frolick· · ' 
pass months and years m Japan or the exotic . 

1 
. mg with women to 

of our hundreds of millions of common peo i'5 ah
nd

s, wit~ the flesh and blood 
Pe angmg in the balance .34 

Others shared Shifu ' s feelings about Sun' s div . 
. ers1ons abroad 3s Shifu ' b ak 

with Sun. and even with his old friend Xie Yingb · s re 
· ct d b 0 , was complete 

sun was m ee a road attempting to reorgan· h" · 
· k · tze ts party when Shifu 

Published this attac . Sh1fu regarded Jiang Kanghu · h h. . 
. . , wtt ts claim to a half-

mtlhon supporters , as the greater threat to socialism 11·an h d d . 
. . . . · g a accor ed Sh1fu 

recogmt1on by responding to htm, whereas Sun who had oth • d. . . . , er more 1m.me iate 
concerns , ignored _him . Jiang too was abroad by this time, but he maintained 

correspondence _with _party members in which he regularly expressed his 
disagreements with Sh1fu . 

For Shifu , to co~rect Jiang was to educate groping socialists in the true way . 

Shifu had many gnevances against Jiang . Jiang 's social ism was marked by 

muddling of basic concepts and by attempts to blend socialism with capitalism. 

Implied in all of Shifu ' s attacks was that , whatever Jiang genuinely believed, he 

lacked the courage to stand by his convictions . 

Jiang had begun an essay , Shifu noted, by stating that communism was the 

essence of socialism, and that no other form of socialism was so desirable as 

communism. He admired the slogan "From each according to his ability , to each 

according to his needs , " which in his opinion represented the essence of 

cornmumsm. But Jiang had then expressed doubt about the usefulness of the 

slogan, because (he believed) there would be people who would take as they 

needed but do little to help with production. Like Sun, Jiang had conceded his 

fear that most people had not yet attained the level of morali~y necessary to 

make the principle work . Shifu questioned how Jiang co~ld cl~1m to represent 

his preferred form of socialism when his own statements m a smgle essay were 

so contradictory . 36 
. . . . . 

Shifo also criticized Jian for muddling the various forms ot soc,altSm. Jtang 
h· d g l · ·b "d vanous branches to tl. a made communism the general category am ascn c · · . . .. 
H l .. , b t . ·iccording w their posmons 
e 1ad different iated between these ra.11c 1cs ' ·. . . ·. _ .1 atl b 

regarding movable goods (dongchan) and unmovable goods (~u~i ong<- 'l-l '. yd· 

WI . . . . . . . l ., n:al estate m the ntte 
Heh Jiang presumably meanr wh.tt 1s terme( . . • . . , ., s · · · . t , ,11 ··qLnl 1.ltstnbut 1on1.sm 

tates) _3, Jiang also had set up a dist inL: ttOn Jetwcr c . , ,, . ·. ·ct that the 
(iu ·h . . . . .. ·h . ...,1 yi) He had not rt~logmze · 

.nc an zhuy1) and collect1v1sm()u au .. u( ,• . b· h ·•l ·l privately and 
fo rrn f . • able goocb c c c · o · socialism advocatmg that nwv · · 
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Id 
. ornmon was actually collectivism. Shifu th 

· , bl . goods be he tn c · . . en 
1mmo,a e · h 

1
. Q. had given m the United States: ''E 

uoted from a lecture t at 1an~ - qua\ 
q_ . . . d llectivt'-m are not the most admirable ways , but I fear . 
ct1,anbuuomsm an co - · l d " ·r . It - · . . ~ munism suddenly imp emcnte . o this Sh·f 
will be nnposs1ble to see LOm . . . , 1 u 

. "H h , t 11 the schools of soc1ahsm Ill .i row and toppled them " 38 
replied . e . as se a . . , ' . - , f V . . . 

Shifu continue.ct to attack Jiang in almost eve() issue_ o . ou~ of the People 

d 
. g ~-1a,, June and Julv 1914 . In his "Reply to L1 Jmx1ong, he responded 

unn iv • • • · h 
· . t· Jiano , s supporters wit a statement opposing th 

w a letter trom one o :: . , . . e 
. a1 · • , - -

1 
that he believed characterized Jiang s views. His next maJ·or 

caplt IStJC ~pm . . f J' , ,, p 
attack was provoked by remarks against h1_m 1~ one _o 1ang s ~stcards from 
th N w Continent. " a series of cornmun1cat10ns J 1ang sent to h1s supponers 

a;e; :1ocarin2. in California. Shifu's response , "Refuting Jiang Kanghu," 

contains his ;ost bitter personal remarks against Jiang. The last extensive 

statement. "The Anarchism of Jiang Kanghu," was limited to theoretical issues 

and not at all personal . 
39 

• 

In these articles Shifu repeatedly charged that Jiang could not be considered 

a socialist because he did not seek to abolish private wealth or the private 

enterprise that generates it. 40 Jiang had attempted to reconcile his belief in the 

need for socialism with the Social Darwinist doctrine of struggle for existence. 

In seeking to use the spirit of self-aggrandizement to advance socialism, Jiang 

proposed that individuals be allowed to earn as much wealth as they could. By 
removing the right of inheritance, Jiang hoped to benefit society as a whole. 

This approach was not direct enough, in Shifu's opinion, and further , it opposed 

the true spirit of socialism. Shifu pointed out that Kropotkin' s theory of mutual 

aid disproved Darwin and the social theories of struggle attributed to his 

views.41 Jiang's error, said Shifu, lay in his belief that "individual struggle is 

the mother of progress ." Jiang had confused the spirit of communism with that 

of capitalism, Shifu concluded, and he did not know one from the other. 

Shifu also found Jiang wanting in his understanding of anarchism. Jiang did 

indeed claim to support some of the principles of anarchism; earlier in his career 

he had coined the term "Three-No-ism" (san wu zhuyi) to represent opposition 

to the state , the family , and religion.42 Shifu noted that Jiang hact ·continued to 

set forth these three points as the basic purposes of anarchism. But Shifu was 

much more disturbed by Jiang's ignorance of the salient features of anarchism, 

especi~Uy ,of the p'.inciple of free association . Jiang had said he disagreed with 

anarchism s selective use of authority and its denial of organization.43 Both 
these ~barges were erroneous, Shifu responded, and needed full discussion. This 

was h1~ purpose in "The Anarchism of Jiang Kanghu ." 

Sh_ifu o~ene~ this response by asserting that Jiang must have confused 

author~ty w~th VIOience. He traced the development of the Chinese term for 
authonty (qtangquan) and defi1ned · , · · · 

, • . ' . 11 as any lorm ot power constituted m law 
or accepted by soc1~ty . Authomy is the antonym of freedom, Shifu asserted; it 
represented everythmg that anarchism resisted H d h h'sts . e note t at some anarc 1 
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ere prepared to use armed power to resist the force f 
w . • d • . 0 government and/or of 

itahsts . If Jiang oppose violence , Shifu argued h ld 
cap d . , e cou say that he opposed 
the method propounde by anarchists of this kind. however h h ld b 

· k I · · 1 ' , e s ou y no 
eans mista e revo utwnary vio ence with authori·ty R d' . 

m . . . . .. . . • espon mg to J1ang 's 
erceptton that anarchists re.1ect orgamzat1on m society Sh'fu d T 

1 p . . . . . , i quote o stoy to 
mphasize that anarchists reJect organization under auth -

1 
b k f 

e . . 44 " • . · on y ut see ree 
organization . Here agam he descnbed free association as he had . h. "G al 

d 
" . . h . m 1s o s 

and Metho s statemen~ to emp as1z~ th~t anarchists oppose not organization in 

itself but the ~at.ure of most orgamzat1?ns . 45 Shifu concluded by noting that 

Jiang woul_d ehmi~ate gove~nment from Its military and tax-collection activities 

but retain its role m education , agriculture, industry , and commerce. This was 
not anarchism, in Shifu ' s opinion .46 

More than once ~urin~ the course of these exchanges , Jiang criticized Shifu 

for his lack of enthusiasm m cooperating with other socialists . Shifu quoted one 
such statement : 

Jiang says : "To advocate anarchism and consistently attack socialism is the 

common failing of the anarchist party people in every country . To attack 

socialism and call their own [principles] socialism , and then to say that 

socialism is not socialism- this is the peculiarity of the Chinese anarchist party 

people . "47 

Here Jiang struck at Shifu ' s single most important flaw . In linking this to 

anarchists in every country , Jiang referred to the record of enmity between 

anarchists and Marxists since 1871 , viewing that record from a Marxist point 

of view. In responding , Shifu reiterated his points that "social policy" and state 

socialism were not socialism; he associated both with Marxist socialism, which 

he unremittingly opposed . According to Shifu , Jiang could propound such 

muddied views only because his grasp of the history of socialism was so weak . 

He justified his own obstinacy with the argument that an inconsistent or half-way 

socialism was meaningless . This disagreement was critical in the rivalry between 

Shifu and Jiang , as it had been between the Socialist Party and Jiang . 

Shifu's superior understanding of the history of socialism in Europe served 

him well in this debate with Jiang Kanghu . Their debate displays some features 

of this period of social and political transition in China. Both Shifu and Jiang 

wrote in a style with more literary than colloquial touches and directed their 

arguments to an audience equipped to understand this language . Because Shifu 

found it difficult to repress his disdain for Jiang 's ignorance of socialist doctrine , 

at times this debate resembles the mutual railleries of scholars more than 

disputation between modern ideologues . Yet as Shifu insisted, these were issues 

of substance, which in fact anticipated debates in the subsequent development 

of Chinese socialism . 
Shifu ' s disdain of Jiang also involved issues of personal chai:acter. ~e 

criticized Jiang for equivocating about the nature of his movement at his meetmg 
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. h"k . . mmer 1912.48 Sun had registered the Guomind 
with Yuan S i a1 m su . , ang as 

1 
.. al vement forthrightly declanng the party s moderate state-so . . a 

po ittc mo , S , . · h. . c1a1i 
. . 

1 
Sh"fu contrasted Jiang's response to un s, m 1s meeting Withy st 

prmc1p es . 1 . . d 1 · d th uan 
. d political obJectives an c a1me at the Part , 

Jiang had renounce Y w~. 
• 49 "-l 

concerned only with education. . . . 

f J. 's 'ormer allies also found him lackmg m character Sh· 
Some o 1ang 11 

• • 1fu 
. d 1 by Ye Niufang formerly chairman of the Nanchang b 

pnnte a statemen ' . , ran.ch 
of the Chinese Socialist Party , to show that some of Jiang _s former supponers 

regarded him as an opportunist. Jiang 's de~arture for the United States following 

Yuan Shikai's crackdown in 1913 m,ade it_ appear that he was less_ th~ totally 

committed to his principles. 50 As Ye s testimony ~uggests ,_ the dedication Shifu 

showed by remaining in China made his leadership attractive to many who had 

belonged to Jiang' s party . . . , 
In a July issue of Voice of the People , Sh1fu noted that Jiang s organization 

at Berkeley , the Society of Socialist Comrades (Shehui Zhuyi Tongzhi Hui) , had 

dispersed: and that Jiang had ceased his "Postcard" series. Furthermore, an 

Anarchist Study Society (Wuzhengfu Zhuyi Yanjiu Hui ) of approximately twenty 

members had been organized at Berkeley. 51 Shifu took these developments as 

signs that Jiang's influence was waning. 

The State Socialism Issue 

and the Image of Marx 

For Shifu, the shadow of Marx loomed in Jiang Kanghu 's (and Sun 

Zhongshan ' s) advocacy of state socialism and social policy . Shifu's opposition 

to state socialism was manifested in virtually all his discussions of anarchism; 

it lay at the heart of his differences with Jiang and Sun. This was a major 

subject in "Refuting Jiang Kanghu." Responding to some of Shifu's previous 

criticisms of Marx , Jiang had stated, "It is impossible to say that there could 

have been socialism without Marx , just as it is impossible to say that there could 

have been Confucianism without Confucius. "52 Jiang also regarded anarchism 

as indistinct. from Marx 's socialist movement until Bakunin's split with Marx in 
1'87 l . 

Before the split between Bakunin and Marx, anarchism was merged with 

sociltlism. After the split the anarchist party developed the term anarchism, aml 

bt:t.-.aust the name of s,Kialism was associated solely with Mar~. atlcr th i~ the 
imarctnst pa.rty rdu:.ed to t all their principles socialism .-~-' 

It~ responding . S.hifu presented his own vi~w of the history of socialism in 
n.meteenlll--cemury e\Jrope, To begin Wllh , he pointed out that modern socialiSJ~l 

had ~lad several 1mportam advocates before Marx , and he named Babeu!. 

FOi.mer, and mane . Without denying Marx's contributions, Shifl.1 noted that 

these rested on the W()rk of his pred~c.esso.rs . There also had been an indepen· 
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d 
nt anarchist movement, Shifu correctly asserted . Before Baku . th 

e d p dl , . run ere was 
Proudhon; ha rou 10n s anarchism been closely linked with Marx's 

l. . ? 
socia 1sm. . 

Shifu then noted that Baku~m had built his own organizations. the Roman 

federation and ~he ~ura Federation , before he joined the International Working

men 's Associat10~ m 18~8 , ~hich by that time was dominated by Marx . The 

two men and their organ1zat10ns had coexisted in the International until 1871 

when serious disagree1:1en~s developed, ~d then in 1872 they had split and gon~ 

their separate ways . This was not umty . " Shifu averred. "how could it be 

called merger?" Responding to Jiang 's claim that the anarchists had refused to 

be called socialists because that term was associated with Marx. Shifu said, 

"Marx alone was a collectivist. Communism was most definitely what the 

anarchists advocated ; how could the term socialism be associated only with 

Marx?" Shifu then pointed out that Kropotkin had specifically rejected 

collectivism, and had described anarchism as "a socialism that would abolish 

government. "54 

Before the disagreements developed between Marx and the anarchists, Shifu 

said, no distinction had been made between the terms communism and 

collectivism. Because of these differences , however. Bakunin had chosen to call 

his own views collectivism (this "collectivist" position had been developing over 

several years before the split between anarchists and Marxists). 55 

Today . there 1s no one who doesn' t know the definitions of the two terms . and 

from them we can explain it thus: what Marx called communism is actually 

today 's collectivism, and what Bakunin called collectivism is actually today ' s 

communism . You can see that what Marx called communism is only an 

historical term (thus today all who differentiate among the hranche.s regard 

Marx 's as the collectivist branch) .... The erro r in Jiang 's lack of clarity ab,,ut 

the schools i:s not that he regards Marx. ·s as communism ... but that he lay~ out 

the theories of conununism and collectivism together and calls them commu

nis:m . S<> 

Shifu was correct in his statements about the differences between Bakunin aud 
Mu.rx .and about changes in the terminology of s'-1cia.li.1m, '

1 
't' c:t h\: nugbt. hav\! 

accepted Jia.ng•s original IKHnL at least to acknowledge that Mar, ah\u had u 

tighJ ro die t:ttrm rotn.rmmi:&t . 
li ke manv of the tenns h~ us¢d reg\dtl.dy. '\ •"munums.m" a.nJ "cot\cclivisrn '' 

'N~r.e tug.bly th.arg~i wonts t\Jt Sh1tu . Marx l\ad ru-1tkipateJ th,;,u_ th~ state wo\lh:1 
OOntinue to functioa aftt'r the re,u1tum)t1 , and tbi;n w"1uhJ w1t.htr away AU 

ctmwohis:t~ had feared tllis idea ~f pe~rnnt-inij shUt authm1ty , whk h they 
bettev~ &11o,dd he· re-moved in ibilt revolutirnl "f'bl$ "coll1.1ct:iveH ttppmacb. ot' the 
Ma:rx.ists also would have left ~o.nr,ol of sl..'•me property in pdvare hands. Thus, 

the is-s,~e of privaie: propeny also tl<Car:t~ ba.11c for uuarchis_ts, u1clu~ing Shifu. 

KHipofk.rn euviuo.ned a t_boto~gh expt(lfJriaHtm ot' all forms of property, 
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including the productive facilities (or "~eans of production" in M . 
terminology), from private control , and believed that ~ro~e~ should be v~lst 

in the community , or "commune," rather t_han the . md1vI?ua1_.ss Furthe/tC(i 

believed that the notion of prope~y ~~uld disappear, for him, I_t was ProPe he 
that would wither away . Thus , while It IS not always clear what kmd of p rty 

. . h. . roPerty 
Sh"fu means he accepted Kropotkin ' s position on t 1s Issue, and he som . 

i , 1 . etunes 
seemed to suggest that the individual cannot c aim to own even the cloth 

· h.nk bl h . · · . es he 
or she is wearing . For us today 1t seems unt i a et at as md1v1duals w 

F Kr k
. . e may 

not own books or television _ sets_ or cars ._ or_ 0p0 t m m 1880 or Shifu in 
1914, the perspective was quite different : in this p~int they meant to emphasize 

not the removal of personal possessions fr~m ordinary people, but rather that 

such possessions should be available to ordinary people from the great store of 

property hoarded by those with wealth and power. 

For Shifu, anarchism or anarchist communism stood on one side of a great 

divide , and collectivism, state socialism, or social policy stood on the other. His 

unbending position on the importance of this divide represented in part his sense 

of sharing in the tradition of anarchists in the West. Control of the international 

workers ' movement had been at stake in the split of 1871 ; issues arising in that 

split account for most of the acrimony in the history of the relationship between 

the anarchists and the Marxists . Bakunin himself had attempted to organize a 

new anarchist "International" immediately after the split , but his effort soon 

came to nothing .59 Another attempt by the anarchists in 1881 also failed to 

produce a lasting organizational structure . Marxists were even slower to resume 

efforts at international organization .60 Finally in 1889 the Second International 

began its activities , which by the early 1890s were dominated by Marxist leaders 

and theory . The anarchists actively sought to be admitted to the organization's 

congresses in 1891 and 1893 , but they were refused both times. 61 By the 

1890s, anarchists urged workers not to vote , while Marxists began to acclimate 

to the political systems in which their parties operated; to them, voting was 

essential . This was the position of the Social Democratic Party in Germany 

under the guidance of Engels himself. So the differences between the two 

movements remained strong . If Marxists in Europe were not exactly the 

perverted socialists that Shifu accused them of being , he was correct in calling 

them state socialists and criticizing them as non-revolutionary . There was no 

international congress of anarchists again :.mtil 1907 , when new stimulus caine 

from the syndicalist movement in France . 62 

This revival of the international movement surely contributed to Shifu's 

sense that anarchism represented a revolutionary tide that Chinese followers 

needed to join. It is clear from his writings that he understood thoroughly all 

that had led to the parting of the ways in 187 l. Less evidence is available to 

indicate the level of Shifu ' s knowledge of developments between about 1880 and 

1900. Shifu shared with his European anarchist comrades the outrage the latter 
felt against their former allies in the international socialist movement . This was 

◄ 
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strengthened by Shifu ' s belief that anarchists held to purer principles t~an 
0?1

Y he Marxists . (Mao Zedong was not the first Chinese socialist to rail agamst 

did_t . nists from abroad who had all.ies within China.) Whatever gaps remained 
revts!O · . 
. sh·tu 's knowledge of the history of European socialism, he clearly sought to 
111 I 

abreast of current developments there . 
keep I Sh ' f ' . . . . . Ch. Most important y , 1 u s pos1t1ons must be considered m their mese 

ntext , where Sun and Jiang represented to him the forces of state socialism 

cod much more . While Shifu saw his anarchist principles as closely related to 

~e worldwide movement , when he broke with Sun Zhongshan in the spring of 

~ 91 2 he had asserted his belief that only social revolution was relevant to 

China's needs . Although the break with Sun at that point seems abrupt , the issue 

of the relationship between social revolution and political revolution had been 

a basic part of the discussion about change for the previous decade . Since the 

beginning of his career as a revolutionary , Shifu had made social revolution his 

chief concern. Also from that time , his view of social revolution had included 

a cultural element concerned with transforming values and behavior. Yet even 

the term cultural revolution does not adequately reflect Shifu ' s essential concern. 

As the national essence and Buddhist themes in his prison essays showed, he had 

believed, while en route to anarchism, that spiritual regeneration was necessary 

most of all for the elite, who should exemplify the principles that would energize 

the new China. The sham politics of the Republic had confirmed this belief. 

Shifu did not doubt his own capacity to uphold the highest values , of course. His 

self-righteousness was driven by his conviction that what China needed most 

were moral exemplars . Anarchism and the emphasis on social revolution also 

provided the means to universalize these lofty values in the sense of applying 

them to the masses as well as to the elite. All these themes, Shifu ' s entire set 

of beliefs about revolution in China, were bound up in his insistence on social 

revolution as opposed to political revolution or state socialism. 

This divide between state socialism and anarchist communism was a key 

feature in Shifu ' s discussions of socialism. 63 To Shifu and other radical 

socialists of these years , the views of Sun and Jiang represented Marx 's 

socialism. Marxism was state socialism; it represented only political revolution , 

which in Shifu ' s opinion would do almost nothing to achieve the change needed 

in Chinese society . The anarchist alternative was the only true course to 

progress and the good society . What most deserves emphasis here is that , as of 

~he early 191 Os, Chinese intellectuals had substantial knowledge of Marx and his 

ideas. Generally , what an individual knew depended on his preference for 

anarchism or for state socialism. To a great extent, however, Marx ,md 

Marxism were undersr.ood as Shifu presented them in his single-minded efforts 

Lo persuade his contemporaries to accept anarchist communism . As Shifu framed 
th

e_ issues, Marx became a state-rnonger and his thcnry the underpinnings for a 
vicious ret· · · 'l' t I · · -h . , 1ogress1ve system. 1us, contrary tut 1e common 1mpress1on, during 
1 

ese years Chinese intellectuals did have substantial knowkdge about Marx and 
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hi· s principles The Marx they knew was neither Marx the real human b . 
. . eing Wh 

had fought Bakumn, nor Marx as he would be molded by Lenin _o 
. d d Ch. anct h1 

associates . When that reshaped Marx was mtro uce to mese intel) s 
. . . f Ch. ectua1s 

after the Bolshevik Revolution the next generation o mese anarchists 
, . Would 

use against him the same arguments Sh1fu put forth repeatedly in his d b 
e ates 

with Sun and Jiang .64 

The Dynamics and Effects of Revolution 

Until his later years , Kropotkin ~nvisioned a rapid transf~r~ation in people's 

behavior, which would in turn brmg a rather d1rect trans1t10n to anarchism. 

Although Kropotkin ' s views did indeed change, much of what Shifu read of 

Kropotkin's works still presented this view of revolutionary transformation. This 

notion of spontaneous transformation struck Shifu with great power. It seemed 

to seal the profound human and scientific values he found in Kropotkin's 

anarchism . That the immanent should be imminent also resulted from the more 

specifically Chinese sources of Shifu 's thinking: whether as Confucian moral 

exemplar or as bodhisattva, one 's principles should have persuasive appeal and 

under the right circumstances also have instantaneous effect. While Shifu's own 

views also evolved, he retained a view of social transformation that looked to 

dramatic change once a critical mass of revolutionary consciousness had been 

achieved. 

The social revolution would occur when society was permeated with the 

truth (zhenli) , one of Shifu 's favorite terms for the principles of anarchism. 

These principles were to be not so much learned as simply perceived ; it was to 

be a change of consciousness rather than a collective advance in learning that 

would bring society to revolution. Believers were responsible for permeating 

society with this truth . This was the purpose of the propaganda effort . Shifu's 

belief in the importance of propaganda work led him to criticize comrades who 

lacked the courage of their convictions. What was necessary , he said, was to 

believe and to act on one' s beliefs . "To know something and not to do it, is 

much worse than not to know. "65 Shifu cited China's revolution of 1911 as a 

good example on his point about generating a revolution , despite his t_otal 

disagreement with its results . Before the revolution, he said, only the revolutton

~ies had believed th.at revolution was possible, and their persistence h~d-mad~ 

It happen. When it began, it had spread according to the pattern he anucipate 

for th~ social revolution ; one province after another had responded, ~t 
revolution had reverberated throughout China. 66 In a surprising turn of thoug ' 

Shifu was willing to regard the revolution he envisioned as a continuation of 1 
process begun in 1911 . When one correspondent suggested that China woul 
h "Th. d R l . " · f 1913 as cbe ave a tr evo ut10n - countmg the anti-Yuan movement o 

second-Shifu repeated this term in his response . 67 
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As a transformed collective consci?usness would ultimately bring revolution, 

fso morality would be made new m anarchist society. This was a key point ~: :u anarchist l~ought- for Krop?tkin, for Wu Zhihui, and also for Shifu . 

However, Shifu d1ffer_ed from ~u m two related ~oints : While Wu and other 

anarchists such a~ C_ai :~an~ei looked to educ~t1on as the starting point for 

revolution , for Shrfu It w<1~ th1 s trans~or~ie~ consc10usness that was critical. And 

here Wu assumed that ,~proved mdiv1dual morality was necessary to the 

:Uilding of a higher-quahty moral li_fe i~ society, Shifu emphasized the 

relationship between th~ moral levels ?! society and of the individual. 

This view of morality reflected Sh1tu 's optimistic view of human nature. A 

reader named Piaopiao wrote to ask "How will work assignments be determined 

after the revolution?" Some wi II carry hay, he wrote, but someone still will 

have to carry manure : how is ii to be decided who will have to handle the stink 

of manure? Shifu responded that in the socialist society , people will compete 

to carry manure and to do other unpleasant jobs, because of their social 

consciousness . 68 However, Shifu continued, most such jobs would be done by 

machinery, which had already been developed in the West but was not used 

there because it provided no advantage to capitalists . 

Shifu 's "Goals and Methods" statement had outlined most of the basic 

features of the anarchist-communist society he envisioned . That statement 

addressed such issues as marriage, care for children and the elderly , education 

and work . It also set forth the principles on which organizations for production 

could be built. Shifu defended these principles in his critiques of the socialism 

of Sun Zhongshan and Jiang Kanghu . He had not addressed the question of 

housing , bur he did so in reply to an inquiry from another reader. Shifu ' s 

response seems paraphrased from the chapter on "Dwellings" in Kropotkin ' s 

Conquest of Bread. The homes and other property of the wealthy would no 

longer belong to them, Shifu said , and one part of the solution to the housing 

problem would be to relocate the poor in these places . Then those in the 

building trades would construct housing according to what was deemed 

necessary; the transition would require two to three years . 69 Shifu like 

Kropotkin regarded this redistribution of dwellings as a key to postrevolutionary 

development, as it must occur quickly and would involve sensitive feelings about 
property . 

Although Shifu believed that social consciousness was more hasic th ;m 
educatio · . · 
ed . n, rn some of his responses to readers he suggested the outlines of the 

ect ucat~onal system he envisioned in the anarchist society . Some of his ideas on 

su ucation make him appear rather more like other anar<:h1s1s rh,u1 previously 
ggested · he t • . L t · 

Priv ' oo regarded education and schools as unportant. de ,el1eved that 

&ove~e schools would be preferable to ,my schools 1ha1 might be associa1cd with 

in sch nment. These schools would reach "true sc,cucc, " JhH .science as prcscmcd 
by Prio~s organi~ed by government. Shifu also urged rhat any schools org;mized 

p nents ot anarchism should provide equal educational opponumty for 

' ., 
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. 1 This was already the case in schools that ~ealthy families could afford 

~~r :bserved, but he sought equal opportunity for gtrls from poor fa~i!ies as Weti 

, . h 10 He admired the private schools of Europe and found postt1ve model 
as nc . Ch' . . . s 
for his ideas for good schools in the overseas mese communities m Southeast 

Asia and the United States .71 . . 
Especially in his comments on education, Sh1fu moved . from ~ ideological 

and programmatic statement of his ide~s on a future anarchist society to a more 

practical and detai led approach. This was partly because some of these 

comments were made in response to letlers from readers , whose specific 

questions required him to frame feasible ways and mea~s to achieve revolution

ary goals . These educational projects that h~ ~dm1red had . depended on 

organization and the marshaling of resources wn_h!n ~ commumty of_ interest. 

Perhaps Shifu saw the overseas Chinese commu111t1es tn ~outheast_ Asia as one 

form of natural communit.y that Kropotkin took as the basic model m theorizing 

about anarchist principles.n Shifu 's comments on education suggest ways to 

apply anarchist principles in one form of community effort . On the one hand, 

these were basic goals shared by moderate socialists such as Sun Zhongshan and 

Jiang Kanghu, as well as by most progressives . They also were within the 

tradition of elite activity in meeting the needs of local education through joint 

effort. On the other hand, Shifu's recognition of these successful applications of 

principles he could claim as anarchist gave him a chance to suggest how 

anarchism could guide Chinese communities to constructive achievement during 

a time when political institution-building was feeble in the nation of China. 

Shifu 's efforts to conceive new institutions suggest another part of 

anarchism's role in this transitional period : With or without an imperial 

government , China faced the challenge of constructing an entire system of 

institutions to serve common needs and interests . This helps to explain how 

anarchists (and other reformers) could wax so enthusiastic about such projects 

as parks, nurseries , and homes for the elderly . Such institutions bad been 

beneath the concerns of the imperial government , yet beyond the interests of the 

elite in most local places. Interest in such institutions was also inhibited by 

traditional assumptions that the family would meet these needs . In suggesting 

that concerned citizens attend to these common interests without drawing on the 

resources of government , anarchists were proposing great projects that would 

depend on a concerned elite who might mobilize the mass of conunun people 

newly involved in public li fe . Thus, at times Shifu sounds like a conservative 

Republican in the 1990s United States, and also like a traditional Chinese 

Confucianist . In all such efforts . he sought to rouse his fellow Chinese to a new 

sense ~f community that would involve all in society to accomplish worthwhile 
goals for 1he common good . 
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The End of a Blief Career 

Despite Shifu 's efforts to assure · · • . . consistency m his presentat10n of 
anarchism, the second half of 1914- which would prove to be h. l t d t· 

. h · 'f . ts as pro uc ive 
per~od- broug t sign~ icant ~ha~ges m his outlook and approach . During this 

penod_ he showed an mcreasmg mterest in workers and workers ' organizations . 

More importantly , the outbreak of war in Europe devastated Shifu · it forced him 

to quest~o~ th_e str~ngth of the anarchist movement abroad and ' even brought 
Kropotkin s views mto question. 

Altho~gh it seems clear that he himself never set out to organize labor 

unions, Shtfu was among the first Chinese intellectuals to claim an identification 

with workers .
73 

He was as earnest as ever when he wrote to Wuchen, a 

correspondent in Xiangshan, "You should know that I am a worker!" and 

pointed to all his efforts to produce Min Sheng in supporting his claim. 74 From 

our present perspective, Shifu 's claim to be a worker seems exaggerated. Still , 

he must be recognized as having begun to bridge the gap between intellectuals 

and workers . Shifu 's claim to be a worker suggests the nature of the revolution 

that had occurred in his own mind . Whatever he actually did to relate to 

workers , he did because he had begun to act on a basic theme that other 
anarchists , especially the Paris group, had set forth . 

Shifu' s comments on a strike that occurred in Shanghai reflected his growing 

interest in workers and the conditions of their lives . He included an account of 

the painters ' strike of October and November 1914 in the next-to-last issue of 

Min Sheng produced before his death . A second and longer article, a commen

tary on the strike, appeared posthumously in the issue in which his comrades 

reported Shifu's death (May 5, 1915).75 In the first report Shifu described how 

the workers had organized to demand a wage increase. The "capitalists" had 

balked but finally conceded when they realized that the workers would indeed 

strike. The workers then commenced a three-day victory celebration, complete 

with musicians "to express their thanks to the gods (it was laughable) . "76 

However, when the time actually came to pay the increased wages , the bosses 

reneged on their agreement. So the workers launched a second strike, producing 

another agreement. But some of the workers already had become outraged. They 

organized demonstrations and broke out windows in a few shops . The police 

then intervened, making two arrests , and the workers retreated . 77 

In the posthumous commentary, Shifu stated his view that the workers had 

not carried on an intelligent campaign and thus had not gained respect with the 
public. He was clearly disappointed with those on whom a people 's revolution 
must depend . He found the causes of the workers ' probkms in their poverty and 
ignorance, which he said "revealed the evils of ' the capitalist system. "'

78 
More 

important, this commentary contains Shifu 's view_s on the yurposes of labor 
organization . He urged that the unions set up their own offices and cease to 
operate out of offices located at company worksites associated with their 
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I Y
ers . Expenses could be covered by modest monthly d 

ernp o . - , . ues h 
. h-~ were not enough workers m one factory to meet , e said 
1f t -.re . • expense , and 

al places could organize groups to build an effective org . _s , Worke . 
sever .. 

0 
. an1zatio rs in 

k goal in the slogan, rgamze to seek knowledge 11 19 T n. lie st 
a ey . · he atect 

k '"or all such groups would be to establish people ' s h rnos1 urg 
tas 1, • • sc oo) ent 
_ -,·ao) Jf enough funds remained after thi s activity was p s (p;118.., . Juex . • . . . . . roper! s .,,111 

ach group should also pubhsh a newspaper, and organizations . _Y Upponect 
e . . _ 1n d1ffe , 
should commumcate wllh each other. fhen , with work , rent Cities 

· Id · " h · , ers kno developed , their strength cou grow . t 1s workers organization c Wledge 
. a1 · t .. so an deaJ d 

10 the cap1t 1st sys em. eath 

Shifu also noted some positive deve lopments in labor activity , Th . 

had been joined by at least some of the many carpenters and brickm e Painters 

in Shanghai . Workers in other trades, such as tailors and stove asakons groups 
. I . . d m ers als 

made demands on management m t 11s peno of ri sing labor activ · ' . 0 

b h . h k , . . ny . While 
Shifu suggested ways y w 1c wor ers orga111zat1ons could be str h 

. . engt ened 
he appears to have overlooked some genuine achievements in th ' 

ese early 
unions . 81 

The coming of war in August 1914 presented Shifu with another maior 
. . . I A h . h ~ test 

of his anarchist pnnc1p es . s an anarc 1st, e saw it as logical that th 

bourgeoisie in Europe could allow their conflicts to deteriorate into war, whic~ 

he assumed would be the greatest opportunity yet for anarchism to triumph in 

the societies of Europe. 
82 

What Shifu was not prepared for , however, was that 

anarchists in Europe would disagree among themselves , lose their internationalist 

solidarity , and choose sides in the conflict. Number 22 of Voice of the People, 

published during November 1914, was the last issue that Shifu edited; he 

devoted it solely to the war in Europe. The lead article was a translation of 

Kropotkin's views on the war's causes, which had been published only a few 

weeks previously in the British anarchist journal Freedom . Kropotkin saw the 

roots of the war in European international politics of the previous four decades. 

especially in the rise of Germany as a major power and the other powers' 

apprehension over this development. The coming of war, he said, was _t~e 

logical result of the effort to contain Germany . Although perceptive, Kropotkm s 

analysis was not strongly ideological, and it left Shifu less than satisfied. Not 

only did Kropotkin fail to condemn the war, he expressed his support for 
th

e 

allied effort against Germany . 83 . 

Sh. . l Iaimng that 
1fu added his own note at the end of the translated artic e, exp h ir 

th · al ' . . . . and that t e 
e capit 1sts and the m1htansts were responsible for the war, . of 

al . . d translauon 
remov would brmg an end to all war. 84 Shifu also include a tatement 
the Du_tch Anarchist Party's declaration regarding the war, _a s oornela 

e~pressmg stubborn idealism like his own. Written by the p~ieSf to the 
N h · . . . · sistance 

ieuwen uis , the Dutch anarchists' statement proclaimed their re nunands 
war and d 11 bey the co urge a members of the oppressed classes not to O . • Europe 
to partic · 85 w • . chis ts tn 

ipate . 1thm months all but the most devoted anar 
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had yie_ldcd lo nation~list impulses and pressures and joined in supporting their 

respccuve homelands m the war effort . The anarchist movement like the Second 

f nternatio~al, fc l 1 victim to the war. The events and the respo~ses to them by 

many of his European comrades came as a heavy blow to Shifu . 

It is more than conceivable that Kropotkin 's position on the war struck such 

a powerful psychological blow as to cause Shi fa ' s health to break. To Shifu, 

Kropotkin had been more than a teacher; he had been a fount of wisdom and a 

paragon of anarchist vi rtue . Perhaps even the delay in publishing Number 22 of 

Voice of the People re flected some of the trauma that assailed Shifu at this time. 

Ultimately , this question must remain a matter for speculation . Other factors less 

dramatic but more d irectly debilitating would take his life within six months . His 

health did indeed break , and he entered his final battle against tuberculosis . 

Further, Shifu and his comrades had become impoverished by late 1914. Lack 

of funds might have been as important a factor as its editor ' s deteriorating health 

in the demise of Voice of the People at this time.8
1, By January 1915 Shifu ' s 

health was failing rapidly . When his friends consulted with doctors in Shanghai 

at this time , the latter urged that Shifu enter a hospital for intensive treatment. 

Shifu ' s admirers refer to two last illustrations of his devotion to principles 

even during these extreme circumstances . Sale of the group 's printing press 

would have provided money to help pay for medical care. But Shifu regarded 

the press as a vital tool in the group 's mission and refused to sell it. And when 

doctors advised that he adopt a meat diet to strengthen himself, Shifu also 

refused . Finally at the insistence of his closest friends , he did agree to be 

hospitalized ; these same friends did their best to gather the necessary funds . 87 

When medical help was obtained, it was the best available . Shifu was treated by 

a German doctor who ranked among the most respected in Shanghai .88 The 

doctor decided to operate on Shifu, and three days later , March 27 , 1915, began 

a second operation; but Shifu died before it was completed . The end had been 

grim indeed . 89 

More than a month passed between Shifu ' s death and publication of Number 

23 of Voice of the People, in which Shifu 's passing was announced . A brief item 

on the last page of this issue quoted Shifu' s own final statement , which 

recounted his mounting health crisis , the medical needs and the lack of money 

to meet them, and concluded, 

Now Voice of the People is in danger, at the brink of death . My grief over 

Voice of the People is even greater than for my own sickness . If Voice of the 

People passes on , I will be doubly victimize~ by this untreatable ~isea_se, and 

Shifu and anarchism will be buried together m the yellow earth ot Chma.
90 

Shifu intended his statement to be dramatic ; once again it expresses his sense of 

mission and of his role in the movement he had done so much to build . Indeed 

it is egotistical and melodramatic , but both these charackristics were essential 

to maintaining the level of devotion Shifu had given to his cause. In stating his 

, 
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h 
•on about Voice of the People he intended to insp · 

appre enst ire h" 
' . . . publishing a journal that would present anarchist _is colllract 
continue · Pnn · es 

I 
f China as he himself had done . c1ples t to 

peop e o f Sh"fu ' o th 
0 April 1 some fifty o 1 . s comrades and admir e 

n . 91 b h ers gath 
O

rial service in Shanghai . A out t e same number atte d erect fo 
mem . 7 th f h . n ed a r a 
h Id -
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Guangzhou on Apnl 2 , a mon a ter 1s death · simi·lar lllelllo . 

e 1 . . ' gather· flaJ 
h ld elsewhere. Shifu's body was interred on a hill beside West L 1ngs \Ve 
e . h . f 9 ake Wh re 
,,rcbist career had begun m t e sprmg o 1 12. His comrade , · . ere h' an.... s cho1 is 

site again shows the significance they a~tached to the West Lake ex ce_ of this 
Over the following decade other memorial gatherings would be h 

I 
Perience.92 

usually on the anniversary of his death . e d for Shifu, 

Shifu 's passing removed the central figure and leading spiri·t f 
rom the 

he had organized . They stayed together and published the v . group 
YOlCe at l 

sporadically for about a year and a half. After that time several of h. east 

followers continued their work on behalf of anarchism, contributing t ishclosest 
. • 0 t e surg 

in anarchism's appeal durmg the New Culture years . Then in 1921 a rec . . e 

f Sh.fu ' d bl . . onstuut-
ed group o I s supporters resume pu 1cat1on of Voice of the Peo 1 . 
· h · f h · · 'P e, this ume as a response to t e growmg success o t e nsmg communist move 

. h . . Id 1 h h. h ment, wh1c m time wou supp ant t e anarc 1sts as t e dominant force in Chi 

socialism. All this activity attests to the power of Shifu ' s exemplary life inn;~: 

immediate setting. Perhaps the rise of a notion of "Shifu-ism" (Shifu zhuyi) best 

suggests the impact of his career. These topics are discussed in the next two 

chapters . 

Shifu's Anarchism: Some Final 

Comments on Theory and Practice 

In this last period of approximately one year when Shifu shifted his activity 

to Shanghai, his effort on behalf of anarchism confirmed his role as China's 

most consistent and devoted anarchist leader. Even in the way he died, he 

strengthened his claim to this place. As suggested at the beginning of this 

chapter, throughout his career he had sought to die in a way as exemplary as the 

way he set out to live . Both his living and his dying displayed his efforts to 

construct the powerful moral example that he regarded as vital to his task . 

. For Shifu, anarchism as presented by Kropotkin had become a fait~ 
th

;~ 

umted the ultimate in moral principle with science . Anarchism enabled Shtfud rn 
b. h · · 1 of mo e 

corn me t e moral burden he carried with the universal pnncip es · d-
. A t understan 

science. s so much of Shifu ' s writing shows he regarded a correc it 
in f · · · ' h been vast· g O prmc1ples as vital . While his audience could not ave d been 

rtainl · l ho ha 
ce · Y mcluded many of that broad group of intellectua s w. h uld be 

attra~ted to socialism during the early Republican years. Thus, Shifu s · :1oselY 

~red1ted with bringing Chinese understanding of socialist principles rno;er social 
mto Ii · h h · alled 10 

ne Wlt t ose of European socialism. His anarchism c 

l 
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evolution , which to him provided the key to transformation of the community 

~d the indiv~duals w?o c_omprise it. He ardently opposed mere political 

revolution , ~htch explat~s his rep~ated attacks on Sun and Jiang . It also explains 

why Shifu linked Marxism to his two Chinese rivals and cast it as state 

socialism. Whether or not one agrees with this interpretation of Marxism Shifu 

presented one version of Mar~ism t? Chinese intellectuals during a period when 

we have assumed that no one m Chma was paying any attention at all to Marx . 

Shifu' s overriding concern was to provide an unfailing example of his 

principles . This concern is a key to Shifu 's entire career, as both anti-Qing 

activist and then as anarchist. Certainly his sense of the role of a moral elite in 

society rested on his understanding of China's history , but his own experiences 

with failure and corruption among the elite made it immediately relevant for him 

to demonstrate incorruptibility . As evident at times in this discussion of his 

activities , Shifu ' s consciousness of belonging to a moral elite introduced some 

limitations . His self-righteousness caused him to emphasize differences rather 

than similarities with rivals such as Sun and Jiang . And his efforts to reach out 

to workers remained limited by his decision to present his ideas in a literary 

rather than colloquial writing style . In other ways these limitations emerge as 

part of Shifu ' s implicit assumptions about leadership . As his final testament 

suggests , the same devotion that made him influential , one may even say that 

made him great , also gave him that notion of indispensability . He had been the 

center of his movement , had consciously made himself its center. 

Shifu 's behavior also illustrates the point discussed in chapter 2 that the 

leader is the one who knows , whose followers should attend to and act on his 

insights . Whatever limitations might have flowed from Shifu ' s perception of 

himself as a moral exemplar, in emphasizing the need for uprightness he had 

fixed on an issue of vital importance . Shifu had developed a mission for the elite 

whose role in the old order of Chinese society had been formally terminated 

with the elimination of the official examinations in 1905 . He experienced the 

banal corruption of the elite in the dying days of the imperial system and 

witnessed the ease with which many in this sodal group resorted to the easy 

path of influence in the flawed transitions of the early Republic . Corruption 

among the elite has resurfaced at many points in China' s long revolution . In 

today 's China the problem of elite corruption looms massive following the lapse 

in discipline that has accompanied Deng Xiaoping 's policies of "opening and 

reform." Shifu ' s effort to making himself an incorruptible exemplar of his 

principles gives him contemporary relevance . 

There were other blind spots in Shifu ' s outlook. While he repeatedly 

asserted the right to free expression before corrupt Qing officials or the new 

authoritarianism of Yuan Shikai , he was not an advocate of systematic individual 

rights or of a sys1ern to secure such rights. This issue also returns us to 

contemporary China, where today's authoritarian rnk accepts only a limited 

form of citizens' rights despite stated inh:ntions to establish both rights ,Uld the 
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legal means to ensure their viability. Shifu championed individu 
1 

. 

political freedom as an essential right and as a means to evolve a a soc1a1 ilnd 

d stron 
better community, but he suggeste no means to support th ger ilnd 

• e exer · 
freedoms in society. In this the example of European anarchism d. cise Of 

Shifu well. Beginning with Proudhon, European anarchists had disd ~d not serve 
. h . h . h ainect p 1 · as a process through wh1c constructlve c ange m1g t be accomplishe O !tics 

liberalism was no better than Marx's state socialism if it was 
I 

d. To thezn 
. fu 1 ·k . . d 1 · . c Othed . trappings of a state. Shi I ew1se reJecte po 1t1cs; thus , his anar h' 1n the 

suggest any way to build through a great institutional gap in the C~. ism did not 
Did he assume that individuals with great moral insight would al Inese Polity. 
courage to assert their own freedom and inspire more ordinary p so Possess the 
same? eopJe to do the 



Chapter 9 

Shifu's Legacy: Anarchism 
in the New Culture Years 

In a 1927 edition of the anarchist journal People 's Bell (Min Zhong) , Wu 

Zhihui observed that Shifu 's passing had removed the spirit and impetus from 

the anarchist movement. While there was some truth to Wu ' s comment , the 

movement did not fade quickly after Shifu 's death . Shifu ' s friends and 

supporters continued the group 's work with some success until late 1916. 

Numbers 23 to 29 of Voice of the People reflect the nature of anarchist activity 

during the mid- 1910s . Even the difficulties that led to the long pause in the 

journal ' s publication between late 1916 and spring 1921 did not bring a complete 

halt in the work of Zheng Peigang or other of Shifu ' s closest associates , who 

took up other related activities . 
Devoted anarchists who continued their efforts on behalf of the movement 

and many idealistic younger intellectuals who became anarchists continued to 

revere Shifu . Shifu 's reputation grew, and for some young idealists he became 

a cult figure . It was another of his achievements that he became one of the few 

figures besides Sun Zhongshan to be the subject of a mythmaking effort ; his 1.ife 

and death both invited such an effort. A few of his admirers even called for the 

implementation of "Shifu-ism" (Shifu zhuyi) . Among those who held great 

respect for Shifu was the young activist Mao Zedong . 

Within six months after Shifu 's death, Chen Duxiu began publishing New 

Youth (Xin Qingnian ; originally simply Qingnian) . This journal became the 

major stimulus for the New Culture movement , which pursued cultural themes 

before the events of spring 19 I 9 and again focused attention on politics . New 
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Youth and the many other journals that used the word "new" in their titles oft 

carried articles written by anarchists . But more broadly , a number of the the en 

they emphasized as part of the "new culture, " especially women 's rights tnes 
• · ' 0Pen 

relationships between men and women, and issues centenng on the family h 
· d. al f l ' ad been themes of anarchists and other social ra 1c s o at east a decade ear}' 

1 
. Ier 

These themes had been basic to Shi~ 's view of revo uuon , and h~ ~tands ap~ 

for the persistence and urgency of his efforts ~o advanc~ them, ra1smg them to 

a level of special importance to a new generat10n of Chmese youth . 

Voice of the People after Shif u 

No single editor emerged to replace Shifu. During May and June 1915 

when Numbers 23 through 26 were published , Shifu ' s old friend Lin Junfu 

agreed to take on the task. Liang Bingxian then served as editor, assisted by 

Zheng Peigang. However, it was another six months before Number 27 

appeared , suggesting the group's difficulties in continuing to publish the journal. 

Liang returned to Singapore in autumn 1915, not long after assuming the 

position of editor; he edited manuscripts there and sent them to Zheng in 

Shanghai to publish in the journal . 1 This arrangement obviously did not work 

well , as Voice appeared only sporadically , in February, September, and 

November 1916, when the group decided to suspend the journal indefinitely . 

Both Liang and Zheng, along with Sheng Guocheng, the latter a leader in the 

Esperanto movement. contributed to the journal during this period . Meanwhile, 

at the beginnmg of 1916 Sheng and Zheng collaborated to inaugurate China Star 

(Hua Xing), the first Chinese journal devoted exclusively to Esperanto . One of 

their ma3or concerns was to oppose Yuan Shikai ' s latest effort to restore the 

monarchy. Twelve issues of this Esperanto journal were produced by late 1916 

when the Voice group decided to suspend their own journal . With Zheng 

Peigang talcing the lead , the group subsequently produced a number of 

pamphlets. including Shifu 's "A Brief Introduction to Anarchism" and his anti

Jiang Kanghu essays, "Taming the Tiger. "2 

By early 19 l 7 Zheng and his associates decided to cease all their publishing 

activity. Over the next several years, Zheng produced an intermittent newsletter, 

"A Record of Voice of the People Soc iety Activities " (Min Sheng She jishi lu) :' 

Like Shifu , however, he did not give up the group's printing press ; he stored it 

in the Zhabei area of Shanghai at the Jiangnan Chicken Farm, ready for a time 
when it could be used again.4 Soon afterward, Shifu 's four younger sisters took 
jobs at a IObacco factory in Shanghai , and Zheng Peigtmg began serving as a 
crewman for as.hipping company . The group members took these jobs "to make 
a Jiving . .. and 10 get into the labor movement . 115 Thus, they appear to have 

done tl1eir utmost to work exclusively on behalf of the anarchist movement 
before economic bardsl1ip made it impossible to continue, and when they went 

I 
1 
t 
t 
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to work, they joined ordinary workers If Shi'fu · k hi 
. . · was not qmte a wor er, s 

closest associates went further m the transiti·on from · t 11 t 1 k B . . . m e ec ua to wor er. y 
spnng 1917 Pe1gang stayed for a time at Bet·J· 1·ng Uni·v ·t h · h H . erst y, w ere wit uang 
Lin~shuang.' Yuan Zhenyi~g , and others , he helped to organize the Truth 

Society (Sh_, re) . Zheng prmted the group 's Liberal Record (Shi she Ziyou Lu) 
at Shanghai . 

Sh~fu 's_ yo~nger brother Shixin meanwhile had gone to Singapore with 

Liang Bmgxian _m a~tumn 1915 . Liang had begun to publish The Voice of Right 

(Zheng She~g) m Singapore during 1914. He also had translated pamphlets on 

the International W_orkers of the World (IWW, Shijie Gonghui) . Liang and 

Shixin both taught 1~ a school ( Yangzheng xuexiao) apparently related to the 

propaganda effort Liang had begun in the colony . 7 Liang built respect in the 

Chinese community , some members of whom in early 1918 supported his move 

to Shanghai to launch the Datong Bookstore, another publishing enterprise. 8 

There he and Shixin began publishing the journal Labor (Laodong) , which was 

among the first Chinese journals to respond to the Bolshevik Revolution in 

Russia. 

Not surprisingly , the strongly personal tone that had characterized Voice 

of the People during Shifu 's lifetime changed under his successors . The latter 

continued to spread the anarchist gospel with translations from Kropotkin and 

other writers , and to present the lives and careers of anarchist leaders abroad, 

such as Tolstoy and Kotoku Shusui .9 However, the anti-war theme that Shifu 

had enunciated in the last issues under his editorship continued as the single 

strongest theme. Closely related was a second theme emphasizing China's 

relationship to the world people's revolution . A third major theme of the Voice 
during this period concerned the domestic politics of the Republic . 

-

Best representative of the antiwar theme is the "Announcement of the 

Anarchist International ," drawn up in early 1915 by Errico Malatesta, Emma 

Goldman, and Domela Nieuwenhuis .10 The war that had begun seven months 

earlier would be unprecedented in scope, the statement began, involving all the 

peoples of Europe and doing irreparable damage to their cultural life . Yet the 

war had been predictable, given the buildup of armaments that had continued 

over the previous half-century . All the great powers , on both sides , were 

presented as equally guilty : the authoritarian nature of all government stood as 

the underlying cause of this monstrous disaster. The war projected its evils upon 

colonial peoples as well : France had taken advantage of the situation to extend 

its control in Vietnam, Madagascar, and Malaga: and England had used troops 

from its colonies as substitutes for British lives . But the masses in all countries 
wanted peace, the statement continued; in time the opposition of ordinary 

people , including those serving in the armies , would end the war, and the 
anarchist revolution would then gain its opportunity . Thus , for anarchist 

revolutionaries (as for the Bolshev iks) , the war exposed the weaknesses of the 
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current system . Voice of the People would pres~nt this message to Chine 
intellectuals through this post-Shifu period of its hfe. se 

A writer identified only as "P. y ." related events around the world to th 
· P · d f A 1 · ose in China in the article "The Anarchist Party m a eno O ccomp ishment" for 

the September 1916 issue . 11 P. Y. surveyed the effects of the war in rnany 
countries , again pursuing the point that the . ch~os of war presented a great 
opportunity for anarchists . The great coal stnke m Englan? h~pered the war 
effort : in Spain railroad workers had upset the normal routme with their strike· 
and in Italy, the people were reluctant to support the gover_nment's war effon'. 

Moving across the Atlantic in this survey , P. Y • noted that m the ongoing civil 
war in Mexico an anarchist faction with its own military force was involvect .12 

The president of Argentina had been wounded in a pistol attack by an anarchist. 
In the United States , an anarchist had thrown a bomb during a military exercise. 

P. Y. seems to have been inspired by a letter from "a comrade in Australia"; the 

writer cited an Australian newspaper as the source for some of this information 
and passed on to readers the Australian 's observation that farmers and workers 

in China closely resembled the ordinary people of Mexico who had become 

involved in the civil war. Although mostly illiterate, they could be a potent 

revolutionary force . 

Shifu 's successors continued "World Social Unrest " (Wanguo shehui 

fengchao), a section of Voice that also linked developments in China with events 

elsewhere in the world . Accounts of unrest in Britain and the United States were 

followed by reports of labor actions in China. 13 Workers in the foundry 

industry in Shanghai had twice gone on strike, achieving success the second 

time. The Voice's reporter linked the union of foundry workers to Xu Qiwen's 

Labor Party of 1912 (see chapter 6) . This union arose in response to current 

challenges, as two workers took the lead in forming the organization that went 

on strike in Shanghai in 1916. 

Summer 1916 had brought serious dislocations in the textile industry in 

Shanghai , as a 70 percent tax increase had forced many mills to shut down. 

Workers responded with a campaign that , as described in the Voice's account, 

was very intelligent. They had held a planning session as they launched thei1 

effort and agreed first to make a written appeal to management seeking relief 

If it became necessary to strike , the workers agreed to respect the law an< 

remain united in seeking their goals . The strike ensued when the decision tl 

close the mills was upheld . Hardship had resulted for a thousand malt 

employees in the industry , and for II several tens of thousands II of female text ii 

workers . The need for income had forced their eventual decision to return t• 

work, Voice implied; but a new labor action seemed possible even as the repoi 

was written . 
14 

In all these reports, the Voice of the People group sought t· 

emphasize the possibilities of effective organization. Several of the report 

suggest that workers were gaining in sophistication, especially as compared t 

the painters ' strike of 1914, which had been the subject of Shifu' s last essays 
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The Esperantist Sheng Guochen al . 
. . . .. . g an yzed events m China i.n "Illegal Talk 

bOut Current Affairs, also m September 1916 1s Sh .. 
a . • eng surveyed the political 
developments of the early Republic . pointing out ho·w th. . . · - government was no mg 

than an exercise m power - and wealth · 
more . . . . -mongenng for those who aspire to 
be emperor. for officials . rrulitar1sts , "bandit parties " rr. • d ) ., bl .. r • • vez ang , nota es 
(weiren), and po ittcians (zh~ng~e) . Although well-intended, the efforts of Liang 

Qichao to resist Yuan Shikai' s move to restore the imperial system are 

irrelevant, Shen~ says . And the newspaper People 's Opinion (Minyi Bao) also 

offers no help : [They] should seek the people 's opinion among workers and 

coolies, in field~ and homes , and among those who have suffered difficulty . "16 

Neither the president , the assembly , the constitution, nor even the Republic itself 

have anything to do with the "little people" (xiaomin- here Sheng uses a 
different term from Shifu ' s pingmin). 

"Revolution, revolution- what an unfortunate term! . " Sheng continues . 

Here too he departs from Shifu' s terminology , as Shifu had always distinguished 

social revolution, his objective , from political revolution . "If we trace things 

back to their sources , and then consider our painful recent history , we can see 

that revolution has its own truth and its own tricks [shoujia] . " 17 This is political 

revolution, and nothing more . Politicos make sure they will have an office in the 

system, and militarists assure they can form armies for their own protection. But 

the little people will only sacrifice and die. 

Shifu ' s group did its best to carry on in the spirit that had marked Shifu ' s 

anarchism . There were modifications, at least one of which was positive : Shifu' s 

followers become more directly involved in labor activity-as Shifu himself 

probably would have done had he lived longer. As the linkage of labor actions 

in China with those elsewhere in the world suggests , the internationalism of 

Shifu ' s group had a syndicalist flavor. As presented by Shifu' s successors , the 

common people were urban workers . This same period was the high tide of the 

IWW in the United States , and the growing syndicalist bent might reflect that 

influence from abroad . For Shifu' s followers the next logical step was to attempt 

to join workers and help them organize. If they felt some influence from the 

labor movement elsewhere in the world, that in itself indicates the accuracy of 
their perceptions as they carried on the effort . 

Sbifu's Broader Appeal and Shifu-is1n 

In China today , the name Shi f\1 is known only a1nong a few peQple w_Hh 
a strong interest in the nation's modern h1slory For more tha.i, a dec~de ~Jt~r 
his death however Shifu was wide ly reme mbered and attracted many u.1cahsttc 

young ~ople to a:iarchism As years passed , a ~1~mber of m1arc_~ist jo~un1als 

published commemoranve issues dt=<l icated to Sh1tu . One of the ttrst of these 

Was published by Ew>Jution (Ji11hua) in M~rch 19 l9 . This _.i~urnal its~lf 

constituted a memorial lo Shifu. fbr it resulted trom the merger of tlve anarchist 
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groups in early 1919, led by Huang Lingsh~ang ~d Ou Shengba· 

G zh Outh who had some involvement with Sh1fu 's group 1s r 1
, both 

uang ou Y . h . . · he 
of Shifu's influence also is shown_ m that t e tee~g~ L1 Feigan, later Ba /each 

. h d J'oined the Equity Society (Jun she) m his home city of Ch 1n the 
writer, a h . . al ,, . if engd 
1919 1920. This group called t e1r JO Um y ozce o the Comm u in 

or . . f Sh'fu ' . on Peo 
(Pingmin zhi Sheng), a title remmisc~nt o . i ~ Journal , and the 'Pie 

published a commemorative issue to Shi~, probably m ~ 920.19 Then in\;oo 
People 's Bell (Min Zhong) produced ~ts commemorat1ve issue. All the27 

bl .cations and much more in the anarchist movement of the New Cultu se 
pu 1 . , al re-May 
Fourth years attest to the power of Shtfu s person appeal and his prese t . 

. . nation 
of anarchist pnnc1ples . . . 

It might be seen as the ultimate tnbute to Shifu that he became the fi 

of Shifu-ism. This ad_ulation indicate~ Shifu 's continuing app~al even a de:~ 

after his death, at a time when Marx1_sm and Su~ Zh?ngshru:1 s Three People 's 

Principles had developed as the maJor competmg 1deolog1cal viewpoints i 

China. This apotheosis appears to have come about within a few years afte~ 

Shifu 's death . Evolution published its memorial issue to Shifu in March 1919 

presumably to coincide with the fourth anniversary of his death . For this speci~ 

number Huang Lingshuang wrote the lead article, "Shifu-ism. " "Shifu is our 

prior awakening, and we are his later consciousness .... His principles [zhuyz] are 
our principles. "20 Huang emphasized Shifu 's devotion to science as universal 

truth: "All action must be measured by scientific truth , and all evil customs and 

inferior habits that are not in accord with science must be ended . "21 While 

acknowledging Shifu 's faith in science, Huang also noted that Shifu held all 

forms of authority as enemies of the common people, their well-being and 

free.dom. 

The commemorative issue by People 's Bell in 1927 provides many 

comments on Shifu 's enduring appeal . 22 In his introduction Zheng Peigang 

(under the pen name Zheng Tie) observes that while anarchists admonish people 

not to worship idols, to commemorate Shifu was not the same thing that 

members of other political parties had done, nor was its object to seek office or 

wealth. Rather, anarchists revered Shifu as a revolutionary who had sacrificed 

his life for the common people and their benefit. Finally , Zheng said, there was 
no one in China besides Shifu who was worthy of the respect of anarchists. 

In another tribute, 11 Sanmu II offered an unabashedly worshipful tribute to 

Shifu . Sanmu was the pen name of Li Shaoling, who by 1927 bad been an 

anarchist for five years, but who also had joined the Guomindang in 1924 and , -n 

served as a teacher of politics at the Huangpu Academy . 23 His experience .· .· -~-~ 
deserves attenti_on because it was shared by many young people of the 19l~s~:~ ~ 
began by recalbng that he had first seen Voice of the People as a seventeen Y S)· , •~-~-
old student at a normal school in Changsha (th1·s would have been about 191 , ,i 

A friend who attended scho~I in Guangzhou had given him copies of Voi~e ~;~ . , i 
he returned home for the wmter holidays . After he had read some of the JOU 
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sanmu continued, he and his friend had joked about "the monk who didn ' t eat 

meat or talk about women" ; but he had been impressed by "the Shifu who could 

write an essay ·" After going to Guangzhou as a student at Guangdong 

University in 1922, Sanmu had become active in the anarchist movement. 

Through a friend he had gotten an invitation to the Liu family home, where he 

saw a portrait of Shifu, which had moved him to tears . And as he became more 

directly involved with the labor movement and learned more about its history , 

he had grown to appreciate even more what Shifu ' s career had meant. 24 

Sanmu admonished his fellow anarchists to emulate Shifu in his many 

exemplary qualities : a spirit able to overcome difficulties ; resolute strength ; 

unflinching courage; a clear mind; an ability to throw oneself into work for the 

masses ; breadth of ability . Then came his worshipful climax: if anarchists would 

develop these qualities , "Then we can advance step by step-we can publish 

collections of Shifu 's writings ; build Shifu schools ; open Shifu parks; and 

implement Shifu-ism! "25 

Other contributors to this commemorative issue emphasized the moral 

quality of Shifu 's life . Li Deshan observed that Shifu had remained faithful not 

only to the major points of anarchist doctrine, but also to such secondary issues 

as his vegetarianism. His morality in ordinary questions had set Shifu apart , Li 

said. 

On the other hand, a labor movement leader who rides a sedan chair and 

curses the coolies if they lose the way , or an advocate of women 's liberation 

who visits prostitutes , or a health expert who smokes opium-their words and 

their behavior are contradictory , and much juggling is required if they hope 

to achieve their goals . 26 

Bi Xiushao (writing under his penname Zhentian) put this contrast between 

Shifu and later anarchists in similar terms: 

Ah , Shifu .. . , you had what we don 't have , and didn 't have what we have ; 

what we have is a lack of effort, an inability to sacrifice and to make our 

principles a second life . What you had was totally the opposite of us . Ah, 

Shifu, you are gone! We who remain haven't progressed , and so our 

principles can ' t be planted in China 's yellow earth! Ah , Shifu , how I regret 

that Heaven did not give you a longer life!
27 

These statements show that Shifu succeeded in the mission he had conceived for 

himself. He had given an absolute devotion to his work . He was remembered 

for this, and his effort continued to attract others to anarchism. His insistence 

on squaring behavior with stated ideals would have served any movement well , 

and Shifu 's message to later generations of Chinese leaders , so often tempted by 

hardship or the opportunity for wealth, has remained relevant. 
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Anarchism, Shifu, and the Early Mao Zedong 

In the May Fourt~ era, Mao ~edong was ~?~g those attracted to Shi ' 
principles and leadership . Suggestmg the poss1b1ltttes for the study s . fu s 

. . 19 (\ ociety h 
was organizing in Changsha, Mao wrote m I -.J , e 

Over the past several years , the general situation in China has chan ed 

greatly . Cai Yuanpei , Jiang Kanghu , Wu Jingheng [Zhihu il, Liu Shifu , C~en 

Duxiu . and others have taken the lead in reform . Reform theories are not 

limited to a single viewpoint. ... Even such questions as whether we should 

have the nation or not , and the family , and marriage , and whether property 

should be private or public , everything is open to furth er study. Furthermore 

the European war spilled over into the revolution in Russ ia , a great tid~ 

wrapping up everything , from west to east ; and scholars at Beij ing National 

University have welcomed this , and the youth of every marketplace and 

every school in the whole country have responded in a great voice . [With this 

tide now] reaching Hunan , the Able Study Society has been established .26 

Mao' s inclusion of three anarchists among those who had stimulated reform 

activity leaves no question about the role of anarchism among intellectuals 

during this period . However , Shifu would have tried to explain to Mao why he 

and Jiang Kanghu should not have been placed together on any list. 

In another essay of 1919, "A Great Union of the Masses , " Mao ' s thinking 

and terminology strongly suggest that he had read widely in the work of Shifu 

and other anarchists . 29 He used several terms common among anarchists and 

used specifically by Shifu . Qiangquan zhe was used to lump together all who 

held power; Mao observed that in earlier times such organizations could be 

formed only by "those in authority ." Opposed to the collective interest of these 

who held various forms of power were the pingmin , the term for common 

people generally used by Shifu and many other socialists . The concept of class 

division Mao presented in this essay was surprisingly simple , resembling the 

populist/anarchist view set forth by a number of Chinese publicists of the early 

years of the century (see Chapter 3) much more closely than the sophisticat~d 

concept that Mao would express in his 1926 essay on the peasant movement 1
~ 

Hunan . "Aristocrats , capitalists , and others with power [qiangquan zhel 
maintained their advantage over the interests of the common people through 

three sources of strength : knowledge , money , and armed strength (zhisht , 
jinqian, wuli) . 

Th . d h division e same essay shows that Mao understood Marxism an t c 
. h. . 1· by now w,t m socta ism as presented by Shifu, although for Mao the labels were 

modified .30 There were two divisions among socialists , he noted . One .wa~ 
" " ·11 · d h . transtorn extreme, w1 mg to o l e1r utmost , by force if necessary , to ,, The 
society; "the leader of this group is Marx , who was born in Germany . 

11 
other division was "moderate , " relying first on the awareness of the cornrno 
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people as the b~sis for changing soc~ety . It would call upon the aristocracy and 

the capitalists simply to change their ways , and would not insist that they be 

executed- "the purposes of this group are broader and more far-sighted . " Its 

leader was the Russian-born Kropotkin .31 Whatever else might be drawn from 

Mao 's essay , it suggests Shifu ' s success in implanting a negative impression of 

Marx . 
Mao also emphasized here that the many organizations formed since the 

late Qing years stood to refute the widely held opinion that Chinese people were 

incapable of organizing . He praised the Tongmenghui as an effective revolution

ary organization and the Guomindang as China 's first political party . Since the 

beginning of the Republic , he observed , most provinces had seen the launching 

of educational , commercial , and farmers ' organizations , and of many other kinds 

of citizens ' groups . Emphasizing positive developments of the early Republican 

years , Mao attributed this movement toward spontaneous organization to the 

opening (kaifang ) of political and intellectual 1 ife that had occurred . Liberation 

(jiefang) was beginning to break out in thought , politics , the economy , man
woman relations , and education . 

Because the Chinese people did indeed have the ability to organize, Mao 

concluded , "a golden world , a splendid world" lay before them . Mao ' s outline 

for building a great people ' s union seems inspired by Kropotkin , especially in 

his emphasis on people ' s innate capacity to organize for common purposes . This 

was one of Shifu ' s themes : he believed such organization would bring about the 

"great people ' s revolution" once a critical mass had been reached . Compared to 

Shifu, as of 1919 Mao Zedong seems optimistic instead of desperate , and 

already thinking like an organizer rather than as a theorist , emphasizing common 

concerns rather than fine points of doctrine . 
Nothing more than extreme idealism and an ingrained resistance to 

bureaucratic form remained from these early anarchist influences in Mao's 

thinking after 1949. 32 By that time Mao ' s ideals too often served to inflame 

high-level political infighting or mass struggle . During the Cultural Revolution, 

both idealism and disciplined organization became negative and produced 

destructiveness instead of order . As of 1919, however , Mao stood near the 

beginning of his career, and at that point his high principles and his awareness 

of the value of organization began to reinforce each other in generating Mao ' s 

strengths as a leader and much of the power in the movement he would build . 

At that time Shifu , along with Cai Yuanpei , Wu Zhihui , and even Jiang Kanghu 

suggested both ideals and goals for revolutionary organizations . Mao said so 
himself. 
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Anarchism in the New Culture 

and May Fourth Periods 

Mao Zedong 's outlook in 1919 suggests the experience of an entire st d 
. • f . u ent 

generation , who like Mao received the mfl_uenc~ o anarch1s~. It would be 

difficult to repeat too often that the cumulat~ve etfect of anarchist propaganda 

and activity over the previous decade g~ve n se to t?e New Culture movement 

of the I 910s . The early anarchi sts , especially the Pans group , called for cultura1 

transformation with all the iconoclastic enthusiasm that any writer in New Youth 

would muster a decade later. Shifu was most insistent in presenting the themes 

of anarchist social revolution during t.hc first years of the Republic . His writings 

focused the attention of many "new youth" o n cultural issues as patterns of 

behavior. He had addressed the major social concerns that came under 

discussion during the New Culture period , from man-woman relations and the 

family to the problems of laborers . He anticipated the far-reaching effects of a 

"people' s revolution" that would make the Chinese full participants in a 

worldwide socialist movement. 

Shifu ' s diligence in writing and propagandiz ing took effect. He and his 

successors accomplished perhaps even more than they would have imagined. 

They had distributed thousands of copies of anarchist literature , from postcards 

to reprints of New Century materials , in addition to Shifu ' s own essays. 

Anarchist journals were being published in many ci ties by the mid- 1910s, and 

anarchist ideas would be discussed in journals with no commitment to 

anarchism, including New Youth and many other of the "new " journals. Shifu 

himself had begun to address issues of labor organization in the last phase of his 

active period, and his followers actually began to organize workers . Thus, 

Shifu ' s influence reached beyond intellectual stimulus to the practical work of 

organizational activity . Although Shifu was not the only figure to espouse these 

causes or conceive of these forms of revolutionary activity , his devoted effort 

made his influence pervasive during the New Culture and May Fourth years. 

Of the many themes in anarchist thought that ente red into the milieu of the 

New Culture, one was so basic as to explain why a movement could develop 

around the idea of a "new culture . " This was the anarchist rejection of politics . 

Jndeed , this broad antiauthori tarian theme helps to account for anarchism's 

appeal to many perceptive Chinese revolutionaries of the century ' s first decade. 

For them , anarchism provided the perspective to see beyond anti-M,rnchu or 

even antidynasric revolution to social revolution . For several years after the 

Revo lution of 19 11 , social and cultural issues involved in revolution were 

O~'erlooked ,_ except by anarchists . Shifu ' s rejection of political revolution 

virtually as 11 began , sure ly increased his stature with young idealists of the late 

19 10s . Clearly the tum 10 discussion of culture during this ~ime grew out of _the 

frustration with politics in those early years of the Republic . This frustranon 

changed the focus of i111ellectual discussion from politics to culture . The 
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edl·scovery of cultural issues helps to account tor th - - f .h r . . . e opt1m1sm o t e new 
youth: if ~lttics was o~t of control , mdividuals might at least deal with their 

,,,0 thinking and behavior and transform the human relat· h. - h -o.. , . . 10ns 1ps mt e1r own 
Jives . Thus, ~ new sens_e of problem coincided with the solutions the anarchists 

had been urgmg on their fellow Chinese for a decade . While anarchism offered 

an analysis of the econo~ic predicament of society , its appeal to Chinese 

intellectual s depended on ns blanket condemnation of authority in every aspect 
of society and culture. This resonated perfectly with their concerns . 

While m~y anar~hi_st journals were being published during the mid-19 lOs , 

their readership was limited . The difficulties of the Voice group after Shifu 's 

death suggests a general lull. Meanwhile, Chen Duxiu set out to build a 

movement among the student generation of the period , launching New Youth in 

September 1915 (half a year after Shifu 's death). Chen 's prestige and the new 

Journal 's audience of Beiji ng University students helped to account for the 

success of New Youth . Chen hoped to stimulate a movement that would change 

the thinki ng and behavior of his student readers . With the journal 's growing 

success , Chen was able to orchestrate the New Culture movement by calling up 

themes and material that he and others , most notably the anarchists , had 

introduced during the previous decade . He presented these themes to great effect 

by ti ming thei r discussion in New Youth with domestic or international political 

events. Chen also made use of teacher-student relationships to build a following 

that ultimately became political. 33 At first , however, he sought to tread a fine 

line between culture and politics , relying on the transformed minds of China's 

young intellectuals to effect positive change in both behavior and public life . 

Chen Duxiu was never an anarchist himself; as he commenced publication 

of New Youth , he did not seek to foster any particular ideological viewpoint. As 

suggested below , Chen at first seems to have been groping for a workable 

approach to his task as editor . That anarchist themes were discussed in this 

major journal is partly ex.plained by the environment at Beijing University . Cai 

Yuanpei , the president , was an anarchist , as were some other members of the 

talented faculty he recruited . Other faculty and student contributors accepted 

some ideas associated with anarchism. Chen as editor set out to foster dialogue 

within the Beida and the broader academic community , and anarchist themes 

were discussed because they had become widespread in the intellectual 

community . Thus , these themes entered into the discussions in New Youth and 

other New Culture journals . Anarchism set the agenda for the dialogue on New 

Culture . All of the topics discussed below- women's equality . labor, the 

importance of science, Esperanto , internationalism and China's role in a 
worldwide people's revolution- had been put forward by the Paris anarchists and 

cmphm;ized as only Shifu could emphasize then, . 
The issue of women 's emancipation illustrates how anarchist ideas entered 

in10 New Cuhurc di scourse . Anarchists had pu.rsued the women's issue 

systematically and placed it in the context of a broader social revolution. 
34 
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Chen Duxiu featured the issue of women ' s liberation as he began p bl · 
Ch 

· . U ICatj 
New Youth . Illustrative of the problems en experienced as he cas 0n of 

. . h . . . t about 4' 

themes and systematic presentallon m 1s new Journal 1s that the fir 1or 
he used (in September and November l 915) included "Observ

st 
_material 

. h ations 
Women , " comments on man-womm1 relations t at today seem male h . on 

H 
. " , . . c auv1n· 

in tone, and "Seven Eu_rop~an . eromes, Vllnous versions of Which 1st 

circulared in radical pubhcations smce at least a decade earlier _Js 8 h had 

half of 1917 however a number of discussions reflecting various vieJ t _e first 
' ' . Points 0 

the women' s issue appeared m New Youth . Then 111 July 1917 the . n 

published Yuan Zhenying' s translation of Emma Goldman ' s "MarriaJournat 
·f· 11 h. · h d · ge anct Love " the only spec1 1ca y anarc 1st Jtem t at appearc m all this mat . , enal 36 

However , this was a year before New Youth devoted a special issue to H ·. 
" 11' H " d . I · ennk Ibsen, whose Do s ouse appeare m trans at10n , and fo r which Hu Sh· 

(later an opponent of "isms") wrote an essay on "lbscnism" that called ~ 
1 

women 's liberation .37 Thus , anarchist ideas focused ancl enlivened discussi~~ 

of this issue whose importance became universally recognized in the New 

Culture . 

Belief in science became a virtually universal tenet in New Culture 

thinking . For many mtellectuals of both older and younger generations , science 

became a panacea, powerfully appealing because of the perceived failure of the 

principles on which Chinese cIVilization had been built. As Daniel Kwok has 

shown. this belief in science became so strongly held among many of its 

advocates that it 1s accurately termed "scientism. "38 The background to 

scientism extended to China' s experience of technological inadequacy during the 

late nineteenth century , especially in the war with Japan in 1894-95 . From that 

point progressive-minded individuals had sought to introduce modem technolo

gy . By the first decade of the new century , however, there were few besides the 

Paris group of Chinese anarchists who made scientific principles basic to their 

worldview . For Wu Zhihui , Li Shizeng, and their associates in Paris, scientific 

principles stood as the basis for technological development and for a rational 

ordering of human society . If the New Culture movement is characterized as 

China's Enlightenment. , Wu and Li were the movement ' s firstphilosophes . Shifu 

accepted the scientistic theme with enthusiasm. However, he placed a somewhat 

different emphasis from Wu on the relationship between modem science and the 

moral principles it implied in Kropotkin ' s anarchism. For Shifu, the principle 

of mutual aid that underlay the natural world gave immediacy to its moral 

mean mg m human society . . . 

Wu remained one of the most active advocates of science . Several ot his 

best-known statements on this subject appeared in New Youth . He some~imes 

emphasized pouns even more basic than the importance of science . Convmced 

h Ch. . I - . . 1· . ,·,unst 
t at . mcse 1nte lectuals t1rst needed to overcome an age-old preJU< 1cc ,tb, ·,, 
physical labor, he urged his readers to take up the ans of "material civi liLallO"· 
1'1 . 1· . 1· h · · . "Youltl 1e potenna 1t1es o · t e material ans became Wu 's thcnit~ in two essays . 
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'and Toob "' 2nd • Again on Tools .. published in New You1h in late 1916.J,, 
· ttumzJI lwn~$~ t!Jt'inSiel_ves the best tools~ had been l.L~ to create other tools . 

. Wu noted . O~t tbe (J~i~ had faiJed to partake of this evolution because of 

tbeJr bias _ag.amst physical labor. Wu urged. the new voutb to get involved in this 

_ p-rc~.;L~;. Jn_ .. Moving lO'Hard the Great Harmony th~ough Machfaery" (summer 

}918, repnn~1- fr~,m Labor. for which see befow) Wu developed this theme 
ev-en further .

41 
fhi~ t:s1>ay ~ xi a~ one of the best-known of Wu's career. He 

t,ecame: aiSO(;iatc.d with the idea of "saving the country with motors-. d l Wu's 
t,eHef in SCJL,,'Jl~ underlay his VlorJdvicw; this position 1s correctly associated 
viith the anarch ist~ 

Esperanto remained an important issae with anarchists during the New 

Culture period . New Youth devoted a surprising amount of space to discussions 
<>f faperanto along with other language issues , such as the need to develop a 

Chinese ~ llabary Wu Zhihui also served as a major spokesman for the 

anarchist pmnt o.f v,cw on Espc.,-ranto .42 In his longest discussion of these 

language issues, Wu displayed his sarcastic wit in ridiculing national essence 

advoca1c5 who feared the advance of Esperanto .43 Wu concluded that Esperanto 

was the best hope for an international language capable of assisting scholars, 

businesSmL"l"l, and any others interested in easing communication across the 

barriers of national languages. By this time Wu appears less insistent on the 

jdcal of international community than he had been a decade earlier, and here he 

gives more attention to the practical problems of language reform. 

Among younger anarchists, Shifu 's followers Huang Lingshuang and Ou 

Shcngbai recommended Esperanto to readers of New Youth in several 

statements. 44 Writing in 1919, Huang expressed hope that , as the war had 

ended , Esperanto would offer the best means for international communication 
in a time when opportunities for the worldwide people's movement seemed 

better than ever. Both Huang and Ou believed Esperanto could help in moving 

toward language unification within China and internationally . Esperanto could 

resolve the issue whether to standardize spoken Chinese according to northern 

or southern pronunciation.45 Their view on this question suggests why many 
.anarchists did not support the baihua movement with the same enthusiasm they 

displayed for other causes. Huang and Ou were Cantonese, as were most in 

Shi fu's fo llowing; if this is a correct assessment of their views on baihua, it 

might refl ect a southerners' bias . 
Anarchists' attachment to the Esperanto issue may be seen as a barometer 

of their attitudes on a number of cultural questions. The Paris group had begun 

to espouse Esperanto almost exactly at the point when the movement developed 
great momentum in Europe. To use Esperanto me,mt to participate in the avant
garde culture of Europe. The potentialities of a rationally devised , basically 
simple international language were clear to these whose home culture so strongly 

emphasit.ed language as the essence of culture. As the Ne~ Culture mo~eme~t 
began to develop, literature assumed a coequal place wtth language m this 
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. ew Youth and many other New Culture journals r 
cluster of issues . N try novels drama. However, anarchists pla egu1arh, 

d r ture · poe , ' Yed 1 

feature itera . . s of literature or in efforts to produce baihua 1· only a 
• · d 1 in discussion . iter 

hmite roe · 
1 

would do. 46 This lack of mterest in literatu ature 
H Shi for examp e, . re s ' 

as u . ' . the anarchists' focus on the maJor themes f eerns 
inconsistent , given ° social 

revolution. • h . t 
l f lture with which anarc 1s s were concerned was e 

The leve o cu veryda 
. . h art·stic expression . Thus , they concentrated on themes. Y 

hvmg rather t an 1 . in What 
. b d cultural engineering rather than those concerned with c 

1 might e terme . u ture 

th art Peter Zarrow has observed that by the late 1910s, anarchists ap 
as e s. . h d b d pear 
less devoted to moral principles than Shi~ a ~en an ge~erally_ seemed to 

believe that if anarchist ideas for restructuring soci~ty were simply mtroducect 

the desired changes would ~ove quick_ly toward im?lementation.47 Probab1; 

most were not quite so naive; but this concern with _ language rather than 

literature suggests a preoccupation with culture as behav10~ rather than culture 

as the forms of artistic expression, which could change attitudes and behavior 

by the power of suggestion. 
Support for Esperanto also expressed the anarchists ' consistent advocacy 

of internationalism. Being internationalist did not mean that anarchists would fail 

to oppose imperialist actions on the same basis as their fellow Chinese who were 

patriots pure and simple, for the great powers ' aggression and aggrandizement 

represented the forces of authority in the international community . A writer in 

Liberal Record expressed the principle as Shifu had put it : "Anarchism is 

internationalist, and as the people of the world prepare for their common 

mission, it will be impossible for one country to become anarchist and others not 

to. "48 As World War I concluded, Chinese anarchists anticipated the great 

wave of worldwide revolution outlined in their theory . 49 Eventually the theme 

of international brotherhood in revolution would be framed by the Chinese 

Communists , echoing Lenin and the Comintern. However, the expectation of a 

worldwide people' s revolution had been introduced by the Paris anarchists years 

earlier. As with so many other of the themes of anarchism, Shifu had redoubled 

the emphasis on worldwide social revolution as the fulfillment of anarchist 
theory . 

International Revolution and Workers' 

Issues in the Anarchist Journal Labor 

. As the id~a of worldwide people's revolution was so important to Shifu,_ 

n was appro~nate ~hat three of his closest associates had major roles in one_ of 

the_ first Chmese Journals to respond to the Bolshevik Revolution, which 

ul_tim~tely would have a great effect on revolution in China. In 1918 Lian~ 

~mgxian,_ Zheng Peigang, and Shifu' s younger brother Shixinjoined Wu ZhihUI 
10 launchmg Labor (Laodo ) h f . . . in its 

ng , t e 1rst Chinese journal to use this term 
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1c ,rnblished in Shanghai and devoted t d · • . • 
nan · t 

50 
. . ~ e ucatmg and orgamzmg the city ' s 

\vorkers . This coll aboration almost certaml y would h 1 sh · t· . . . .' ~ · ave angcrct , 1 ·u ; yet 
al the tune it behooved both Sh1fu s com rades and Wu t k 

1 
• , . o sec , o cooperate tn 

the intercs ts of _the an~r~h tSl movement • T his foreshadowed Wu ' s overtures to 

younger anarc~11 ~ts_ t_o .10111 the G M O a decade tater (see chapter IO) . 

Laodong s 1~'.tial r~sp~nsc to the events in Russia (published March 1918) 

was strongly posittve , lmkmg the revolution to anarchism and again reflecting 

the opt imism t_hat revol_uti?n would spread elsewhere . s, Lnodoni also was on; 

of the fi rst Chinese periodicals lo present Lenin ' s role as the Bolshevik leader. 

In a follow -up report on events in Russia . however, the journal wrote more 

accurately of the Bolsheviks . This second report corrected any initial suggestions 

that Lenin w!shed_ to conduct social revolution according to anarchist pri;ciples : 

''Lenin certamly is not an anarchist ; if he were . he would oppose authority . " 

However . Lenin was credited with seeking to place power 111 the hands of 

workers and using it to achieve the good of the masses . Further. the view 

presented here was generous 111 allowmg that in 1he midst of revolutionary 

change. it would not always be possible to tell what methods would be most 

effective .
52 

These discussions gave a positive impression of the Bolsheviks and 

expressed hope that the common goals of socialism might be achieved . They 

also anticipated the disagreements that would emerge when Chinese anarchists 

and Marxists attempted to establish a common ground for cooperation a few 

years later . 

W ithin a year after Laodong first suggested the importance of the 

revolution in Russia, the idea of international solidarity would take on such force 

as to stir several major groups in China to action and organization . Certainly 

such appeals as Li Dazhao ' s "The Victory of Bolshevism, " published half a year 

later m the more widely read New Youth , had greater impact than these 

discussions in the short -lived Shanghai journal . But among Chmcse radicals . 

anarchists had been proclaiming this possibility of revolution as a result of war 

for several years . No wonder, then, that the students who later Jomed the M ay 

Fourth movement felt sustained by "plain people " outside China when they 

sought to reverse the result of the war that most directly affected Chma . 

Laodong addressed the pract ical concerns of_ labor and labor organ1zat1on 

One such discussion began by observmg that 111 some respects workers m 

Shanghai had not advanced much over the past decade , a comment C(.:h1)rng 

Shifu ' ~ 191 4 discussion of workers ' organizations Hnwever , the artidl.' als,) 

expressed pnde lf1 rhc growmg sense of solidarity displayed Ill a st.nkc that had 

dntwn 111 sevt:ra.l difkrenl groups of wo rk.er-; . The wnte r ( 1Jl•11ttl il'd "1nly a,-; 

S.S ) url;!.ed wurkc:rs to stnke tllr other cau:~e'i than v.·agc 111crcast:s and 1,, ,lV\lld 

any o ri ,wi , at inn lh,n ,n , ulvt' ll lhl'ir hosses Bro.id r .. 'rnmmc11 ... l.tLK111s t,)r 

workers ' or)a?.:uui.at11.JO::. fulk""t:d It "twu ld h~ v, ut h ·r-.. Lh,.·t1b(:h,;s \',,th, 

nrg,tni.zed , fJ:)lll !ht' bonom upw.1i.i and 110m hH.all\ ,1Ul \\ ,1rd l'tt\."Tt' -sh,1uld t1c 

no kader~ . only thuse wh,, t..tkc 1.·arc llt lmswr.·.ss tht: 1H·11wtpk t1 l cqu.u1t_y ~houht 
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bo . ·zation should be for the ultimate purpose of 
be upheld . La. r org~m . . wer 53 These too we .. e . . S0<:ia.1 
revolution. not to achieve pohttcal po · . • _Pn1:1c1ples th 

. . d ·n hi·s comments regardmg labor organization ln at 
Sh1fu bad put ton.var 1 · · . - . · · this 
. . . . . . 

1 00 
Sb'fu ' s comrades earned on his concerns . however La,..,-' 

1n1t1at1ve to a · r , l . . . - . . . .' vuon 
ed 

. basi·c shonconuno m Sh1fu s efforts . most of Its an· g 
also pe~tuat one · 0 

. 1cles 
were \\-Titten in iiterarv Chinese, not bailzua . 

Laodong also publicized the "' Stu~y in France" move~ent . which stands as 
.i. . - er] most successful project ot the older generation of anarchists 1 we sm_ e •ct • ll · t 
established the idea that s.rudy in Europe would pr?vi e mte . ectual breadth anct 
an acquaintance with technologically advanced \.\ es tern society . _Despite some 

serious problems, this movement stands ~ one. of the mist ef~ect1ve and large. 

scale organizational efforts of the anarchist movement. While the movement 

to study~ m France is well known. Laodong also . publicized a work-and-study 

movement within China at this point in the late 1910s. By the early 1920s, many 

students who had stayed home engaged in vari_ous kinds of projects to help 

educate workers and , in the process, to begin to understand the life of 

workers. 55 All such activities drew students closer to workers and to practical 

concerns of all kinds . This is another example of an activity that has been 

associated with the early communist movement rather than the anarchist 

movement. perhaps because it was indeed down-to-earth and worker-oriented. 

\\'bile the communist movement ultimately handled this initiative to labor most 

effectively. the c.ommunists were by no means first to undenake it. 

A Final Theme: The Question of Belief 

As the first wave of an international movement , the Bolshevik Revolution 

suggested a political direction for the enthusiasms of the New Culture. While 

China's "new youth " were considering the implications of the events in Russia. 

rhe Versailles Peace Conference delivered the major result of the war for China: 

£.he Shandong peninsula was to be turned over to Japanese control. Together. the 

revolution in Russia and the decision on Shandong transformed New Culture 

consciousness into May Fourth activism. An aroused nationalism mobilized the 

new youth to political activity ; henceforth this nationalism would be a pervasive 
force m all political activity . 

When the May Fourth movement began, Chen Duxiu stood with the 

smdeots who had responded to the appeals he and others made in New You1h . 

Chen 's i~1volvement in May Fourth brought a new turning point in his car~r. 

as by spnng _ 1920 he ~gan devoting his major effort to organizing a Conuuuntst 

Party 1? Cluna. >
6 

It 1s of particular interest that , on the brink of this shift t~ 

rev~lutmnary activity, Chen wrote to express his concerns about the question ot 

beltef, of a :worldview that could provide confidence during this period of 

change. In this Chen shared another of the anarchists' concerns, which the latter 

had expressed as opposition to superstition. In Nelv Century, Wu Zhihui had 
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been unrelenting in his ridicule of s . . 
. . b 1· f uperstit1on Shifu h d d .. 

superstitious e 1e s the final point of h. C : a ma e oppos1t10n to 
v h is onsc1ence So · t I d 

with New ,ow , New Culture journals cie Y Pe ge . Beginning 
basic element of their iconoclasm Che e~ten?ed .the attack on superstition as a 

all the supporting voices he could findn 57 ~~
1 ~ himself led th!s attack and used 

usually opposed science to superstition ·i timately these ~1scussions , which 

same way this question had concerned \h~~u~e~on 
th

~ question of belief, in the 
decades . g lt 1 Chinese for the previous two 

Writing in April 1920, only weeks b i h . 
· · Ch e ore e began his efforts at party 

orgamzatton, en Duxm wrote a retrospective o th N C I 
for New Youth _5R After notin n e ew u ture movement 

1 
k . 

1 
g that the movement had fostered the scientific 

out 00 essentta to_ mode171 life and thought , Chen turned to the contrast 
between modem philosoph1es and China 's old cult ·th ·t h · . _ . ure w1 1 s emp as1s on 
religion . S~ekmg to reconcile the ~dvance of science with the slower develop-

ment of belief, Che~ referred to Cai Yuanpei 's treatment of this question , which 

also h~d appeared . m New Youth in 1917. 59 Humankind has always had an 

aesthettc sense, Cai had stated , which had been expressed in religion in earlier 

stages of human development. In the modern era however science had 

explained most phenomena formerly attributed to a divine pow;r. Yet feeling 

and the need to believe remained ; knowledge, will , and feeling constituted the 

three basic humari needs . Cai had urged that the aesthetic sense be seen as a 

creative way to fill this spiritual vacuum. Chen agreed with Cai 's thinking on 

this question . Referring to a letter a friend had written on these problems, Chen 

quoted the French sculptor Auguste Rodin : "Beauty is the expression of the best 

humari qualities ; the arts seek this beauty. "6() If China lacked knowledge, she 

could get it from the West , the friend had concluded; but arts could be created 

only within Chinese culture . 
The Chinese people 's spiritual disorientation showed in many ways , Chen 

continued . Some problems were moral . Many of the new youth were enthusias

tic about the ideas of the New Culture , but they forgot that they should still love 

their families . 61 Some problems were social . Chen cited Wu Zhihui ' s 

observation that there were three great powers in Chinese life : Confucius , 

Guandi (the god of war) , and "Mr. Ma"- mahjong . But Mr. Ma was not so bad , 

Chen believed , because his followers were not pretentious . He provided a way 

for men and women to be together in a relaxed sociability , and he was far less 

dangerous as a diversion than opium. Returning to the aesthetic aspect of the 

problem Chen noted that he could not criticize those who go day after day to 

dance h~ls or shadow-puppet plays; they were seckmg to fill a void in their 

lives : "our national culture lacks even the seeds of art and music . ""
2 

Chen 

offered no clear solution to the need for a new re ligion- fl.lr a coherent set of 

beliefs- but he recognized the importance of this ~1uestion, . . 
Chen's discourse 011 aesthetics as an alternattve to reltg1on took up n:iore 

than half the space in this essay . In concluding, he returned to the goals ot the 
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ent · to organize, to create a spirit , and to influence 
New Culture movem · le However Chen 's concern with this bas· Other 
movements among t?e peohp n .his organi,zing effort on behalf of Maric_culturai 
. . t at the pomt w e . . xisrn w 
issue JUS . . ct· his continuing concern with basic cultural is as 
b t to begm m icates . f . . sues anct 

a ou . , e could still refer to old anarchist nends m discussing the 63 

the pomt ~hat h s again suggest the major role played by anarchists m. 
Those re,erence N C It E anct 

. . . t the agenda of the ew u ure . ven more rele 
anarchism m laymg ou . . Vant to 

. h Chen's recognition of the importance of beltef in any f" 
our mterests ere , . . , d. f . , e ,on 
to build a new society agreed with Shifu s ~nderstan i?g o Chma s predicament 

d h l heartedlytoanarchismm 1912 . Shifuhadcometoanarch· 
as he tume w o e . . . . ism 
from a form of secularized Buddh•~~• and for him, ~arch1sm bec~e a new 

religion adequate for all human spmtual needs . Chen s u_nderstandmg of the 

question of belief was more complex . Although he was mo~mg toward Marxism 

as a social philosophy and was impatient to get on with the basic task of 

organizing for revolution, he recognized the deep need ~or spi~itual rootedness 

to give meaning to the great tasks of cultural transformation facmg China at this 

time. 
Shifu had made monumental contributions to the idea and the content of a 

New Culture. His vision of social revolution included almost every issue that 

became part of the New Culture. 64 His insistent presentation of these themes 

in his writings articulated the nature of problems in Chinese society and kept 

them in the consciousness of the intelligentsia, especially its younger members. 

Most profoundly, his example had stirred many of this generation of new youth, 

who would help to shape the ideas of the New Culture and try to live it amidst 

new waves of frustration as their own lives unfolded . 

Neither Shifu nor other anarchists, however, were responsible for 

introducing democracy into discussion of the New Culture . They accepted the 

bias against liberal democracy from European anarchists . After the Versailles 

Peace Conference 's decision on Shandong discredited democracy, further 

discussion of such important questions as building institutions to support 

democracy were at least postponed . By summer 1919 "Mr. Democracy" no 

longer stood beside "Mr. Science" as a mythical hero of the New Culture. If 

Shifu had been able to determine the names of those heroes , he would have 

chosen "Mr. Science" and "Mr. Morality . 11 65 

. Che~ Duxiu stands as a pivotal figure of the New Culture period. He _set 
o~t-to build a movement to foster cultural change, and through a combination 

of mtellectuaJ and political skills, he succeeded . In stirring interest in a ~ ~ w 
Culture, Chen needed the support of Wu Zhihui and Cai Yuanpei and of Sb1tu, 

as n_mch a~ he needed the help of Hu Shi and Tao Menghe How~ver, while he 

reht.~mh. ed lus respect for many anarchists he could not full.y share their visi~ne, 
w 1c was to ·ct 1· · ' auv 

. . 
0 i ea IShc for him. By early 19,..,0 Chen could see no attern 

to pohllcs· the march f . . k , Id cease 
to b ' . . 0 events convinced him that the new youth shoU d to 

e preoccupied wtth d ' . . Id rocee 1scuss1on and experimentation, and shou P 
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action . In the early 1920s he would seek to ally with those anarchists who also 

were prepared to act , yet h.e ":ould devote some of his strongest criticism to 

youngste:s who. used a.narchist ideas to shirk their responsibility to society . May 

fourth dtd not immediately produce the communist movement, but it did bring 

Chen Duxiu to a new turning point from culture to politics . As Chen sensed , the 

decade of the 1920s would again make politics predominant over culture . The 

anarchists did not fade quickly ; indeed , their numbers probably grew through 

I 921 or 1922 , as described in the next chapter. However, Chen Duxiu 's turn to 

politics suggested a basic change that helps to account for the declining influence 

of anarchism during the 1920s. Anarchism stimulatr.d Chinese activists as they 

conceived their vision of social revolut ion during the first two decades of the 

century . By the 1920s the tasks of revolution were conceived more concretely; 

the work of revolution became "harder," and effective organization became the 
critical factor . 

In order to get a full perspective on China 's history during the first decades 

of this century , we must acknowledge not only the role of anarchist communism 

in the background of the Chinese Communist Party, but also the call for cultural 

transformation that the early anarchists , especially the Paris group , had made 

beginning in l 907 . What was new about the New Culture of the late 19 lOs was 

not so much its freshness as the level of its dissemination ; by the 19 lOs , 

anarchist ideas had become widespread . The themes of social revolution 

remained the same in both decades . For the first generation of anarchists , the 

late 19 lOs probably seemed a time of harvest , not a time of planting as 

suggested by the widely used term "new." This image of planting and harvesting 

also suggests that, for anarchism, what would follow in the 1920s would be a 

cleaning of the fields , and use of the stalks that remained in the fields as 

fe rtilizer for the next crop . The anarchists had prepared the so il fo r China 's 

social revolution . The next crop would not be their planting, but their ideas 

would nourish that next crop , and seeds of anarchism have sprouted voluntarily 

in later years. 



Chapter 10 

Shifting Ground, Slippery Footing: 

The Anarchists vs. Communists 

and Nationalists during the 1920s 

The period from 1919 to 1927 was among the most complex of China 's 

history m this century . The anarchist movement flourished during this post-May 

Fourth period, probably reaching its greatest numbers . The Chinese Communist 

Party (CCP) was formally launched in July 1921 from a background of cells that 

had been operating over the previous two years . Establishment of the CCP set 

off an extended struggle between these two socialist movements , a struggle 

increasingly engaged in terms of organization rather than cultural debate , to the 

disadvantage of the anarchists . The growing organizational strength of the 

Gu.omindang (GMD) proved even more important , for it forced the CCP to 

cooperate with the GMO on the latter' s terms and produced the GMD 's grasp 

of power by 1927 All three major political movements- anarchists , CCP , and 

GMD- sought to build popular organizations , especially labor unions . All three 

saw the warlords as a scourge to the nation and made them their common 

enemies \Vh ile all three movements recognized the need for revolution in the 

cotmtryside and ma.de some effort to organize rural people , throughout this 

pt~riod all accepted 1he prenus.e that revolunon would be focused in the cities 

Underlying all ocher development~ was 1h-e rising nationalism thal sprang from 

May Fourth Both GMD and CCP thrived on this tremendou~ forct for untty 

and organization Wh ik auarchlsts reg~rded thtir natiun ,\S l,rw l\f the many 

victimized by Western v.eallh and p<;\1,:er they refused t..1 ~,L) l rt!v<.ilut i'-,n in 

tenns of nat wnalism alone and ga\ e thh 1s.sor. h.> their ri\'als 
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. nization and nationalism made for chan . 
mphas1s on orga g1ng 

The new e • the anarchist movement . As of the early 192 d problems ,or . • • Os 
circumstanc~s an oats with both their nval political movements . Thi 
anarchists still shared manyCgCP with whom the anarchists tried at first s 

· 11 true of the , ' as of 
was especia Y Th attempts to work together were foiled not b 
1921-22 , to cooper~te_. esles but by the anarchists ' approach to organizatio Y 
d. ment on socialist goa , . . . n. 

1sagree . . t the idea of organ1zat1on, and m fact they creat d 
Th h·sts did not rests . . . e 

e anarc 
1
_ . t . s However their reJectlon of a well-defmed (if not 

some effecuve orgamza ion · ' . . • h . . 
. . . 1 structure proved cnt1cal m t e cond1t10ns of th 

centrahzed) orgamzat1ona . . e 
. h ter 9 anarchists had played the maJor role m defining 

1920s. As shown m c ap • . • • . 
. 

1 
.· b t they were unable to translaLe their pnnctples mto effective 

social revo utton , u . . , . . 
. . 1• Wht·te Shifu had established an effective orgamzat1on based 

orgamzationa ,orm. . . . . . 
largely on his personal leadership , ~ts . successors faced frustration m their 

efforts to broaden the scope of organ1zatton. . 
During the 1920s Shifu ' s successors confronted two rn_~or leaders of the 

New Culture movement who had turned to the work of poht1cal organization. 

Chen Duxiu and Wu Zhihui now sought to direct the enthusiasm of a younger 

generation of activists. In turning to political organizing , Chen followed up his 

attraction to Marxism and the Bolshevik example by attempting to build a 

similar political movement in China. Wu Zhihui had largely rejected political 

activity during the early 1910s (despite Shifu' s accusations that he had been too 

active), but by 1923 Wu moved quickly toward full involvement in the affairs 

of the GMD. True to Shifu' s principles, the younger anarchists of the 1920's 

resisted both of these senior leaders in their respective efforts to build 

organizations that aspired to state power. Now issues largely theoretical during 

1912-13 were played out in the politics of the 1920s . By the middle 1920s 

questions about the nature of revolution were not mere matters for discussion; 

they became matters of life and death . 

For Shifu and his followers , the issue of ends vs . mearts was a key to 

social revolution. Shifu had stated repeatedly his belief that it is impossible to 

achieve socialism without the willing and active participation of ordinary people. 

In debating Chen Duxiu and Wu Zhihui , those anarchists who remained faithful 

to Shifu ' s vision continued to press this point. While this ideal remained vital 

to Shifu ' s followers and _widely respected among activists, both the GMO and 
the CCP proceeded to build centralized party strnctures . Shi fu' s followers fouod 

themselves outspent and outmaneuvered, and gradually Wu Zhihui 's influence 
began to prevail over Sh"fu ' s ·11 d ·t 

, . 1 s. tt , the respect accorded to Shifl1 ma e 1 

necessary tor Wu to debate . 
· h . . young anarchists about what Shifu would have done 
m t e circumstances of the 1920, 1 . " · · d 

dh 
s. n the discussion that follows Shttu an 

younger a erents to his · , · . ' ' ' W 
Zl -b · · h . . . . principles are Juxtaposed to Chen Duxiu and u 

ll ui rn t ese crn1cal issues of theory l . . 
am orgamzatton . 
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Guangzhou and Other C ·t· 
Th 

11es as 
eaters of Struggle 

As the focus of Tongmenghui act' . 
. . iv1ty ' Guangzho h d b 

a revolut10n smce before 1911 . It remain d S u a een a center for 
Shifu's work in Guangzhou had made . uhn Zhongshan 's base of operations 

e It t e maior · 
movement as well , a factor that would · :1 center of the anarchist 
CCP by the early 1920s . Although Ch cDaus~ prob_Iems for both Sun and the 

en uxm decided to t G 
he commenced organizational work t h go 

O 
uangzhou as 

or t e CCP he regard d th · 
territory already dominated by the anarch. 1 ' e e city as 

Ch r . Ists . 
en wngmmg ' the "anarchist warl d" h . . 

both Shifu and Sun became a key fi _or w O had longstandmg lmks with 
' tgure 10 Guangzhou When Ch J · · 

regained control of Guangzhou in 1920 h · en wngmmg 
l' bl Tt £ h ' e appeared ready to provide Sun the 

re ia e_ Illl I ary ~rce . e had long been seeking . 2 By June 1922 however the 
two split over the issue of how best to uni·fy Ch. S . ' , 

h 
. . ma. un mtended to commence 

a nort em expedition at that point Chen 11·0 · , h · . . · ngmmg s attac ment to federalism 
a pnnciple th~t gr~~ out of his anarchist background , divided the two and 
underlay a bnef m1ht_ary struggle in which Sun 's forces prevailed . J The two 

~eaders became ~nem1es after this episode; this split must be considered an 

1°:portant factor m Sun's willingness to accept Comintem assistance and to ally 
with the CCP. 

_The growth of labor organization in Guangzhou during the 1920s 

culmmated a development that had begun in the early years of the century . In 

1918 Shifu 's successors helped to organize the Teahouse Union the first 

industrywide union, and in early 1919 a barbers ' union.4 Newly arou~ed worker 

consciousness in the wake of the May Fourth movement brought the establish

ment of twenty-six new unions in the city in 1919.5 Favorable conditions led to 

another wave of organizing from 1920 to 1922. By 1922 Guangzhou had about 

eighty labor unions . 6 Shifu ' s old friend Xie Yingbo became a major organizer, 

now working under the auspices of Chen Jiongming and Sun Zhongshan. He 

adopted an anarchist name, the Mutual Aid Society, for the network he set up, 

which by 1922 claimed some 100,000 workers in more than one hundred 

affiJ iates . 7 

Organizalion gave labor unprecedented polit ical power . This was bmugbt 

to bear several times in Guangzhou during the 1920s. The unions also retlccted 

shifting political influences in the city. 'They supported Chen Jiongm1ng ln his 

c.ampajgn to dislodge the Guangxi warlords as he 1·ctm11t~d to comwl in 1920. 
By the time of Chen 's splir with Sun, the unions sid(;~d with Sun, ancl from that 
point on the alliance with tabor remained a k~yswne of Sun's power in 

?uangzhou. The shifting aUegian<.-:cs of labor ~1sually. reduced t~~-~archists' 
influence in Guangzhou . The GMD--CCP alhan,c turther potn1c12ed labor 
organization and activitv. The.re we-re strains from the beginning between the 
CCP unions ~d the relatively 0011servative GMO groups, and between both and 
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tive merchant community in the city . As early as 
19 the even more conserva raged the unions in building independent armed rn·1?4 s , government encou . 1 itia 

~ un s . hants and their supporters . A v10lent clash between th 
for use agamst the mere s R d . . ese 

k t •n October of that year. enewe anti-imperialist feel· two forces bro e ou 1 1ng 
h M 30 incident in 1925 brought even greater growth to the lab because of t e ay 

I 
b • . or 

A f 1926 Guangzhou had some 250 a or organ1zat1ons with a tota) 
movement. so . • · · h' h I b 

b h. pproaching 300,000 . D1v1s1ons wit m t e a or movement Were mem ers Ip a · s , d h · 
b d b the Succession struggle followmg un s eat m March 192

5 ~~crm y . , 
1 . 1- - in Guangzhou as elsewhere- m the purge of the CCP in April cu mma mg . h ,, C 

1927_ The CCP's abortive attempt to estabhs a anton commune" in 

December added several thousand more to the number of workers who became 

victims m the tragic conclusion to this period of burgeoning growth in the 
9 Guangzhou labor movement. . . 

Other cities experienced similar levels of labor act1v1ty , and also usually 

reflected an anarchist presence at least through the early 1920s. As China's 

major industrial center, Shanghai was a focal point for worker organization. 

Beijing , Tianjin, and other major cities also experienced labor organization and 

actions at various times.
10 

In none of these cities, however, was labor merely 

the "putty in the hands of Party cadres to be molded at will " that either GMD 

or CCP histories have sought to show. 11 But it seems accurate to generalize 

that there were times in each of these Chinese cities when large numbers of 

workers were prepared to respond as Party cadres hoped they would, and this 

feature of mass mobilization became a means all the movements used to build 
suppon. 

The struggles that ensued between anarchists and Marxists in these major 

cities during the early 1920s were mirrored in many provincial capitals and 

regional cities. Nanjing had its anarchist organizations, as did Changshu, a 

suburban city northwest of Shanghai . Wuhan became another point of struggle 

betw~en anarchists and Marxists. In Changsha, Mao Zedong's commitment to 

Marx.ism was made clear through his struggle with some local anarchists in 

1921 , alt~ough _he extolled the courage of two young anarchists who were 

executed for th~~r l~bor organizing activity. 12 Taiyuan, capital of Shanxi. and 

some smaller c1'.1es 1_n Y~ Xishan's province had small groups of anarchists, 

P~~bably because of the mtluence of the longtime anarchist Jing McijiuY ::~~·t gener:lly re~arded as China's outback, had a surprising number of 

C·t· . L. gFr~ups, not Just in Chengdu, its capital but also in some of its smaller 1 1es. 1 e1gan better kn b · ' · ' J f 
anarchism in Th; Famil 

0
~

0 ~ ,his pen name Ba Jin, suggests the appea_ 0 

come. under ihe intlue ? (J,~i), his_ bes.t-known novel. Ba Jin appears to have 
began to ebb . th nee of ~ -arctusm tn the early l 920's when the movemenr 

· in e coastal c1t1e Wl . .. ang 
to work on behalf of the . , s. ien Ba !m traveled down the ~han&P 

1 a dozen anarchist groups~ars~~
1

1
st 

movemem m Shanghai, he left behmd at leas 
· . m . 1c man. 14 
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The ideological struggles of th 1 . . '. . . . , , . , . . e ear y 1920s l 
it.self . Cont1_numg anarchist activity in th Ch' a so were staged outside China 

fl t d t. e inese com · • 
is re ec e tn reports o . periodicals pub! ' h . . mumties of southeast Asia 

. h . IS ed m s· 
who earlier ad been active with An l · . ingapore or Manila. Hua Lin 

1s Th d b . . · na s of Freedo • . · ' 
J919. .ese e ates were earned on . N m, was m Manila during 
associate Zheng Bi 'an , who lived bot: . orth ~merica as well . Shifu 's old 

continue~ .to ~ropag~ndize anarchism alon 
1

:i;an~da and th~ -~nited States, 
commumues m Cahfomia, especially th! sa! his ot~er act1vit1es . 16 Chinese 

politics back home . The most important Francisco Bay area, echoed 
overseas front · h • . 

struggles , however, had to be in Fra m t ese 1deolog1cal 
students continued to go on the work-· n~e, ~here large numbers of Chinese 

was sponsored by the "first-generation~~ -~tuh~ movement. As this movement 
. anarc tsts Wu Zhihui Li Sh. C . 

Yuanpe1 , and others , the Marxist groups th t fi . . , izeng, a1 
as having grown out of the anarchist mo a or~ed 10 France ma.y be reckoned 
especially Wu Zhihui alienated I vement . owever, the semor anarchists , 
. . ' arge numbers of the students by gross la ses 
m thei.r m~a_g~ment of t?e program . Ultimately the same kinds of basic isfues 
on which md1v1duals decided which moveme t t . . b k h . . . . n o JOtn ac ome m Chma also 
determined the allegiances formed while st d · b d 17 Wh . . u ymg a roa . atever the 
sett:mg.' the iss~es were much the same in the struggles between anarchists and 
their nvals dunng these critical years . 

The Parting of the Ways: Anarchists 

and Communists in Guangzhou, 1921-22 

The spring of 1921 proved a critical period in relations between anarchists 

and Marxists . It marked the beginning of concerted efforts to organize Marxist 

groups in Guangzhou and elsewhere. This also was the time when the two 

groups saw that their differences were irreconcilable and decided to go their 

separate ways. Chen Duxiu arrived in Guangzhou in late 1920 to serve as 

provincial minister of education at the invitation of Chen Jiongming soon after 

he gained control of the city . Chen Duxiu had little success in recruiting people 

to Marxism in Guangzhou. He hoped to enlist anarchists to his side, but they 

adhered to their prior views. Because of better prospects in Shanghai, Chen 

returned there in August 1921. 
18 

Beginning in March 1921 a revived Voice of the People played an 

important role in the debates between anarchists and Marxists in Guangzhou. 

Shifu's followers Liang Bingxian and the younger Ou Shengbai served as editors 

of these issues. '9 Voice published a number of essays intended to draw the 

distinctions between anarchism and Marxism. This revived Voice presents some 

interesting changes from Shifu 's original version of the jou~nal : . ~ost of t~e 
articles were written in baihua , and writers were not usu~llly tdentthed. By this 

time, of course, the discussions of baihua in New Youth and similar joumals had 

long since taken effect among intellectuals, and students had made a number of 
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. . ts These modifications reflect the gr.,rl , , 
k ' ducat10n proJec . . . 11 <l\!Ual 

initiatives in wor ers e . the decade turned, m mte ectuals' effons 
changes that were occurnng, as to 

Propagate their views. bl . ·ze the debate between Chen Duxiu and 
0 . d. d h to pu ic1 u 

Voice also 1 muc d t of Chen's at Beida. The debate grew out f 
Shengbai, who had been a stu en 15 1921 not long after his arrival ~ 

h ve on January , ' lil 
a lecture C en g~ .. A Critique of Socialism" at the School of Government 
Guangzhou. Speakmg on . s forms of socialism, including anarchism 

Ch rveyed the vanou . , 
and Law. en su . si·tion recommended Manuan socialism A 

11 ugh for his own po ' · · 
and natura Y eno . ed · n The Guangzhou Masses ( Guangzh 

l the talk was reprint 1 ou 
few days ater . . f the anarchists and Marxists . Ou responded With 
Q nb ) a J. oint publication o f 

u ao , · . 1 and two further exchanges o letters followed 
l tt to Chen· this first rep Y . , 

a e er · ' ~ · of the People then reprmted Ou' 
all of them printed in the newspaper· oz~e . . . s 

· . · 1 supplement m early Apnl . Imt1ally the exchange 
part of thehdebabte m a sbpe11·cshiaed only in Guangzhou. It received much broader 
seems to ave een pu . 20 

circulation when it was reprinted in New Youth m August. . 
Most of this debate was quite civil, with differences bemg expressed more 

in philosophical than ideological or personal ~erms . C~en ~d Ou _spoke for 

groups that were attempting to cooperate and rrught remam_ allies . At tss~e ~ere 

such questions as how they might work together, ~hat kmds of or~antzattons 

they should create and under what kind of leadership , and what society would 

be like following the social revolution they both wanted . Chen and Ou worked 

the gamut of points that have divided Marxists and anarchists: individual 

freedom and the free association that anarchists proposed as the means to 

organize society and manage production; law and discipline, including the 

question of how to achieve compliance with the principles of socialism; and 

education as the conveyor of values and a means to change those who were not 

prepared to participate in social revolution. In responding to Ou's appeal that 

special schools be established for recalcitrants, Chen noted that Marxists agreed 

that education was preferable to law, "but we cannot superstitiously believe that 

education can do everything" or "that education can replace law." The notion 

that such a transformation could occur in people' s heads was "the fatal flaw of 

you an.archists," he asserted. 21 Perhaps it took an anarchist to make a Marxist 

appear conservative. Chen argued for law and order and showed no reservations 

or misgivin~s on th~ point. Even though law in its present forms had flaws , he 

argued , nauon~l un_ity and the systems of law that accompanied it were the 

~esul_t.s of an htstoncal process . It was impractical- and naive as well . Chen 

implied- to try ~o repl.ace that binding power of law with voluntary agreements. 

~ ~ e qu~stl0 11 of free association had direct relevance to the labor-
orgamzmg efforts in which th h' d at 
G . , . e anarc 1sts and Marxists were engage 
au~:gzhou . The_ an~r~hists maintained that each organization should retain 

nomfy regarding Jo~nt actions With_ other groups such as general strikes or 
suppon or another union, s · · ' . · 1· d 

· action . The Marxists sought to build a d1scip ine 
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·ted front among workers , primarily for political purp Th 
uni f " d' l' " h oses . ey were 

P
rehensive o syn tea ism, t e tendency for workers to use th . 1 ap . . 22 . etr power on y 

f Short-term econom1c gam . Disagreement on the · f or . . , . , . . issue o autonomy was 
Cl.al in endmg the anarchists w11lmgness to work w·ith th M · · cru 

21 
_ . . e arx1sts rn 

Guangzhou . - Thus , there were immediate issues at stake in the debate even 

though Chen_ and Ou agree~ as thcir exchanges ended that many of the points in 
their debate mvolvcd questions of future social organization. 

The civil tone of the Chen-Ou debate was appropriate because of the nature 

of the issues addressed . T~1ese years in China have been viewed alternatively as 

an equivalent o: the Rcna1s~ance or the Enlightenment. Another analogy, from 

China's own history , also is appropriate : With the reconstitution of Chinese 

society at issue, all these "isms" bade for support as a new ''Hundred Schools 

of Thought" contending. Although this debate concerned two forms of modern 

socialism, in ancient times many of the same issues had divided Daoists and 

Confuciamsts, or Mengzi (Mencius) and Xunzi (Hsun-tzu) in their respective 

interpretations of Confucian principles . Is human nature good? Can people 

achieve the common good by working together and releasing the talent and good 

will basic to human nature? Or do humans require authority and discipline? Such 

basic questions were at issue; this debate cast them in terms of modern political 

philosophies. Thus , Chen and Ou argued in a civil way , although many of these 

issues would soon enough come to blood battles . 

At least twice again in the first half of 1921 while still in Guangzhou. Chen 

commented on anarchism in "Random Thoughts," a regular feature in New 

Youth . In "Chinese-Style Anarchism," Chen indeed harked back to the "Hundred 

Schools II debates in attacking anarchism as a reflection of intellectual and 

behavioral habits rooted in Daoism.24 Anarchism fostered a lazy and undisci

plined sort of free thinking, he asserted, which had as its chief cause the 

"nihilist thought and laissez-faire attitude" (xuwu sixiang Ji fangren zhuyi) of 

Daoism. As a result, the anarchism so popular among youth "is certainly not a 

thoroughly western anarchism," but rather 
II 

a revival of the principles of Laozi 

and Zhuangzi , a Chinese-style anarchism." Chen illustrated this attitude by citing 

a comment he had seen in Awakening (Juewu) , in which a young anarchist 

opposed centralized political authority on the grounds that such a government did 

not fit the Chinese national character (guominxing) or the conditions of Chinese 

society . The writer then had noted that he was 
11

a Chinese-style anarchist. "
25 

The strongmen Yuan Shikai and Zhang Xun also had called for government that 

fit the national character and social conditions, Chen pointed out, and warned 

that if such irresponsible attitudes continued, China would get the ki~1d ~f 

government those authoritarians had in mind. Chen became more aggressive m 

his criticisms of anarchists in "The Low-Grade Anarchist Party. 
11 

These were the 

"nihilists" among anarchists, Chen said . He listed t.he kinds of people he meant , 

in order 10 made it clear that they had m) principles at all : there were 

politicians, military types, swindlers ,rnd scoundrels of every description .
26 
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h l racteristics of "low-grade anarchists" as a . 
Chen regarded t ese c rn ltla.Jor 

obstacle to revoluti~n. . st anarchism would ultimately prove eu 
Ch 's offensive agam . . . 11ectiv 

en t the anarchists retamed supenonty in nu b e. 
Although for the momen d would continue to have influence with intellm ers, 

· all in Guangzhou, an . ectua1 
especi Y .d 

1920
s Chen's arguments undermmed the an . s 

at least through the mi - ' • · h h • . archist 
f
• t' ely associated anarchism wit t e politically pas . 

movement He e 1ec 1v . d . h s1ve 
. • · • 21 He asserted that attitudes associate wit Daoism cau 

trad1t10n of Dao1sm. . If d d Sect 
l 

d to anarchism to be se -centere an to forget th . 
youths who were attrac e 28 , . e1r 

. . . . h . families and society. Chen s prestige strengthened h' 
respons1b1hties to t eir . . M • is 

b h
. wn commitment to acttvtsm as a arx1st made his view 

arguments, ut 1s o . · h s 
). t this later generatton of youth , wtt whom he had go 

even more appea mg o · , . f• . . . ne 
. il d h m he now sought to orgamze for e ·1ect1ve pohttcal action 

to Ja an w o h. · 
Ch I ·elt acutely an estrangement from is own sons , who at thi· 

However, en a so 1
1 

• • s 
. h' ts and from their father 's v1ewpomt, shared some of these 

pomt were anarc ts , 
"nihilistic" attitudes . . 

The first issue of the revived Voice of the People, ~ubh~hed in March 

l 92 l , responded to the challenge of Chen ~d o~her M~x1sts ~n Guangzhou. 
Citing a pamphlet that the latter were circulating m t~e city, Voice complained 

that the pamphlet showed no understanding of ~arch1sm. It had focus~ on two 
alleged organizational weaknesses: that anarchists would only organize in the 

smallest of groups, two or three individuals; and that they lacked the effort and 

the means to mobilize masses of people for any large-scale project. In response, 

the Voice writer pointed out that none of Kropotkin's principles opposed large

scale organization. However, the writer continued, anarchists believe in 

voluntary association rather than insistent leadership by a small minority. 

Other theoretical arguments appeared in Voice's discussions during these 

months. 29 Anarchists opposed government in any form. They also insisted on 

voluntary organization for both production and distribution; these were basic 

points that Shifu had made repeatedly in 1913-14. By 1921 , writers for Voice 

also stated their opposition to the concepts of class struggle and the dictatorship 

of the proletariat. Shifu had not addressed these issues as such; they were part 

of Leninist doctrine and did not enter into the debate until after the Bolshevik 

Revolution. Class struggle could easily be misperceived, Voice observed, despite 

the Marxist claim that this was "an unchanging law." Even in the recent 

European war, nationalism had been stronger than class, and those in authority 

in every belligerent power had mobilized the working classes to fight each other. 

ln earlier times there had been warfare between clans as well as religious wars. 
Indeed, the writer continued, nationalism appeared to have supplanted religion 

as the emotionaJ cause for which the masses would willingly fight and die. Thus, 

the historical basis for Marx' s theory seemed questionable; and in the present, 

the proletariat could be moved readily hy causes other than class struggle. 

Furthermore, the Voice writer persisted, there was nothing to be gained by 

~I 

~ 

~ 
f 
j 

i 

l 
I 
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establishing a people 's dictatorship (pingmin Zllu h ) Th . 
• , · 1 th t "l anz eng . erefore the 

Mar~1sts pdomb a rnmd~n natur~ is not developed to its fullest , so th~re is 
nothing to o ut use a 1ctatorsh1p" deserved •ct· 

1 
" . 

. " n 1cu e as a great contrad1c-
uon . 

In concluding one of the most effectiv l d . . 
. . . e Y argue ant1-Marx1st essays , 

another Voice wnter emphasized that the concept f th 
1 

. 
. o e pro etanat was too 

vague to have any meanmg. It would be as well he sa1·ct t 11 11 h 
f h Id 

. . , , o ca upon a t e 
women o t e wor to unite m overthrowing the exi·sti· 1 1- · 1 . . , . ng ma e po 1t1ca structure 
and replace 1t with a women s dictatorship "If you sa th· · ·d· l . . y IS IS a n ICU ous 
approach , the Marxist method is the same except that wh t ·t · · a I proposes 1s even 
more remote . · ·· what we must remember is that if we wish to save society from 
perishing , we cannot use methods that arc doomed! 11 30 

Although it seems that anarchists should agree with Marxists that the 

proletariat must . ~nite in order to overthrow the power of capital , anarchists 

resisted class m1lttancc . Shifu had dealt with the issues of class warfare and 

postrevolutionary government m his concept of people 's revolution (pingmin da 

geming) , envisioning a spontaneous movement that would manage affairs 

through local committees and using the expertise and experience of low-level 

leaders . Those who followed events in Russia knew that "dictatorship of the 

proletariat" meant that the Bolsheviks claimed authority on behalf of the 

proletariat . While this was a new form for authoritarian government , clearly the 
Voice writers saw the basic issue as had Shifu. 

Still , Chen Duxiu and other Chinese Marxists would be effective in 

implying that the anarchists were unwilling to make such hard decisions as 

determining who their enemies were and organizing for effective action against 

them. The anarchists ' hesitance on these issues does indeed suggest the Daoist 

insistence that no standards should be set up in society, as to do so will certainly 

set the people at war among themselves . As this struggle continued through the 

early 1920s, anarchists and Marxists would hold to their respective theoretical 

points . Despite their earlier success in arousing many of China' s youth to the 

cause of revolution, the anarchists ' inability to adapt to the need for organization 

that now emerged prefigured the decline of their movement . 

Although Chen Duxiu ' s views began to erode the appeal of anarchism, the 

anarchist movement actually continued to grow during 1921 . Accounts in Voice 

of the People suggest both the numbers involved and the propaganda methods 

of anarchists during this period. The Congress of the United Student Movement 

held in Zhangzhou, Fujian , in April 1920 had been attended by "several tens" 

of anarchists from Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Zhili , Hunan, and Guangdong.
31 

Among 

the materials distributed to those attending were a hundred thousand copies of 

Shifu's "A Simple Explanation of Anarchism" and "~oals ancl ~rincip!es of ~he 

Anarchist Party . 11 32 Anarchists also held me1~1ona~ gat~~nngs tollowm~ 

Kropotkin's death in February l 92 l . These mectmgs m Be1Jmg and Shanghai 

had been well attended, the Voice reported, but none had been as remarkable as 
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. G h on March 20 attended by eight hundred sympath' 
the one m uangz ou ' " ffi · 1 izer 

. t d ts workers and even senators, o icia s, and merchant 3s 
representing s u en , ' Sh h • • s." 3 

h I b dy of anarchists convened at ang ai m June 192 I Th· 
A muc arger o " h h · is 

f h F Eastern Movement had more t an a t ousand and less th 
Congress o t e ar • " h an 

h d " . attendance "from many countries . T ousands of copi·e 
ten t ousan m s of 
pamphlets and handbills were distrib~ted as about a hundred of the delegates 

t 
ut on the streets of the lntemauonal Settlement to propagandize. Ther 

wen o " i: " Aft h d ' e 
b f anarchJ·st flags and a 1ew guns . er an mg out th . 

were a num er o . e1r 
materials , these propagandizers carried out the next part of their plan_: those With 

guns fired shots into the air, which startled ~~ople but_ ~lso , predictably, got 

their attention as the demonstrators sang a spmted ren<l1twn of the "Anarchist 

Anthem. 11 The authorities in the Settlement quickly decided that the demonstra

tion was dangerous and arrested all the demonstrators they could find . 

According to the Voice account, about a hundred anarchists from Jiangsu, 

Zh~jiang, Anhui , Shanxi , Hunan, and other provinces ~ere jailed. The case 

became a local cause celebre, as reporters from the foreigners ' press went by 

the jail daily to learn the latest developments . When the case came to trial , a 

student from Chongqing testified that the handbills had been printed in Hankou 

and the flags had been rriade in Shanghai. 34 Both the numbers arid extent of the 

activity testify to the extensive influence of anarchism. While its purposes were 

somewhat different, the founding meeting of the Chinese Communist Party held 

in Shanghai a month later had only a dozen participants . 

The celebration of May Day in Guangzhou in 1921 also shows the 

continuing appeal of anarchism at this time. Both ariarchists arid Marxists 

organized the celebration, in which some two thousarid workers participated, 

waving both black and red flags . Portraits of both Kropotkin arid Marx were 

hu.cg at a major intersection where the activities were focused . Similar 

celebrations were reported in Beijing, Shanghai, Xiamen, and Chongqing. 35 

While not every day was May Day, anarchists could mobilize large numbers of 

people on occasion. Serious problems still lay several years in the future, even 

though Chen Duxiu and other critics had identified the weaknesses that 

eventually would Iimjt the anarchists ' influence. In retrospect, this springtime 

of possibility for cooperation between ariarchists arid Marxists seems a tragic lost 

opportunity, and the last such opportunity for cooperation within the Chinese 
socialisr movemenr. 

Trouble on the Right: The 

Anarchists and the Guomindang 

. By .1 923-2,4 a number of anarchists had come to believe that the growing 

mvolv_ement of lhe first-generation anarchists, especially Wu Zhihui, with the 

Guommd_ang presented a problem almost as serious as that posed by the 
Commumst Party. During the J 91 o, w • . • d d to 

· s u engaged m several projects mten e 
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dvance parts of the anarchist program he h d 
a ·ntained his relationships with Sun in th la done much to define· he also 
rnaJ . . e atter' s co t' · ' 
a successful poht1cal movement. _Wu, s understand in n mumg. effo~s to build 

. ciples and power developed m the same g of the relationship between 
pnn . way as Chen D · , 
Guomindang reor~an1zed to accommodate the Co . uxm s, and whe? the 

C 
... rnunist Party m 1923-24, idealistic you mmt~m and the Chmese 

oiw..... nger anarchi t · · · 
Sociating too closely with power the same . . . · s s cnttcized Wu for 

as . . ' cnticism Shifu h d d 
,. .. rJier Shifu had ms1sted that whether on th I ft a ma e a decade 
v<U • • • ' e e or on the · h h 
eek political authonty are most to be feared T . . ng t, t ose who 

s . • o similarly purist 
anarchists m the 1920s, the CCP had replaced Ji K h . younger 

· h I.. h · ang ang u, Sun Zhongshan 
reroamed t e po It1co on t e nght , and in supporting Sun Wu Zhih . . 

ed h. l k f d ct· , ut agam 
reveal ts ac o un erstan mg of anarchist princi'ple Sh'fu . 

. . + . . s. i -ism meant 
opposition to any 1orm of poht1cal authority , whatever other principles it might 
include. 

By 1924 parti~ipation in the GM D also meant cooperation with the CCP. 

The GM~-CCP_ alliance had grown 
3

~Ut of a long process of negotiation and 
internal d1scuss10~ by both parties . Contacts between Sun Zhongshan and 

Maring, the Commtern agent , had begun in the second half of 1922 and an 

informal understanding had been reached by January 1923. Chen D~xiu and 

other CCP leaders had their doubts : How could the CCP ultimately benefit by 

working closely with a political party that stood as its major rival? At the time, 

however, neither party commanded either great numbers or great influence. 

Chen was persuaded by the February 7 incident of 1923, in which Wu Peifu's 

warlord army annihilated the striking Hankou Railway Workers ' Union, a CCP

dominated organization, that the party needed a reliable military force to counter 

those of the warlords . The GMD reorganized in January 1924 by formally 

allying with the Comintern; CCP members were allowed to join the GMO as 

individuals. From the CCP point of view, their members would form a "bloc 

within" that, in time, could gain effective power in the alliance and if necessary 

defeat the GMO by force . In practice, the alliance benefited both parties by 

providing financial aid , a reliable military force , and greater organizational 

cohesiveness . 
Although CCP membership remained only a few tho~~and until af~er the 

May 30 incident in 1925, 37 the alliance provided opportunities for the will and 

the talent of a number of CCP leaders, who dominated the peasant department 

and other joint work. Even after Sun's . death i~ _summer _1925,. the_ ~~rking 

relationship between the two parties remamed pos1t1ve. But J1~n~ J1esh~ signaled 

his intentions toward the CCP in the Zhongshan gunboat mc1dent _m March_ 
1926. While Chen Duxiu and other CCP leaders understood the _unport_ ot 

Jiang's action then they still chose continued coopcrati?n as t~e best immediahte 
' • J' · , pes m Apnl 1927 . Once t e 

course. But they were not surprised by tang s pu g ' · . h R d A. . 
Cc . ·· . · . , to organize t e e 1my 

P became functional a ain , HS first action was ·. ·. . . 
(about August 1, 1927; thfs is celebrated as the founding date m Chma today) . 
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. . . he alliance provided significant benefits to the 
Despite the ulttmate disaster, t . b ard to power . 

· vided the spnng 0 

CCP; for the GMO, ll pro . le 
1
-n GMD leadership and in the party' 

h'h · Id play a maJor ro s 
Wu Z 1 u1 wou . His evolution to the role of right-win~ GMD leader 

efforts to attra~t ana_rchi
st

s: I' ical concerns but also earlier tendencies 

reflected not _JuS t mu~edia; po 
1
: least as early as 1911 Wu's basic position 

obscured by his anarchism . . i~~e a litical development while refusing any son 
had been to support the nation s po . . . 

· -fi , At that time he had stated his view that China 
of formal government ot ice. bl ' · 

1. • 1 ties that would serve the pu 1c interest rather 
needed to develop po 1t1ca par ·: . 911 "China needs a period as a Rom 
than private interests . (As he put it in I , . . .. an 
Republic ")38 Wu also had been an ally of Sun Zhongshan, providing critical 

· · . 'thi·n the Tongmenghui who sought Sun 's removal as support agamst groups w1 
· 1 d s · · 1 ar that Wu made no sudden turnabout as he began efforts lts ea er. o tt 1s c e . 
to strengthen the GMO as of 1923 . As th_e alli~nce with the C~P began, Wu 

appears to have been receptive to cooperatmg with the Commu~ists: Howeve_r, 

he also had experienced problems in relating to the young ~arxists ~~valved m 

the work-study program in France. As shown below, Wu s oppos1t10n to the 

CCP would become increasingly adamant . 

At least from the establishment of the GMD-CCP alliance onward, Wu 

encouraged anarchists to join the Guomindang . Wu 's "Reply to Hua Lin" in 

May 1924 presented opinions that separated him from many younger anarchists . 

Hua Lin had written a letter to Zhang Ji that appeared in the China Times , 
criticizing both Wu and Li Shizeng along with Zhang for their support of the 

GMO reorganization. Wu felt called upon to respond for himself; his statement 

also contained his broader thinking on political parties.39 No matter what the 

society, Wu begins, there will always be three groups : conservatives , moderates, 

and radicals . 40 The political life of a society and the political decisions a 

society works out for itself result from the interaction of these groups. Wu then 

gets to his basic point in addressing other anarchists: Anarchists are revolution

aries, thus they should want to help other revolutionaries . Wu had already 

pointed out that he had repeatedly reaffirmed his loyalty to the Guomindang over 

many years.
41 

But since the reorganization of 1924, he believed, the Guomin

dang was closer to being a truly revolutionary party; moreover, the Communists 

had aligned with the Guomindang as part of the reorganization because of their 

common interests. Other anarchists should join, as Wu himself had, not to help 

people "rise in rank and get rich" (shengguan Jacai) through politics, but to 

pursue Lhe1r revolutionary goals . Wu concluded , 

~ s lo,_1g as the revolutionary spirit persists , I believe that somehow the 
C1uorn mdang and the Communist Par1·1•·s ,v1·11 r·ike t. f I I · ct . . . . · · '" , par o 11e anarc HSl roa 
together. As tor me 111d1v11.lually 11 • , t , -

, . , . _ . _ , 
1,1ve ieen oppressed hy the machine guns 

of th_e ) ellow-h,rn ed ,md green-eyed peniJI•· I W , ··t . l 
1
. 

1 
t 

I 
t 

. .., es e, ners . on y 1ope t rn 
someone can use those machine 1 • , • , 

, guns to m,1kc them c·1II tl·1e1·ns··elvc·s our hrothers.4• ' · • 
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As the younger anarchists complained fro h. . 
h. m t is pomt W h 

rl·nciples as an anarc 1st. As of 1924 hi· · , u ad compromised h. 
P s compro · 1s 
well as the GMD. mise extended to the CCP as 

Wu commented on the concept of . . 
. . parties m trad't' . 

that anarchists discard that notion : "We h 1 IOnal Chma and urged 
· . are t e sort of · 

of parties of pnvate mterest for several th nati?n that has been full 
. f f b . . ousand years · if d , 

establish parties o pu he mterest) and u d , we on t learn to 
. . • . n erstand that th · • 

to parties, 1t will be genuinely suicidal. 1143 Th . ere is an importance 

represented a new and correct approach W b 
1
. e Guommdang reorganization 

. ' , u e 1eved In th· d th 
Wu claimed that tf they had been livi·ng . h · is an o er appeals 

m t e current rt' al · · • 
China both Kropotkin and Shifu wo Id h . . po I Jc s1tuat1on m 

' u ave Jomed the G · d Tb. 
appears to be the first time that Wu sought t . uo~~ ang. is 

h . • 0 appropriate Sh1fu s memory· 
whether or not 1s claim would have been correct w h • . . · 

. h' . . , u ere raised an mterestmo 
question. As to ts own poltt1cal evolution a decade e 1· w h d b 0 

. . . , , ar 1er u a een at 
)east hesitant about political activity but by 1924 h h d d . 

1 . . : . . , e a ma e a compete 
transition to pragmatic_ pol_1t1cs. The situation was desperate, Wu now believed. 

Eve~one_else was ~ettmg mvolved , and the anarchists would only be left on the 
sidelmes 1f they re3ected political activity . 

Youn~er anarchists responded quickly to Wu Zhihui 's appeal to join the 

GMO. Typical responses appeared in the Shanghai anarchist monthly Freeman 

(Ziyou Ren) . 
44 

Shen Zhongjiu, one of this journal's editors and its chief 

spokesman, set forth a well-argued response incorporating many of Shifu 's 

arguments. Responding to Wu 's claim that the Guomindang was a revolutionary 

party, Shen observed that the main thing the Guomindang sought at the time was 

to remove the warlords and set up its own new government. This would only 

substitute another form of authority for the present one, he said . but anarchists 

opposed all forms of government . The Guomindang also supported private 

landholding and the capitalist system of production, while anarchists opposed 

both. For these basic reasons , Shen argued, true anarchists should not heed 

Wu 's appeal to join the GMD. Wu had put forth two basic arguments, Shen 

said . One was the "common enemy" argument , that all revolutionary forces 

should unite against warlord government. The second was the "rcvolutionm-y 

process" argument, that a sound republican government wouk! he_ a necess~ry 

stage to prepare for anarchist society. Shen offernd a number_ of po:nt.s_ to '.'c.:IU't~ 

both arguments . Jn allying with other groups to make rcvolut1on, he s,ud. _it w.1.s_ 

l)ot · · 1· h yotJ wi'sh 10 overthrow hut ruther a qucstw11 t)t Just a question o · w om · · . . ,1., 

what you wish to establish for the general improvement 0
~ soctcty · .. 

A . . nbcr of Shl'n ' s anarchist group called tor th 
letter Wu had written to a me, "'. ~11 :,Wint harm could it do for 

some of the latter's most trenchant comments . { . . .
1 

.
1 

· ,.1 h · . 
, ,. . . . , .. . . . '> " Wu had askt:d . While Wu hu{ c n,mcl is 
dnMch1sts 10 1010 the (1uommd,mg . • 

1 
. . . 1 ,,,.,, 1·11 e•st·ihlishin11 a 

· · · k' 1, revo utton anu •; •' · o 
intent to support the GMO only trl ma 

II gt · . "i·,·sc 
1
-
0 

rnnk: und get rich ." 
I · ·ts mcm lcrs w · · ,_ 

~overn~ent (Ii zhen/! )_ ~,r he.p~ug 
1 

' • OMO he hud co apply for membership. 
Shen pomtcd out that II one Jotne<l the ' · 
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, tform and ledge loyalty-- -this simply was not a halfway 
accept the party s pla ' t ~ the course that many intellectuals, including 
kind of proposition. Wd u _sugget~ e time of the Republican revolution. Work in 
himself had followe smce e . • 

1 
• . . 

, l bor organizing anythmg not mvo vmg positions in cultural programs or even a , 
. . • . . Wu said could contribute to the goals of revolution the adm1mstrat1ve system, , . . . . 

d ·h· · b the arguing that revolut1onanes need mdependence 
Shen countere t is view_ y CP had ·oined the GMO 
and creativity . It was cunous, he noted , that the C · J , and 

h Wh as this? he asked. It was because the GMD valued its not t e reverse . y w . , . . . 
· d d F the CCP to J·01·n the GMD required a poht1cal turnabout for m epen ence. or . . . 

each individual CCP member and would bring destruc~i~n for the P~rty Itself. 

"It would be even more unreasonable for anarchists to JOm the Guommdang; it 

would simply be suicide. "47 Why shouldn' t the GMO join the anarchists? This 
. h 48 would be a progressive c ange. _ . _ 

Shen partied Wu's claim that Shifu and Kropotkm would have Jomed the 

GMO of the 1920's. As Kropotkin' s comments to Emma Goldman made clear, 

he abhorred the Bolsheviks for their ill treatment of the anarchists and other 

cooperating socialist parties and charged that Bolshevik policy was dangerous to 

the philosophy of Marxism. This was proof, Shen noted, of the Russian 

anarchists ' error in cooperating with the Bolsheviks.49 Wu also claimed that 

Kropotkin 's decision to support the Allies as the war in Europe began had 

indicated that he would take a pragmatic course and join with the force that 

came closest to agreeing with his views. Shen pointed out that other leading 

anarchists such as Goldman, Errico Malatesta, and Domela Nieuwenhuis had led 

in drawing up the statement in which many anarchists condemned both sides in 

the war (see chapter 9). Not all anarchists had agreed with Kropotkin, Shen 

concluded. Wu also claimed that Shifu had only rejected the GMD, in those 

days when the Republic was launched, for its members ' tendency to "rise in 

rank and get rich ." Wu stated that Li Shizeng had felt the same way at that 

earlier time, implying that as Li had now changed his position, Shifu would do 

the same. Shen 's response was simple: Wu's view as to what Shifu would do 

was only conjecture, and it was an insult to Shifu . The several references to 

Sbifu_ in Shen's di~cuss_ion ~ith Wu suggest both his continuing appeal and the 
perceived value of havmg lum take your side. so 

B_eginning _wi_th these discussions in 1924, Wu 's influence on younger 

~~c.~1sts on this issue of political involvement gradually began to supersede 
Shitu s, even among those who ., ·1 d . . · , w · · · · h 

. rc.i e dg,unst u. As an mtluential figure mt e GMD leadership over the next f. . . w . · h 
CCP · ew yecu s, u approached the struggle with t. e 

. .
111 

ev~r _more pragmatic , even ruthless, terms. If he had felt guilt for any sh1rkmg o1 his ·bT 
t· . 1 h h· drespons1 I Hy to the Chinese body politic as the Republic began, 

cer am Y e a c~mpensated for this by 1927. 
Although their growing e • h . 

Zhihui and Che ·o · nnmy t rough this period screens the point, Wu 
n ux1u resemble each h 

1 
., . . 

mem just described for Wu s1 U . ot _er c osely m this course of develor 
· ntil he decided that Marxism and the Bolshevik 
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ex.ample offered the best alternative f C . 
or hma Ch h 

change as a gradual process to be evolv· d h ' en ad regarded political 
· e t rough th J · 

awakened cultural el1te. His decision t b e eavenmg power of an 
. 0 em race Ma · 

model gave him more solid principles th h rxism an~ the Bolshevik 
making him dogmatic except on such ba . an . e had held previously , without 

sic pomts as the d f · · 
for class struggle , and fo r a revolution b d nee or organtzat1on, 
form of society . A key difference betw ase c:n an analysis of the economic 

d h l d 
. een en and Wu was that the latter 

appeare to ave sett e on his principles d · h. 
anarchism before 1911 . Thus h h unng is ~ears as a publicist for 
. ' w en e undertook to build the GMO or aniza-

non m the 1920s, Wu appeared to have backslid E h. • g 
• h sh ·fu b • . · ven at t 1s time Wu agreed 

wit I on one as1c pomt · the M · . 
· arx1sts were antagomsts most to be feared . 

One against Two: Anarchists 

Confront the GMD-CCP Alliance 

As the GMD-CCP alliance developed, anarchists continued to contest the 

Bolshevik approach to organization while also opposing Wu Zhihui . [n their 

campaign against the CCP, these anarchists sought to establish their role as the 

legitimate socialist movement because of their long record of activity . Mutual 

Aid Monthly (Huzhu Yuekan), which began publishing in March 1923 , was 

directed against the emerging alliance, with much of its content focused on the 

CCP and its activities . Zheng Peigang, writing under the pen name Ke Lao , 

produced a list of "Our Propaganda Materials over the Past Twenty Years ," 

which showed more than seventy journals and books published by anarchists. 52 

The clear implication was that the anarchists had been actively pursuing social 

revolution much longer than the Marxists. 

The major arguments used to counter the CCP's approach to organization 

were Shifu ' s, sometimes modified to apply to the changed conditions of the 

l 920s . Mutual Aid Monthly also carried an article entitled "The Labor 

Movement," by "An" (probably "Anarchist," from annaqi , a transliteration), 

who stated his views of Marxist labor organization. "An" noted a major 

difference between anarchists and Marxists in their approach to organizing 

workers : 

Anarchists are oppose<l to workers ' organizations in which a small number 

f. · II I . I l<> tin'·<·'tnprehending workers to accept their contrnl. o mtc ectua s appca ...," . . . . _ 
And we support workers ' organizations hased on our_ pnnr1_pks.' with_ sdt-

• . , 1 . 11· •••·•ter111'111·1tio11 ahlc to struggle tor haste thmgs. ln~d y 
C<JllSC IOUSrlC!->S allu SC -u..., ' • . . 

· ,1 . 1 l ,·,·ce· ·,v,·11g some1Hle else's dtrtct1t111 and (011trol. 
orgarnzeu , anu no " · 

I 
· · t· ti • pl)tcnti-11 (Hoblcms with a cadre of professional 

le then dcscnbcJ some o 11.: ' 

fl!vol utionarics : 
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. . ble to eliminate government, class. or capitalists 
Because Marxism 1s una , , 

d
·n- t tacti·c and arouse people s greed . Many low-grade 

they try a 111eren 
politicians meddling careerists, (many such people have ~assed themselves 

off as Chi~ese Marxist labor organizers, be~ause there is a salary) , have 

d • t the movement planning to seize control from the present seepe m o , . . , . 
controlling class. Because they pay no attention at ~II to humankmd s innate 

capacity for mutual aid, they strongly advocate their class st~uggle .... In the 

society of the future, they will only "work for the people to make their 

living [lit. , "eat rice"] .53 

An's comments here match those mentioned above regarding the GMD and 

reflect the anarchists ' prejudices against paid party workers• Directed against 

both CCP and GMO, this criticism suggested that a party infrastructure could 

readily develop into a bureaucratic monolith . The anarchists ' understanding of 

the flaws in Marxist-style organizing was prescient. 
For all this insight into the dangers of structured power, these objections 

by the anarchists contained a great measure of irony. If anarchists resisted this 

kind of organization, they should have mastered the techniques of free 
organization. However, few anarchists seem to have been adept at organizing 

people. True, their work in Guangzhou clearly had paid off. And perhaps the 

nondirective approach they advocated would have worked in an atmosphere of 

greater stability, or of less aggressive advance by warlords and other power

seekers. 
Indeed, by late 1923 some anarchists were discouraged, as for example 

"W" of the Star Society (Xing She) . In an open letter to anarchists in Sea of 

Le.arning (Xue Hui) in December, he expressed his concerns . 54 Our organiza

tions do not have any staying power, he complained; only rarely was there a 

good one. He believed his comrades failed to understand the importance of 

organizational life and the need for discipline. He also offered the view that 

anarchist groups should "give attention to their members ' lives," suggesting that 

organizations should provide a livelihood for those who served them, as did both 
the CCP and the GMO. 

Comments by Kuli (Bitter Strength) written in July 1925 confirmed that a 

growing number of anarchists understood the problems affecting their movement 

and ~ough~ ways to counter their Marxist rivals. In "Problems Facing Us Now," 

pubhshe~ m _People's Bell, Kuli acknowledged that the anarchists were plagued 

b~ org~mzat1onal problems that hurt their propaganda work. He referred to a 

dtscuss1.0n by Chen Muqin, a Sichuanese anarchist who had observed that while 

many groups claimed to publish their journals at ;egular intervals they did not 

actu~ly do so. ~orne groups published upon whim or convenien~e and lacked 

a senous cornlllitment • Kuli agreed with a statement he quoted from Chen: 

The publications of com d • Jk ra es everywhere are long on lofty theoretical ta 
a
nd 

short on methods. They have many direct translations that are hard to 
understand but only a few I d' . . 

c ear e 1ted versions. They have many poems in 
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new forms t.hat moan and groan even tho t 
· ug 1 the writer• , · 

iheY lack invesl1gat1ons of the workers · 1 1 
, are nor sick . hut 

- . ives n su h 
meet the intcrcsL, nf the intellectual cla · rn. 1 ese puhl1caMn.s only 

<• ss and are nor hi • 
diz.mg the masses. · st11ta e 1or rropagan-

cu!i proposed that the movement deal \\.'1th th 1- • 

~ . - is pro11lern by making p I · 
Bell a theoretical Journal. and that the new 

10 
~, n . eop e s 

d • . · urn'" ze Masses CHm::.hono) be 
made a propagan a organ devoted to practical issues ' t :, 

Kuii·s "Draft Program for Anarchist Organizations .. bt · h d . P . 
, · s be 191 , I . ~ ·• pu 1s e m eople s 

Belt m eptem r . ,/.._ . s 10\\ s that a number of . h. 
ctical ines of revo!ut1on-makin ~- . anarc isrs understood rhe 

pra_ . g This comprehensive discussion coYered 

Polloca1 and economic questions. a, \veil .,c th . k . - = e wor ers and peasants 
movements. In a ~ect1on on assa.ssmation and violenc h . d h h 

e. e state t at t ese were 
1e2itimate methods for those prepared to use them " f th 

1 
. .... . . ·"-s or , . e mass revo utwn 

rnunjwnf! getmng ) he called on his comrades to panic1pate m the revolutionary 
1ement of workers and pe~ t n 11-, ·1 mo\ · ' sans n 111 e 1mprovmg the l1vmg conditions of 

these classes was an ongoing goal , the anarchists should look to a period of 

revolunon when efforts would go beyond general strikes and tax resistance to 

pro\'idmg arms. so that the workers and peasants could defeat the mihtansts and 

displa~ their own military power In conclus1on , he recommended cooperation 

with other partles. suggest mg the "democratic party, socialist party, and Leninist 

party •
5
~· In any such cooperat10n. however, anarchists should not permit their 

own revolutionary goals and methods to be compromised. There were good 

people in these other parties . Kuli said , and they could join the anarchists as 

mrii"1duals 

Kuh · s statements suggest an I mportanr point · al though things were not 

gomg wel l for the anarchists by the mid -1 920s, their movement still had a corps 

of expenenced and devoted revolutionaries. By 1925 the anarchists clearly were 

lm,rng ground to both the CCP and the GMD. and the clear-eyed among them 

recognil.ed that weaknes~ at orgaruzmg wa,; a basic cause for this . Their 

sens1t1vity to th1s problem shows up often 10 the wntmgs surveyed above 

Morwver a..\ Ku! 1 's second article shows. they began to appropnate Communist 

terminology f nstead of a "people 's revolution ," Kull looked to a "mass 

ievolution" and a ~workrrs ' and peasants· revolution ·· And he even suggested 

U.!lrng anncd force ft anardm.ts had \t:! the terms of revolutmn as of th1: ~fa) 

hn.mh period anti the ra.rly l920'i by this wrn: at lease '>Orne anan.:h1s1s h;1J 

bt-gun to thm.k ot ft'\•oluuon a, de,cnbed ( 1f not alway., pr:u:ticc:d ) hy the 

Bol!.!ievJb and th~Jf l.oumerpaJlS in Chllla in tt<,dt thh <.:-han,~c 111 tc11n11 

rtl1c1:1~ the relall\' f;' m!luen1...e ot tl1t: t wo m11vtmcnh 1n thv ltl'"-' ;.11-r11m .... 1.1111. t·:. 

{If the mid .l nu~ 
Thost am,rd11:-:.l :-. ~ ho ~U,'Otl urml~ by th~ pl w~ 1pk u{ r, l'C l

1fJFilil /sllll'!H 

found !ht: gmund ~hdt111g tmlkl m~i!I .:~,~'\.I.ti!} ,.tfkt' !rnm.~lhHI tll lh~· UMD 
C('p alliance llil~ d.;mi:-ut "',t10 11:."l!l,UIU'.~l t.:urhl\il tu "ih1lu , vmun tn1 

't11 ·1r" r1 · . ( 'h 1- bl'· .. ,, .. •Ullll' \.l t,,r J" \.'\-t'l ,m;J.llct p111p1JftlOII lll th,lM." 
' ' L l/,fll 1n 1n;.i , pn>1M .1 .... \_\ , .• . • • ' 
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. Wh.l their criticisms of both the GMO anct 
I rch1sts . 1 e . · 

who called themse vcs ana . .f. d the anarchists had their own weaknesses 
l e been 1ust1 ie ' h . . . t· . , 

the CCP appear to rnv . anization . T eir reJectton o force a 
h · weakness at org . . s 

chief of which was t etr . asingly ineffective at a time when th 
· I ade them mere e 

a political weapon a so m . As suggested by borrowed terminology 
GMO was building a fornudable army . ses of their Communist rivals the 

and implied admiration for the sulcces declining . If they felt disorient~d in 
· Id tl t their appea was · 

anarchists cou ~ ~e 1a 
1 

were simply the first group to experience 
this changing poltt1cal landsca~e, t 1ey . th-century Chinese politics . 

f tl . rd party m twenue . . 
the problems o a 11 

1 . d •fall anarchists had Joined the GMD 
l ·11 . Id have been e ate t 

Wu Z 11 u1 wou · . d Wu himself had moved ever farther 
as its relations with thc CCP detenorat~ . · March 1925 . His enmity toward the 

to the right since Sun Zhongshan's deat hm e crystallized as a result of a single 

CCP was cumulative, but it appear~ w av · by a ~onversati.on he had with 
. . W oused to great md1gnat1on 
mc1dent. u was r . Id k to implement communism: 
Chen Ouxiu about how long it wou ta e 

I' d "T nty years " [Wu:I "Then the 
Without hesitation Ch~n rep ,e ' . we ' r~ i~-~uch a hurry , you' re 
Guomindang only has nineteen years left. ... If_ you , . 
going to take the life of the Guomindang a bit too soon. We should have a 

(ho rough talk about this! "
59 

By the middle of 1925 Wu had become a key figu~e in the right_ wing o~ the 

GMO. Resistance to Bolshevism had become the main feature of his anarchism, 

if his principles could any longer be identified by this term. 

Conclusion 

Both the timing and the content of the People 's Bell memorial issue to 

Shifu reflect irony. This issue is dated March 25 , 1927 , the twelfth anniversary 

of Shifu's death . Among the statements by Shifu' s admirer's were Sanmu's "We 

must print collections of Shifu's writings, establish Shifu schools, and build 

Shifu parks . Long live Shifu-ism! 
11 

and Zhentian's II Ah, Shifu: What you were, 

we aren 't, and what we are, you were not. 11 As other younger anarchists who 

expressed such admiration for Shifu, these two joined the Goumindang. Wu 
Zhihui 's influence ultimately overcame Shifu's. 

Only weeks after these high sentiments for Shifu appeared in People 's Bell, 
the GMO wiped out its CCP members in the purges of April 1927. Few of t~e 
younger anarchists who had just joined the GMO could have anticipated thts 

sudden and bloody end to the GMD-CCP alliance. Probably some of them 

realized soon enough that in joining the GMO they had aligned with a force Jess 

likely to advance socialism in China than the CCP. Few could have failed to be 

horrified at the toll in lives taken, of leaders and of idealistic youths like 
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hemselves who had joined the other party F Ch . 

t ersonal as well as pol itical tragedy . His ~ld~:t so~n Dux1~ the pur~es brought 
~ s· anghai and executed within d f • Yan.man , was 1mpnsoned 
in h . . ays a ter the purge. 60 The execution of his 
econd son, Q1aonian , would follow in 1928 61 Ch 

s . . f • · en would be blamed for the 
near-extinction ° his p~rty_ and removed as its leader. Certainly Chen had 

Understood from the begmnmg that revolutionary t· . . h . 
. ac 1v1ty rrug t reqmre great 

personal sacnfice . Mu~h. of Chen's activity between 1921 and 1927 contributed 

to the ~rowth of a political party characterized by the flaws that would make 

Chen ~imself the ,scapeg~at for the disaster of 1927. 62 While Shifu would have 

appreciated Chen s devotion to the cause of revolution, he also would have said 

that C_hen_'s fate was the predictable result of such an authoritarian approach to 
orgamzat10n. 

Chen' s tum to Tro_tskyism in 1929 seems a fitting reaction to these 

experiences_. _The Trotskyist variation of Marxism sought creative responses to 

actual cond1t1ons rather than obedience to a line decided by a Party center. The 

Trotskyist group within the Chinese Communist movement would include some 

of the most talented and creative of Chinese Marxists .63 In embracing Trotsky

ism, Chen intended to move toward openness and away from centralism- toward 

some of the most appealing features of anarchism. In deciding to try to create 

an alternative movement within Chinese Marxism, surely Chen was partly 

responding to his own misgivings about the alliance with the Guomindang and 

all that had led up to the tragic events of 1927. As he considered where he 

should go next, did he also reflect again on his discussions with anarchists , 

especially with his two sons who had rashly (he thought at the time) embraced 
that irresponsible creed?64 

In his contribution to People 's Bell's commemorative issue to Shifu, Wu 

Zhihui made another of his quotable statements. After assaying that it might take 

as much as ten thousand years for anarchism to become reality , and that arduous 

effort by good anarchists could reduce this length of time, Wu observed 

So if all the party members are like me, it will certainly take 10,000 years. 

And if all are like most of you party members, working with the greatest 

effort then it will take 3,000 years. Only if all of us were like Shifu could 

the ti~e be reduced to 500 or maybe even just 300 years .... If we ' re talki~g 

about hanging out a sign, like the blindly confident Com~uni~t Party , withm 

th . t t·orty years we can hang the signboard of anarchism ma few places 
ir y or . . . ,,,

1 
• 

and start putting the Three People's Principles into practice.... ~~ 1at 1s 

· I · • to commemorate Shih.I · and because we have lost hun, the 11nportant 1ere 1s , 

time has increased by 2 ,500 years.
65 

Shifu had indeed believed rhat hard work and a timely 1_·espons~ to 1~1(' worldwide 

I , I · uld bring anarchist Sl)Cicty 11\tl) be11u?, Ill perhaps a peop e s revo ut1on co · · . . ·. . -- , 
· 1 I · I •ree(i with Chen Dux1u . Wink appeanng to pay hl)mage generation . n r 11s 1e ag - ~ _ 

10 Shifu , Wu Zhihui responded lO him in the same way he responded to Chen, 
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. . er anarchists as he could for the Guominda.ng SI . , by enltst mg as many young . d . . _ _- 11fu 
. . 1 . , 1 but younger anarchists foun 1t extremely difticu\t 

retamed 11s great appea , d' tl 
I 

d S . to 
. h. ·mply and irec y as 1a h1fu h. Jive the principles of anarc ism as SI . 101self 

Conditions in China's political life had chan?e~ for the worse, and the Younge~ 

anarchists saw that their options were quite limited ; so they succumbed to Wu 's 

appeals . . 
The questions raised about what Shtfu wauld have d~n~, had he lived 

longer, do call for a response . Shifu too woul_d _have faced dif~tcu lt choices . It 

is al most certain that Shifu would not have Jomed the Guommdang that Wu 

Zhihui supported: he would have regarded Jiang. Jies~i as only another ' 

strongman . Shifu would have adapted to the ~h-~ ~mg circumstances of the 

1920s . Probably he would have seen great poss ibil~tle~ for la?or organization, 

and he might have helped to build workers ' organizations with good socialist ~ 

purposes and power adequate to the demands of the 1920s. Shifu 's continuing (~ 

presence and voice certainly would have strengthened the anarchi st movement \t1 

in many other ways ; in this respect , the commemorative statements of Wu 

Zhihui and the younger anarchists were accurate . 

It is also unlikely that Shifu would have found a way to ally with the 

Marxists , when that was a possibility as of the early 1920 's. His reasons for 

rejecting that alliance would have been the same as those of his loyal followers 

who declined to cooperate with the Marxists . Had the anarchists and the CCP \ 

known in 192 l what they would learn in 1927, probably each would have been 

prepared to compromise more in order to cooperate . Their failure to ally in 

1921 ranks as one of the great tragedies of China's recent history , for if that 

alliance had been possible , surely socialist revolution in China would have made 

fj 

it 

even more remarkable achievements than it has . However, such an alliance 

would have gone against the grain of the historical relationship between the two ' ii 

most important international socialist movements in the modem world . 

It might seem that , by 1927, Shifu had become a "hungry ghost" rather 

th~ _the soul o~ Chinese _anarchism, for by then few if any followed his 

?nnc1ples . Yet 1f ~e _consider the role his legacy played in the anarchists ' 

mternal debate at this time, Shifu was still the standard against whom all others 
were measured . 

ii 
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Chapter 11 

Conclusion: Shifu, 

Wllole-Souled Anarchist 

While Liu Sifu was m many ways typical of the generations of Chinese 

intellectuals of the late Qing years in seeking change and adapting to the needs 

of his umes . he was unusual in that his responses were extreme . Thus , m a 

short lifespan he traveled a great distance , from examination candidate to social 

revolutionary He began as a scholar. passing the first level of the traditional 

ex.ammatlons 1mprcss1vely . His next experience on that ladder of success proved 

a total frustration. and launched him on the path of reformer. He turned to "new 

studies~ m a quesr for altemauves to the orthodoxy of the exammat1ons and 

worked at local reform projects such as speaking societies and girls ' schools 

Even m such modest efforts he encountered recalcitrance in the local official 

whose approval he needed, an expenence which convinced him that authority 1s 

often perverse Like many of his peers, he went to Japan fo r a period of study 

durmg whH.:h he wa!) introduced to a rudimentary populism that supported hi5 

mterest m assa~smat1on work and on to a revolutionary 's career He joirn:tl the 

·1 oogm.cnghu1 at 11s mceptwn in 1905 anci served the anudynastic movement until 

llf> sut:ct:!)!, m ~arly ! 912 lmpnsoned following an attempted assa;;smatmn m 

l 907 he began to p1H~Ul' tht: themes of nanonal es'\en1.:c th,,ught wtu~:h k J hnn 

10 e1nphasu;e reform Bud<ih1sm as Hl'i,p1rattnn lot re..,il.tlwng thl.' Chnh.'s1.• 11pint 

He al!>O bt:gan to karn the nobk pn nupks ot K1upotk111 'I an,m.h1,t11 . wh1d1 111 

llme 1would becom~ lw, uc,~ t.:1.llh h lllowrnii tus r1:k ,1Sl' fnim pn.,t111 ht.· n:lt1rncJ 

Lo assassm,Hton acovit, Then v~htn hl~ \1..1.\ ~Jl!-..fa•d th;H lht· \),l1w .. gu..tl of 

tnoing !he; d) na)I\C syz,;t'lll ot govtmmrm hul llKl'lL :~1.b1.~wd ht rtJt:C tt:tl turthcr_ 

tffon on behalf of polincal rnoh.mn11 ;..mJ . ~t:) Shin.1 turned ti.I th~ rn1ssl0n ot 

propaga1 mg anan.:lmm arrkmg hl:"> rd!,)\\ Chwt•~c Hi~ t:arlv ~kaLh in spring 1915 
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. kness took their toll ; he compromised with neither 
came after poverty and sic . 1 ding the repressive governme 
those nor other inhibiting problems, me u nt of ), 

Yuan Shikai . h t · ed b ad t · . . Sh 'fu h 's career was c arac enz y e erminatio 
As Liu S1fu and as 1 , 1 · d • n 

. h ' th link between knowledge an action was alway 
to "do" revolution For im, e • d h s 

. . d ' . 1 Confucian heritage he receive t e powerful moral 
direct From the tra 1ttona . f" 

· If f the community. In his e 1ort to resolve the crisis 
burden to seek the we are O . h d 

. h b f China' s predicament , e turne to Buddhism 
of belief that lay at t e ase o , 
from which he took the concept of the bodhisattva and t?~ courage to _"dare to 

die " H is resolution for the crisis of belief was K~op_otkm s P?werful idea that 

the .highest moral values were linked to the key principle of science and nature, 

mutual aid · f · h 
Shifu ' s turn to social revolution made him a maJor _igure m t e ~ocialist 

movement of the early Republican years . We ~ave long Sl~ce become Ja?ed to 

h f ·1 f those years but for Shifu and his comrades m that dreamt1me of t e a1 u res o . . , . . 
modem Chinese socialism, this was a new beginning . In our contmumg effon 

to understand the nature of Chinese socialism, we will do well to return to these 

years of general frustration , which Shifu and his fellow idealists saw as a time 

of great opportunity . One of Shifu ' s major achievements was to fan the flame 

of idealism among the next generation of Chinese youth , who responded to his 

call fo r social revolution . 

"Wholeness" as a Theme in Shifu's Career 

Much that has been discussed in the preceding chapters concerns the effort 

by Chinese intellectuals to restore wholeness to the life of their society and 

culture . Chinese civilization had been threatened with breakdown for decades 

before Shifu and his generation fought for revolutionary change . The sense of 

crisis had become more profound with each new generation , especially those 

after the war with Japan in 1894-95 . I have suggested that this multi-dimensional 

crisis is best summed up as a "crisis of belief. " If we use as an organizing 

theme the effort to achieve or restore wholeness and credibility to Chinese life, 

we can link the several aspects of Shifu' s tremendous effort . To present Shifu' s 

burden as a quest for restoration of wholeness and belief agrees with his own 
sense of what his career was about . 

Shifu displayed a powerful drive, almost a compulsion, to establish a 

systemat ic fo rm for socialism. This concern drove him early from Sun 

Zhongshan 's camp and caused his divisive posture toward fellow socialists, even 

tl,1e senior anar~_hists_ ~ho ~a(~ introduced him to the new principles he cherishe~. 

1 hrou_ghout his wntmg 1t ts clear that he regarded a consistent, systemattc 

soc1alism ,a~ vital. . Herc one of Thomas Mctzgcr's observations is helpful : 

Modern C h111ese thinkers have regarded system (tixi) as very important ; they_ 

have not been accorded respect if they have failed to offer a systematic set ot 
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ideas . 1 Like Confucius , Shifu was . 
f h

. a transmitter d 
interpreter o anarc ism was especial) . an not a creator Hi's 1 Y import t · . · ro e as 
and system. an m this emphasis on consistency 

The source of a need for syste . 
· m, and Sh1fu , 

other quest10ns . Confucianism had se d s sense of this need suggest 
· d · · rve for cent · ' 

P
rovided or er m Chmese society Th . . unes as the orthodoxy that 

. . e prmc1ples o h' h 
been read aloud twice monthly in ev n_ w ic order had rested had 

2 w· h' " ery commumty d · M ' 
times . It m a iew decades after Sh. fu ' . . urmg mg and Qing 
established on the principles of Marxi 

1 
s hfetime, a new orthodoxy was 

functional, it controlled public discousm, and when that orthodoxy was fully 
rse even so far b . 

phrasing for all aspects of public life 3 Th b as to esta lish accepted 
the dysfunction that characterized t.h ese efore and after conditions suggest 

e years of Shifu ' 

P
rinciples had lost their efficacy It w k s career, when the old 

· as a ey task for Sh'fu ' · 
establish new and relevant principles Befio 

1 
s generat10n to 

. · · · re a new orthodoxy could be built and 
1ts functtomng regulate even the nature of p bl . d. • u 1c 1scuss10n the bas1·c p · · 1 
of the system had to be establish d 4 • . ' rmcip es 

e • Sh1fu understood this as an essential task 
The power~! appeal of Kropotkin 's teachings derived from their wholeness · 

. For Shtfu and others this process to develop a new system of values ·in 

Chma resembled secularization However as the h ' t · al d 1 . f . . · , ts one eve opment o 
Chmese values d1~fer~d from that in the West , some modification of thinking 

ab~ut the secular1~at1on process is needed. In China, belief and the proper 

atttt~des and behav10r associated with correct belief did not center on a divinity 

but mstead upon earthly authorities , the father and the ruler. The absence of an 

independent religious establishment in traditional China meant, among other 

things, that there was no basis for an alternative focus of being or loyalty on 

which an individual ' s consciousness or conscience might be established . Given 

this background, some Chinese intellectuals in the late Qing years recognized the 

possibilities of religion as an alternative to imperial authority and understood the 

role that Christianity had played in the West in this respect. The quest for a 

religious alternative also helps to explain the attraction of intellectuals to 

Buddhism beginning in the last decades of the nineteenth century . 
5 

Following 

the lead of Tan Sitong and Zhang Taiyan, Shifu had made much of Buddhism 

in the course of his intellectual and moral development. Later, the fervor of his 

belief in the principles of anarchism and his devotion t~ pro~agating them ~as 

religious in quality . His objective, however, wa~ to rattonal1z~ and reestablish 

belief on the basis of a new system both Iog1cally persuasive and morally 

powerful . Shifu belonged to a generation of transitional intellectuals . Few if any 

others of that generation show so clea~ly how a _mode_rn ~d~ologr mig~t-supplant 
the pr· · I ft d ·t· nal systeins of thought man md1v1dual s consciousness . mc1p es o ra 1 .10. · · ·" . . ,. • . 

Hl·s ·1 · k h . t'rom reformer to destructtomst to mtellectual 
p1 gnmage too · 1m · . . . 

Buddhism, and finally to anarchism . All the ~tages along the way were hnked 

by his conviction that belief and action were mseparable . 
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Shifu' s quest for wholeness concerned China's relationship with the larger 

ld H. h. phasi·zed China's connectedness to that world in th wor . 1s anarc ism em . . . ree 
•f· . · ·rs call for the use of Esperanto, m Its emphasis on intern spec1 1c ways . m 1 . . sh·tu , . . a-

tionalism, and more broadly, in its devouon to s~ience. i ~ mternationalism 
was genuine, as shown; it had grown out of hi~ pre-anarchiSl experience. In 

rejecting the old authorities in Chinese life, especially the pretenses of the elite 

it was only a modest further step to clear the bound~ry of a ?efensive cultur~ 
supenonty . For Shifu and others attracted to Buddh_1sm, the idea of a unity of 

all life everywhere had tremendous power. When Shifu_ became fully convinced 

of the truth of anarchist principles , this sense of the universal found expression 

m the concept of "the great people 's revolution ," which would unite the masses 

of every land against the authorities who attempted to rule them. Shifu 's sense 

of support from abroad was reinforced by the exchanges of publications and 

correspondence with anarchists in many other countries . These confirmed his 

emphasis on Esperanto, for comrades abroad learned the news from China 

through the Esperanto section of Shifu 's Journal. As there was a window briefly 

open for dreams of a socialist equity as the Republican era began, so also there 

was a brief period before war descended on the twentieth century when a highly 

idealistic internationalist solidarity seemed possible. While these days passed all 

too quickly, this was a period of great openness for many progressive-minded 

Chinese, best reflected in the anarchists but not limited to them. 

Science, the third of these principles linking China to the world, was not 

an original theme with Shifu or other anarchists . However, it was a theme given 

solid grounding and pursued persistently by almost all the anarchists. This 

emphasis on science precisely at the point when the Chinese intelligentsia were 

receptive, helped to give anarchism its broad appeal . The Paris anarchists made 

science a cornerstone of their principles from the beginning . As years passed 

and their devotion to the social teachings of anarchism faded, they maintained 

their enthusiasm for science and the possibilities it offered in China. To Shifu, 

science had a different role and meaning, for he saw in Kropotkin 's teachings 

an absolute link between science and the moral principles on which a society 

should operate. Shifu presented science as part of an integrated set of principles, 

a key point of which was to ensure that "the people" would retain control of 

scientific knowledge and its uses . Thus, of the dynamic duo "Mr. Science and 

Mr. ~emocracy," the former had become established relatively earlier in elite 

~nsc1ou~ne~~ and w_ould retain continuous appeal . Anarchist principles were one 

of th~ s1g01hcant forces behind the growth of respect for science and the 

devon~n to studying it in China during these years . As years passed some 

anarchists, ~ot~bly Wu Zhihui , would modify their anarchism but remain 

advoc~tes of sc1enc~ and technology . For Shifu , however, this adjustment was 
a tragic step away from wholeness . · 
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The theme of wholeness carried over into Shifu ' s effort to establish 

accurate concepts of socialism in modem China. Shifu was by no means the first 

Chinese intellectual to be drawn to Kropotkin ' s principle of mutual aid, which 

linked moral life to science . His major debt to the Paris group was that they 

introduced this system to him . To this system Shifu added a living dimension, 

binding those principles with his own behavior. Wu and Li returned to China 

and temporized with the problems from which they had been so long separated. 

Shifu had become convinced that anarchism could be successfully implanted 

amid those problems . Shifu ' s youthfulness in itself accounted for much of his 

optimism. He was confident too because of the nature of his involvement in the 

antidynastic revolution , especially because of his assassination activity . His 

experience as a revolutionary had been total involvement; he had always moved 

directly from conception to action . Thus , when conventional leaders thought the 

revolution was finished , he believed it was only beginning . 

The principles of anarchism enabled Shifu to dispose of the ti-yang issue 

once and for all. Most anarchists , certainly the Paris group and Shifu himself, 

held little if any attachment to the notion that any system of ideas required a 

Chinese base; their outlook was already cosmopolitan. However, it is significant 
that anarchist principles , with their emphasis on the intimate link between the 

natural and the moral realms , overcame the entrenched view that had categorized 
technique as Western and moral principle as Chinese .6 On top of everything 

else that made anarchism appealing , it rejected the Spencerian notion of 

"survival of the fittest , " a view most discouraging to a technologically backward 

China. Instead, anarchism offered the hope of progress through mutual effort . 

Anarchism's solution was marvelous for true believers like Shifu and fully 

satisfying for the student generations of the 1910s. Concerned Chinese 

intellectuals could now move beyond the ti-yong issue to other concerns . In all 

these ways , anarchism appeared as the perfect form of modem socialism for 

China. Its high idealism provided the framework for Chinese intellectuals to 

conceive the revolution they wanted for their country . This was a conception 

that, although never fulfilled , also has never been removed from the hopes of 

succeeding generations of thoughtful Chinese. 
Anarchist principles also offered a way to update the age-old notion of 

datong, Confucius' 11 great community . 11 As datong had provided the outlines of 

the ideal community, anarchism appeared to offer workable principles by which 
to achieve that community in the modern setting . Given the concern for the 

Welfare and stability of society in Chinese thought, the appeal of the several 
forms of modern socialism debated by late Qing reformers and revolutionaries 
is understandable. For the idealists among them, the teachings of anarchism 
most successfully put the datong principle into the framework of modem 
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socialism. While Shifu did not attempt to establish a close identity between 

datong and the anarchist society , he related the two ~ore than _once. 7 

Although Shifu ' s career was brief, it was well-t_imed to give great appeal 

to the themes of antiauthoritarian and cultural revolution that_ lay a~ the heart of 

his anarchism. To the late Qing generation of concerned Chinese intellectuals 

it was clear beyond question that outmoded, arbi~rary auth0rity lay behind th~ 

weakness of the state and the social order. Anarchism blamed such authority for 

problems in any society and called for its replac~~e~t bJ the ~ommon_ effort of 

autonomous individuals who would take responstbtlity for their own ltves . The 

flawed political transition to a republic revealed eve~ deeper weaknesses in the 

cultural habits of the people, most of all in the eltte who should have been 

prepared to lead . Shifu had hammered away at these weaknesses in his essays 

and , if he sometimes went to extremes, he had displayed a profound self

discipline that , if taken up by more of his peers , might indeed have effected the 

revolution he urged . 
In propagating anarchism , Shifu singled out Marx as the major source for 

state socialism, which he believed was doomed to failure . Sun Zhongshan and 

Jiang Kanghu espoused versions of socialism that rested on Marxist assumptions . 

Shifu msisted that all the problems of European socialism had originated with 

Marx. These problems had culminated in the showdown between Marx and 

Bakunin at the demise of the International in 1871-72 . In Shi fu ' s presentation of 

the broader socialist movement, the anarchists had their independent history , 

equally as important as the Marxists . For him, Marx was the source of 

wrongheaded socialism, and a negative force . 

Thus , Shifu ' s work also directly affected the image of Karl Marx among 

Chinese intellectuals . Contrary to a general perception still widely held , it was 
not the Bolshevik Revolution that introduced Marx to China. Chinese activists 

had access to a substantial amount of accurate information on Marx as early as 

1906-7. Chinese publicists knew that Marxists in Europe, especially in 

Germany , were not in the streets but rather were sitting in legislatures, having 

decided that they might achieve some of their goals through political involve

ment. Anarchism, on the other hand, was presented as the social expression of 

a universal scientific principle. Besides this , however, anarchists in Russia and 

Europe had acted as revolutionaries in various attempts to remove those in 

power. While not all Chinese who were prepared to advocate or undertake 

assassination associated the tactic with anarchism, they knew that anarchists in 

Europe actively threatened governments who cared little for the people they 

ruled . The sum of these impressions was to make anarchism the choice of those 

in the revolutionary movement who favored extreme activism and radical social 
change. 

It i~ dif~'icult I<~ be certain about the immediate response to Shifu's 

presentat10n ot anarchist principles . However, the reports noted in Voice of the 

People suggest that many educated urban youth found anarchist ideas most 
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appealing . A.s Y,ears passe~ and th~ frustrations of political life in the Republic 

mounted , Shtfu s courage m speakmg out against the new authorities made him 

a respected and attractive figure . His personal example of uprightness presented 

a powerful contrast to most ?f _those involved in the Republican government . His 

linking of Sun and state socialism had to make more and more sense to idealistic 

youths . -~hes~ you?g people. coul~ readily see the essential point of anarchism 

that poht1cs ts futile , especially m a revived authoritarianism whose leaders 

placed any proje~t of social im~rovement far down their list of priorities . Thus , 

the appeal of Shtfu and anarchism almost certainly grew . 

Shifu 's career makes it clear that there was a significant socialist movement 

at a time we have assumed there was almost no such activity at all . Among the 

opinions held by these socialists and their youthful followers was a strongly 

negative view of Karl Marx . To change that image would be one of the first 

tasks for the Chinese Marxists in the early 1920s. In that effort they would be 

opposed by Shifu 's associates and younger followers , who would use most of 

the points Shifu had made as they attacked Marx and his views . 

As to theory , Shifu ' s associates were well grounded by the time of those 

encounters . By contrast , the grasp of Marxist theory by those who now sought 

to build a movement around that theory was basic at best. Chinese Marxists 

were at this time much like Chinese anarchists as of about 1905: their attraction 

to theory grew out of their knowledge that the principles they sought to 

understand had supported persistent revolutionary activity or-for Chinese 

Marxists-a successful revolution . In both cases the attraction to theory grew out 

of Chinese intellectuals ' impatience for change. In neither case, however, was 

enthusiasm for the anticipated rapid solutions initially matched by sophisticated 

understanding of theory . Some scholars have pointed out that China' s early 

Marxists had little even of Marx 's basic writings in translation to guide them in 

conceiving what communism might mean in China. 8 

From an early point in their effort to build a movement , however, China' s 

Marxists did have an impressive amount of information on events in Russia and 

the new Soviet government's efforts to formulate policy . 9 If they did not have 

a refined understanding of theory , those who joined the Chinese Communist 

movement in the early 1920s did know something about efforts to apply theory 

in Russia. Furthermore, these concerns about organization and other practical 

aspects of revolution accorded with the approach that Chen Duxiu had begun to 

emphasize as he accepted the message of contemporary Russian history . In 

China the tum to Marxism, augmented by the Leninist approach to revolution, 

suggests not so much the superiority of theory as the success of practicality . A 

Leninist hardness of attitude regarding human nature could enable a disciplined 

movement to seize history in China as in Russia. This newest feature of the 

Marxist tradition was from the beginning also the most relevant in China. 

The growth and application of Marxist theory in China was in itself a 

dialectical process . At first , as just noted , interest in Marxism focused on its 
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workability in organizing for revolution . By th~ middle _and late 1920s Marxist 
theory stimulated debate about th~ ~ature of Chmese society_ ~d effort to assess 
the potential for revolution ansmg out of the. composition of classes . 

b ·1 h . in 
contemporary Chinese society . As the mov~ment ~• t_ strengt m the_ late l 930s , 
it could begin to bend theory to fit practice . This is to say that Its growin 

power made it possible for its leaders to claim~ correct unders~anding of theo; 

even when that was not necessarily true . Certainly the emphasis on nationalisrn 

was important in Chinese Marxism, a point generally accepted , ~d Mao should 

be credited for modifying theory to support peasant revolution . Both these 

points , however , illustrate practicality in adapting the0 ry rather than adeptness 

at generating unerring theory . 
It was appropriate that anarchism enjoyed its great~st appeal during a 

period when the goals of socialist revolution took shape as ideals . "Knowledge 

is difficult ; action is easy . " Chinese intellectuals ' acceptance of this principle 

even subconsciously , suggests how they could emphasize the study of theo~ 

over attention to organization . Although Shifu too was devoted to theory , he 

sought to establish an organizational nucleus as the basis for a mass movement. 

Yet his insight concerned much more than organization . Shifu 's experience with 

authority led him to insist that social revolution was impossible unless all 

authority was eliminated . These experiences also served as the basis of Shifu 's 

repeated critiques , in his prison writings as in his essays on anarchism, of the 

flawed character of the elite class . He was among the first to recognize the 

inadequacies of political revolution . Mao Zedong would put the need for cultural 

change in terms of a mountain to be moved; this image suggests the size of a 

task that some observers today regard as basic and barely commenced. All 

societies have their patterns of behavior so entrenched as to be unrecognizable 

to all but the most perceptive observers . Shifu was among the first to recognize 
those patterns of behavior in China and to offer a solution. 

Ways Out of Anarchism 

As there were various routes in to anarchism, there also were various ways 

out. It is worthwhile to chart the ways out taken by those who joined this 

movement that could not succeed but also would never quite go away . Shifu 's 

early death spared him from the kinds of choices that such senior anarchists as 

Wu Zhihui faced in the late 1920s . It enabled him to serve as a model for 

idealistic youths for at least a decade after his lifetime. While I have suggested 

how Sh! fu might have behaved had he lived longer, obviously this remains 
speculauon . 

Zhang ·~aiyan 's ~xit_ f~om anarchism calls for an accounting, even though 
he was one of the few md1v1duals of whom the term II flirtation" is correctly used 

~d was never an anarchist . Zhang tried out other enthusiasms both before and 
after the year or so when he considered anarchism. 10 Zhang saw the same truth 
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that his nemesis_ Wu Zhihui saw, that human natu 
tber miJJennmm before it might be d · re would have to evolve for 

ano goo enough to allow th · · I 
chism to function . Yet while Wu a · e pnnc1p es of 

anar . . ccepted anarchism Zh , · 
·ntegrity caused him to set 1t aside, because h · 

1 
, ~ ~g s. mteHectual 

1 • h 1 · · · e cone uded that It simply could 
not work mt e 1vmg society of the present. And Zhan . . · . . . 
quest for a viable system of belief. g looked elsewhere m his 

As they showed the way in to anarchism th . • . 
. . , e semor generat10n also 

estabhshed the standard way out. This was to • • h · 
. . · Jom anot . er movement that 

appeared w1llm. g to tolerate the anarchists and th · · · 1 A . . . e1r pnnc1p es . s he left so 
early 1t ts ea~y to forget that Lm Shipei 's exit was of th ' k. d O •d· , , . . . . , . 1s m . ec1 mg to 
work for the Manchus limited LIU s anarchist ideas to his own mental realm· 

those id~as ~ppear to ~ave become part of the rationalization for his behavior. 1; 

Ratio~ahzatt~n often_ mvo!ves self-deception . This surely was the case when Wu 

Zhihm and his associates m the Paris group cast their lot with the Guomindang 

in 1927. 
12 

To a committed anarchist this was simply a sellout. Yet Wu Zhihui 

had moved toward this position gradually and in response to changing circum

stances in which his options grew ever more limited. However. to ally with a 

force so immediately deceptive and drenched in the blood of others indicates a 

serious level of self-deception. The decisions made in 1927 by Wu and the other 

senior anarchists linked them to opposition to communism for the remainder of 
their lives. It also linked them inextricably to Jiang Jieshi 's increasingly 

unimaginative and dictatorial leadership. 13 

One of the most candid comments any anarchist made about his departure 

from activism is found in the pseudonym "Two Extremes '' (liangji) adopted by 

Liang Bingxian. He meant this name to indicate his enthusiasm for anarchist 

principles , but also to reflect his fear of putting his life on the line in a 

revolutionary 's career. 14 (Knowledge is difficult, action is easy?) Whether 

under the Guomindang administrative structure or by other means , probably the 

largest number of active anarchists pursued academic careers . Liang Bingx.ian 

was one of these. Huang Lingshuang, one of the most forthright anarchists of 

the late 19 lOs and early I 920s, made a gradual transition to a scholarly career. 

He went to the Soviet Union in 1921-22, and then had an opportunity to go to 

the United States to study at Columbia University . Returning to China in 1928. 

he began teaching at the Shanghai Labor University , then over the years taught 

at several other institutions. He admired the work of soci()logist Pitnm Sorokin, 

whose works be translated into Chinese. Like many other otd anarchists, Huang 
uudenook ta.sks that blended his ~le<tdemic iuctirests with supp<m for the, 
Nationalist government , especiaUy as that goverm11ent 's crts~s t:1o_u.nted: During 
U1ese mature ye~ s. Huang used the name W~nshan. He ld t ~;hrna after 1949 
and taugbr for many years in univ~rsides in the_ Uni~ed . Stares . and Hong 
K.ong .15 Such lransitions. from soda! activist to St)ctal sc1enHst were common; 
perhaps this pher;omenon 100 retlects the broad appeal of sc ience. 

, 
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The later experience of most anarchists in the academic world , and th . 

departure from revolutionary activity , w~uld _s~em to supp_on_Shi_fu ' s_ view t~:: 

it is not education but consciousness that ts cnttcal · Wu Zhthui , L1 Sh1zeng 
. . d th , and 

Cai Yuanpei among the senior anarchists all emphasize e need for educati 

and educational proiects increasingly became the focus of their activity b onh, 
J . d Th . Ot 

before and after becoming absorbed in the Guomm _ ang : etr willingness to 

accept the establishment of the Shanghai Labor UmverSHy upon forma] ent 

into the GMO seems an appropriate symbol for this emphasis . To their credJ 

much in the educational work of Wu Zhihui and the senior anarchists empha~ 

sized practical matters such as vocational and technological training , and the 

ongoing transfonnation of education was indeed a tremendous task . 16 

Shifu's Relevance for China Today 

A generation ago , Shifu seemed most important as an early advocate of 

extreme social revolution . a figure who suggested to Chairman Mao the outlines 

of "people ·s revolut ion . " Ii As developments in China have moved on to 

different themes . it has been surprising to see that he is relevant in other ways 

even mo re basic . Today . Shifu appears as a beacon of individual integrity and 

as a perceptive critic of capricious authority . 

Integrity . the wholeness of the individual person , must stand as the key to 

Shifu · s character and career. From the beginning of his efforts to contribute to 

constructive change in Chinese society , Shifu addressed the problems caused by 

an elite without integrity . As be looked for ways to advance the ant i-Manchu 

cause . he chose assassination as his own task . Here was the best opportunity for 

the zhish i. the individual willing to make personal sacrifices . This theme also 

found expression in his prison essays. in which he admonished other young 

idealists to be progressive in substance and not just in style , and to pursue 

careers that would advance society as well as oneself. In his last years , his 

devotion to providing a personal example of his principles marks the culminating 

expression of this characteristic . 

An individual ·s greatest strength might prove in its obverse to be a 

weakness of some consequence. So it was with Shifu . for in his uncompromising 

devorion co principles he sometimes appears less than comfortably human in 

relationships with other people. most notably in his alliance with Ding 

Xiangtian. Shifu bad his principles in that relati~nship as in everything else be 

did , but his application of princ iples in that instance casts other of his ideals as 

harsh and unfeeling . 
18 

Yet he always applied his principles most stringently ro 

him.self. near 1.lle end of his life even refusing foods thar might have provided 

srrt.·ugth to resist Wberculosis . Genuinely righteous individuals seldom appear: 

when one does appear, we should see his excesses in perspective . 

Shifu 's claims ro freedom of conscience and freedom of expression a~ 
relevant co today ' s China , He as_senoo the importance of indiv idual freedom 10 
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inanY ways .. H~s . vision o~ an anarchist society rested on the belief that 

wnornous md1v1duals actmg together can achieve an ideal community He 

au11·eved that the individual should be free from all forms of authority wh~ther 
be f ·1 f ' 
at the level of the ~ 1 Y or .rom the highest levels of power in society . Shifu 

demonstrated that c_I~ims to freed_om must be asserted and that individuals must 

be prepared to sacnf1ce ~or t~e nghts they hope to enj oy . To portray him only 

as the apostle 0 ~ anarchi~m is to overlook another simpler role , in which he 

made some of his most important achievements : Shifu was a publicist in the 

early Republic ; freedom of expression and of action were vital in order to 

present his _views ~d to organize those who responded . He experienced 

persecution m asserting these freedoms . Fleeing Guangzhou to avoid reprisals 

following the Second Revolution , he proclaimed , "We are marching on!" He 

castigated Yuan Shikai for the executions of Chen Yilong and Sha Gan . His 

relocation to Shanghai was of major importance , as it marked his decision to 

remain in China and fight for his cause . He refused to be silent. 

Shifu ' s understanding of freedom seems especially Chinese; in this respect 

it may serve as a model for other societies , especially the notion of freedom as 

unchecked expression of individual wishes that is gaining acceptance in the 

United States today . Anarchism has its own spectrum, from libertarianism on the 

right to anarchist-communism on the left . The former sees absolute individual 

freedom from control by the state as essential to the social order. The latter was 

the anarchism of Kropotkin and Shifu; this is anarchism with an ineradicable 

social consciousness , which places individual freedom in the context of 

responsibility to others in society , although not to the state . Beginning with 

Proudhon, European anarchists had distrusted and rejected liberal politics , which 

they saw as the source of basic failure in the French Revolution and as an easy 

mark for control by the wealthy . This aspect of the European background did 

not serve Chinese anarchists well , because it allowed them to overlook issues 

concerned with processes by which freedom could be protected. But without 

question, Shifu had a strong sense of freedom in society : "If others are not free , 

I am not free" he said , echoing Bakunin as he commenced his anarchist mission . 

Shifu believed that individual freedom could release energy and creativity 

to build good community . As shown, his sense of community is best described 

by the term organic. This sense is communicated well through his belief that the 

People 's revolution would occur when society was sufficiently permeated by a 

consciousness of the principles of anarchist communism. While Shifu would not 

have denied that the individual was responsible for his or her own morality . he 

Was certain that the moral level of society would improve , and could be 

ina~ntained at a higher level , after the anarchist social revolution . In sum, a 

society of free individuals liberated from those fetters of authority that had 

bound them in all earlier periods of Chinese history , could develop as an 

organism and achieve ever more of human potentiality . Shifu also believed that 

Change in society may be accomplished through a leavening process rather than 
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d d
. thi·s was his chief complaint about Marxist statism '1'1.· 

un er comman , . . · 1 111s 
resonates with the Confucian underStan~mg as to how social change comes 

about. It also became an underlying issue m the struggles between anarchists anct 
communists during the 1920s, and in the internal development of the CCP in the 

same period . 
19 

It seems fitting to close by repeatin~ a ~tatement made at the beginning: 

Anarchists believe that their principles reside m the soul ~~ eve~ human . Shifu 

sought to build a movement on this idea. If he were to rev1s1t Chma today ' I feel 

sure he would resume his unstinting efforts to spread the truth of anarchism. He 

would be encouraged by the efforts many people are making to circumvent a 

government that , despite many achievements , too often displays the flaws of a 

perverted state socialism. He could readily see that those in authority remain 

apprehensive about the teachings of anarchism, as they still seek to supervise the 

masses in countless ways . He would urge all to think of the common good and 

to behave more often in ways that would advance it , still seek to build that 

consciousness that would erupt one day in the "great people ' s revolution." 

Surely Shifu has been watching developments in China and elsewhere from the 

socialists ' heaven, and we may suppose that he is planning with other socialists 

how, when the next great tide of socialism rises in the world-decades from 

now, perhaps, or a century-they all will find a way to end their earlier 

differences and pool their ideals and their practice for the great revolution. 

Perhaps together they could succeed . At least they might reduce by a few 

centuries the time it will take to actualize those great principles that live in the 

soul of every human . 
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Wusi Shiqi qi~an jie~hao. (Introduction to the 

periodicals of the May Fourth period) . 1979 . 

Shifu wencun (Collected writings of Shifu) . 

Xinhai geming qian shinianjian 1.hilun J.uanji (Selected 

articles representative of the decade before the Revolution 

of 191 1) . I 960-62 . 

Zhonghua Minguo kaiguo ll'_u~hiQian ll'_e!LJ_ian 

(Documents on the fiftieth anniversary of the 

establishment of the Republic of China) . 1962-65 . 
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Wuzhengfu zhuyi 5,.ai lJwnggguo (Anarchism in China) . 1984 _ 

Xin qingnian (New Youth) . 1916-1923 , reprinted . 

Wuzhengfu zhuyi sixiang ?,.i[iao -!_uan (Selected materials on anarchist 

thought) . 1984 . 

Feng Ziyou. Zhongguo geming yu~do_ng e~shiliu 

nian l,.U?,.hi ~hi . (History of organizations _m the 

twenty-six years of the Chinese revolutionary 

movement). 1 948 

1. In the interest of avoiding repeated checking of notes while the reader proceeds 

through this initial overview of Shifu 's life , I have dispensed with the usual notation 

format for this chapter only . We will return to most of the subjects in later chapters . 

Several memoirs , and references in Feng Ziyou 's Gerning yishi (Vignette history 

of the revolution) and other general accounts of the anti-Manchu revolutionary 

movement, suggest the outlines of Shifu 's life . These sources provide little detailed 

information about the years before the assassination attempt in 1907 . For example , there 

is no information on Liu Sifu 's early schooling. There are two important groups of his 

writings , the first his prison essays and the second the body of work produced for his 

journal Min sheng . As Liu Sifu the young revolutionary or as Shifu the anarchist , he 

wrote with strong , specific purpose , seldom revealing his feelings or what his experiences 

meant to him-a frustration for the biographer . 

Mo Jipeng 's memoir Huiyi Shifu (Recollections of Shifu) is comprehensive and 

useful. Liu Shixin included sections on his older brother ' s life in his own "Bits of 

Reminiscences on Anarchist Activities" (Wuzhengfu zhuyi huodong de didian huiyt) , in 

ZLX, 926-939 . Additional information is found in the reminiscences of Shifu 's brother

in-law , Zheng Peigang , "Certain Historical Facts on Anarchism in China" (Wuzhengfu 

zhuyi zai Zhongguo de ruogan shisht) , also in ZLX , 939-71 . Huang Zunsheng 's memoir , 

also entitled Huiyi Shifu , is the source of details on the Esperanto movement in 

Guangzhou . 

Liu 's experiences while in Japan are noted in Geming wenxian (Documents on the 

Revolution (3 vols ., Taibei : Guomindang History Committee , 1958) and in Saneto 

Keishu , Zhongguoren youxue Riben shi (A history of Chinese students in Japan) (Chinese 

tr . by Tam Yue-him and Lam Kai-yin from Saneto 's Japanese original) (Hong Kong : 

Chinese University Press , 1982). Surveys of the materials on radical ideologies available 

to Chinese students in Japan are in Don C . Price , Russia and the Roots of the Chinese 

Revolution (Cambridge: Harvard University Press , 1974), 122-29 ; Martin Bernal. 

Chinese Socialism to 1907 (Ithaca : Cornell University Press , 1976) , ch . 8; and Peter 

Zarrow , Anarchism and Chinese Political Culture (New York : Columbia Universit~ 

Press , 1990) , ch . 2 . Zh~ng Binglin 's roles in scholarship , the "national essence 

movement , and the revolutwnary movement arc discussed in Shimada Kenji , Pioneer of 
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the Chinese Revolution: Zhang Bing/in and Confucianism (tr. Joshua A. Fogel , Stanford: 
ford University Press , 1990). 

Sc.an · · . . I 1906 
Liu's act1_v1t1es_ m_ ate , and early 1907 are outlined in Feng Ziyou ' s sketch in 

vol. 2 of Gemmg Y_tsht ; Fe~g s ac_count of Liu 's abortive assassination attempt appears 

. his Z)longhua Mmguo kazguo qian geming shi (History of the Revolution to Establish :e Republic (Taib_ei , 1971 re~rint) , vol. 2 , 84-101. Other details of this episode are 

iven in the memoirs by Mo ltpeng and Liu Shixin . Huang Xing 's meeting with Liu in 

tuzhou is reported in Xie Yingbo 's autobiography , Renhai hangcheng (Voyage on the 

sea of life) (unpublished manuscript), 6b ; this meeting is also mentioned in Li Yunhan , 

Huang Keqiang xiansheng nianpu (Chronology of Mr . Huang Keqiang [Xing]) (Taibei , 

!974), 97 . Wu Yue 's testament appeared in a special edition of Min bao entitled Tian tao 

(Heaven 's Vengeance) , which followed no . 12 and was published April 25 , 1907; the 

testament is reprinted in SLXJ . vol. 2 , pt. I , 714-33 . 

Liu 's prison writings were reprinted in Zhongshan wenxian (Documents of 

Zhongshan) (Zhongshan [formerly Xiangshan], Guangdong , 1947), 99-111. Edited and 

punctuated by Zhang Lei of the Guangdong Academy of Social Sciences, these essays 

have been reprinted more recently in Zhongguo zhexue (Chinese philosophy), journal of 

the Research Group on Chinese Thought of the History Institute , Academy of Social 

Sciences, Beijing; see no . 12 , 506-19 , and no . 13 , 339-53 . 

Li Xibin , a member of Liu 's China Assassination Corps , wrote more than one 

account of this group . Most useful is "Qingmo Zhina ansha tuanjishi" (A true account 

of the China Assassination Corps of the late Qing period) in Guangdong wenwu teji (A 

special collection on the culture of Guangdong) (Hong Kong , 1949), 17-23 . 

Mo Jipeng 's memoir is most helpful for the period when Mo worked directly with 

Liu in the revolutionary armies in Guangdong , and with Shifu in organizing the 

Conscience Society and launching the group 's activities in Guangzhou . Mo writes of the 

deteriorating relationship between Shifu and Ding Xiangtian with candor and sensitivity . 

I have been able to obtain copies of two of the anthologies produced in 1912-13; 

see the notes to ch . 7 for full data on these . Publication figures for all of these early 

materials appeared in the revived Min sheng years after Shifu 's death ; see no . 30 (March 

15, 1921), Esperanto-English edition, 4-5 . 

Min sheng is the major repository of Shifu 's published work . Numbers l and 2 

were published at Guangzhou on Aug . 20 and 27 , 1913 , under the title Huiming Lu . The 

title was changed beginning with the issues published at Macao, nos . 3 and 4 , Dec . 20 

and 27 . Numbers 5 through 22 , all under Shifu 's editorship , were published weekly from 

April 11 to August 9 , 1914 . Shifu ' s associates produced nos . 23 through 29 at Shanghai 

on an irregular basis during 1915 and 1916. Some of the same faithful group revived the 

journal in Guangzhou during 1921 , when Min sheng presented the anarchist position as 

debate and competition began between themselves and the Marxists ; these were nos . 30-

33 , the last dated July 15 , 1921. All of Shifu 's major articles and a se lection of his 

published replies to correspondents were reprinted in Sh~fu wencun (Writings of Shifu) 

edited by Zheng Peigang and published in 1927. See the bibliography for data on reprint 
editions . 
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the Chinese Revo~ution: Zhang Binglin and Confucianism (tr. Joshua A . Fogel , Stanford : 
~ rd University Press , 1990) . 

5can ~iu 's activities in late 1906 and early 1907 are outlined in Feng Ziyou ' s sketch in 

vol. 2 of Geming Y_ishi ; Fe~g ' s ac_count o~ Liu '~ ab?rtive assassination attempt appe~rs 
. 

1 
·s 7.Jwnghua Mmguo kaiguo qtan gemmg sht (History of the Revolution to Estabhsh 

10 11 
· · 1971 · ) Republic (Ta1be1 , reprint , vol. 2 , 84-101 . Other details of this episode are 

t~e 
O 

in the memoirs by Mo Jipeng and Liu Shixin . Huang Xing 's meeting with Liu in 
give . x · y · b , . 
Wuzhou is reporte~ m 1e mg ~ s autob1o_graphy , Renhai hangcheng (Voyage on the 

sea of life) (unpu~ltshed ma~uscnpt) , 6b ; this meeting is also mentioned in Li Yunhan , 

Huang Keqiang xiansheng manpu (Chronology of Mr. Huang Keqiang [Xing]) (Taibei , 

1974) , 97 . Wu Yue ' s testament appeared in a special edition of Min bao entitled Tian tao 

(Heaven 's Veng~ance)_, which followed no . 12 and was published April 25 , 1907 ; the 

testament is reprinted m SLXJ , vol. 2 , pt. 1, 714-33 . 

Liu ' s prison writings were reprinted in Zhongshan wenxian (Documents of 

Zhongshan) (Zhongshan [formerly Xiangshanl, Guangdong , 1947), 99-111 . Edited and 

punctuated by Zhang Lei of the Guangdong Academy of Social Sciences , these essays 

have been reprinted more recently in Zhongguo zhexue (Chinese philosophy) , journal of 

the Research Group on Chinese Thought of the History Institute , Academy of Social 

Sciences , Beij ing ; see no . 12, 506-19 , and no . 13 , 339-53 . 

Li Xibin , a member of Liu 's China Assassination Corps , wrote more than one 

account of this group . Most useful is "Qingmo Zhina ansha tuanjishi" (A true account 

of the China Assassination Corps of the late Qing period) in Guangdong wenwu teji (A 

special collection on the culture of Guangdong) (Hong Kong , 1949), 17-23 . 

Mo Jipeng ' s memoir is most helpful for the period when Mo worked directly with 

Liu in the revolutionary armies in Guangdong , and with Shifu in organizing the 

Conscience Society and launching the group 's activities in Guangzhou . Mo writes of the 

deteriorating relationship between Shifu and Ding Xiangtian with candor and sensitivity . 

I have been able to obtain copies of two of the anthologies produced in 1912-13 ; 

see the notes to ch . 7 for full data on these . Publication figures for all of these early 

materials appeared in the revived Minsheng years after Shifu ' s death ; see no . 30 (March 

15 , 1921) , Esperanto-English edition, 4-5 . 

Min sheng is the major repository of Shifu 's published work . Numbers 1 and 2 

were published at Guangzhou on Aug . 20 and 27 , 1913 , under the title Huiming Lu . The 

title was changed beginning with the issues published at Macao , nos . 3 and 4 , Dec . 20 

and 27 . Numbers 5 through 22 , all under Shifu 's editorship , were published weekly from 

April 11 to August 9 , 1914 . Shifu 's associates produced nos . 23 through 29 at Shanghai 

on an irregular basis during 1915 and 1916 . Some of the same faithful group revived the 

journal in Guangzhou during 1921 , when Min sheng presented the anarchist position as 

debate and competition began between themselves and the Marxists ; these were nos . 30-

33 , the last dated July 15 , 1921 . All of Shifu 's major articles and a selection of his 

published replies to correspondents were reprinted in Sh~fu wencun (Writings of Shifu) 

edited by Zheng Peigang and published in 1927 . See the bibliography for data on reprint 
editions. 
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4, 
Chapte r 2 

l . See David Apter ' s essay in the volume he edited with James Joli A 
, narchi 

Today (London : Macmillan , 197 l ), 1-2 . sni 
2 . For discussion of anarchist precedents as early as medieval times and du . 

A h . (N ring th Reformation , see James Joli's introduction to The narc 1sts ew York : Grosset e 
Dunlap , 1964) , 18-27 . and 

3 . Kropotkin saw precedents for anarchism in the Huss ite movement and i 

Anabaptists ; among the latter he mentions Hans Denk . These references occur i~ l~e 

article on anarchism for the 1910 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica , reprintedh~s 

Roger N . Baldwin , ed ., Kropotkin 's Revolutionary Pamphlets (New York · Do in 
· Ver 

reprint) , 288-89 . 

4 . George Woodcock, Anarchism (C leveland : Meridian , 1962) , 44-49 . 

5 . In Anarchism, Woodcock provides a useful introduction to the careers of th 

several anarchist leaders outlined below , as does James Joli in The Anarchists~ 

Woodcock 's Pierre-Joseph Proudhon: His Life and Work (New York : Schocken , 1956) 

is a full -length biography . 

6. However . Proudhon drew distinctions between various kinds of property . 

7 . Paul Thomas , Karl Marx and the Anarchists (London : Routledge and Kegan 

Paul , 1980), 206-7 , points out two other items in Marx 's letter that also would have 

offended Proudhon: Marx observed that Proudhon 's reputation outside France was 

greater than in France itself, which was neither true nor something Proudhon cared to 

hear , as he most sought to have influence in his own country . Marx also disparaged 

Proudhon ' s German friend , Karl Grun , which offended Proudhon . (This work cited 

hereafter as "Thomas . ") 

8 . Proudhon had been extremely active during the Revolution . Between 1848 and 

1850 he published several different newspapers that were extremely popular among 

workers . 

Although he opposed parliaments , Proudhon stood for and won election to the 

assembly launched with the Second Republic in 1848. He hoped to get legislation passed 

to launch one of his projects , a People 's Bank . The Bank was indeed established , but it 

lasted only a short time . 

Proudhon was imprisoned for his outspoken attacks on the president, Louis 

Napoleon . Under relaxed conditions for political prisoners , he was allowed to write while 

in jail. He also married during his imprisonment. 

9. Quoted in Woodcock , Anarchism, 134-35 . 

10. See "The Founders of Anarchism" (Wuzhengfu zhuyi zhi yuanzu), MS no. 13 

(June 6 , 1914), 2 . Shifu made a similar comn:ent in no . 12 (May 30, 1914), 8. 

11 . See Dirlik, Anarchism (Berkeley : University of California Press , 1991), 2?l -

76 , for Li Shizeng 's efforts to apply Proudhon ' s principle of federalism as he and omer 

first-generation anarchists cast their lot with the Guomindang in 1927-28 . 

Of Proudhon 's other later works, two should be mentioned : War and Peace 

pre~ented the anti-militarist theme that remained a basic point in anarchism. Leo T01sto,Y 

visited ~roudhon a_fter reading this work, which became the inspiration for T~1st0~J 
novel of the same title . See Woodcock, Proudhon , 229. In Justice in the Revolution; n 

the Church, Proudhon argued for a concept of justice based on human nature rather a 

on the notion of a divinity who would punish those who fail to comply . 

:~ 
·1 
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12 . For comments on Proudhon's views f 
• . 0 women see w d k 

,
5 

213-15 . Proudhon s fee lmgs on wome . ' 0 0 coc , Proudhon , 31-
J • n grew out of h · 
xperience . He saw much to adm ire in wome b h. . is own background and 

e . . n, ut rs views w 
term

s of women s soc ial equali ty with men p dh ere never expressed in 
. · rou on also · • . 

Upp
ort for the South m the American Civil W d . . appears mcons1stent m his 

s ar , esp1te its · t' · -
was attracted to the federative principle in the politicaJ . m~ itution of slave ry. He 

t 3. Thomas , Marx and the Anarchists 
193 

or?arnzatwn of the Confederacy . 

works. more th an half of them maJ·or effo,rt -94h , ltsts at leas.t fifteen of Marx 's 
s sue as Economic and Pl '[ h · 

Manuscripts and the Grundrisse , m which Marx . tta k p , . _u os~f tc 
length of this list, " Thomas comments "is a tribut: t ctl s ro_uldhon s soc1ahsm . . The 

' o 1e res1 tence of Proudhomsm " 
(194). . 

14. In Marx and the Anarchists Th ct · · 
.. . . . . " . , omas 1scusses Marxists ' tendency to use the 

tag of bourgeo is idealism without reviewing Marx '. I · 1 · . . s ana yt1ca reasons fo r choosmg the 
terrn : see his postscript to the chapter on Proudhon, 245-48 . 

15 · The statement came from an article that Bakunin wrote fo r the 1842 edition of 

the Deutsche Jahrbucher; cited in Thomas , Marx and the A h ·, 289 . . . narc st,s, . 
16. Durmg _this ~enod at the Peter and Paul fo rtress Bakunin wrote a confession 

to the tsar , ~or ~htch his_ detractors-Marx among them- have criticized him for bending 

to the l~tter s wil l. If this confession was intended to produce a pardon, it did not have 

the desired effec t: a transfer to Siberia in 1857 was as much pardon as the tsar saw fit 

to give. 

17 . For Bakunin 's escape via Japan , see Philip Billingsley, "Bakunin , Yokohama, 

and the Dawning of the Pacific Era ," forthcoming (September 1998) in International 

History Revtew. Prof. Bill ingsley kindly provided me a copy of his study. 

18. For Bakunin 's role in the initiative to Spain, see Joll ,The Anarchists, 11 1-12. 

19. Thomas devotes ch . 5 to the subject of Marx and Bakunin in the International . 

On the organization 's beginnings see Marx and the Anarchists , 255-56. 

20. Thomas , Marx and the Anarchists , 265 . 

21. Thomas , Marx and the Anarchists , 254-55 . 

22. At the congress of the International in 1869, the General Council (headquar

tered at London) was voted the power to decide on meeting sites and to certify delegates. 

Bakunin had supported this expansion of the Council' s authority , a point contradicting 

Marx's belief that Bakunin was engaged in a conspiracy to break up the organization. 

Through these powers Marx packed the Hague congress with delegates who favored his 

positions. The lnternational 's activities came to an end on the issue of whether to move 

its headquarters from London to New York . This was a parliamentary dev ice also set up 

by Marx , who by that time saw no future for the orga nization. For these details see 

Thomas, Marx and the Anarchists, 265 . 

23 . Thomas , Marx and the Anarchists, 249-55. 
24 . Bakunin slated these views in Statism and Anarchy ( 1874) , his post-mortt'.m on 

the death of the International. 
25. Thomas discusses Statism and Anarchy and Marx's reaction en it , Marx and 

the Anarchists 336-40. 
26 . Thi; view seems to overlook rhe centralist approach that Lenin Jevd oped in 

the Bolshevik Party . Lenin 's choice might reflect that h~.~elot~ged to t~rn next generation 

of Russ ian revolutionaries and had learned from the d1tticulues of his predecessors. It 

also might be seen as a manifestation nf the need f<.ll' author ity chat clearly also was part 
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• • .. · d I •d · n the imperialist institution . Thi . 
of Russian 1rad1t1on , most tully eve ope 1 . . . s tension 

. · d t , ne reaction to authority m the de . between the need for authonty an an ex rei . manct for 
freedom shows in many ways also in modern Chma . . . 

•rt M I th" "narc·histi· 299-300 notes this same tension in Baku . 1omas, arx an< . ·" / I . . · • , ' . . . n1n 
himself. observing that Bakunin 's preference for sec ret orgamz_ations_ (w~ich sometirnes 

existed mostly in his own head) might simply have reflected his desire for control. 

27 . Thomas , Marx and the Anarchists , 278-79 , addresses ~he g~owth of this 

concept of "collectivism" and observes that it retle_cte~ the decline ot Proudhonist 

influence in the International. On the development ot th is trend see also Max Nornad 

"The Anarchist Tradition ," in Milorad M. Drachkovitch , ed ., The Revolutiona,; 

Internationals (Stanford : Hoover Institution , I 966) , 61 -62 · 
28 . Thomas , Marx and the Anarchists , 3l0- 1 l ; cf. Joll , The Anarchists , 103-4. 

Also see Nomad. "Anarchist Tradition , " 59-69 . 
29 . For a variation on Ba Jin ' s explanation of the name , see the introduction to 

Peng Shuzhi , Wuzhengfu zhuyi zhi Ju , Bakuning (The Father of Anarchism, Bakunin) 

(Xi 'an : Shaanxi renmin chubanshe , 1988), 21. Peng says that , according to Ba Jin , the 

character Ba was the surname of a close friend among his fellow students in France; but 

Ba Jin readily acknowledges the influence of Bakunin as well as Kropotkin , whom he 

does give as the source for "Jin ." This does not square with earlier explanations of the 

naine, and surely is a simple compromise Ba Jin has made . On some other, more 

important issues , Ba Jin has not compromised with the current form of autocracy in 

China . 

30. Kropotkin was first associated with the newspaper Avant-garde , which was 

suppressed in 1878 . Much later , during his extended stay in England , he helped to 

establish the journal Freedom , and was one of its major contributors . 

31 . After his deportation from Switzerland, Kropotkin went first to France , then 

to England for a year . The timing of his return to France was unfortunate , because it 

came just as this roundup began . Had Kropotkin actually been in close contact with 

anarchists in France , he would not have returned when he did . 

Kropotkin 's imprisonment provoked general outrage . Victor Hugo presented a 

petition on his behalf from prominent British intellectuals to the president of France . 

Georges Clemenceau introduced a motion for amnesty in the French assembly , attracting 

much support. However, all such efforts failed to achieve Kropotkin ' s release . The 

deterioration of his health and a continuing public outcry finally brought his release . For 

additional details on the episode see Woodcock , Anarchism, 207-9 . 

32 . Olga Lang has noted Ba Jin ' s reaction to reading Kropotkin ' s "Appeal to 

Youth . " See Pa Chin and His Writings: Chinese Youth between the Two Revolutions 
(Cambridge : Harvard University Press , 1967), 44 . 

. 33 . Kropotk~n 's "Letter to the Workers of Western Europe" bears quoting for its 

prescient observations : "[f]f Allied military intervention continues, it will certainly 

develop in Rus~ia ~ bitter feel_ing toward the western nations, a feeling which will be 

used s~me day i~ fut~r~ conflicts . . .. The natural territories of the various parts of this 

federation are qulle d1stmct , as those of us familiar with Russian history and ethnography 

well kno~ . All e_fforts to reuni~e under a central control the naturally separate parts ?f 
the Ru_ss1an Empire are predestmed to failure ." (Quoted from the reprint of this letter in 

Baldwm, Pamphlets , 253-4 .) 
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34 . Thomas A. Metzger has defined th 
. . d C'h . ' ese problems in E fr 

Neo-Confuctanism an ma s Evolving Politi 
I 

C scape om Predicament: 
·ty press, 1977). While one might disagree onca . ulture (New York: Columbia Univer-

s1 . various po· ts · h' 
•ew of the lme of development is persuasive m m is argument, Metzger 's 

VI • 
Hao Chang shares Metzger 's view on th . . 

identifying it by the term "cosmic dynamism. "e S~~llmism ,
0
f la~e-Qing intellectual~, 

Crisis: Search/or Order and Meaning (Berkele . U . Ch~ng s Chmese Intellectuals m 

50
_54 , 58-59, 82-83 . y · niversity of California Press , 1987), 

35 . For insight into the development of ti-
I{orean sinologist Min Tu-ki , National Polity and f°ngl

th
ought, see the essays of the 

. I Ch . d Ph ' . oca Power: The Transformation oif 
Late Jmpena ma, e . ihp A. Kuhn and r· h 
u iversity Press, 1989), especially "Ch . , m~ot .Y ~rook (Cambridge: Harvard 

n 
II 

mese Prmc1ple and Western 'Utility ' a 
Reassessment. ' 

36. Thomas Metzger has made this point abo t th d ti . . . . . u e nee or system m a paper 
"Oppos1ttonal Poht1cs and the Problem of Seculara·zat· · M d ch· ' . . ion m o em ma," presented 
at th~ conference on ?PP~sitional . Politics in Twentieth-Century China, held at 
Washington and Lee University , Lexington, Virginia, in September 1990. 

37 . However, Hao Chang and others have noted the rad· l ·t· f d' · l . 1ca en 1que o tra 1t1ona 
culture 10 the. thou~~t of Kang Youwei and especially Tan Sitong; see Chang, Chinese 
Intellectuals m Cnszs , 59-62 , 94-103 . 

. 38 . !he is~ue_ of relative importance of internal as opposed to external influences 
in stimulating thmkm~ about change has re-emerged repeatedly, and even today enters 

into debates on questions of an underlying system of beliefs ("New Confucianism") or 
the nature of socialism ("socialism with Chinese characteristics"). 

39. See David S. Nivison, "The Problem of 'Knowledge · and 'Action ' in Chinese 

Thought since Wang Yang-ming ," in Studies in Chinese Thought , Arthur F. Wright, ed. 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953). 

40 . Both quotations from Nivison, "Problem," 135 . 
41. "Oh! People! What do you hesitate for? ," Nivison quotes Sun as saying, 

"Problem," 137. 
42 . See Nivison , "Problem," 139-40. Metzger also concluded that much of Mao 's 

success in mobilizing the undereducated peasant mass lay in his claim to possess 

knowledge verified through this process and that Mao also satisfied the need for 

authority . See the concluding sections of Escape from Predicament. 
43 . Agnes Chan noted Shifu's views on the role of the talented in "Shifu and the 

Radicalization of Chinese Revolutionary Thought," 159-61 . Statements on this point 

appear in MS [Huiming lu] no . 1, 5. 
44. Douglas Reynolds has portrayed the late Qing reform, with its broad assistance 

from official and private resources in Japan, in its most positive aspect. See Chi11a, 1898-
1912: The Xinzheng Revolution and Japan (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993). 

45 . Chan Sin-wai, Buddhism in Late Ch 'ing Political Thought (Hong Kong : 

Chinese University Press, 1985), 159-62, suggests that this revived Buddhism had little 
to offer as the basis for a popular movement. Yet the careers of Tan, Zhang, and Shifu 
suggest the influence of new Buddhism as presented by talented and devoted leaders . 

46. See Paul G. Clifford, "The Intellectual Development of Wu Zhihui: A 

~eflection of Society and Politics in Late Qing and ~epublican C~ina" (P~ .D diss~rta
tton, University of London, 1978), 39. Clifford cites a memoir by Xiao Yu m a 
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commemorative volume on Li Shizeng publishe_d_ in 1_973 - Such a source should be 

treated with caution , in my opinion, as the memo1~1st might h~v_e_ had rea~on to give the 

impression that Wu 's later view was consistent with such an initial _reaction. 

47 . For these personal connections refer to Zarrow , AnarchtSm , 73, 80-81 , anct , 

Dirlik , Anarchism , 25 , 81. . l 
48 . Apparently the pictorial fo rmat was very exp_ensive , and coSt was an important 

factor in the decision to produce a different kind of Journal. Zarrow , _Anarchism , 77 
notes the group 's decision to make the journal small ~nou~h ~o ~t mto a seamen '~ 

bedding . From the start they envisaged a partly clandestine distribution system. ! 
49 . Zarrow , Anarchism , 81. 
50 . Vera Schwarcz and others have shown the applicability of the term Enlighten

ment for the New Culture and May Fourth period . However, the outlook of the Paris 

anarchists and their themes for cultural revolution, mark them as among th e predecessors 

for those movements of the late I 91 Os . 
51 . While Wu and Zhang became adversaries on cultural issues at this point, their 

differences were rooted in thei r respective responses to the "Subao case" in 1903 . They 

had worked together on that journal, but when the government moved against the Subao 
group , Wu fled to Japan while Zhang chose to go to prison. For Wu this was the 

beginning of the sojourns abroad that took him first to England and then to his 

involvement with the New Century group . For Zhang, much in this debate was about 

integrity , his concern about Chinese cultural integrity an extension of his rigorous sense 

of personal integrity. What use is it to be able lo converse in a universal language , Zhang 

asked, if it is no longer one's true self who is attempting to communicate? For a more 

detailed discussion of this debate , see Krebs, "Liu Ssu-fu and Chinese Anarchism, I 905-

1915 ," 208-18 . 

52. In his Anarchism, ch . 2, Peter Zarrow provides a masterful interpretation of 

Liu Shipei 's intellectual development, and also discusses Zhang Taiyan 's thinking during 

this period. 

53 . Shimada, Zhang Binglin , 71 -73 , suggests that Zhang took inspiration from the 

earlier Japanese movement, but that he first got the idea for "national studies" during his 

imprisonment before 1905 . The term "national studies" (Ch . guoxue , J. kokugaku) is 

sometimes used instead of "national essence" ; however, the meaning of these two terms 

seems almost identical. 

54 . Min Tu-ki surveys this subject in an enlightening study , "The Theory of 

Political Fedualism in the Ch ' ing Period ," National Polity and Local Power, 89-136. 

55 . Zarrow, Anarchism, 102-04 . Zhu Zhixin had previously presented an abridged 

version of the Manifesto in Min bao , for which see Bernal , Chinese Socialism, 116-18. 

56 . See Zarrow's Anarchism, ch . 6, "Women's Liberation and Anarcho

Feminism," and also his "He Zhen and Anarcho-Feminism in China ," Journal of Asian 
Studies 47 :4 (November 1988), 796-813 . 

57 . This is a major theme of Young-tsu Wong 's excellent study of Zhang, Search 

for Modern Nationalism: Zhang Binglin and Revolutionary China. 1869-19 36 (New York : 
Oxford University Press , 1989). 

58 . This view of Zhang's position is presented in Charlotte Furth , "The Sage as 

Rebel : Th: Inner W~rld _of Chang Ping-tin ," in The Limits of Change: Essays 011 

Conservative Alternal/ves tn Republican China (Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 

l 976), 145-47 . Also see Zarrow 's discussion of Zhang 's views , Anarchism , 48-52 . 
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,s9 Zarrow presents the variety of views 
O 

L' , 
· · . · n m s turn aga · t I · -. 
)d an explanation as I have seen Anarch · 

32 
ms revo ut10n and otters 

s go< ' ism , and 269 70 
a. 60 One other person associated with th T k - , notes 10 and 11 . 

· e o yo grou · · 
. Meijiu (Dingcheng) , a Shanxi intellectual . P_ is sometunes overlooked: 

Jing 1920's (see below ch . 10) ' remamed active as an anarchist at least 
· to the . ' · 10 

61. See Dirlik . Anarchism , ch. 7 . 

62 . Arif Dirlik suggests that anarchist principle · h 
1 . 

1 
• s mig t end themselves as well to 

nterrevolutton as revo ution (Anarchism 80) 1 d. . . 
cou . . ' · isagree with thts suggestion but 

rta inly the behavior of some Chmese anarchists could th ' . ' ce support 1s view . 

Chapter 3 

l . I use_ the term "prot~-an~rchism " here largely as a convenient way to identify 

the mixture of ideas su~veyed 111 this chapter . These came from varied but similar sources 

from abroad , as described below · They shared the themes of assassination and other 

forms of vio!ence ~mployed to achieve justice for the poor and powerless against the rich 
and mighty m society . 

2 . Two earlier studies are especially relevant to the material in this chapter. 

Price 's Russia and the Roots of the Chinese Revolution provides great insight into the 

numerous ways by which developments in Russia influenced not only publicists such as 

Liang Qichao and activists such as Yang Dusheng , but also popular culture in China 
during the first years of the century . 

As already noted , Peter Zarrow 'sAnarchism and Chinese Political Culture presents 

a masterful survey of the origins of anarchist thought in China . Zarrow 's work is 

relevant here especially for its emphasis on Liu Shipei 's use of elements of traditional 

Chinese thought rather than influences from abroad . My work on Shifu has focused on 

the relationship between revolutionary activism and anarchist ideas . Rather than intending 

to counter Zarrow 's views , I offer this as another valid view of the entry of anarchism 

into the revolutionary tradition of modern China . 

3 . See Liang ' s "An explanation of ten qualities with opposing yet complementary 

meaning" (Shizhong dexing xiangfan xiangcheng yi) , Qingyi bao no . 87 (1901) , repr . 

SLXJ , vol. 1, pt. 1, 8-16 . Also see Price , Russia and the Chinese Revolution , 107 . 

4 . See Price ' s discussion , Russia and the Chinese Revolution , 128-36. 

5. Bernal, Chinese Socialism, 94-97 , describes four of the most important of these 

discussions of socialism. Also see Bernal's "The Triumph of Anarchism over Marxism, 

1906-1907 " in China In Revolution: The First Phase, 1900-1913, ed . Mary C. Wright 
' 

(New Haven: Yale University Press , 1968), 100-101. 
6 . Extensive excerpts of Fukui 's book are reprinted in CQCB, 79-222 . The 

material on Proudhon with some references to Bakunin, is found in 139-47 ; an extensive 

discussion of "Germa~ socialism, " dealing almost totally with Marx . follows. 147-79 . 

7 . CQCB, 141. . . . . . 
8 . CQCB, 145 . A later section on Bakunin 1s . not mcl~1(fod _m the mate_n~l 

reprinted in CQCB . However , the reprinted material does mclude d1scuss10nof Bakunin s 

role in the demise of the International ; see below · 
9 . CQCB , 148; compare Bernal, Chinese Socialism , 94-95 . 

IO. CQCB, 159 . 

I 
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I I . CQCB , 162_ Especially in t~is quotation , Fu~ui .presented a very different 
. f M f 

1 
that which Sh 1fu would emphasize m 191 3-14 · see Ch apt 

perception o arx ron ' ers 8 

and 9. 
12 . CQCB. 171. . . 

13 N
·h·r· · ·nated in the popultst movement dunng the 1860s and was . 1 1 ism ong1 . not a 

clearly defined ideology even in that context. See ~ranc_o Venturi , Roots 0/ Revolution: 

A History of the Populist and Socialist Movements tn Nineteenth Century Russia (tr . F. 

Haskell) (New York : Alfred A. Knopf, 1960) , 325-26 · 

14_ Yang 's pamphlet, New Hunan , is reprinted in SLXJ , vol. 1, part 2, 61 2-48_ 

15 . Yang . New Hunan , 637. 

16. Yang , New Hunan , 641. . 
17. In these plots . Yang showed a preference for attack mg the government at its 

center , contrary to the Huaxinghui strategy and to his own suggestion in New Hunan . 
18. For other aspects of assassination activity during these years, see Edward S. Krebs, 

"Assassination in the Republican Revolutionary Movement," Ch 'ing-shih wen-t 'i 4:6 

(December 1981 ). 
I 9. Liu Shipei worked with Lin on this early baihua journal. 

20 . Although Lin Xie was quite active at this time , relatively little is known about 

him . Mary Rankin notes his Fujian background , Early Chinese Revolutionaries 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press , 1974), 68 . In his opening publisher 's statement 

for Zhongguo baihua bao, Lin mentions his earlier involvement in the Hangzhou Baihua 

hao (SLXJ , vol. I , pt. 2, 605). 
Lin 's "Lun cike de jiaoyu" (The education of assassins) installment is reprinted in 

SLXJ. vol. 1. pt. 2, 912-18. Cike was the term most often used for "assassin " at the 

time: it was old indeed , having been introduced by Sirna Qian in his chapter on assassins 

(Shi Ji 86). See Burton Watson . Early Chinese Literature (New York : Columbia , 

University Press, 1962), 101. 

21. Lin, "Assassins." 913 . 

22. Lin. "Assassins ," 914 . 

23 . Lin, "Assassins." 916. 

24 . See the portions of Fukui 's Jinshi shehui zhuyi reprinted in CQCB , 144-45 and 

158-59. 
25 . Lin . "Assassins ," 912-14. 

26 . See "Minzu zhuyi zhi jiaoyu" (Education for Nationalism) , which appeared in 

You.xue yibian in September I 903 ; reprinted in SLXJ, vol. 1, pt. l, 404-10. The 

reference to these three groups is on p. 409 . The author does not maintain that "lower

class society" is ripe for revolution , but calls for their transformation through education 

so that their potential fo r revolution can be realized . Price , Russia and the Chinese 

Revolution , 149, notes this point on the "lower classes" and states the opinion that Yang 
is the author . 

. 27 . This ~ble_ presented nine assassinations (of a much larger number), beginning 

with the assassmauon of Alexander II in 1881 and including four since 1900. For the 

quotat ions and tables, see Lin, "Assassins ," 9 I 6-18 . Although Lin 's inclusion of Danton 

and the Jacobins failed to distinguish between eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

advocales of extreme methods, most of the quotations were from more recent "nihilists" 

and "anarchists ." The list included late nineteenth century ep,· d .: ni Europe and . . m~,ro 
Russia . The Untted States was represented by Leon Csolgosz , who had killed President 
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William McKinley in 190 l ; Germany , Austria Ital d S . 
ble 

, Y, an pam also were represented 
in the ta · 

28 . Lin , "Assassins ," 918 . 

29 . A translation of Sima Qian 's biography of y R • 
Early Chinese Literature , 101 -3. u ang appears m Burton Watson, 

30. From l_he Warring States period Lin also mentioned Chu Ni , who killed a 

prince at court wit~ a wooden staff; Zhuan Zhu and Yao Li of the state of Wu who 
respectively assassinated the tyrannical ruler of Wu and h' ' d t th ' · 

d Zh H 
. 1s son; an woo er assassms, 

Nie Zheng an u a1. 

31. Liu made this appeal to history in "The Advantages of Extremism" (Lun jilie 

de haochu), SLXJ , vol. 1, pt. 2, 887-90 . Peter Zarrow Anarchism 38 notes that this 

article s~ggests Liu Shipei 's early inclinations toward ;narchism, ;spe~ially in urging 

destruction as a feature of extremism . Liu and Lin also collaborated on a discussion of 

Rousseau 's Social Contract at th is time ; see Martin Bernal , "Liu Shih-p 'ei and National 

Essence," in The Limits of Change , Charlotte Furth , ed ., 90-112 . 

32 . Tan Sitong is the focus of Chan Sin-wai 's Buddhism in Late Ch 'ing Political 
Thought For further detail on Tan 's death , see pp . 74-75 . Chan discusses the strong 

Buddhist elements in Tan 's thinking in Part II of this study. 

33 . Tan , Zhang , and Liu Shipei are the subjects of separate chapters in Hao 
Chang , Chinese Intellectuals in Transition . 

34 . Qu Yuan 's place in China 's history and political culture is the theme of 

Laurence Schneider 's A Madman of Ch 'u: The Chinese Myth of Loyalty and Dissent 

(Berkeley : Univers ity of California Press , 1980). Schneider discusses the appeal of this 

lore in the early years of this century , 87-94 . 

35 . Kakumei hyoron (repr. Tokyo , 1962), no. 6, 1. The article , "Ansatsu to 
jisatsu" (Assassination and Suicide) was written under the pseudonym "Gai ju." Kakumei 

hyoron, which was devoted to boosting Sun Yatsen and the Tongmenghui, published a 

great deal of material on the Russian revolutionary movement. 

36. Lee Feigon, Chen Du.xiu: Founder of the Chinese Communist Party (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1983), 56-57 and 75-80 . One of Chen's closest associates 

during this period was Su Manshu, the eccentric Sino-Japanese literatus . Su himself 

found populist activism highly appealing, and in his monk 's persona he resided at Baiyun 

Cloister (Baiyun an) on West Lake, where Liu Sifu and his colleagues would hold their 

retreat in early 1912. 

37 . This statement appeared in Minbao , no . 3 (April 5, 1906). 

38 . The Tian tao (Heaven 's Vengeance) edition followed no. 12 and was published 

April 25 , 1907. The testament is reprinted in SLXJ , vol. 2, pt. 1, 714-733 . cited herein . 

39. Wu, "Vengeance," 715 . 

40. Wu , "Vengeance," 718 . 

41. Wu , "Vengeance," 719 . 

42 . Wu , "Vengeance," 716 . 
43 . Song 's discussions appeared in no . 3 (April 5, 1906) and no. 7 (September 5, 

1906). Drawn from reports in the Tokyo Nichi-nichi s~imbun. Song ·s_ art~cles pointed out 
that the methods of Russian revolutionaries included v,otence , assassmatton, and general 

strikes . These articles became the basis of a debate between Minbao and Liang Qichao's 

Xinmin congbao. As shown above, Liang had earlier written favorably of "destruction" 
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. 
06 

h wever , Liang had withdrawn his endorsement of v· 1 
. t on . by 19 ' o C'/,, . 10 ence 

and Jssassma 1 , . b see Price Russia and the rttnese Revolution 152 · 
• of this de ate , ' • -53 

For discussion ., "Xuwu dang xiaoshi" (Short Histo ry of the Nihilist Party) · 

Liao_ Zhongkai iiments , no . I I (January 25 , 1907) and no. 17 (October 2S, 1~~., 
appeared m two m5ta ama Sentaro 's earlier book . ). 

Th
. an abridgment of Kemuy . ,, . is was . 

1 
on the same general subJect was Sufe1ya zhuan" (Biograph 

Yet another aruc e I 5 1907) Th . y of . med "Wushou" in no . 15 (Ju Y , . 1s was one of m 
Sophia) by a writer na . . . any : . . p k ya who had taken part m the assassination of Alexander II . 
pieces honizmg erovs a ' in 

1881. · · · d · ti t t . . · · 

44
. Of a total of seventy-five 11lustrauons use m 1e wen y-s1x issues of Mtn bao, 

thirty depicted these subjects . " . ,, , , . 

45
. In his autobiography , Renhat hangcheng (Voyage on the Sea of Life), 6b 

Xie Yingbo records the beginning of his friendship with Liu at the Wuzhou school , which 

was called the China Academy (Zhonghua xuetang) . Professor Zhang Pengyuan of 

Academia Sinica in Taibei kindly provided me a copy of the Xie memoir , a manuscript, 

referred to hereafter as "Xie autobiography ." 
46 . For Huang Xing 's visit, see Xie autobiography , 6b; Xie is the source for an 

entry in Li Yunhan. Huang Keqiang xiansheng nianpu, 97 . 

47 . Feng Ziyou, ZZS , 116. 
48 . Xie autobiography , 7a; also see Feng , GMYS , vol. 2, 203 . 
49. A basic account of the background and attempt to carry out Liu 's mission is 

in Feng, GMYS , vol. 2, 204-5 . 
50 . Feng, GMYS, vol. 2, 204 , suggests that both Liu and Wang were willing to 

undertake a mission, but that Liu was both practiced in the use of explosives and 

prepared to sacrifice himself. 
51. On Li Jitang see Feng, KGQS , vol. 1, 121 ; compare Mo , HYSF, 19a. 

52. Besides Zhang Gushan, mentioned below, Zhu Zhixin and Zhang Boqiao also 

served as assistants in this plan. Feng, GMYS , vol. 2, 204 . 
53 . Mo, HYSF, 9a; the letters are not extant, evidently having been lost in the 

confusion following the incident. 
54 . Feng, KGQS , vol. 2, 87 . 

55 . Mo, HYSF, l lb-12a. 
. 56- ~o , HYSF, 9b, notes the use of this alias . Liu was identified by his own name 

~~; .report m the Shanghai Shen bao of August 1, 1907; see WSNWX , ser. 1, vol. 
13

· 

57 . Mo , HYSF, 13b-14a. 
58 . Ding might have vis't d 'th L' · : d Sh 

1 
• . 1 e wi JU face-to-face once or twice during this pet1° · 

e sent um suggestions abo t I Sh' ·n memoir, ZLX, 9
28

_
29

. u a Pan to escape , but he rejected the idea . See Liu ixt 

59. ZLX, 928-29 . 
60. Chen had just return d f . · d the 

help of Jiang Ko • e rom a lnp abroad in summer 1909. He enhS
t
e 

ngym , another promi - . • , , •etease. 
nent gentry figure , in arranging tor Liu s 

1 

Chapter 4 

1. More recently the essa s h . f the 
Guangdong Academy of s . , 

1 
y . ave been edited and punctuated by Zhang Lei ~ 

oc1a Science d (Chinese s an reprinted in Zhongguo zhexue 
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philoso_phy) , a j,?urnal ~f the Philosophy Department of Beij ing University (hereafter 

abbreviated as ZGZX ). The essays appear in no . 12 (1984) , 506-19, and no . 13 

(1985) , 339-~3 · ~hang _w~s able to determine the dates of publication in Xiangshan 
xunkan , and m this repnnt_mg he also punctuated the essays . As this is the most recent 

version of the essays and is as generally accessible as the earlier reprintings , citations 

here are from the Zhongguo zhexue reprinting unless otherwise indicated . 

2 . Zhongshan wenxian (hereafter abbreviated as "ZSWX") , 99 . 

3 . Ch 'u T 'ung-tsu desc ribes these petty functionaries in Local Government in 

China under the Ch 'ing (Stanford : Stanford University Press , 1969), 62-63 . On 

privileged treatment for the advantaged while in prison, see Derk Bodde and Clarence 

Morris , Law in Imperial China (Cambridge : Harvard University Press , 1967) , 106-7 . 

4 . Liu Shixin specifica lly mentions taking copies of New Century to Sifu while he 
was in jail , ZLX, 929 . 

5 . Benjamin A. Elman 's From Philosophy to Philology (Cambridge : Harvard 

University Press , 1984) , provides a sophisticated discuss ion of the flow of development 

in late Ming and Qing scholarship and thought. For an overview of the development of 

kaozheng , see pp . 38-46;for comments on Hanxue , see pp . 44 , 59 . 

6 . This was a time , like the present, when scholars employed the slogan "seek 

truth from facts" (shishi qiu shl) . Elman notes the use of this slogan , Philosophy to 
Philology , 45 , 239 . 

7 . For these developments see Elman , Philosophy to Philology , ch . 6 . 

8. Elman , Philosophy to Philology , 237-239 . Elman here deals with the 

relationship between the New Text as a movement in scholarship and the "statecraft" 

movement, and concludes that for many there was a political element to New Text 

scholarship . He also observes that the direct-line relationship that has generally been 

assumed between Wei Yuan and Gong Zizhen of the early nineteenth century and Kang 

Youwei and Liang Qichao at the end of the century has fostered the notion that from its 

beginning , the New Text movement had practical political goals . Elman notes that Liang 

Qichao 's Intellectual Trends in the Ch 'ing Period was primarily responsible for this 

assumption . He suggests that while that relationship did indeed exist, Liang overempha

sized its closeness , causing many to overlook developments that had occurred over the 

course of the century . 
9 . Dao ism too was acceptable from the guocui viewpoint, but not from that of 

Hanxue . 
10. The Jiangnan scholar and patron Ruan Yuan (1764- 1849) launched the academy 

as one of several projects to establish kaozheng scholarship in Guangzhou during his 

tenure as governor-general from 1817 to 1826 . For a sketch of Ruan's career see Elman, 

Philosophy to Philology , 108- 11 ; on the Xuehai tang , see 125-28 . 

11 . After the Taiping Rebellion , the Xuehai tang became a center in the effort to 

reconcile "Han Learning" and "Song Learning" in meeting the pe rceived need to combine 

practical knowledge and moral leadership . See Elman , Philosophy to Philology , 242-48 . 

One of the many contributions of Elman 's study is to suggest the political roles of the 

two major scholarly movements during the Opium War and the Taiping Rebellion . Ruan 

Yuan had evolved to the position of legalization on the opium question , and Fang 

Dongshu (1772-1851). a critic of the Han Learning, opposed Ruan with a prohibitionist 

view . When Lin Zexu arrived in Guangzhou as imperial commissioner in 1839 , he set 

up his headquarters at the Yuchua Academy , the chief rival of the Xuehai tang . Over the 
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next decades those who sought to advance Song Learning , with its emphasis on rn 
' . k oraJ 

leadership , also blamed advocates of Han Learnmg for the w~a nesses that led to th 

Taiping Rebellion . However , the academy continued to emph~s1z~ kaozheng scholarship~ 

Elman reproduces (Philosophy to Philology , 127-28) an exammation from the late 1g60~ 

that clearly shows this . 
12 . See the study by Tilemann Grimm , "Academies and Urban Systems . 

K wangtung ', " in The City in Late Imperial China.' G. W!lliam S~inner, ed. (Stanfor~~ 

Stanford University Press , 1977), 475-98 . For an 1mpress10n of Xiangshan 's position in 

the array of academies in Guangdong , refer to Table 6, p. 485 • 

13 . "Gaijing hao ," ZGZXno . 12 , 511 -13 . 

14 . "Zhongan lanyu ," in ZGZX, no . 13 , 343-53 . In this , the longest of the prison 

essays , Liu also addresses several other topics . 

15 . "Zaozi shidai zhi nannu pingdeng guan" and "Fojiao zhi nannu pingdeng 

guan, " in ZGZX, no . 12, 506-7 . 

16. Liu 's approach to this subject might suggest contact with Engels ' Origin of the 

Family , through Xin shiji or Tianyi bao. See Zarrow, Anarchism, ch . 6, and Dirlik , 

Anarchism, 103 . 
17 . This aunt was named Mahaprajapati , transliterated Moheboxiboti . See W. E. 

Soothill , Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms (Taibei : Chengwen , 1972), 437 . 

18 . For Lacouperie 's influence see Martin Bernal , "Liu Shih-p 'ei and National 

Essence, " 96-99 . 

19. ZSWX , 106. 

20. ZSWX, 106. 
21. Here Liu echoes Lin Xie , who in 1903 wrote to admonish the youth to take 

action , not simply adopt Western hair styles and wear spectacles . See above , chapter 3. 

22 . Compare Dirlik , Anarchism, 96. 

23 . Quotations from ZGZX, no. 13 , 340-41. 

24 . See "Praising the Han School" (Yang Han) , ZGZX, no . 12, 510. 

25 . See From Philosophy to Philology . Here Elman demonstrates this basic point 

that many have speculated about; what is impressive is the extent to which those who 

developed the Han School viewpoint did indeed duplicate developments of the Italian 

Renaissance . This suggests a valuable macrohistorical comparison, and if some have 

found "sprouts of capitalism" in China 's early modern history , Elman' s work suggests 

"sprouts of renascence . " 

On analogies , Hu Shi wrote of the New Culture Movement as a "Chinese 

Renaissance . " More recently Vera Schwarcz has likened the New Culture Movement to 

the Enlightenment in eighteenth-century Europe ; see her The Chinese Enlightenment 

(Berkeley : University of California Press , 1985). All such concerns by Chinese 

intellectuals point to the disorientation they felt when they concluded that China had 

fallen behind the West. This feeling that there are timetables for historical development, 

already appearing in the early years of the century , suggests why Leninist thinking on 

a timetable for revolution developed appeal later on . 

26 . ZGZX . no . 13, 347 . 

27 . See "Notes on the Nature of Literature" (Quan wen xing) , ZGZX no . 12, 5~ 3· 

The English word "grammar" is inserted in an explanatory note here , but the meaning 

clearly is "style . " 
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28. ZGZX, no . 12, 513 . This must be a very 
1 ·r L' d · d ·d ear Y use of the term wenxue geming 

p esuinably I muse It, so I others at this time · h . · 
, r here in writings from this period ' owever, 1 do not recall havmg seen 
11 etsew . . 

29. ZGZX, no . 13 , 344 . Liu also criticized such 1 • 
Id L . . c ass1c novels as Dream of the Red 

Chamber and Go en otus (Jm ping met) because ft'll . . 
h 

. 
1 

1 1 at1on seemed to him to be the 
eason for t eir appea . 

r 30. Liang Qichao 's enthusiasm for a new literature grew o t f h' . . 
. . . u o 1s experiences m 

Japan after ~rnvmg ther~ m 1898• He became convinced that both European and 

Jap~nese fictmn h~d _contn?ute~ to deve~opment in Meiji Japan. In an essay launching 

his Journal New F_ictwn (Xt~ ~taoshuo) m 1902, Liang presented a perceptive analysis 

of the appeal and impact of fiction and offered his own criteria . He called for fiction that 

would .immerse ~nd stimulate ~he reader and cause him to identify with the hero . 

Assuming that Lm was responding to this set of criteria , it is noteworthy that his own 

standards concerned an approach to writing , while Liang 's focused on the impact of a 

story . In "An Appeal to Novelists" written more than a decade later in 1915, Liang 's 

views had moved closer to those of Liu ' s prison essay . Responding in the 1915 essay to 

the sometimes escapist turn that popular fiction had taken during the previous decade , 
Liang called on writers to remember their responsibility to society . 

For Liang 's views on literature , see C. T. Hsia , "Yen Fu and Liang Ch ' i-ch 'ao as 

Advocates of New Fiction ," in Chinese Approaches to Literature from Confucius to Liang 

Ch 'i ch 'ao , Adele A. Rickett, ed ., (Princeton: Princeton University Press , 1978), 221 -

57 . Also see Mabel Lee , "Liang Ch ' i-ch 'ao (1873-1929) and the Literary Revolution in 

Late-Ch' ing ," in Search for Identity: Modern Literature and the Creative Arts in Asia 
(Proceedings of the 28th International Congress of Orientalists, Canberra), A. R. Davis , 

ed. (Sydney : Angus and Robertson, 1974), 203-24. I am grateful to Douglas Reynolds 

for referring me to these two studies . 

31. ZGZX, no . 13 , 345 . 

32 . ZGZX, no . 13 , 346. 
33 . See ZGZX, no . 13 , 341. Liu referred to Zhang as "a certain gentleman" 

(moshi) and to the essay as "On Morality" ("Daode Jun") . However, Liu 's listing of the 

four qualities described by Zhang leaves no doubt about the reference; for Zhang 's essay 

see Minbao, no . 8 (Oct. 10, 1908), 13-31. 
34 . ZGZX, No . 13 , 340. Liu here also says that, among scholars , :~n Yu~n best 

exemplified the dare-to-die spirit. Yan Yuan (1635-1704) was kno~n for his mtegnty and 

independence of mind . He never hesitated to express an honest disagreement, no matter 

what the consequences . On Yan , see Liang Qichao , Intellectual Trends in ~he Ch'ing 

Period (Cambridge : Harvard University Press , 1959), 40-42, and Elman, Philosophy to 

Philology , 51. 

35 . ZGZX, no . 13 , 346. ,. . . , 
36. Chan Sin-wai , Buddhism in Late Ch mg Polzttcal 1hought. Also see Zarrow, 

Anarchism, 216-17 , and Dirlik, Anarchism, 55-56, 123-26- . . 

37 Wh
. Ch s· ·· s study offers a thorough survey of the mterest m . 1le an m-wa1 . . , . . . . . , . 

Buddh' . . beyond the poht1cal impact of dt1s trend . This subJect 
ism, he 1s hesitant to go 

needs further attention . . . 

38 B I f
- d I ed tltis point in Tokugawa Rellgwn : The Values of Pre-

. e lah irst eve op 
Industrial Japan (Glencoe , Ill .: Free Press , 1957). 
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39. ZGZ X, no . 13 , 348-49. I have been unable to fi nd _v~_ry clea~ in fo rmation 0 0 

Yueko ng o r Zhenbao . Jn the essay Liu puts Yuekong in the JiaJmg period (1 522-67) of 

Ming , and Zhenbao in the J ingkang pe riod (I I 26) of So ng-exac tly when Song was 

defeated by Jin in the north . . . 
Gessho (1813-58), a monk of Kiyomizu temple in Ky~to , was_ an '°:Peria! loyalist 

banished fro m Kyoto fo r anti-bakufu activity . He became fn ends w ith Saigo Takamori, 

who in 1858 had lost a close fr iend in the anti-bakufu s truggle and therefore set about 

to commit suicide . Gessho at first tr ied to convince Sa igo no t to ki ll himse lf. But after 

Gessho took refuge in Sats uma , Saigo ' s home state , it became clear tha t Saigo would not 

be a ble to protect him , and the two then jumped off a boat in a joint suicide pact. But 

wh ile Gessho d rowned , Saigo was rescued . This inc ident in 185 8 appea rs to have had a 

profound effect o n Sa1go fo r the remainde r of th is life . See Ivan M o rris , The Nobility of 

Failure (New Yo rk: Meridian paperback ed ., 1975) , 234-36 . Agnes Chan no ted Liu ' s 

citat ion of Gessho as a model fo r Chinese patriots ; see Chan ' s "L iu Shifu a nd the Origins 

of Chinese Rad icalism ," 74-76 . 

Th is choice of a model is interesting from two ang les. While radicals in China were 

opposed to the court, in Japan those who sought to make a new s tart po litically stood for 

a "resto ration " of the emperor and removal of the Tokugawa shogunate . What made 

Gessho attractive , of course , was his readiness to die fo r the cause he espo used . From 

another po int of v iew, L iu surely experienced some of the survivor g uilt that Ivan Morris 

believes was extremely important in Saigo ' s life after Gessho ' s suic ide . 

40 . The obvious exception to this generalization about anarchis ts is Ba Jin , who 

revered Shifu . Probably almost all of Ba Jin ' s work would have satisfied Shifu . 

Chapter 5 

l . Feng , GMYS, vol. 2 , 206 . 

2 . Three related accounts describe the assassination corps . Li Xibin , one of the 

group ' s members, produced two of these . The more detailed of these is the major source 

for this discussion; this is "Qingmo Zhina ansha tuan jishi , " in Guangdong wenwu teji, 

ed . Lo Shaotang and Chen Yincheng (Hong Kong , 1949), 17-23 (cited hereafter as "Li, 

'China Assassination Corps ' ") . This is an expanded version of Li ' s "J i Tongmenghui 

zhong z~i yige ansha ~an ", in" ~SNWX , ser. I , vol. 12 , 33-38. Li also provided the 

info rmation for Feng Z1you s X1anggang Zhina ansha tuan chengli shimo, " in GMYS, 

vol. 4 , 202- 12. Feng '~ acc?unt is the earliest; the two subsequent reports by Li provide 

more detail and , despite Li 's chosen title for his first narrative suggests that the corps 
regarded itself as independent of the Tongmenghui . ' 

3. S~e Yan Cha~gh? ng , "Xinhai geming zhong de ansha huodong j i qi pingjia" 

~An_ an~~ys1s of ~~sassm~llo~ acti~ity in the Revolution of 191 l) in the seventieth

anniversary collec t1on , Xmha1 gemmg qishi zhounian hmwenji (Beijing , l983), vol. 3, 

~P- 766-~2 ._ ~lso_ see, Wu Y~nn_an , "'Xinxue ' yu xinhai fengyun" (The 'School of Mind' 
and the s1tuat1on Ill 19 I I ) , l1Sl11 yanjiu 1992 ·4 , 67 179 A 

1 
. t· W , , a· rcicle 

. • · · , - . not 1er version o u s 
appe~rs ma mor_e recent book which he edited , Xin,;ue u Zho ,11 h i (The School 
of Mtfld and Clunese Society) (Bei " , . Zh . Y ngguo s e u 

4 
. . ., ~mg _- ongyang mmzu xueyuan chubanshe, 1994) -

. See Min bao, no . 26, Gcmmg zhi qushi" and "G . . h . . . " 
5 . -~he two letters are reprinted in Feng , .KGQS I e~•;g3;-~Juexm. 
6 . Feng , KGQS , vo l. 2 , 235 . ' vo · , · 

), 
l 
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7. For det.11ls of lite heginnrngs 1. h' . . 
.. , -. · 0 l is rclatronsh . . w , 

Jiang Zhong.cpu, _C11en ll1j1u1 yu Wan,: Jin1:wei (Chen .. 'P.' see ang_ Guangyuan and 
Zhongguo qrngnran clruhanshe, 1992) ch 

2 
C .BtJun and Wang Jrngwei) (Beijing: 

, . ' · • hen B1Jun w· • I · Wang; he was twenty-four . as on Y sixteen when she met 

8. Fe11g, KG()S , vol. 2, 236-37 

9. The statement appears in Feng KGQt' 
0 Tl · d I · ' 0

, vol. 2 238-45 
I • 11s eta1 rs noted 111 Gerald E 13 k ' · 

, - · un er The Peace C<. • · w Ch· 
wei and the Chma War, / 937-194! (C·•rnb .d ' m.1p1racy: rrang tng-

.. n ge· Harvard U · 
Bunker cites a tribute to Wang wnttcn by T'· ,· 

1 
. nr vers1ty Press , 1972), 6. 

studies on Wang have appc;ircd rn th . ang ~eang-lr as the source . A number of 
· , . c surge of work on the Re bl' .. · d d · 
the People s Repuhltc during the past severa l F pu ican peno one m 
Chao, Wan,c: Jingwei pin~zh~an (A ·. _: . ., years. or other det.tils, see Liu Li and Xia 

. . . ~i rtrcal hrography of Wang Jrngwei) (Wuhan: Wuhan 
chubanshe. 1988). and Wang and Jrang Ch B" . 

, . ' en I/Un yu Wan,c: J1ngwe1 
l l. Feng, KGQS, vol, 2 246 gives LI •. 

1 
. . · 

d H I 
· , 11s exp anat1011 for the decision not to execute 

Wang an uang. n a study of Wang's 1-t. 
11, /937-/945 . 1-h p 

1
. . . . · a er years, John H. Boyle in China and Japan 

at rrar, · e O llu I of Collt,brJr t · (l' t· · . . . , _ . _ ·• . · a ion ..:i tan ord : Stanford University Press, 
1972), 18, offer s other poss rhle cxplarl'ltions for z .- , I · .. , . ,a11 eng s en1ency . 

12 . Chen BtJun and the other h, - f w , 
~ , • _ . mem ers o ang s group returned to Guangzhou, 

hoping to d_ev tse •1 mean~ to gam hts release . They later returned to Beij ing, still unable 
to accomplish anything toward tl1at I w· 1 t · · · · _ . _ goa . rt 1 telp from a Jarler they did obtain some 
of the poems Wang wrote while m prrson , another manifestation of hrs effort to combine 
ideals and action . See Feng , ZZS, 2 13. 

13 . Xie Yingbo autobiography, 14a, also makes Liu the lead organizer. 
14. Xie autobiography, 15a. 

15 . Li gives this figure in "China Assassination Corps, '' 18. Mo, HYSF, 18b, says 

that Li sold two buildings owned by his family , giving proceeds to the corps. 

l 6. Also at his residence , Li harbored Xu Zonghan and Li Yingsheng, who were 

evading the authorities following their participation in the "New Army uprising" of 

February 1910. Their association with Liu Sifu 's group at this time foreshadowed 

cooperation between Liu' s corps and the assassination group organized by Huang Xing 

fo llowing the Huanghuagang uprising . At that point Xu Zonghan aided Huang as he 

resided in the Hong Kong home of her half-sister, Xu Mulan . Xu Zonghan eventually 

became Huang 's second wife. Li Yingsheng and his brother, Peiji , were sons of Xu 

Mulan . 

Li Xibin reports Xu and Li Yingsheng 's presence at the Kowloon site , 18. Chun-tu 

Hsueh, Huang Hsing and the Chinese Revolution (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 

1961 ), 92, notes the relationship between Huang and Xu Zonghan. Mo HYSF , 18b, 

indicates the relationships between Xu Zonghan, Xu Mulan, and the Li brothers. 

For an account of Xu Zonghan's life and career, see Li Yu-ning, "Hsu Tsung-han 

(c. 1877-1944): Tradition and Revolution," in Chinese Studies in History , 20:2 (Winter 

1986-87), 91 -110. 
17 . Li Xibin , "China Assassination Corps," 18 . Women as well as men in the 

group watched the experiments. Of all the corps members he notes, "They viewed death 

as a young lady views marriage ." . . . 
18 . Li Xibin , "China Assass ination Corps," 18-19 . l.rn , who dred 111 the later 

attack that wounded Li Jun , was using his original name, Guanrong , at the time he 

volunteered for the attack 0 11 Zaifertg . Ding Xiangtian' s readiness t\l v1,luntccr is 
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explained by he r relationship with Liu. However, it was common in such plots to ha 

a woman ~omrade go along to rcsid~ with a group in order to avoid the suspicion thva~ 

a group of unattached young men might arouse . 

19. Li Xihin , "China Assassination Corps ," 19. The g roup telegraphed Zhen 

Bi 'an , who had returned to his journalistic career in Be ijing , but Zheng could lear~ 

nothing of Cheng. 

20. Feng Ziyou describes Wen 's attack in GMYS , vol. 2, 284-89 . Other accounts 

are reproduced in WSNWX , ser . I , vol. 13 , 691 -710. 

21 . This detail is eerily reminiscent of Gavrilo ~rincip_ in Sarajevo, June 1914_ 

When his initial attempt to kill Austrian archduke Francis Ferdinand failed , Princip went 

to a Leahouse . He got a second chance for an attack when the archduke ' s driver made a 

wrong turn and then experienced mechanical problems . 

22 . Hsueh, Huang Hsing , 88 , says that Wen 's allack caused the authorities to 

strengthen security throughout the Guangzhou area . Rhoads , China 's Republican 

Revolution: The Case of Kwangtung, 1895-1913 (Cambridge : Harvard University Press 

1975), 199-200, presents it as an important factor in the growing tension in the city . Fo; 

full details of the April episode see pp . 197-203 . 

23 . Hsueh , Huang Hsing , 99-100, notes this inspirational effect of the Huanghua

gang tragedy . In another discussion of the Wuchang uprising , V . P. Dutt shows how the 

example of the Guangzhou martyrs was used to inspire those who attended a meeting at 

Wuhan in May to plan a simi lar attempt; see Dutt' s "The First Week of the Revolution: 

The Wuchang Uprising " in China in Revolution , ed . Mary C . Wright , 391 . 

24 . Li , Huang Chronology , 186. Huang asked Zhou to return from Singapore to 

join in the work of these groups. 

25 . Huang spoke of his readiness to undertake assassination in a letter he wrote to 

Feng Ziyou in Vancouver, Canada, shortly before going to Wuchang to lead the 

revolutionary forces fo llowing the October 10 upris ing . This letter is quoted in Hsueh , 

Huang Hsing , 104-6. 

26. A summary of Huang 's assassination activity is presented in Li , Huang 

Chronology , 184-186. In a letter to Wu Zhihui (then in London) Sun expressed the same 

reaction to Huang 's decision to undertake assassination as he had to Wang Jingwei 's: he 

was too valuable to the revolutionary movement to sacrifice himself in such an attempt. 

The letter, dated August 31 , reported Sun 's transmission of the funds . Other references 

to the funding of Huang 's efforts appear in Feng , ZZS , 255 , and Zou Lu, WSNWX , ser. 

1, vol. 13, 711. 

27. Mo. HYSF, 8b ff. Zhou is referred to by another name, Yanming , in accounts 

of th is activity in J 911. 

28 . Li , "China Assassination Corps, " 19. 

29. Li , "China Assassination Corps, " 19. Feng also mentions He ' s shop in ZZS, 

243 . 

30. These details are found in Li , "China Assassination Corps, " 19, and Feng, 

GMYS, vol. 4 , 206-7 . 

31 . Chen Jiongming had found another participant, Chen Jingyue , who had spend 

several years a s a teacher in Malaysia . Although Cantonese, Chen Jingyue was not frotn 

the city and thus was assigned a guide! These details in Feng , GMYS , vol. 4 , 207 . 214 . 

32 . These details in Li , "China Assassination Corps, " 20 . During his convalescenct' 

Li Zhun seems co have reflected on the revolutionists ' devotion to their cause and 
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repared himse lf for the eventuality that they would It· t 
I 

d Aft r , · f . u tma e y succee . e r 
Guangdong s decla ratto n o independence the follow,·ng Nov b L. d • • 

1 . . ,· . , , em er , 1 agree toJom t1e 
revolu_uonar: s t.de an_d ~)r~ered t~ose under his command to fly the Republican flag . Hu 

H~nmtn accepted Lt as a suppo rte r of the new government· ho · h . k f 
" . . . , wever , wit ma wee a ter 

ii was cstabltsh~d Lt fe lt obhgcd to leave Guangzhou . Feng, GMYS , vol. 4 , 248-52 : 
Rhoads, Republican Revolutwn, 226 , 235 . · 

Chen J ing~ue , the newcomer to the corps , a lso had set out to make an attack that 
11 lost his way and appare ti · k day. ,e ·. · . . 11 Y panic ed . He had no queue and wore western 

clothes . Their susptc,ons aroused , police arrested him and found the bombs he carried . 

Under continued questioning , Chen refu sed to name his co-conspirators and :as executed 

a few days late r at age forty -two. Feng , GMYS , vol. 4, 288 . 

33 . Li, "China Assass ination Corps ," 20 . 

34 . Rhoads , Repuhlican Revolution , 214-233 , gives an informative account of 

events in Guangzhou and e lsewhere in Guangdong between the Wuchang uprising and 

the province · s declaration of independence on November 9. Rhodes notes the time of Hu 
Hanmm's return . 215 . 

35 . Among Zhang' s most active supporters were Chen Jinghua and J iang Kongyin, 

who had helped to bring about Liu Sjfu' s release ft.om prison in 1909. Rhoads describes 

the backgrounds of Chen and Jiang , Republican h evolution , 217-18, but notes that the 

origin of their relationship and the reasons fo r their continuing cooperation remain 

unclear . 

36 . For the merchants ' views during the weeks following the Wuchang uprising , 

see Rhoads , Republican Revolution , 222-27 . After the revolutionary government became 

established in Guangdong the merchants grew ambivalent because the government had 

difficulty in restoring fiscal stability (238-41) . By the time of the Second Revolution in 

summer 1913 . the merchants had withdrawn their support because of the same problem 

(262-63) . 

37 . Republican Revolution , 275 . 

38 . See accounts in WSNWX by Zou Lu, ser. I , vol. 13 , 711 -12 , and Chen 

Baixuan, 713 . Also see Li, "China Assassination Corps ," 21. 

39 . In his account in WSNWX, Chen Baixuan says the bomb used on Fengshan 

weighed thirty pounds; Zou Lu puts it at fifty . Li Xibin , 20, note_s that the bomb which 

wounded Li Jun contained only one-and-a-half pounds of explosives; for the attack on 

Fengshan , Li says, the bombs would be loaded with seven pounds of explosives . 

40 . Li "China Assassination Corps , " 21. 
41 . H~nan and Shaanxi provinces had made declarations of independence, as had 

the city of Jiuj iang . Rhoads , Republican Revolution, 218-19 . . . . 

42 S W. t Hsieh "Peasant Insurrection and the Marketmg H1erarchy m the 
. ee ms on , . . sk· d 

C 911 " · -rh Chi·nese City between Two Worlds , G . W1\ham mner an anton Delta , 1 , m ,, e . . . . 
Mark Elvin , eds . (Stanford: Stanford University Pres~, \ 974) , 119-41. i:ie1e Hs ieh 

d. • • · sh· · d the other places mentmned below . He pomts out the 
1scusses cond1t1ons 111 1qt an . 

• · · 1· eage glroups and also notes that local mterests and 
eco o · · , ces of sens1ttve m • · 

n m1c gnevan . t\, ·• ,·ev()\utionaries ·\dvancel\ . d ·ondary importance as c · ' local forces quickly reverte to sec 

toward Guangzhou. . x·· ·I · , · I · ,· 
. f h Shiqt epismle ,s ,nclmlcd "' " 111 wt gw,mg Wl) t 

43 Zheng B1' an ' s account O t e , .. A . 
... · - _

42 
The force organized there was calkd the Xt:ll\g 1 n~y . 

lu (Be1Jmg , 1962) , vol. 2 , 338 · . s·r 
I 

lned 
10 

organize the Xiang Army (see , tor 
Feng Ziyou ' s accounts say that Ltu Lt u ,e 1· • 
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example, ZZS, 263). Mo Jipeng insists that Feng is in error on this p~int ,, HYSF,_ 22b. 

As Mo was a leader in the Xiang Army, his account muSt be ~ccepted, he also indicates 

where Liu was instead, as described below in the text. Ne,ther does Zheng Bi 'an 's 

account mention Liu in connection with the Xiang Army· 

44 . Hsieh, "Peasant Insurrection ," 124. . . 
45 . Mo. HYSF, 22a-b; Feng , ZZS , 263 . Like Liu , Mo was workmg m an area 

away from home; he was from Dongguan. on the east side ~Jf the delta . 

46. For these details see Rhoads, Republican Revolutwn , 25 . 

47. Rhoads . Republican Revolutwn , 225 Lu Lanqing enjoyed widespread notoriety 

and seems to have been the most feared bandit leader in Guangdong. For the estimates 

on numbers in these fo rces see p. 238 . Hsieh, "Peasant Insurrection," 126, also mentions 

the bandit forces 
48 . Hsieh. "Peasant Insurrect1on," 132-38 , describes the acuvity m three of these 

east-side counties-Dongguan , Xin 'an, and Gu ishan . He notes . p. I 36, that local groups 

rose against government troops when the latter passed through en route to Huizhou; they 

were concerned most of all simply with the security of the ir marketing communities . 

49 Mo describes Liu's role in the unit in HYSF, 2Oa-22b, giv ing its organizer 's 

name as Liu Zhaohua1 and the army's name as the Zhao Army . Li , "China Assassination 

Corps," 22 . notes Gao 's participation in this army . Li calls this the "Eastern New 

Army," but like Mo says that this army operated m Xin 'an , and there can be no doubt 

that they refer to the same unit. 
50. Mo. HYSF, 2Oa-2la. Mo here describes how he and Liu were introduced to 

each other by Chen Jiongming a few days later. Chen asked both to assist him in 

organizing a central agency to maintain order among the various revolutionary armies 

that had gathered in Guangzhou. This became a serious concern for the new government. 

51 . Rhoads , Republican Revolution, 226-27 , discusses the factors in Zhang 

Mingqi ' s decision to yield to the revolutionaries . 

52 . See Rhoads, Republican Revolution , 226-27, and Feng, GMYS , vol. 4, 248-49, 

on Lt ' s brief tenure in the new government. 

53 The corps members did take advantage of the favorable local conditions to 

honor Lin Guanci . Lin was originally buried at Huanghuagang, but because he had died 

in a different engagement !·r~m those of the April 1911 uprising , the corps members 

wanted .. a separate place . . Ltu s body was moved to nearby Honghuagang (" Red-flower 

Mound ). Later. C~en Jmgyue._ Wen Shengcai, and Zhong Mingguang , who in 1915 

attempted to a~sassmace Long Jtguang (the pro-Yuan Shikai governor of Guangdong), 
also were buried at Honghuagang which thus became a m t · L' "C . . ~ ' onumen to assassms. ,. 

hmi Assassrnat,on Corps, " 22. 

54 Li X ibin 111 "China Assass111a· t"1) C " 22 
• . .. , . < 11 orps , , says that Wang Jmgwct sent a 

messengcrio Hu Hanm,n at Guangzhou ·rnd that Hur t· . ct 1 · · s·., 
ee 

1
, GMYS 

1 4 211 12 
. ' ' .e et re t HS messenger to Liu ~ 1111. 

1- , g . vo . uu.hcates ti z. · · · · 
HY.SF 1

30 
. . 

1 1 
. . · lat -<ltteng was the mtended vtet11n Mo. 

• .... , :s.1 ys t iat _1u and his accomplices planned to . tt· 'k Y· . 
5'i 1 "Cl . A . . a ,H.: u.111 . 
- . .. 1. turn :ssassmat,011 Corps ," 22 , lists o11ly I iu [)1·,,,, ·•11 I ' '11•• 111' a~ 

member~ of tl11s vrnup. M IIYSI~ .. · ' ::" " l L. , " " . 
. e 

11
• · • 23.i , says that Ch ' II · I· · . 1- t · Xib111 

humelf and another mcmh ·r r I . . . . . . c.: ,l so wa:s ,l nng. t ' 
e o I It'. u>tps had J011ted ·1 '' N · t t " . . \ ," 

(l>eifa jun) organ1 ✓ ed hy y . y . . . . · 01 t 1em c•.xpedtttlinary <' nn) 
· · · ao up,ng , Jotrung an ·1rt"II h · · h r 

knowledge of cx plosivi.:s I i • 
1 

. . ' 1 cry attal,nn tn make use ot t t'
1 

· n1i::t .tu atter both . · · . I 
presumably would ha ve a,sistcd 

1 
. 

1 
ginups a1TtVt'tl 111 Sh;rnghat , ,till 

. , ·· · m I l t P annctl ·un •k · u .. · t · 1 
Lr Yrngsht'ng wa~ prepared 10 JlUr t· _ 

1 
. . ' ,l. Ill eu mg . Lt also nott' S here t 

1
•
1 

· ~UC lll I lCl ·1ssa . . . . 
' .. SSllli!llllll ll11SSll)JIS Ill Hc:~jing . 
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56 Establishment of the Beij ing-Tianj in branch · d .b . 
. . 1s escn ed m an account of the 

k 011 Yuan wntten by Ouyang Yun in WSNWX 
1 attac . ' , ser. , vol. 13 , 717-22 . The 

1 included both pistols and bombs . Ouyang tells h h d . 
arsena . . ow e an Peng J1azhen (on 

See below) prepared a hundred bombs of assorted · 
whorn . . , . . sizes . 

57 Wu Tmgfang was Sun s chief representative 1·n th · • • • . . . e negotiations ; see L1 Ch1en-
nung. Political ~ ,story o! China , 1840-1928 (tr. Ssu-yu Teng and Jeremy Ingalls) 

(P 
·nceton N.J .. Van Nostrand , 1961), 257-66 passi·m Wan , 1 . . d' d . 

fl ' H . 
134 

· g s ro e ts m 1cate m 
Hsueh , Huang smg.' .. 

58 . These details are m Ouyang 's account, WSNWX, ser. 1, vol.13 , 719-21. The 

three who w~r~ apprehended were executed within a few days; actually one of them 

omrnitted suicide because of unbearable pain from the wounds he had received when hit 
C y ' 
by rifle fire _from . _uan s _guard. . 

59 . Lt , Pol1t1cal History of China , 265 , notes that some historians still attribute 
Liangbi 's assassination to Yuan . 

60 . Sources on Peng's mission are in WSNWX , ser. 1, vol. 13 , 729-42. Peng had 

first proposed a rash scheme that would have included many attackers and was intended 

to remove the entire conservative faction of the court. Peng , a Sichuanese, was well 

suited for the mission. The son of an official , he had graduated from the newly 

established provincial military school and become an army officer; thus , he was familiar 
with official and military circles in Beijing . 

61. See the account by Peng 's friend Huang Yiyong in WSNWX , ser. 1, vol. 13 , 

733 . 
62 . Zou Lu account, WSNWX, ser. 1, vol. 13 , 730 . 

63 . Liang bi accepted his fate nobly . Regaining consciousness before he expired, 

he remarked that he recognized Peng as his attacker and knew him to be a worthy 

individual ; he also acknowledged that the government could not survive for long . 

WSNWX, ser. 1, vol. 13 , 731. 

64 . Another action that hastened the decision to abdicate was a telegram sent by 

some forty of Yuan Shikai 's supporters who held ranking positions in government 

armies , stating their approval of a republican government. This was an implied threat of 

military action. Hsueh , Huang Hsing , 135 . 
65 . One such action was an unsuccessful attack on Long Jiguang , pro-Yuan 

governor of Guangdong , in summer 1915 . The attempt was made by a supporter of Sun 

Zhongshan named Zhong Mingguang . See Xinhai qiyi qianhou xianjin lieshi zhuan 

(Biographies of Revolutionary Vanguards and Martyrs before and after the 1911 

Uprising) (Taibei, 1955), vol. 3, 201. For Long 's role in Shifu's career, see below , 

chapter 7. 
66 . For two such episodes see Li , Political History of China , 253-4, and Joseph 

W. Esherick , Reform and Revolution in China: The 1911 Revolution in Hunan and Hubei 

(Berkeley : University of California Press , 1976), 209-10 . 
67 . As noted previously , Shifu's experience paralleled Kropotkin 's in this way ; 

refer to chapter 2. 
68 . Themes involving the effect of death on survivors are explored in Robert Jay 

Lifton, S. Kato , and M. R. Reich , Six Lives, Six Deaths: Portraits .from Modern Japan 
(New Haven: Yale University Press , 1979). While these studies emphasize certain 

features culturally specific to Japan, they also point out that much about the experience 

of death and its impact on survivors is universal. For relevant comments, see 15-16 and 
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.'iJ-58. The comments on "survivor guilt " in the latter reference are from a study on 
General Nogi Maresuke, whose suicide following the MelJI Emperor's death in 1912 

· · o · I SI ·tu· made much different use of any s . exemplified husludo values. bv1ous Y 11 urv1v0 r 
guilt which he might have felt. 

Chapter 6 

L Song 's "Shehui zhuyi shangque" appeared _in _the ,Au~ust 15 is~ue of the 
Guomindang-oriented newspaper, puhlished in Shangha1. Song 5 views are discussed in 
Wu Xiangxiang, "Jiang Kanghu yu Zhongguo Shehui Dang," in . Zh_ongguo xiandai shi 
congkan (Collected Essays on Contemporary Chinese History) (Tatbei, 1950), vol. 2, 51 -

95. (This is cited hereafter as "Wu Xiangxiang . ") Wu 's valuable study provides a number 
of useful points and extensive quotation from original sources in the notes. 

2. The same month Song's article appeared, the moderate Eastern Miscellany 

(Dongfang zazhi) carried a discussion by Qian Zhixiu entitled "Social ism and Social 

Policy .'' Qian too favored "social policy," presenting his rationale in a series of 
arguments drawn from his views on economics and sociology. China was different from 

the West. Qian maintained. because it was not yet developed in productivity, capital, or 

industry. There were many possibilities, short of socialism, that would use principles of 

cooperation to assure that everyone in society benefited from industrial development. 

Qian ·s arguments were a mirror image of Shifu 's, and of the "narrow" socialists 

discussed below. See "Shehui zhuyi yu shehui zhengce," reprinted in SLXJ , vol. 3, 771 -

80. 

3. The history of the relationship between anarchists and Marxists was a major 

subject in Shifu 's essays, usually in response to correspondents. This question will be 

dealt with in the next two chapters. For background on the use of the terms "collectiv

ism " and "communism," refer to chapter 2 above. 

4. One further point should be noted in describing this terminology . Some of these 

early twentieth-century socialists used numerological slogans to identify the principles 

they espoused (a practice not limited to political movements, nor to this historical period 

in China). For example, Taixu and the Socialist Party identified their anarchism as 

"Three No-ism," (San wu zhuyi-no religion, family , nor government) . Shifu would take 

issue with Taixu on this point, insisting that such terminology was too limiting and that, 

as the Socialist Party really espoused anarchism, they should call themselves anarchists. 

5. This sketch of Jiang 's career is largely drawn from the entry on him in BDRC. 

6. On the late Qing reforms that produced these institutions in Zhili and 

elsewhere, see Reynolds, Xinzheng Revolution, chs . 5 and 6. 

7. Jiang was only one of many individuals, like Liu Sifu, for whom the issue of 

women 's equality would be closely related to an advocacy of socialist principles. 

8. Jiang wrote the articles under the pen name Xu Ancheng . BDRC, I, 339. 

9. Wu Xiangxiang , 53 . Other sources put the date of organization as late as 

September. 

10. For these details sec Wu Xiangxiang, 56 and 68, n. JO. 
l l. Wu Xiangxiang , 73-75 , n. 3 I. 

12. See Jian(s C~ina and th_e Social Revolution, published by the Chinese Socialist 

Club of San Francisco m 1914. Jiang outlined the party 's activities 011 pp. 26-27. The 
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account suggests f~rr her resourcefulness in the recruiting effort: "Some of these 

organizers wer~ equipp~d with stcreopticons and moving picture machines, and in many 

localities the frrst movlllg pictures ever looked upon were those that the Socialists 

tirought. " 

13 . Wu Xiangx iang, 60, mentions these unions, citing Deng Zhongxia , Zhongguo 

zhigong yundong Jianshi (A Short History of Professional and Labor Movements in 

China). A dockworkers ' union in Pukou , Jiangsu (opposite Nanj ing , whence goods were 

ferried across the Yangzi) , and a railroad workers' union in north China were 

representative of the party 's efforts among laborers . 

14. Yang Kuisong and Dong Shiwei, l!m.rhi shenlou yu darno !uzhou (Mirage and 

Oasis) (Shanghai : Renmin chubanshe, 199 I). 65. (Hereaficr cited as "Yang and Dong. ") 

This recent study of Chinese socia lism offer~ a great deal of information on the early 

Republican period . Yang and Dong discuss the Chinese Socialist Party and its offshoots 
in chs. 4 and 5. 

15. Elizaheth Perry discsses the Labor Party in Shanghai on Strike: The Politics 

of Chinese labor (Stanford: Stanford University Press. 1993), 4 I -43 . For a discussion 

of the Labor Party and !he Peasants· Party , sec Kojima Yoshio, "Reformist Parties in the 

Early Years of the Republic of China, " in The Revolution of 1911 , Harold Z. Schiffrin 

and Eto Shinkichi , eds. (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press . 1994). 

16. Wu Xiangxiang , 60 . 

17. An excellent discussion of Jiang's ideas and their development is available in 

Dirlik , Anarchism , 121 -23 , 133-40. Jiang's own statements are presented in his collected 

wri tings, Hongshui Ji (Flood-tide Collection). 

18. The right of inheritance has taken on new life in contemporary China . This 

right was restored in 1985 as part of the ongoing wave of reform fo llowing the extreme 

leftist policies of the Cultural Revolution period. 

19. Edward Friedman in Backward Toward Revolution: The Chinese Revolutionary 

Party (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977), 15 , notes that the Second 

International had a representative at Sun Zhongshan 's headquarters in Shanghai at this 

time, Gardner L. Harding , an American. Harding was in good position to observe the 

nature of Jiang 's movement; he reported on these and other developments in China in the 

International Socialist Review and a subsequent book , Present-day China, published in 

1916. If the International 's representative in China worked out of Sun 's headquarters, he 

would not have been likely to endorse Jiang. The presence of an agent from the 

International at this time strikes interest in that this anticipates the work of the Corn intern 

in China by a decade, like so much else about the broad movement of socialism in late 

Qing and the early Republic. 
20. Wu Xiangxiang, 58; the long notes here duplicate Jiang 's initial call for 

discussion and one party member 's detailed response that addressed a number of basic 

issues. Jiang and some others were concerned about two points in the party platform, 

support for "world socialism" (sh{jie shehui zhuyi) , which meant that they intended to 

deemphasize nationalism, and !he call for terminating the right of inheritance. This 

concern centered on whether a "fully political party," 011e seeking to elect candidates to 

oftice, should embrace principles thar appear to threaten the 11a1ion or its cstalllished 

prac1ices (the right of inheritance). Thus, !hey rejected the possihility l>f seeking votes 
under the two most idealistic points in !heir platform. 
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21 For the "liberal " characterizatio n sec Ernc<; t P. Young The p .d 
. . . . ' res, ency ,r 

Shih-k 'ai: Liberalism and D1ctatorsl11p 1n Early Republican China (Ann Arb . ?1 Yuan 

4 Y or. Unive · 
of Michigan Press . 1977) . ch . . oung rega rds Yuan as genuinely c rs,ty 

. . . I . I . . , 1 . oncerned 
cooperate with other polit1cal torces <. uring t 11s periou , espcc1ally with the G . to 

whose initial leaders, Sun Zhongshan and Huang Xing , had themselves yie lduodm'
nd

ang, 
• •k e much hopes of rnakmg the new government wo1 . 1n 

22 . Wu Xiangxiang , 56. 

23 Shifu regarded Jiang's atte111r1 to nego11ate with Yuan here as refl . 
. . . ecting the 

latter' s ignorance o1 hoth soc ,alisrn and the na ture ot authority (see chapter S). 

24 . Jiang had pub I ished an -(~pen le~te_r. to L, in Heave_n :s_ Alarm (Tianduo bao), a 
pro-party newspaper. to protest L, s proh1h1t1on of pa rty act1 v1t1es in Hubei Thi·s 

1 . . . · etter, 
published on July 30. ts reprinted Ill Wu X1angx 1ang , n. 4 1. 83 -84 . 

Young. Presidency of Yuan Shih-k 'w . R7 . spec ifically c ites Li· s arrest of J ,ang as 

evidence that provincial leaders might be more heavy-handed than Yuan during this 

period. Li had shortly before telegraphed Yuan to remove two high-ranking military 

officers. and dispensing with legal procedures, Yuan had arranged their execution . Young 

notes that there was only brief protest in the national assembly. another indication of the 

accommodating mood of elected officials at the time . 

25 . Fnedman, Backward Toward Revolution , 23 . Also see Wu Xiangxiang, 56-57 

In his first chapter Friedman discusses Sun Zhongshan 's relationships with others in the 

socialist movement at this time and his efforts to organize a large-sca le socialist party. 

The maneuverings of Jiang and Sun outlined here provide interesting perspective on 

Jiang 's ambitions , as on his relationship with the "narrow " socialists . 

26 . Young. Presidency of Yuan Shih-k 'ai. 87-89 . 

27 . Friedman. Backward Toward Revolution , 22-23 . As of late I 912 Sun, as an 

aspiring leader who only months prev iously had served as provisional president. no 

longer had organizational backing for his program and ambitions. 

28 . Sun did not address the party 's congress; his appearance was October 15 to 17, 

and the congress did not begin until November I . Friedman, Backward Toward 

Revolution . 23 . seems correct in stating that Sun "addressed representatives to the 

convention ." but they either lived in Shanghai or went there early for the lectures. For 

the dates see Wu Xiangxiang, 60 . 

These lectures were the fullest account Sun gave of his views on socialism until his 

lectures on the Three Principles during the middle 1920s . 

29. For these points see Friedman, Backward Toward Revolution. 23 , 25 . . 

30. By the time Sun Zhongshan made his appearance before the party. !1ang 
l .d · ontv 

n:a lized that , at least of those who would attend the party congress, a so 1 maJ · 
d d S • . 1· . . ._ ut Sun then 

regar e , un s soc,a ism, hke h,s own, as roo "broad . " His comments at,O . , 
b - · · I f'tiled J1am. 

may e seen as a 1mal bid to altgn himself with the majority . When that a so ' · · 

~aw his party divided and his mfluence severely reduced. ,. ,. 
3 l 'fl · M · • • · l · ,ce ' ·111

~ 11s ay Day ra lly n11ght he the earliest held m China For uel<ll ~ · 

and Dong , 92 , citi11g reports m Minli /Jo o for l\'1ay 2 and .5 , ~1
1
, 

32 M . JJ t ' 111 thl I • . 
. · utin >t' rnal concludeJ tha1 J ,ang Kanghu did not cvt·n part ic ipa t H <>1/t1fll 

Day rally; see "Chmese Socialism before 191 3, " 9J 94 in .l ack Gray . ed .. 
1
• [l':t~I 

( ' / . • • l ' ' 1· / > . . . J ()69) Ill 1.
11

" 
11na .1 Jt'Orc I or" ol111rnl 1-orm (Oxford · Oxford University Press . . Bern:11·, 

tu Yang and Dong , Bernal here m es the English-language China Ri:pubftcon 

view 1ha1 Sha Gan and the Sociali \ l Par1y tnok the lead seems 11H1SI l ikt'IY 
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33 . Perry , Shanghai on Strike , 42-43 , 279, n . 37 . Xu' s a ttack should be seen as 

early action in the Second Revolution , its foc us in the labor movement. Yuan had 

an ounced a nationwide ban against strikes before the end of 1912 probab ly to thwart 
ann . . ' 
, 

1 
outspoken union that had o rganized a t the arsena l; the Labor Party apparently had 

'.
11 

pired this workers ' group . Che n Qimei he lped to organize the action , and Xu' s small 
ms I . . h 
force carried a banne r proc amung themse lves the "Natio nal People ' s Army of t e 

Republic of C hina·: (Zhonghua ':f~n~uo Guominjun) . 

34 . See Gu J1egang , Cao Su1zh1 , and Cao Jiayin, "Zhongguo Shehu i Dang he Ch en 

Yilong de si " (The C h inese Socialist Party and the death of Chen Yilong) , Xinhai geming 

qishi zhounian huiyi (Reminiscences o n the seventieth ann ive rsary of the Revolution of 

!911), vol. 6, 495-506 (he reafter , "Gu e t al .") . Gu o bserves that Che n seemed to have 

little in the way of family ties , possibly had been a monk , and had previously been 

involved in secret socie ty activity . 

35 . A notice on the Esperanto c lass is reprinted in Zhongguo wuzhengfu zhuyi he 

Zhongguo shehui dang (Chinese anarchism and the Chinese Socialis t Party) (Huaiyin : 

Jiangsu renmm chubanshe , 1981) , 195-96. Other data he re are from Gu e t al. 

36. Gu et al. . 502-3 . L1 Dazhao was not the only wel l-kno wn individual whose 

early experience of socialism came through Chen Ydong' s activity in Beijing . Gu also 

notes here tha t Deng Yingchao , late r to become Zhou Enlai ' s wife , attended the school 

and lived the re , because her mother , a party member, had no fami ly in Be ijing . 

37 . Documents from th is period we re reprinted in Zhongguo wuzhengfu zhuyi y u 

Zhongguo shehui dang , 187-202 . 

38 . Gu et al. , 505 , say that Chen actually had gone to Shanghai to join the military 

forces opposing Yuan . Feeling the loss of his leadership , party members in Beij ing and 

Tianjin urged him to return to the north ; he was arrested upon his arrival in T ianjin . 

39. Zhongguo wuzhengfu zhuyi he Zhongguo shehui dang , 203-6 . Also reprinted 

here (206-9) is the article written by Shifu soon after Chen' s execution , "The Govern

ment and the Socialist Party , " which orig ina lly appeared in Huiming Lu [Min sheng] , no . 

2 (Aug. 27 , 1913). 

40 . Jiang , China and the Social Revolution , 29 . 

41. After leaving the U nited States , Jiang had spent a lmost a year in Russ ia . His 

observations there had led to his belief that China should find its own way in develop

ment. A "new democracy " and "new soc ialism, " more systematic but bas ically a s 

moderate as his earlier principles , were to serve as the bas is for the revived Chinese 

Socialist Party . 

42 . A sampling of Jiang ' s writing and lecture topics from his pe riod in Canada 1s 

available in his On Chinese Studies (Shanghai : Commercial Press, 1934) . 

43 . Gu et al. , 506, say that Jiang died in jail fo llowing arrest for his ro le in W ang 

Jmgwei' s administration. 

44 . For biog raphical information see "T'ai-hsu , " BDRC , vol. 3 , 20 7- 10. and the 

autobiography , Taixu zizhuan (Singapore : Nanyang Buddhist Publishers . l 97 l ). he reafter 

cned as "TXZZ. " Also see Yinshun , Taixu dashi nianpu (Ho ng Kong : Committe for 

Ta1xu' s Works , 1950). he reafte r c ited as "Yinshun , Nianpu ." 

45 . L u Zhe would emphasize T aixu ' s ymtthfulness . not so much many 1)JHimis tll' 

assessment of human poss ibilities that Ta1xu 1111gh1 hav~ held , as in his lack. l lf 

experience . He expressed chis view in a private discuss 11m of Taixu , and nll>rc hroadlv 

on the theme of youth in the rcvolut il)nary 1111lvemc111, mclud ing Shifu as wdt : and se~ 
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Lu Zhe's sttafy or Chinese anarchism, Zlwn,:;:uo wuzhenJ!.fu zhuyi ·h · 
• • . .1 tgao (JI · 

Chinese anarchism) (l ·u1.hou l·u_pan ren111111 chuha11she, 1990), 132_ tstory or 
46. Although he never returned to direct rolitical activity <lur· 

. . _ , 1ng 1hc1n . 
served occas,ona lly as a srmtual coun~elor to , uch fi gures as Jiang K· . . _ Os l'aixu 
Xisha11 . He often rcrresentcd Buddhism in 1ntcrnal mu lt1-rcftgious ~is~ek . an<J Ya 11 . . . · orga n1zat . 
rerrescntcd Ch111csc Buddh1s111111 1nternat1onal hod1cs. I le travclcd 10 Ja an • 10ns, anu 

1he United Statcs rur~umg all Llu;se projects. Sec BDRC; also ,cc Lu jh~ E: : rc, and 
zhuy1. 130. ' zheng[u 

47. TXZZ. 12- 13 . Hoth J,uhua Shan attd Putou Shan arc count ·d . 
"sacred mm11Ha111s" of Chinese Buddhis m. e among lht 

48. Dcsr1tc Im education. tht: unc le 's con1rihut1011 to the fami ly's 
· f I · I I · ·1· · 11 ., · · welfare w, • l1mttcd because o 11s opium ia HI. a1xu rcca cu ~tlltng hcsidc the un,·I •'. h • S 

... c s cd as th 
lallcr smoked, whtlc Ta1xu recited 111s schoolwo rk ; the hoy was forever . f , · c 

· I 1· I · · ('fXZ' a terward repulsed by opium as a resu t o 111s cxpcrn:nce Jz. 11 ) 

49. The ahiltty to rec ite has been bas ic to education 111 Chma; the abilit to ,, . 
· •t· f · 11 · A ·r · Y uo this quickly 1s seen as a man, eslat1011 o tnte 1gencc . s a1xu had been visitin , · 

. d . I . 1·t·· d I d I d g temples from a very early peno 111 11s I e an a rea y 1a long experience, he was perha 
· h h · · d ps only respondtng to a somew al more sop 1s11cate approach to this kind of learni 

Recitation is still used; teaching English in Chongqing in 1984, I was quite surprise;~; 

first to see some of the students standing outdoors, often facing a wall or into a cor 
ner. 

"reciting" their "lessons. " 

50. TXZZ, 26. Taixu also studied weishi (Consc iousness-Only) thought, but only 
afte r his retirement from political activity in 19 14. 

51 . TXZZ, 29-32; see BDRC entry for dates . There was a political aspect even 10 
this work : Japan had become one of the "treaty powers" as a resul t of its military 

conquests of China . a situation that provided the chance to conduct missionary activity 

in China. The difference from the Western nations was that the Japanese sought to 

strengthen Buddhism. As with many other kinds of Japanese enterprises in China during 

this period, however, the line between friendship and aggrandizement was not always 

clear either lo the Japanese or the Chinese involved . A second factor was that Qing 

reforms called for the conversion of temples into schools . This constituted a threat to 

Buddhist properties and to the autonomy of the Buddhist establishment. Thus. in 

undertaking such refo rms , the clergy sought to take responsibility for better educating 

its own members and- as some "public " schools also were launched by the clergy- also 

to accept a ro le in broader educational reform . For Taixu·s recollections of these aspcds 

of the situation , sec TXZZ, 30-3 1, where he expresses a territorial if not nationaliStic 

concern . For additional background , see Reynolds , Xinzhen{: Revolution, 69-73 .. 
52 F f. z , . . . . II w·1ll' the Chinese - . or a an accoum o ~ongyang s acllv tllcs . cspccia Y ' . 

'"d 1· I A · · / · · 59 6 l Rankin c uca 1011a ssoc1atton , see Rankin Early Chinese Rew, utwnanes , - · . 
~ ' . . · I . . a ,uvc 

downplays Zongyang 's fervor for revolutio11 . As of 1910- 11 , he was not nea•_ Y as (; 
911 

as Taixu . Also sec Gao Zhennong "Xinhai geming yu Fojiao" (The Revolutton of L 
. d B . . . , . (The Revolut11)ll 
,Hl uddh1sm), 111 Xmhai Gemino yu Zhonaguo Jindai Sixiang Wenhua 

· ri · ri . · · · · Zhongguo 01 19 I I and Modern China 's Thought and C ulture) IJu Wcixi , ed . (Bei_1ing . . ve 
R · ' , zt ,slrlll g,i 

enmm daxue chubanshe , 1991 ), 128-130. Gao notes that in 1919 Sun H>ng: ' Jer 
10 000 • .. ) which un 

· yuan toward the reconstruction of Qixia shan (near Nan_png ' , . · •d Ill 
z · - . · · .. . I , 1 1 ·11xu tnc 

ongyang s superv1s1011 tmally became the kind of Buddhist academy t i.i ' 

establish in 1911 . 

d 
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53. Holmes Welch, The Practice 0,r Ch ' 
- 'J tnese Buddh . 

University Press, 1967), 159 . Another les . tsm (Cambridge : Harvard 
. d . , . . s prominent monk y· h h Id 

m
entioned 111 a stu y of Sh1fu because he pro .d . . , 1z ou, s ou be 

. v1 es another connect' Wh ' 
Cloister at West Lake m Hangzhou , where Shifu be ,an .. ion to 1te _Clou_d 

Omrades that launched the Conscience (.'<Jc · · t ( . g 
th

e spmtual retreat with his 
c . . 0 ie Y see next cha t ) y · h 

q
uiet retreat tor h11nself and found it at White Cl d K . Per_ · iz ou had sought a 

ou · nowmg his support fo th 
of revolution , some local activists asked if the . . r e cause 

. h y · 
1 

, , . Y could use the cloister as a secret meeting 
place, to wh1c 121ou assented . He also ass· ·t d h . . . 

, . . . . · · , 1s e t c revolut10nanes by delivering 
weapons and ammu01t1011 from Lune to time o y- 1 . Foxiao " 133 . n iz iou, see Gao Zhennong, "Xinhai 
gemmg yu , . . 

54 . Qi~un had ~~alified as xiucai in the local examinations of his home district in 
Hunan; then m a dec1s1on unusual for a promis·ing scllol· h h d b . . • ar , e a ecome a monk . 

55 . TXZZ. 30 . Ta1xu1svagueastothereasonf<>rQ· , · · d I , 1yun s imprisonment an a so 
as to when he and others appealed to Eight-Fingers Qi·y · ht h b · ' d . . . . . . · . un m1g ave een incarcerate 
for his as~ociation with Qiu J 111 following her abortive uprising in Shaoxing in July 1907 

(cf. Rankin, Early .Clunes~ Rev~lutionaries , 184-85) . However. Ta1xu notes that Qiyun 

had been arrested 10 WuJiang x1an (south of Suzhou) and had been turned over to the 
governor at Suzhou. 

56. Rhoads, Republican Revolution , 185 . 

57 . TXZZ, 32. 

58. TXZZ, 33 . The later correspondence is available in most convenient form in 

SFWC , 147-50, 207-21 , 293-95 . 

59. TXZZ, 36-37 . Also see Gao Zhennong, "X1nhai geming yu Fojiao ," 132-33 . 

60. TXZZ, 33 . Pan was among the most persistent revolutionary journalists in 

Guangzhou, having been active on newspapers from as early as 1905 up through the time 

of the Republican revolution ; see Rhoads, Republican Revolution, 109, 182-84, 197, 221 . 

Taixu had become active writing poetry over the months just prior to this time, and he 

describes Pan and others he knew in Guangzhou as "poetry friends." Pan became a 

supporter of Shifu ' s anarchism during 1912 (see chapter 7). 

61. TXZZ, 33 . 
62 . TXZZ, 38 . Taixu might have gained entree to Sun through his acquaintance 

with Zongyang . 
63 . TXZZ, 38. Here and in the reference below , Taixu uses both Chinese Socialist 

Party and Socialist Party ; but there could be little question that the people he refers to 

joined the latter on its establishment in late 1912. 
64. The monk Renshan is not to be confused with Yang Wenhui , the major leader 

of the Buddhist revival who founded the institute and press in Nanjing , and also used the 

courtesy name Renshan, by which he is more often identified in China . Particulars on 

the monk Renshan follow . As noted , Taixu also studied at Yang Wenhui's institute . Yang 

Wenhui (Renshan) died literally on the eve of the Rt:volution of 1911 . on October 8 

(Holmes Welch The Buddhist Revival in China (Camhridge: Harvard University Press, 

1968), 23). ' 
Zhenjiang is an historic city with a number of_pomts nf i11_tercst. .l inshan r~n1ai1:s 

active and today is one of the city' s tourist attrac11ons. Nov~~1st Pearl Buck hv~d m_ 

Zhenjiang with her parents and later returned It> the city. Zhen_pang also was the site ot 

the last battle of the (first) Opium War. 
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65 . See W e lc h ' s discussion of this e pisode , Practice , 28-33 . For Taixu' s 

recollections . see TXZZ, 39-40 . Another more rece nt _account b_y Hua ng Changtun 

appea rs in Jindai Jianf?SU zrm?Jiao (Re ligion in m ode_rn Jiang~u) , ftan,?su wenshi ziliao 

x uanji (Selections from literary and h is to rical materials o f Jiangsu) , no . 38 (N anj ing, 

1991 ) , 89-92 . 
"Jinshan " was gene rally u sed to refer to the majo r temple at this s ite on the south 

ha nk of the Yangz1 River . wh ich ac tually was named J 1angtian . Severa l o the r smaller 

temples also were located at the sa me s ite . Altho ugh Re nshan had been trained on 

Jinshan , he belonged not to Jiangtian hut to o ne of these s ma ller temp les , G uanyin Ge . 

ln seeking, to establish his academy at the prestig iou~ Jiangtian he was recogniz ing its 

11npo rtance . hut he also was seek mg to redress some lo ngstanding grieva nces: monks who 

trained at Guany,n Ge were regula rly tau nted by their counte rparts at the more 

conservative J iangtian . 

66. TXZZ. 39 . 

67 TXZZ. 40 . 
68. TXZZ. 4 I . For additional perspective o n the re latio nships o f Qingqua n, Jishan, 

a nd Shuangtmg. see We lch . Practice , 159-60 , 406-7 . 

69 . Welch . Buddhist Revival. 33 . 

70 . Ymshun . Nianpu . 49. He re Yinshun quote s fro m Ta1xu ' s essay , " Wade Fojiao 

germng shibai shi" (The History o f M y Failure in the Buddhist Revolutio n) . 

71 . Yinshun , Nianpu , 51 . 

72 . O n the several associations fo rmed in early 1912, see W elch . Practice , 33-38. 

The consensus body that e merged was called the Genera l A ssociation o f Chinese 

Buddhists (Zhonghua Fojiao Zonghut) , of which E ight Fingers was e lected p resident 

(April 1912). By this time Yuan Shikai had taken office , and governmenta l approval 

rested with his minister of the inte r ior , who de layed for months m certifying this 

o rganization ' s cha rte r. Whe n E ight Fingers finally went to Beij ing in November to appeal 

in person for approval. he was so outraged by the insults he received during his interview 

at the ministry o f the inte rior that he died that night. The o ld mo nk ' s death was followed 

by q u ick approval of h is request. For broade r pe rspectives o n this a nd re lated issues see 

Prasenj it Duara , "Knowledge and Powe r in the Discourse of M ode rn ity : T he Campa igns 

against Popula r Religion in Ea rly T wentieth-Century China ," JAS 50: l (F e bruary 1991), 

75-76. 

The attitude of conc il iation that characte rized the G e neral Association was 

demonstrated in the cho ice of Taixu as edito r o f the o rganization ' s journal, Buddhist 

M onthly (Fojiao Yuebao). Renshan was made one of T a ixu ' s assistant ed ito rs . This 

Journal publishe d four issues before ceasing activ ity in late 19 13 . See T X ZZ, 44-45 . 

73 The five essentia ls (buke wuzhe wu) were freedo m o f organizatio n (buke w11 

ziyou zuhe zhi ruan.ti) , a spir it of sacr ifice (buke wu yongmeng xLdng zh i j ingshen) . a will 

to s tudy (/Juke wu shouxue qiuj iao zh i zhiyuan) , fo resight in imple menting brothe rly Jove 

(huke w u shi.x,ng bo 'ai zhi choube1) , a nd prac tice in one ' s c hose n course w ith peaceful 

resolve (buke wu anxin liming zhi x iuzheng) . Yinshun, Nianpu . 59 . 

74 . Yinshun , Nianpu, 59 

75 Yinshun , Nianpu , 60 , 62 . Ano the r way that Taixu sought to i.:ha nge monastic 

o rganizatio n was to cease the use or to ns ure g roups (ti pai) and dharm a . or teadiing, 

g ro u ps (fa pui) . T hese resembled fa milies too c losely , he he lieved , a nd he urged that 

m o nks bc o rganized s im ply as associat ions of ind iv idua ls . 

l 
! 
1 

t 
j 
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76. In his appea l for readers to join h is Xia tuan (see below in text) , Sha invited 

rhose interested to write to him at "Socialise Party" headquarte rs in Shanghai . See ZLX, 

225. . . t· k . " ZLX 77. See "l1a11gxtn a anc1 , , 246-49 . 

78. Wu Xiangx ia ng , 60, says that opposit ion to J iang was inc reased by a pamphlet 

Shifu produced , "Taming t!1 ~ Tiger, " (Fu hu j i), which circulated sho rtly before the party 

ogress began. Whtie Slufu had to know a grea t deal about Jiang 's organization , his 

~eas, and the opposition of the "narrow " soc ialis ts , and certain ly would have tried to 

support the latter at th is tim~, I _have seen no evidence that chis g roup of_ess~ys e_xisted 

chen. This title appears earltest Ill a note on the Min sheng group 's publ1cat1o ns m no . 

9 (May 9 , 1914) . That the title appeared in a notice does not necessarily mean it was 

actually published at the time . Another "advance no tice" (yugao) on this title appeared 

in no. 29 (Nov . 28 , 1916), ahout a yea r-and-a-half after Shifu 's death . The notice in no . 

9 also listed several o tJ1 er titles , suggesting pla ns to repr int a se ries of Shi fu 's essays 

from Min sheng. 
79. ZLX, 250 . 

80. Yin 's acceptance of J iang 's views is appa rent in the mixed socialism he 

advocates . See Taixu 's "Shehu i Dang yu Zhongguo Shehui Da ng zhi ba miang uan " (an 

excerpt), ZLX, 225-3 I . 

81 . Taixu deve loped his po int by using Germany to illustra te that a society could 

have state socialism under a monarchica l system . Such a system could ope rate for tens 

of thousands of years, he averred , and never get to anarchism. 

82 . ZLX, 229. 

83 . Martin Bernal has been most close ly associated with this approac h ; see h is 

"The Triumph of Anarchism over Marxism, 1906- 1907 . " This viewpoint was greatly 

modified in Bernal's Chinese Socialism, 225-6 . Although Bernal pursued this issue, it 

was originally posed in the early study of anarchism by Robert A . Scalapino and George 

T. Yu, The Chinese Anarchist Movement (Berkeley : Center for Chinese Studies, 1961) : 

for example, see 10-11 , 18-19. 

84 . In addition to the discussion in ch . 3 above. refer to Bernal , Chinese Socialism, 

I 13-15 and ch . 8 . Also see CQCB, 364-401 , for a selection of the information available 

as of 1906. 

85 . These same basic points of conflict between contending groups of Chinese 

socialists , expressed in more sophisticated terms , would play a majo r pan in the debates 

between anarchists and Marxists in the early 1920s . Shifu would refine the issues further 

and develop the points that anarchists used aga inst Marxists as the debates began in the 

1920s. See chapters 8 and 10. 

86 . ZLX, 230 . 

87 . Compare Zarrow, Anarchism, 216. Also see Dirlik , Anarchism, 123-24 . ln his 

autobiography Taixu discloses much less than the reader curious about his anarc h ism 

would wish. and in a comment that suggests why he would he reticcnc en say mnrc alSLl 

speaks 10 the point made he re : "But my dunking never departed from a !"las ts 111 
Buddhism. " See TXZZ, 33 . 

88 . ZLX , 230 . 

89 . See "San wu zhuyi zhi ya11j1u, " in ZLX. 2J I J-+ Whilt- this d iscuss i,ln is 

labeled as a reader 's co111rihution, it reflects Taixu 's v iew~ and probably was Wrtth.·n hy 

hmi. Also see Taixu 's "Wu she n h111 , " in ltl1.w f'ashi we11cltoo chiy"i (Shang hai , 1927) , 
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10-21 . Wh ile the latter article might be from a later time , the views presented in it arc 

co nsistent w ith Taixu ' s earlie r thinking . 

90. Refe r to Michael Gassle r, Chinese lntellecluals and the Revolution of 1911 

(Seattle : U 111vers ity o f Washington Press , 1969), 198-200, for Zhang 's view on this 

evolutionary pattern . 

91. J iang aml Lr, Wu zhenpju zhuyi, 147-8, offe rs this informatio n o n Sha. 

92 . James J .Y. L ru illlroduccd "knight-e rrant " as the trans la tion for this term and 

made 11 the subject of The Chinese Knight-Errant (Chicago: U nive rs ity of C hicago Press, 

1967) . Lru ' s introduction explams the prohlerns involved in translating the word xia this 

way ; his book is 111 itself justification fo r the use of that te rm . While Sha Gan sought to 

ac t within the tradi tio n of xia who prohahly were c lose equivalents to knights-e rrant in 

the West, the latte r te rm does no t seem appropria te to modern times . For arguments 

against trans lating the te rm into English and a discussion of xia lo re , see P. C . Agnes 

C han , "Liu Shifu (1884-19 15): A C hirn:se Anarchis t a nd the Radicalization of Chinese 

Thought " (Ph .D . disserta tion , U111versity o f Ca li fo rnia-Be rke ley , 1979), 39--42 . I have 

tried to use a translation that captures Sha Gan 's immedia te conce rns as o f 1912, as well 

as this tradition , which Sha c learly regarded as important. Sha used pen names such as 

Fenfen (Indig nant) , o r Fenxia (Indignant Fighter) , fo r h is essays . 

93 . ZLX , 224 . Sha ' s language , including his use of the te rm xia , seems 

characteristic o f the outlook of activists of the 1903-7 period ; perhaps it re flects the 

newness of his enthusiasm for revolution . 

94. The individual who carried out this execution was Zhang C ha , e lde r brother 

of the modernizing industrialist Zhang Jian . See Lu Zhe , Wuzhengfu zhuyi, 127. 

95 . Taixu ' s personal associations during I 9 l 3 re flected his po litical and re ligious 

activities . In June 1913 he met Zhang Taiyan in person for the first time , at "Hardoon 

Garden " in Shanghai, that pillar of the Buddhist revival. When Yuan Shikai ' s repression 

began in July , Taixu took refuge at the print shop and headquarters of Zongyang; 

Buddhist Monthly had been printed here , and a bond had developed between these two 

revolutionary monks . Lu Chongyou, another editor of Conscience (Liangxin). the 

Soc ialist Parry organ , also passed this period with Zongyang. Fo r these de tails , see 

Yinshun , Nianpu . 64 . 

96 . See Sooth ill , Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms (Taibei: Chengwen, 1972). 

89; also note Cihai entries for these terms . 

97 . See Gao Ruiquan, Tianming de moluo (Loss of the Mandate) (Shanghai: renm111 

chubanshe , 1991 ), ch . 2 , esp . 79, 93-94 ; on Liu Shipei ' s use of these te rms , see Zarrow. 

Anarchism , 44 . 

98 . The Cihai entry on zi wo is no t accompanied by quotation from a c lassical or 

early reference, as is s tanda rd in the dic tionary . Morohashi Tetsuji , Dai Kan-Wa jiten 

(Great C hinese-Japanese dic tionary) (Tokyo: Shukushaban, 1955- 1960) . vol. 9. 405 , 

offors usages as far back as Song times, hut lacking the sense of "selfishness" chat 

c ha racte rizes modern usage . 

99. See Jiang and Li , Wuzh eng.fu zhuyi , 163 , 167 . Cnmpare Lu Zhe , Wuzhengfu 

zhuy i, 133-4 . 

100. See Zarrow ' s Anarchism, ch . I . 

101 . The relevance of Buddhism both to anard1isrn and to recent intellectual_ 

developments did 110 1 c m.I with the early Rt:publican period . Tht: continuing influence of 

Buddhist concepts is suggested i11 the choices of hew used by anarchists (and others) into 
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, 
920

.s. when such names as Xiaowo and Wuwo were often used . On the latter term 

rlli: 
1 
oncept , during the l 920s Yang Du (l 874-1932) proposed a "new Buddhism , " which 

1nd c b b d d . . " ( ' lieved should e ase on mo ern science and should begin with "non-egoism wu 
Ile be . d I . " . h . , 

1110 
zhuyi) . Taix~ c_ontmue 1_1s que~~ 1or a g~numdy ~o~ern Buddhism. Yang Wen u,_ s 

cl my and pnntmg house m NanJmg contmued 11s s m11lar efforts under the leadership 

;t duyang Jing~u . Fu~ther ,_ s uch ~rorninent 0gures as Liang Qichao a~d ~u Shi 

undertook histo rical studies of Buddhism, re fl ectmg broad respect for Buddhis m s place 

. China 's intellectual development. 
10 

102. See Zhang ' s "Wu wu Jun " (Min bao, no . 16) and Taixu ' s "Wu s hen Jun, " in 

Tai.xu Fashi wenchao chuji, 10-21 . The term wushen lun is a lso used for "atheism , :· but 

the broader meaning I have used here seems appropriate to the intent o f these wnters . 

Both Zhang and Taixu included religion , zongjiao, as a deceiving , authoritarian 

institution that should be negated . They were most concerned to e limina te superstitio n ; 

surely that had been a bas ic goa l of the Buddhist revival. 

Buddhist thinking might also be c redited with contributions to the development of 

logic in modern C h inese thought. An interesting spec ific example is that the conce pt of 

"negation of the negation" appears in Zhang ' s and Taixu 's essays. Pe rhaps the re were 

other sources for this in earlier Chinese thought , but th is feature of Buddhis t logic seems 

similar to dia lectical thinking as employed in Marxis t philosophy . 

Chapter 7 

l. Mo , HYSF, 23a . Mo had met Liu and Zheng earlier in 1911 , when all three 

participated in the popular armies of the revolutionary movement. Mo was active in the 

Xiang Army , from Xiangshan (which Liu himself was not) , and went to Shanghai in 

connection with a poss ible northern expedition for that army . Mo 's close associatio n with 

Liu began at this time; his memoir on Shifu also is based on personal experience from 

this point on . 

2. Mo , HYSF, 57a-b. Mo says the group went to performances every three or 

four days . Recall M o 's involvement in revolutionary theater activities . 

3. For suggestions about the possibilities and their pursuit by a figure whose 

behavior seems surprising , see Lee Feigon , Chen Duxiu , 52-53 . Liu ' s continuing concern 

for women is a strong indication that he always regarded physical relations as subo rdinate 

to an emotional relationship. That he did not include a pledge against visiting prostitutes 

among the twelve points certainly does not mean he regarded this issue as unimpo rtant. 

Rather, he regarded it as such basic moral behavior that simple decency would cover it. 

4 . M o , HYSF, 4a, says that Liu stayed in Nanjing "half the spring . "Mo and most 

other sources are too often vague regard ing dates ; a month ' s stay seems likely . Liu 

Shixin 's account in ZLX, 930-31 , notes that Sifu quickly became convinced that the new 

politics would become as corrupt as the o ld and fo und anarchis t principles confirmed . He 
had already seen the new orde r in his home province as the revolutionary governme nt 

was established in Guangzhou; no w he witnessed conditions at a higher level of intt.·rest. 

5. Mo , HYSF, 24a-25a . 

.. _6. Mo , HYSF, 4b. The group 's new hos1 was Lian Nanhu , whnsc hcro apparently 

c~inc from the location of his home , where the group lived in ;1 hui(Jing 011 tlw west side 
01 

the compound . M o also gives (5b-6a) inte res ting detail 1u1 Lian 's wift: , Wu Z hiy uu 

Who had previously served as an a11cnda11t to the Empress Dowager. Despite cha~ 
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h thought and she had arranged for Qiu r , 
assodation , Wu had been exposed tot e new ' in s 
burial after 1hc heroine 's execution in I 907 - . . . _ 

7. Shifu later described the growth of his anarchist_ convrct'.ons and h'.,s projects 
. - · . n extended period of time . See Bo Jia with other Tongrnenghu1 act1v1sts ove1 a ng 

Kanghu," MS no. 14 (June 13. 1914), 4-5 (SFWC, 235~37)- .. ... 
8. The covenant as annotated by Shifu appeared 111 She/nu Jhl}Le for November 

1912 
· • · t d · ZI x 235 39 The discuss ion that follows here pursues points · 1t ,s reprm e 111 ~ ~ , - - . 

' · · f the points raised in the commentary, wh ich explains the relevance O 
· _ . 

9. Compare the comments of Zarrow , Anarchism, 189-91 , and Dirl,k , Anarchism, 

I 20-21 . t· " · h 
JO . "Da Fanfu," SFWC, 144 (MS no. 3, p. 14). "Fan u ts a ao meaning 

"ordinary person" or "one of the masses." . . .. 
1 J. For these four items, see SFWC, 93-125 . The articles are entttled Buxiyan 

he buyinjiu yu weisheng, " "Buyong puyi, bucheng qiao Ji renliche yu pingd~ng zhuyi," 

"Fei hunym zhuyi," and "Fei jiazu zhuyi. " In his editor's preface, Zh~~g ~etgang noted 

that this group of early writings was destroyed hy fire when the authorrt1es 111 Guangzhou 

raided and set fire to the printshop that had produced the pamphlets. It is not clear 

whether Zheng refers here (the preface was written in 1927) to pre- or post-Second 

Revolution conditions: the Guomindang revolutionary government was largely supportive 

of Shifu's activities. 
12. Whereas these points were basic for Shifu , they were incorporated in 

successive levels of difficulty for other groups such as the Society to Advance Morality. 

13. Shifu also commented on Tolstoy 's views in his "Introduction to Vegetarian

ism," a later essay in Voice of the People, where he also gave a further explanation. See 

"Sushi zhuyi qianshuo," SFWC, 85-92 (MS no . 7, 1-5) . 

14. In his initial statement Shifu noted that exceptions should be allowed in times 

of sickness . This statement mentioned only "medicines," however, so presumably he 

distinguished eating meat as part of one 's diet from the act of taking medicine . 

15. SFWC, 98. 

16. SFWC, 100. 

17. ZLX , 236. David Strand reports in Rickshaw Beijing: City People and Politics 

in the 1920s (Berkekely: University of California Press, 1989), ch . 11 , that even in the 

middle 1920s ricksha pullers organized a union and used many kinds of collective action, 

including violence, to save their jobs against mechanized forms of transportation . It is 

worth noting that, even today , a person may be carried up a mountain for a price: the 

laborer may earn as much in a few hours as he could otherwise earn in a month (I write 

from observation , not from having been carried). 

18. SFWC, 103 . Shifu does not provide the source for this quotation , and l have 

not been able to locate it precisely; Bakunin made many such statements. 
19. ZLX, 236. 

20. ZLX, 237 . 

. 21 . Here Shifu i~troduc~s a physiological argument, claiming that "sexual relations 

are tor th~ purpose of reduc_mg a physical surplus." Sexual activity is different from 

other pl~ys1: al n~ed~ because tt requires two people; "the need for reduction is activated 

by pas_sio_n, whrch is the equivalent of hunger or thirst. Shifu credits "a certain person" 

for this idea , who almost certainly W'IS I 1· s111·2 ... 11 s . z A ! · 143 . ' , · , .-, g. ec arrow, narc usm. · 
Whereas an:ordmg ro Zarrow l ,· s·ee,11 , r I · • • · · h's , - , s o 1avc mcorporatcd Da01st thmkmg mto t. 
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rationale, Shifu ~ere (SFWC, 110) describes passion , like hunger and thirst , simply as 
hysiological s ignal. 

a p 22 . As Shifu ~ut it here , "If it rains too much , this is called yin; if people engage 

in sex too much , this also 1s ca lled yin ." SFWC, 113 . 

23 . Compare Zarrow 's comments on He Zhen 's views on these questions , 

Anarchism' 140. 
24 . SFWC, 114 . 

25 . SFWC, 115 . 

26 . Li 's essay is reprinted in ZLXJ , 1015-21 . 

27 . SFWC , 116. 

28 . ZLX , 237 . 

29. ZLX , 238 . 

30. ZLX , 238 . 

31 . For background on these ethnic differences , see Rhoads , Republican 

Revolution , 8-14 . There were also important political differences between Hu and Chen. 

Hu believed in a strong party organization and had opposed the assassination activity of 

Liu Sifu and others . Chen had been a member of the China Assassination Corps and like 

Shifu emphasized social reform . 

32 . The new provincial government made the razing of the walJ one of its major 

public works projects , intending to replace it with a broad boulevard to facilitate 

transportation . This project was begun , but was halted when revenues ran short; it was 

resumed in 1918 . Rhoads , Republican Revolution , 256 . 

33 . The businessman had built an entertainment center that included a theater and 

a park . 

34 . Rhoads notes this merchant-gentry division in Guangzhou ; see "Merchant 

Associations in Canton, 1895-1911 , " in The Chinese City between Two Worlds , Mark 

Elvin and G. William Skinner, eds . (Stanford: Stanford University Press , 1972) , 101-2. 

It is not clear whether Shifu chose Cunshan East Street as the original site for his work 

bec~use he thought that the merchant area offered better prospects , or if he located there 

simply because the facilities were good and the rent attractive . 

35 . Other possible translations include "crying out in the darkness" or "arousing 

the people . " The term used in this organization 's name is not that for "association," but 

rather the one used in sushe , "dormitory , " so I have rendered it here as "center." 

36. Mo, HYSF, 53a-56b. I have listed the sisters here in order of their ages , eldest 

to youngest. Mo notes that they also dropped the use of their family name ; Wudeng and 

Wuwei also were revolutionary names , in the style that Shifu adopted. 

37. While this alJiance was a marriage for all practical purposes , it should be noted 

that Peigang and Wudeng saw their relationship as a new-style anarchist kwe relation

ship , which at the least would have no ceremonies to mark the beginning of a marriage . 

38 . Mo, HYSF, 36b-37b and 5311-56b. Shixin , whose name was inspired by 

Shifu 's, was next oldest to Shifu among the sons in lhe Liu family . He had been a 
student at the Whampoa Military Preparatory School, fron1. which he was relt.!ased 

through the intervention of He Zhongda , Mo Jipeng'~ friend , who lived at East .P..!rk and 

~einained in the army . Shixin and Baozhen bolh later studied at lhe Chinese University 
10 Lyons, Prance, one of lhe major ongoing projects of the Paris group of anarchists . 

There were eleven children in the Liu family , five boys a.nd six. girls . Shifu was the 
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•cond son but the eldest had died young . The youngest bro ther a d 
sc . , . Sh .fu ' . . . n two 

loo Y
o ung to share m 1 s act1v1t1es . Youngest . 

were . siste 
39 Mo HYSF, 38b, p rov ides the so le mentio n of Z he n 

8
., rs 

. , I h g i an' s ·r t. 
40 . Mo , HYSF , 38b . Mo a so notes t at two other people frorn Dwi e. 

East Park • they were attracted by the Esperanto c lasses 0 ngguan 1. near J , • • 1ved 

41 . Huang, HYSF , 26 , me ntio ns Z he ng Daoshi and Yang z· . i 
I d Z h B., 1Y1. Zhe 1 

obviously might have been re ate to eng I an . ng Daosh· 
. • , • I 

42 . Feng Ziyou dcscnhcs Liao _ s care~r in_ GMYS , vol. 3 , 258_
64

_ 

43 . Huang , HYSF , 26 , 38 . Liang B1ngx1an had become an • 
important . 

anarchist journals by the late 191 Os and early 1920s . voice in 

44 . Huang , l!YSF , 52 . Xu had been among the early gro ups of Chinese 

at Lyons . His previous attempts to teach Esperanto had been made at South 
st

u~en1s 
. Q. . S h 1 b h ern Mihta 

School (Nan wu .xuexwo) and at 11nmg c oo , ot presumably in Guan h ry 

I 
. d . . . gz ou. 

45 . He Zhongda , for examp e , rc mame active rn his military career . 
. . . , serv mg as 

deputy chief of staff of the provmc1al army . But he gave a po rtion of his . 
1
. 

support the group' s work (M o , HYSF , 38b , 47b) . Lin Zhimian became manasa aryfto 
. . . ger o a 

bank, and he too contributed part of his mcome (Mo, HYSF , 33b-34a) . 

46 . Huang, HYSF, pt. 2 , l4 . Huang describe s the person who provided this •r 
. . g1 I 

as "a certam person upon whom the southern revolutionary government relied heavily .. . 

and who was a close friend of Shifu . " This could have been Xie Yingbo. Mo, HYSF 

44a , mentions a large contribution by Huang Mingtang , an important military leader of 
the Republican forces , who had been deeply moved by the Conscience Society's 

statement, and presented the group "a roll of m o ney as big as a cigar. " Perhaps these 

were two separate contributions; in any case , there were some large gifts . 

47 . The first such list of contributions , MS [Huiming Lul no . 1, 12, gave a 

summary of amounts received prior to establishing the journal. The total was 4,600 yuan, 

of which members of the group had given 1,200 themselves . Two other individual 

contributors had given l , 100 and 2 ,000 yuan , respectively . Shifu noted that these funds 

had been used to produce 15 ,000 of the volumes of translations described below. and 

10,000 of the postcards that also were used to introduce anarchism . 

48 . Mo, HYSF, 32b-33b , lists these anthologies , putting this one last and noting 

that most of the items in it also were republished by Li Shizeng' s World Publishing 

Company (Shijie shuju she) in Shanghai. 

49 . The clearest listing of these anthologies appears in MS no . 30 (March IS , 

1921 ) , English-language section, 4-5 . This was the first issue of the revived journal, a
nd 

the editors included this summary of the earlier activities of Shifu 's group . For me 
Chinese titles see the last page of no . 8 (May 2 , 1914) . In the order given in lhe text. 
h 

. . 8 0Fa · and 
t e titles are as follows: Xin Shiji congshu ; Wuzhengfu zhuyi ; Junren zh1 a '.I ' • 

Wuzhengfu zhuyi Mingzhu Congke. 

50. MS no . 30, English section 4 ·. 
51 Th. · · ' · th r's name is 

. · is piece carnes the Chinese title "Ge ming yuanli" ; the au O t ahis 
given only as "A Renovator" (Gexin zhi yiren) Li Shizeng the translator , noted t~a) 

., . . . . ' . b,kemtall . 
essay was origmally entitled "The inevitability of revolution " (Geming bt 1 

. · en as 
52 r I . b . . e I~ giv 

" · .~or t lls nef discussion , "Shehui zhuy i shiyi , " the author's narn . 

Hemeng , probahly Herman ; again , Li Shiz.eng was the translator . 

C 
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53 Li Shizeng compiled the expository . 
. ti piece on Kropotk · d 

hlet , which was irst published in 1886 It . . . m an trans lated the 
parTlP · IS reprinted m Roger N. Bald wi d 
pamphlets.. . . . . n, e . , 

54 . Sh1fu repeated this point often · see sub . . 
. , ' sequent d1scuss1ons 

55 . Of the items in these anthologies one is . 
11 

. · 

uention it has drawn from American soci; l scient~:~e~,a Y intereSting be~ause of the 
a . M . ' b S G m recent years. This was "The 
ReJ·ection of amage Y ome uangdong Women " h' h b . 

h h I , C ' w IC o VJOusly also held special 
·nterest for t e ant o ogy s antonese readers at the ti Th . . . 
1 • me. 1s piece , wrnten by "Old 
Han" (Lao Han) , desc ribed a custom practiced in x d d N . . 

. . un e an anha1 counties of 
Guangdong , in which young women who did not want to marry the ma h b th . 

h . h , . . n c osen y eir 
parents would got ,oug the r~amage ceremony and take up residence in the husband 's 

home . then starve themselves to_r three days , refusing to have sexual relations with the 

husband . ~t the c~d of _that .. time they would return to their parents' homes, and 

afterward hve a solita ry life . Lao Han" concluded that the marriage system reflected 

oppression in Chinese society , that women have as much ability to resist oppression as 

do men, and that the sexes would be equal after the economic revolution. This early 

discussion of an unusua l local custom did not emphasize, as contemporary studies have 

done , that the practice depended on the fact that these young women enjoyed a high 

degree of economic independence because of the importance of the silk industry in the 

local economies of these two counties. 

In the most comprehensive recent study of this marriage practice , Janice E. 

Stockard has found that marriage resistance was part of an adaptation to changing 

economic circumstances in several counties of southern Guangdong where sericulture was 

a major activity . Resistance grew out of the practice of "delayed transfer marriage," 

which allowed young women to continue working for their own families rather than 

joining the economic units of their husbands' families . In another form of resistance . 

marriage was dispensed with altogether . In all forms , marriage resistance represented 

economic necessity as much as independence. See Stockard' s Daughters of the Canton 

Delta: Marriage Patterns and Economic Strategies in South China. 1860-1930 (Stanford: 

Stanford University Press, 1989). 

56. For this background , see Rhoads, Republican Revolution , 238-40. 

57. As Mo recollected (HYSF, 33a-b, 40a-b), Chen' s request went as follows : "All 

our friends agree as to what is the truth . But the Soldier 's Gospel cannot be sent to men 

in the camps and ships . I hope all the comrades will heed this request. " 

Other local officials were less understanding. Among these was Chen Jinghua. who 

had helped to release Shifu from jail in 1909. Chen had joined the Tongmenghui. and 

when the new government was established in Guangzhou. he was made head of the 

provincial police. One evening he sat in on a meeting at the East Park branch, wearing 

civilian clothes ; the following morning he posted a police notice to the ClK'k-Crow 

group' s door. Unruffled, Lin Zhimian went directly to the governor's otlice and obtained 

a notice from Hu Hanmin reversing Chen' s order. There were also other instances w_hen 

local officials attempted to restrict the group 's activities . lf such per~onal r?nn~ctt01~s 

failed to produce the desired results , Shifu could still rely on Pan Dawl'I and hts Pmgmm 

Bav to rally popular support to challenge the authonues. , . . , 

58 'fl · d . · · b . •d 111 Rlii)'\ds s11rvey of the ,,overnment s retorn, poltc1es. . 11s 1scuss1on 1s ase 1 , • • eo 

Republican Revolution , 25 1-59 . 

• 
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K S Latourette 's estimate of 65 percent as the proportion f 
59. Rhoads accepts . · . . o 

. . . . h 
I 

educated ofiic ials (Republican Revolution , 255 and 321 
Christtan or m1ss1on sc oo - , n. 

74) . d R bt· Revolution 255 describes the activ ities of a Bomb 
60 . Rhoa s, epu 1can , , . . . _ 

throwing Brigade (Zhadan dui) comprised ~f ~verse~s C_hmese C~nst1ans who ret~rnect 

to Guangzhou to destroy Buddhist and Dao1st images . Like the Qmg government rn the 
. ' d also other revolutionary governments , the Guangzhou government 

previous 1ew years an _ 
also had a policy of confiscating temples for use as oftl~es or school_s . _ 

61 H H
YSF 52-54 . According to Huang , this was the building where , some 

. uang, • 
years earlier , Kang Youwei opened his Nanqiang Academy . 

62 . Huang, HYSF. 56. . 
63 . Huang, HYSF, 56-58, provides these details . He notes th~t of those in the 

Esperanto classes who had previously studied abroad, most had been m Japan . Waseda 

University. which attracted ex tremely bright students , was well-represented in the 

classes. The Society probably was organized in early 191 3 ; in Famous Works on 

Anarchism. published April 1913, the East Park address is g iven for those who wish to 

contact the Society . 
64 . Huang. HYSF. 56-58 . Occasionally a specia l guest would particip2te in the 

Sunday gatherings. One such visi tor was Ye Xiasheng, a Tongmenghui stalwart who had 

been elected to the national assembly . Several yea rs e2rlier Ye had contributed an article 

opposing anarchism to Min Bao; by 1912-13 he was willing to discuss important issues 

with anarchists. 
65 . Peter G. Forster, The Esperanto Movement (New York : Mouton. 1982) pro

vides a useful survey of the growth of the Esperanto moveme nt; chs . 2-5 discuss 

historical developments to the early 1920s. 

66. Chinese Esperantists called the latter magazine Datong zazhi (Huang , HYSF. 

58); also see MS [Huiming lu] no. I (Aug . 20, 1913) , 11 -12. 

67. Huang. HYSF, 61 -62 . Some members of Zheng 's own family also took the 

course. 

68. Huang, HYSF, 63-66, describes the Shanghai Esperanto Society 's activities and 

leadership . Huang regards Lu as equally important to Xu Lunbo in the Esperanto 

movement in China; he indicates that Lu began to study Esperanto during a sojourn in 

Japan. 

69. Huang , HYSF, 43-44. 

70. Mo. HYSF. 38a, comments on the good food available at Cunshan East Streec 

he and the other East Park residents looked for reasons to be present at dinnertime . 

. 71 . Mo, . HY~~• 39a, comments on Zheng Bi'an 's compulsiveness about sanitary 

cond1~1011s._ which Sh1fu and others in the grot•p evidently shared . While this wholesale 

adopc,on ot Western customs in food service seems excess ive , it suggests the degree to 

wlrn:h new ways had penetrated am th d · - · · h ong e e ucated elite . Such compulsiveness 1111g 1 

also suggest che nature of an mdivi f I' d , · · 
72 

Mo Hy., : . ~ ~~a s cvot1~n to the ideals of anarchism . 
, , ,. . • Sf . 36b. Mo descr 1bed the equipment as "new-sty le. ·• and it must have 

bcc11fa1rlyexpens1ve · however 11 , ·tt - ~-1 · 1· .. . . . ' • et iei iv O nor other sources indicatt· where 1hc tum s 
c,1me from w purchase rhe equipment. 

73 Mo, HY.Sf 58b says lln1 SI 11· "h· . . . . ., 
I

· , 
1
-

1 
-
11 

' • · • ll I ad shown signs nl' tuhc rcutos1s" well t,etoic: 
us ma I ncss rn wrnter 1914- !5 · 
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74. The biography in SFWC 3 notes th t f . 
• · · ' ' ' a a ter his releas f · ·1 · • 

Sifu did not v1s1t his grandmother until after h h ct -e ~om Ja1 m 1909, Liu 

T
radition regarding filial behavior called ior e. cta· _been fitted with an artificial arm. 

. an m 1v1dual to kee , b ct 
,
1 

dutv . If Shifu did not adhere to this point as . f h. Pone s o Y whole as 
' · part o 1s own p · · I h 1 · 
grandmother dearly and tried to keep from upsetting her · rmcip es, e oved his 

75 . Huang, HYSF, 42 . · 

76. Mo, HYSF, 35b-36a. 

77. Huang, HYSF, 28-29 . 

78. Huang , HYSF 44-45 observes th t I · . . .' ' a t 1ese episodes became the basis for 
humorous remm1scences m later years . 

79. For these details , see Mo HYSF 57· 6 . · · . . . , , a- la . Mo here gives a candid statement 
about the deterioration of the re lationship Although M. · · · • . . . . . . : o agam 1s not specific about time , 
he does md1cate that the declme m Sh1tu s affection was w II 1 · b h b · · f 

1913
. ' e a ong y t e egmnmg o 

80. In 1922 Mo J ipeng was called t Ch J · . , . · o en 1ongmmg s office , at a time when 
Chen controlled Guangdong. There he met Ding who h ct b · ct . . . . , a ecome quite poor an , 
apparen~ly , d1s1llus,oned. Chen directed Mo to give her all the money in his possession 

at the time. After she left, Chen gave Mo several of Shifu's books which she had 

brought with her. Mo thought that Ding appeared older, but healthy . He never saw her 

again after this encounter (Mo, HYSF, 60a-b). 

81. While Mo 's account and references to the relationship are candid, it does not 

offer the speculation that follows , for which I myself assume responsibility . I have 

reflected on these issues and tried to consider all possible explanations, without departing 

from what sources say or imply . Mo notes , 58a-b, that even members of the group could 

find out little about the couple 's feelings toward each other. The statement about mixing 

private and public appears on 64a . In conversations, Mo repeatedly emphasized that this 

was the single exception in Shifu 's behavior, but that it seemed an important exception. 

Agnes Chan discusses Shifu 's behavior in the relationship with Ding, "Liu Shifu, " 

150-51. 
82. One or two Chinese colleagues who have studied Shifu's career have suggested 

that Ding was "not a good person ." Such a characterization could mean a number of 

things: Had Ding been overly aggressive in the relationship? In Chinese morality at the 

time, should the woman be blamed for allowing the romantic relationship to be 

consummated sexually? Had she persisted after Shifu told her he no longer loved her? 

Shifu 's brother Shixin comments in his memoir (ZLX, 934) that he rejected an offer of 

marriage in 1915 because he "learned from the failed relationship of Shifu and 

Xiangtian" and "believed 1hat no woman was dependable ." Shixin also says (p. 937) that 

at the time he held his older brother in awe; perhaps his comment about Ding expressed 

sadness rather than a negative judgment of her. In any case , claims that she lacked 

character seem vague and overly defensive of Shifu . 

83 . Mo, HYSF, 47a--48b, discusses the commune project 

84. Shifu probably had seen chis hook , which was 1111e of Kniputkin 's most 

practically oriented works . lie listed 11 in his bihliugraphy of ;1nan:h1:--t literature in MS 

no . 17 , I 1-12. 
85. Mo , HYSF, 48a , no1cs 1ha1 a desirable site ac Whampoa had been c,H\Silkred , 

Which had more than two hundred mou lJf paJJy ticld . However, the pnce asked for the 

property was Qi.tt of reac.h for the group 's resources . 
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86 The title appears m a list of the g roup 's publications at the d . 
. . . en of F: 

Works 0 r Anarchism. of April 191 3 . A note announced that the first issue aniou.1-
'1 . would soo 

delivered to the printer . n be 
87 . In a note at the end of MS , no . 1, Shifu stated that preparation of th .. 

· I · I • t· · · · e facthti . had necessitated a delay 111 publ1s wig t 1e irst issue . es 

88 _ Rhoads. Republican Re volution , 26 1-63 , provides details of the Se 

Revolut ion in Guangdong. By summer 191 3 the revolutiona ries no longer had th cond 
· Th h · e support 

of either the merchants or their own army . e mere ants withdrew their 

because the government failed to achieve financial stability . The army 's beh-su_ppo~t 
J

. . av1or is 
somewhat more difficult to understand . Chen 1ongmmg was removed by a mutin 

1 
. . 

. . d . Lo . Y o his 
own troops , who refused to follow his or ers t? resist ng J1gu_ang 's advance toward 

Guangzhou. The mutiny's leaders hoped to reta111 some degree of provincial autono 

and they thought that Long would not advance if they did not res ist him. my, 

89. See "Bianji xuyan ," MS [Huiming lul, no . I , 1-2 . 

90 . The term pin~min had been used by revolutionists for at least a decade by th is 

time , to represent both egalitarian and class themes and goals o f revolutionary activity . 

The Japanese journal Heimin shimbun , organ of Kotoku Shusui and fellow Japanese 

social ists , seems a likely inspiration for Shifu, as well as many similarly named 

publ ications m Europe with which Chinese ac ti vists were well acquainted by this time. 

More immediately. Shifu might have hesitated to use this name because of possible 

confusion with Pan Dawei 's Pingmin bao. referred to above . 

91. MS no. I , 2 . 

92. The 1992 reprint of MS edited by Hazama Nao ki includes the Esperanto 

supplements. 

93 . See "Wuzhengfu qianshuo," MS no . l , 2-8. This essay was reprinted as a 

pamphlet: it also appears as the first item in SFWC . 

94. MS no. I , 4 . Although Shifu did not name those with whom he disagreed. 

there is no question that he meant the Paris group and Cai Yuanpei (his statements of 

other disagreements with the Paris group also appeared in this first issue of the journal; 

see below). While in France , Wu Zhihui and Li Shizeng had provided work for Chinese 

students in their various ventures . Beginning in 1912 this effort was formalized in the 

Society for Frugal Study in France (LiuFa jianxue hut) . Although the movement soon 

foundered because of World War l , it was revived in 1918 and reached a peak in 1921 , 

when it e nrolled more than a thousand students , just as it began to encounter financial 

problems. Among those who were attracted to this study-in-France movement were Mao 

Zedong and Liu Shaoqi, although neither went beyond applying . 

95 . MS no . I , 7 . 

96 . To strengthen his point further , Shifu quoted a statement that he attributed to 

Will iam II of Germany : "The anarchist party can unite all countries into llt1e body, but 

the ind ividual nations cannot come together in a great international alliance." (MS no. 

I 8) SI ' f ··t· · · t· Kropotktn-
, 11 u ot ers no source for this statement; he might have gotten 1t rom 

97 . See "Zhcngzhi zhi zhandou ," MS no. I, 8- 10. 

98 . MS 110 . I , 8 . 

99. MS 110 . I I O · · 
' ·1 k ai 100 Tl ' . . I . ,JY11011 Shi I· . 

. 11s penou 1s the suhject of Ernest Young ' s The Prt>sidency O . . during 
Fo r an analysis of the frustrations of p.,rllamcmary governance and party-huitdu~gEctward 
the early Rcpuhlican period and the leaders mentioned here , also see ch. 2 ot 

i 
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Friedman , Backward Toward Revolutio Th . 
h d.. · . n. e assassmat' f . 

1913 and t e 1sm1ssal of Hu Hanmin , ion o Song J1aoren in spring 
. h . as governor of G d 

were steps in t e growmg hostility toward y ~ang ong , referred to above, 

of the Second Revolution for an extended t uan · Huang Xmg left China after the failure 

returning to China in autumn 1916 Su ~ur of
th

~ United States ; he died shortly after 
. ' n s expenen d . 

Republic under Yuan 's control led him to d 'd ce unng the first years of the 

P
ower by force would be necessary and h ecb·, e 

th
at a militant party prepared to wrest 

' e egan to b 'Id h c · 
Party (Zhongguo Geming Dang) . u, t e hmese Revolutionary 

IOI. See "Zhengzhi yu Shehui Dang " MS 
02 Q d 

. M , no . 2 1-4 
1 . uote m S no 2 2 It · · · ' · 

. . . . , . : ts ironic that Yuan now used the ar ument that 
Jiang Kanghu made to him m their interview in 8 ... . 

191 
g 

if that interview was the source of Yuan 's prctex~,J~:;e•.n 2; there is no way to know 

103 . MS no. 2 3-4 Shifu 's histor' I d. 

subject. 
· · ica appen 1x here is a useful source on this 

1_04. See "Zai_ zhi Wu Zhihui shu ," MS no . 2, 7-11. Approximately half of this 

space is taken up with the first letter to Wu , Wu 's reply , and the letter to Zhang, which 
went unanswered . 

105 . Quoted in MS no . 2, 8. 

I 06 • For a discussion of th is trans it ion by the first generation of anarchists see 
Zarrow , Anarchism , ch . 8. ' 

107 . MS no . 4 , I . It appears that Long simply applied enough pressure to get the 

group to leave Guangzhou . Surely he could easily have taken them into custody. 

108. Huang , HYSF, pt. 2, 5. Huang 's memoir is the only source that provides 

details on the group 's two relocations during the six months following their departure 

from Guangzhou. However , he does not indicate a specific time for the flight from 

Guangzhou . 

109. Huang , HYSF, pt. 2, 5. Huang notes that the group stayed briefly at 41 South 

Park , a former Tongmenghui branch office from which Shifu, Mo Jipeng , and others in 

the group had operated in earlier years . Before long they found a more permanent 

situation at 11 Black Sand Bay ; Shifu gave this address for those who wished to 

correspond with him in MS no . 3, 12. 

110 . A note to those who would help disseminate Min sheng , MS no . 3, 12. 

suggests the hope of broader circulation through the mail. 

111 . Virtually every country of Europe was represented , along with many others . 

See MS no . 3, 9-10, where the Maori/and Worker, from New Zealand, represents the 

most remote location . These lists were continued in no . 4, 10- l l , where "Bohemia." 

Brazil. and Siberia are represented . A journal entitled Kampf, joint publication of the 

Anarchist and Labor Parties in Germany , is also mentioned . In no . 4, the tirst 

correspondence from the Japanese anarchist Yamaga Taiji is lii.ted: many years later. 

Yamaga published studies on Shifu and the anarchist movement in China , which Phil 

Billingsley has kindly provided to me. . . . 
11 2. MS no . 4 , 12, where Shifu gave an a1.klress tor the group at the Amencan post 

otfo:e in Shanghai. This annoum:cment might be the s_oun;t: ?f so~ne _contusion as ~o 

wher» • 4 w . r•· tlled . In his pre fact: 10 the 196 7 n,pnnt edition 1.)t Mm she11g , Marun 
.., no . as p . . , B' h " · 

Bernal states that only 110 . 3 was published ,U Macao . However, the _' !og_rap y m 

Sr." 'C 
1 

· . . • . ·w · r·· i·>llhl1·she•I at uacao. The Huan•1 memoir md1cates that ,. " , says 11at two issues c ~ v ,. tv~ . . . ."" , . ., . 
c,h·1· I. d 

11 
·. d . . . . ,f the move to .Shanghai and evidently a11anged for the 

•1 tu p annc we 1n a vanl,;e " 
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postal box. Bernal also suggests that no. 4 was actually issued sometim l 
· D 27 91 3 · · e ater than th date rt bears ( ec . , 1 ); this 1s probably correct. Chinese J·ournals th h e . roug outth 

yea rs used datmg and other means to confuse the authorities It does se ese 
. · em most unlike! 

that the only two numbers prmted at Macao would have been issued onl Y 
. . , Y one week ap 

and this early in the group s stay there. art 

l 13 . Huang, HYSF. pt. 2, 6 . 

114 . Shifu expressed his outrage at both Li Yuanhong and Li Ka· h · 'M . . . ts en m s no 
4 , 1. Th is material m no. 4 and the actual time of Shifu 's departu f M · . . . . re rom acao 
February 1914 , further suggest that th is issue was published after December 27 . ' 

115 . Huang, HYSF, pt. 2, 6. · 
191

3. 

116. "Wubei xiang qianjin!," MS no. 4, 1-2 . 

11 7. MS no . 4, 1-2. 

Chapter 8 

1: See "Wuz~engfu zhuyi zai Zhongguo ruogan shishi ," in ZLX, 938. Zheng's 
account is both useful and arresting , as it offers further details on Shifu and continues 

with Zheng 's own devoted career , which persisted into the 1930s. For the sisters 

accompanying Shifu and Zheng to Shanghai, see MS no . 5 (April 11 , 1914), 11. 

2. In ZLX , 945 , Zheng Peigang describes his farewell to his elder brother in 
Hong Kong on the ship he had boarded with the group 's printing press and equipment. 

3. Mo , HYSF, 48a . Goldman herself was featured with a photo and brief sketch 

of her work on the first page of MS no . 21 (August 2, 1914), and several of her 

publications were included in listings of reading material on anarchism in the preceding 

two tssues of the journal. 

4 . Osugi was very close to Shifu in years , born in 1885. An anarchist and 

Esperantist since the early years of the century , Osugi became the leading figure in 

Japanese anarchism after the execution of Kotoku Shusui and eleven others for treason 

in 1911 . He preferred Bakunin to Kropotkin as a model for his own anarchist activism: 

he was a sensational presence and powerful speaker . Osugi himself became a victim of 

suppression when in 1923 following the great Tokyo earthquake he was executed in a 

general roundup of socialists. 
5. For these details se.e Mukai Ko, Yamaga Taiji: Hito to sono Shogai (Yamaga 

Taiji : The Man and His Life) (Tokyo: Seiga bo, 1974), 36-40. Yamaga lived from l892 

to 1970; he maintained contacts with Chinese anarchists and made several visits to China 

during the I 91 Os and 1920s. I am indebted to Phil Billingsley for prov iding me with a 

copy of this and otJ1er Japanese works on anarchism. Zheng Peigang also recalled 

Yamaga 's presence with the group at Shanghai; see ZLX. 946. Shifu listed Yamaga as 

one of many international comrades from whom Min sheng had received correspondence; 

see MS no . 4 (Dec. 27, 1913), l l. . 
6. See ZLX , 946. where Zheng Pcigang has Taixu . identified as Lewu, sttll 

present witl1 the group after Shifu 's death . This contradicts Taixu's autobiography (refer 

to chapter 6) . Zheng here also mentions thac Lu Shiqing and Cheng Guocheng focu~ed 

on Esperanto work during this Shanghai period (on Cheng. set! chapter 9) . A "Russum 
nihilist" identified as ''Shidemen" also joined in tht group 's activities at this time. Oth_er 

names mentioned here are Bai Pingzhou , Shen Ruoxian, "Zhuchen ," and Huang Chanxta. 

7. There was no regular section for these rep lies to readers' letters, and Shifu's 
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. . f MS ·rt . the reprints of Shifu 's . . often were continued 111 successive issues o , . 1us, 
replies , .. · . , 

\' s in SFWC are easier to use m research . h ) 
rep ic 

8 
The "Proclamation" (WuzhenRfu gongchan zhu_vi tongzhi she xuanyan 

5 
ud 

· 6 F "Goals an 
3 

eared in MS no. 17 (July 4, 1914), 1-3, also see SFWC , 53-5 · or 
1 18 

~~pll ods" (Wuzhengfu ~On$:chan dang zh1 mud1 yu shouduan) , see MS no. 19 (Ju_y . ' 
1v,e 1 - ce<l earlier m 
1914

). 6-9, or SFWC. 45-5\ Formation of the Society had been announ • 

MS no. 15 (June 20. \914). 9. 

9. MS no. 17. I 

10. MS no. 17 1-2 

11.MSno \7 . 2. 

12. MS no. 17 . 2. 

13 MS no. 17 , 2 . 

14 . MS no. 17. 3 
15 Shifu noted that hi& hst of goals was not exhaustive, he emphasized those that 

he saw as particularly important m China 
16. MS no. 19, 6. Here Sh1fu noted parenthetically that 1t would become 

unnecessary to rent from a landlord or be hired by a factory owner, as under the current 

system. l have translated shengchanjia as "those involved in production." . 
17. Sh1fu regarded as labor every kind of work needed for human ltfe . whether 

agricultural. communicat1ons, health or medical , educational , or other activity: ~ee h~s 

parenthetical comment m this item. Shifu's view of labor is discussed below m th is 

chapter. 
18. MS no. 19, 6. "jie dang de zui gaodeng zhi xuewen." Shifu does not say here 

"the highest possible level of education" or otherwise suggest matching the level of 

education to the capabilities of the individual. This might be an oversight; more likely 

it is his expression of an absolutely egalitarian view. 

19. MS no . 19, 7. Shifu regularly spoke of the necessity of getting "a majority of 

the people" (duoshu ren) to understand the principles of anarchism. 

20. MS no. 19, 7 . 

21. MS no. 19, 7 . 

22. MS no. 19, 7 . 

23 . MS no. 19, 7. 

24. MS no . 19, 9. 

25 . Perry Link discusses this feature of contemporary political rhetoric in Evening 

Chats in Beijing (New York: Nonon, 1992) , 9- 10, and more extensively in ch . 4. 
26. MS no. 6, 6-7 . 

27 . See "Sun Yi.xian Jiang Kanghu zhi shehui zhuyi ," MS no . 6 (April \ 8, \914). 
1-7, reprinted SFWC, 21-32. 

28 . MS no. 6, 3 The term shangcheng is a reference to Mahayana Buddhism. 

Sun's ~se of this t~rm in his talks to the Chinese Socialist Party is another suggestion that 

many m that audience would understand this reference: these were the Buddhist clerg) 

a_nd laymen who b<~lted to the Socialist Party (refer tn ch. 6) . Sun's analogy seems 
1
;
0
t 

completely appropriate, however, because altvocates of Mahayana Buddhism hat\ d aimed 

the term "greater vehide" because of the access1h1lity of this interpret,Uton of th, r, ·th 
Here S 'd I l Cl · t: a i · • , un sa1 t 1a1 t 1e 11nese people were 11ot prcpan·d !I) implement communism th , 

greater vehicle" of socialism. · · c 

29 . MS no 6, 3 

·----
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6 3_4 Shifu here addressed a sophisticated theoret' . 
1 

. 
30. MS no. , . . " , . . ica Point . 

'ble that his source of m1 ormat1on was V . N. Cherkesov • It is 
ore than poss1 . t· K · k' . 'a Geo . 

m . 
1 

as a longtime associate o 1opot m, producmg a numbe f rg1an 
anarchist w io w . . f . MS r o anaJy 

. 'tten from an anarchist pomt o view. no. 18 (July 11 1914) ses 
fMarx1sm wn . • . ' , 12 I' ° C k sov 's works. The Concentratwn of Capital, with a numb , ists 

one of her e . . er of oth 
I age l

)uhlications ava ilable from either the London-based anarch ' . er 
Western- a ngu , . 1st Jour 

1 

d Emma Goldman s Mother Earth in New York . The name . na 
Free om or ' . . . 1s spelled 

k ffs " in MS but undoubtedly th is 1s the same person. A total of th,· ty 
''Tcher eso · . . . r works 

'th 11 ti'tl"'s given in English, are listed m the closing pages of nos. 17 18 d • 
w1 a ,.. . . . , , an 20· 

. ti ·s poi·nts up the importance of 111ternat1onal contacts for Shifu and h,· , 
agam, 11 . s group 

A 'f Dirlik Anarchism, 224-30, discusses the role played by Cherkesov's wo k . · 
n , . . h 920 . . r s in 

Chinese anarchists' critiques of Bolshevism durmg t e l s. Add1t1onal background 

Cherkesov may be found in Paul Avrich, The Russian Anarchists (Princeton: Princet~~ 

University Press, 1967). 

31. MS no . 6, 4. 
32. Shifu 's comment again highlights Sun's hesitance to express his own more 

radical views out of concern that th~y would alienate potemial supporters. Compare 

Friedman, Backward Toward Revolution, 10, and Bernal , Chmese Socialism, 193. 

33. For this response see MS no. 8, 11-12. 

34. MS no. 8, 12. 

35. Compare Friedman, Backward Toward Revolution, 27 , for a suggestion of the 

possible significance of these alleged activities of Sun. 

36. MS no. 6, 4. Shifu addressed comments Jiang had made in "A Critique of a 

Critique of Socialism" (Shehui zhuyi shangque an) (see Jiang 's Hongshui ji, 38-45). 

While Jiang did not write this essay for his debate with Shifu, the latter used it because 

it displayed the confusion he believed characterized Jiang . 

37. Budongchan is a likely borrowing from Japanese, where fudosan means "real 

estate"; the word appears countless times in Japanese cities at offices where residential 

and business properties are sold and rented. Jiang's use of the term would reflect his 

early sojourns in Japan. My thanks to Douglas Reynolds for pointing out this Japanese 

meaning of the term. 

38. Quotations from MS no . 6, 5. 

39. See "Da Li Jinxiong," MS no. 11 (May 23, 1914), 6-10, and no. 12 (May 30). 

3-6;or SFWC, 179-91. For "BoliangKanghu," see MS no. 14(June 13),3-11.andno. 

!5 (June 2,), 3-9; or SFWC, 223-51. "Jiang Kanghu zhi wuzhengfu zhuyi" appeared 111 

MS no. 17 (July 4), 6-7, and no. 18 (July 11), 5-7; or SFWC, 307-15. 

40. For example, see MS no. 12, 5, and no . 14, 3-4. . 'f 
41 - Here Shifu referred to Lhe Austrian thinker Edmund Husserl ( 1859-1938), Sht u 

apparer~tly had developed some familiarity with Husserl's thought: the name is nienuoned 

only th15 once in this group of discussions (MS no 12, 9). . 
42 MS 15 6 · · . · · which Jiang 

. · no. , . Sh1fu quoted from one of J iang 's postcards, 111 , • . 
clarmed to I d · • b some ycats 

. iave evised this term ten years prev iously (this would have een . for 
before J tang began I , d . . . I 11 ·,s pro•ects 

, o a vocate socialism as such, but not earlier t 1an · J 911 
women seducation) 1·· ' , H ... . . · · t •fi·omJunel · 

· iang s ongshtllJl includes an essay with this ttt e 
43. MS no. 17, 6. 

44 . MS no 18 5 SI · t· d 'd . . . . T l ' · works· 
• • • 11 u I not indicate hts source 111 o stoy s 

45 . MS no. 18, 6. 

d 
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46. MS no. 18, 7. 

47. See MS no . 15 , 8. 

48. Refer to Chapter 6 fo r details O th. . 
49 . MS no . 6, 6. n is meeting. 

50 . Ye 's statement appeared in MS 12 . 
Shifu 's claims that Jiang wa no . (~a~ 30, 1914), 10-12. Ye agreed with 

. . . s not really a soc1altst H · I d d 1 
descnbmg J 1ang 's eagerness t h Id . . . · e me u e a persona note 
execution in 1913 . (Chen a o ea~ed a me~onal gathering _fo~ Chen Yilong following his 

. t' 
1 

k b pp a th ' eat to Yuan Sh1ka1 because of his successful 
orgamza 1ona wor on ehalf of the Ch' s · . 
had proceeded with this meetin . mese oc1a~1~t Party; refer to chapter 6.) Jiang 

J' , b h . g despite the oppos1t1on of Ye and others. Ye and the 
?ther_s sa; iang s_ e avior as grossly opportunistic because he seemed more interested 

m usmg e occasion to attract new supporters than in somber reverence fo r a martyred 
comrade . 

51. MS no. 20 (July 25, 191 4), I l. 

52- MS no. 14, 8. Jiang used the conventional term Ru jia for Confucianism . 
53. MS no. 14 , 8. 

54. MS no . 14, 10. 

55. On this background, see Nomad, "Anarchist Tradition ," 61-62 . 

56. MS no. 15 , 3-4. 

57 • Refer to Chapter 2 for these developments within the European anarchist 
movement. 

58. Probably the most accessible statements of Kropotkin 's views on these 

questions are in "Expropriation ," ch . 4 of The Conquest of Bread. Especially in the 

closing paragraphs, Kropotkin states well a rationale fo r the principles embodied in the 

slogan , "to each according to his need ": food, clothing, shelter, and all other such basic 

amenities are essential to everyone's living, and they should have no price put on them . 

59. This failure resulted from the biggest of several financial scandals in Bakunin 's 

career. Bakunin had used much of a very large amount of money given by Carlo Cafiero 

for the anarchist movement, to refurbish Bakunin 's house in Ticino, Italy . Nomad, 

"Anarchist Tradition," 70. By this time Bakunin had retired from activism. 

60. Some regard this lack of enthusiasm for a new international organization as a 

lingering effect of the suppression of the Paris Commune in 1871 . 

61. Perhaps the memory of 1871 affected the Marxists' decision to exclude 

anarchists from the new International. By the 1890s another factor entered into their 

consideration: the new International was rightly wary of the tactic of terrorism then 

accepted by most anarchists . 
62. Essays outlining many of the salient features of this history comprise The 

Revolutionary Internationals, 1864-1943, ed . M. M. Drachkovitch . Especially relevant 

to this discussion are Nomad 's discussion of the anarchists , "Anarchist Tradition," 57-92 , 

and (also in Drachkovitch) Gerhart Niemeyer, "The Second International. l 889-1914 ," 

95-127 . 
63. Also see Dirlik , Anarchism , 14 l-45 , for a discussion of state socialism vs. 

anarchism and related issues . 
64 . Arif Dirl ik observed that even as Shifu attacked Jiang Kanghu for supporting 

abolition of the right of inheritance, he overlooked the fact that Bakunin had supported 

that idea at the time of his break with Marx . See Dirlik 's Anarchism, l44, where he 

notes that Shifu surely must have known of Bakunin's position. Nomad addresses the 
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. . . . "Anarchist T radition," 59-69. T o summarize Nomad' . 
inhentance is_sued.1<ln ·nc1 eed support abolition of the right of inhe ritanc s discussion 

h ile Bakunin 1 1 · • · • e at the B ' 
w . 

869 
by that point he took this pos1t1on to keep from alie . asei 

Congress 
1
~ / .. ·ovement who would have balked a t expropriation . Thu: at~~g Peasant 

membe~s o . llS m . ue had become more a matte r of tac tics than of prin/ 11s Position 
on the mhentancc ,ss . f 871 72 M . ip e by 186 
. . to Bakunin after the spli t o l - , arx ridiculed Bak . 9. 
ln his responses . F M , unin for h' 

. . ti 'nheritance questton . or a rx s comments , see David McL 
11 

1s 
positiMon on_ s'el:c,ed Writings (London: Oxford U n ive rs ity Press , 1977) "On~ an, ~d., 
Karl arx. e e " ' akunin•s 
Statism and Anarchy, 561-63 · 

65 . See "Da Guixiao ," SFWC, 195 . 

66. SFWC , 195 . Sh ifu also uses 19 ll as an example of the mom 

revolution in "Da Cai Xiongfei ," SFWC, 273 · 

67 _ "Da Cai Xiongfei ," SFWC , 277 . 
68 . See "Da Piaopiao ," MS no . 16 . 11-12 (SFWC , 253-56) . 

69 . This is the subject of a second response to Guixiao , SFWC 301-2. 

entum of 

70 _ "Da Wuchen," s~~-- 292. Shifu thought 1t would be easier to establish good 

schools in rural areas than m c1t1es (287) . 

71. SFWC , 292 . 

72. Shifu' s knowledge of the Nanyang Chinese community had to be accurate . He 

had lived in both Hong Kong and Macao briefly , and some of his comrades spent time 

in Southeast Asia . Of these comrades , L iang Bingx ian was p robably the most active and 

best-informed. Liang edited t~o jo~rna ls_, one in S~gapore and one in Rangoon, during 

per iods when he was not active with Sh1fu and Voice of the People . See the notices in 

MS nos . l l and 13 . 
73. Some accounts of Shifu's career appear to suggest that Shifu himself engaged 

in labor organizing. I have seen no evidence that he did so . It appears to me that Shifu 

remained too busy at the basic task of propagating anarchist theory , and that he assumed 

that others would take responsibility for various projec ts including labor organizing. 

After Shifu' s death , members of his group , especially Zheng Peigang and Shifu's 

younger brothe r Shixin, did proceed with efforts to o rganize workers (see chapter 9). 

74 . SFWC , 145-46. 

75 . See MS nos . 21 and 23. No. 21 carries the date of August 2, 1914, but 

probably the last few numbers appeared late r than the dates shown on the masthead. The 

second discussion was reprinted in SF WC , 81 -84 , where Z hen g Pei gang notes it as 

dating from November 1914. It was not unusu al for publications to use dates to suggest 

stability and continuity , rathe r than the actual time of publication . Shifu appears to have 

maintained continuity and accurate dating up to summe r 1914. 

7 6. MS no . 21 , 9. 

77 • The demonstration had gotten into the American section of Shanghai, so lhe 

police were American . The wo rke rs re treated into the Chinese c ity. 'fu 

7s. Reflecting on the strike years late r , Z h eng Pe igang recalled the problems Shtee 

and his group had expe r ienced in his e fforts to communicate with the workers . S 

Zheng 's reminiscences , ZLX, 947-48 . 

79. MS no . 23 , 10. 

80 . MS no . 23 10 
81 S . , . A f 1914 labor 

· , _ee E lizabeth Pe rry , Shanghai on Strike, ch . 2, esp. 434 ?· . s 
O 

cording to 

g ro_ups retained many features of traditio nal guilds, including organization ac . and 

native-place. The painte rs' union included worke rs from Ningbo , Shaoxing, 
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Shanghai. The strongest carpenters' guild was made up of Guangzhou people who had 

originally migrated to Shanghai in the I 850s. Given Shifu 's Guangdong orig ins, an 

association with this guild might have been his entry into the laborers' world in 

Shanghai. However, Perry points out that another carpenters' guild also sprang from 

workers of Shanghai-Ningbo-Shaoxing origin , and it was this group that joined the 

painters when the strike broadened. Cooperation across trades also meant that workers 

from different places were beginning to join together. Perry notes that th is rou nd of 

strikes also brought challenges to the paternal ism of the guild system, as ordinary 

workers resisted decisions made by their leaders. 

82. MS no. 22 featured statements and brief articles hy the Dutch anarchists 

Domela Nieuwenhuis and "comrade Kreu," expressing uncompromising opposition to the 

war. Shifu's editorial comment supported th is posit ion, wh ile acknowledging the 

rationale, in historical and political logic, of Kropotkin 's deci~1on . See MS no. I , 8-10. 

83. For the Kropotkin article see MS no. 22, J-8. This was actually a letter that 

Kropotkin had written to the editors of Freedom, and it had appeared in the August issue. 

Kropotkin's decision to support France and Brita in against Germany led to breaks with 

many other anarchists who opposed the war. m what became a difficult period for 

Kropotkin. For comments on this and other events of Kropotkin's last years, see 

Woodcock, Anarchism, 217-21 . Woodcock relates Kropotkin's anti-German stand to his 

Russian background, specifically to his experience in the populist movement. The 

populists had blamed the most severe features of tsarism on the influence of Prussian 
authoritarianism, and they also believed that after the unification of Germany, every 

aspect of German life including even its socialism, was growing ever more authoritarian . 
84. MS no. 22, 9. 

85 . MS no. 22, 8-9. 

86. Mo, HYSF, 61b. 

87 . Mo, HYSF. 62a-b. says that Lin Junfu appealed to other friends, even some 

fr iends back in Guangzhou, to pawn their best fur coats to obtain money for Shifu 's 
medical bills. 

88 . Mo. HYSF, 62b, gives the doctor's name as "Keli ," perhaps Kerrlee. Although 

there is no specific statement on the point, Shifu probably was treated in one of the 

Western hospitals in Shanghai . "Jingq iu ," one of those who wrote to commemorate Shifu 
in the 1927 issue of M inzhong (People 's Bel{) , indicated that Shifu died in the Shanghai

Nanjing Railroad Hospital. 
89. MS no. 23, 3, describes the two operations in some detail. The writer of this 

account, probably also Lin Junfu, noted that the wound from the first operation, for 

removal of an obstruction in the digestive tract, had not been closed. In the second 

operation the doctor had removed a double handful of dead material from Shifu's lungs. 

90. MS no. 23, 12. 

91. MS no. 23, 11. 

92. The burial site is near Red Mist Cave (Hongyan dong), on one of the hills off 
t0 the southwest of the lake. Mo, HYSF, 62b, records the memorial couplet that Zheng 

Bi'an sent from New York : "The dreams bu ilt in our spirits at Jiangnan have ended; our 

hopes for Red Lichee Bay proved empty. As I recall the night we made our pledge 

hesidc the lake, I grieve over al l that has passed 0 11 from that time at White Cloud 

Temple." 

Chapter 9 
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I 
. delllils see the memoirs of Shifu's brother Liu Sh' . 

1. For t iese ixin and Zh 
. LX vol. 2, 933, 949. eng 

Pe1gang, Z ' pe·gang provides these further <let.ails, ZLX, 949. Other . 
2. Zheng 1 " d . reprints a . 

. . d Kropotkin's "Appeal to the Young an Errico Malatesta's "AT t this 
tune mclude ,, alk abo 

I 
. beLween Two Workers. ut 

Anarc 11sm · o t· h · I 
L

. Shixin memoir, 933 . ne o l ese ne.vs elters, dated April 1 3. JU • • • f MS d . d b P f H, ' 1917 . . d • the new repnnl edition o e 1te Y ro . azama Naoki , is 
reprmte Ill . · 

4_ Zheng Peigang memoir, ZLX, 949. 

5. ZLX, 949-50. 

6. ZLX, 950. 

7 Liu Shixin memoir, ZLX, 934. Shixin's re.lationship with Liang remain d 1 · . . e c ose 
and continuous. Here he also mentions thal Liang was prepared_ t? arrange for Shixin 

10 

marry his younger sister, who al_s0
1

taught ~l the sc_hooJ._ But ~h lXl~ observes that, at the 

time. he sought to learn from Shtfu s expenence with Dmg X1angt1an and, believing that 

"no woman was dependable," he deferred. 
8. Liang Bingxian 's activity in Singapore suggests a much larger phenomenon that 

deserves further study. The overseas Chinese community in Southeast Asia had supported 
Sun Zhongshan ·s appeals for revolution . Some members of that community, such as Wen 

Shengcai (refer to chapter 5) were ordinary laborers prepared undertake assassination 

missions. By the mid-1910s, it appears that merchants as well as workers responded 

positively to Liang Bingxian's propaganda efforts. 
9. Translation of Kropotkin 's Conquest of Bread, done largely by Liang Bingxian, 

appeared in three of the four issues published during the spring of 1915 (nos. 23, 24, and 

26). "The Philosophy of Anarchism," probably an adaptation of Kropotkin 's widely 

circulated "Anarchism: Its Philosophy and Ideal," was the lead item in no. 27 (Feb. 

1916). A synopsis of Kropotkin 's pamphlet "The Place of Anarchism in Socialist 

Evolution" was run in no. 29 (Nov. 1916), the last of these issues. Brief biographies of 

Tolstoy and Kotoku appeared in nos. 24 and 25, respectively . 
10. For this statement, translated by "Yaorong," see MS no. 24, 3-5. 

1 I. See "Jinxing jian zhi Wuzhengfu Dang," MS no. 28 (Sep. 10, 1916), 1-2 . 

"P. Y." was among the first to identify himself only by English initials, a practice adopted 

by many anarchist writers during the 1920s . 

12. For a survey of anarchism in Mexico, see John M. Hart, Anarchism and the 

Mexican Working Class, 1860-1931 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1978). 

Anarchism had been introduced in Mexico during the second half of the nineteenth 

century, partly through the efforts of Plotino Rhodakanaty, child of a Greek father. 
311d 

AuStrian mother, who as a young man became interested in anarchism, went to Pans_ 
10 

meet Proudhon, and then spent a quarter-century in Mexico. During this early period 

some Mexican anarchist groups had links with the Jura Federation and the Internauonal. 

The movement suffered under Porfirio Diaz whose authoritarian rule weakened and then 
fe ll in M· 1911 A · · ' . . s · played an . ay . t I.his time Amadeo Ferres, a political exile trom pain. d 
important I · · · · ·1 1ar followe ' roe 111 rev1v1ng the anarchist movement. Several years of civi w 
and h · I verged on "! en _111 ate 1914 the forces of Francisco Villa and Emiliano Zilpata c?n . ·2.1• 
Mexico C11y th d . . ·ch ist organ1 ' 
. . ' e mo erate Consututionalists appealed to the maJor anai · ·1u-t1ons rn and ·1 . d I . f the Const1 
. . 'ioun 11c capital to mobilize an armed force in support O z,para 

tionahsts Pred · . 1 . v ·11a and a 
,. · omrnant Y ski lled workers, the anarchists regarded the 1 . d 10 
iorces most f I I t prepa1e 

' 0 t iern peasants from the north , as unsophisticated anc no 
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Notes 

. th •·- narchist arm y" 
"Red Batallions" o rganized by the anarchis ts probably a re e a 

rule . The , · · M . ·h 
. red to in P. Y . s article m in 5 eng . . . b le d ea rs 

refer ther part of the anarchist movement in M exico during these tro u Y
11

. 
Ano I b J A Sandos Rebe wn 
d 

O 
the Texas-Mexico border a rea . A recent stuc y Y ames · , f 

focuseBoorderland,· (Norman : Unive rs ity of Oklahoma Press , 1992), shows the effect 
0 

in the · · . . • • d American forces to 
. vement in President Woodrow W tl son 's dec1s1on to sen 

th15 ~
110 

· 1916. The influential leader of th is movement, Rica rdo Flores Mag~n, 
Mexico in . h ' · !es to build 

led to Mexicans living on both sides of the border w ith a narc 1s t pnnc ip . 
appea ht t assist him 

·gnificant following . Flores Magon knew Emma Goldman , who soug 
0 

a SI 
t various times through appeals in Mother Earth . . 

a 13 . MS no. 28 . 7- 12. Episodes reported from Britain 111cluded a police ra id o_n 
th

e 

anarchist Journal Freedom and the jailing of "Co mrade Chris Smith, " a la bor ag i~tor 

who spoke out on government's handling of the coal s tr ike of 1916 . From th~ _United 

States there was news of large-scale strikes . Some 76,000 coa l m iners were s tnkmg fo r 

an eight-hour day , a wage increase, and safety improvements . In San Francisco 70 ,000 
garment workers went on strike , and Ill a rela ted demonstration, 30 ,000 workers had 

protested military preparations . A "Soc ialis t Workers Party " was c redited with organiz ing 

this demonstration , but a group from the Anarchist Party a lso had participa ted , acco rding 

to this account. 
14. MS no . 28, 12. Nor was Shanghai the only focus of labo r act10ns . In March 

1916 (see 11) , workers in the print shop of the Ministry of Finance in Beijing had gone 

on strike to improve their meager wages . Po lice had been sent from four district o ffic es , 

including mounted police with loaded weapons . Ten workers had been a r res te d , and 

several of them had been beaten at police headqua rte rs . But the wo rkers had persis ted , 

and they finally got their wage increase and went back to work . 

This series of reports on labor activity concluded (12) with an account o f violent 

dismrbances in A~hen~e , a suburb of Harbin , in wh ich farmers and the ir supporters had 

dema_nded red~ct1ons m_ rent and ~xe~. M?re than ten thousand people had co nverged 

on this small c ity , creatmg a volatile s1tuat1on. The local magistrate had panic ked at the 

unrest and ag reed to the demonstrators ' demands . While rural v iole nce . w a s no t 
uncommon, this case seems unusually large in scale . 

15. See "Shishi zuiyan , " MS no . 28 , 2. 

16. MS no . 28, 3 . 

17. MS no. 28, 4 . 

18 . For membership of the J inhua group see C how Tse-tsuno R h G • 
the M F, h M . • o • esearc w de to 

ay ourt o vement (Cambridge : Harvard U niversity Press 1961) 
19 0 1 • L· · · . • - , no 186 . 

. ga ang mentions this commemorative issue in Pa Ch · i H . . . 
~3 : _Lang also notes that Ba Jin apparently modeled at least two cl t~ . am ., ls Wrmngs. 

Sh1tu . One was C hen Z hen m the trilogy Love. The other was ;;' ac t~1.~ m novels \,n 
novel, 01:'struction . ~ee Lang , 54 , 181 -82. . u D,1x1n m h is fi r s t 

ar . 20. Sec QKJS , vo l 3 , 227 10 , fo r a di-.cussh,n ,,r this ,-;sue ' . , 
e from 228 . This appea r:-. In he the fi r:--. t use of tlw t,. ,. ~-; .,: -; ' t lwhu<l , l}ll\.l (atmns 

2 1. (JKJS, 230 . '- 111 ,> tl U ~. IU\' I 

lrov · 22 . Agam I am g1~1tct'u l tn D1.111c .Sd 1!.!rc r l'1H· sh inn Y • 

I idcc.l a copy l)f th is l 927 puhlic rnon W hil ct . . . ' g n1.1h.: r 1:1 ts With me · -;he 
to Shih.1 it l • · \! H~ is :,..uc t ) f i\tin Li ' 
. . . , a so clearly heh,ngs HI the e1,i~•hi . 11\ ti\ I . . . . - 1ong is .1 me mun al 
1n which 111- '-= ~ 11sc., ry u t th , ,1 I · 

,111y were abs11rhed m1 ,, the G uo 11111Hia11' Tl . . . c: ' 11a r1..· ust m,,vt·m~nt 
g . ki t' .11 e ,1 numht: r o f ,. ·1· . 
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to the fact that many who had been or still were anarchists had Jinked up with the 

Guomindang. This subject 1s discussed in chapter 10. 
23. Biographical ,nformation on "Sanmu" is fro m ZLX, vol. 2, 700. 

24. For Sanmu 's comments, see Min Zhong vol. 2, no. 3 (March 25, 1927) 

Sanmu noted that all of his comrades who came and went to Southeast Asia, all said th· · 

workers ' and students' groups all owed their beginnings to Shifu, directly or indirectJ at 

25 . For Sanmu 's comment see Min Zhong . 168. y. 

26. Quotation from Min Zhong . 177 Li Deshan probably was among the younger 

members of the anarchist movement as of the late l 920s 

27 . Min ZJwng , 199. Bi's contribution rs also reprinted in ZLX, vol. 2, 724-29. 

This and several other of these eulogies make use of pa rts of Shifu's final statement about 

himself and the teachings of anarchism being buried in the yellow earth of China . Here 

I have translated zang , "to bury ," as "to plant, " because of lhe context. ' 

28. For these early materials in Mao 's career , see Mao Zedong zaoqi wengao 

(Documents from Mao Zedong 's Early Period), Xu Rihui , ed. (Changsha: Hunan renmin 

chubanshe, 1990) . Mao wrote this article, "The establishment and development of the 

Able Study Society" for the Xiang River Review (Xiangjiang Pinglun), August 21 , 1919; 

the quotation is from 364. These materials are also available in Mao's Road to Power: 

Revolutionary Writings , Stuart Schram , ed. (Armonk, N. Y.: M. E. Sharpe, 1992), 
where one may check the thorough index for this reference to Shifu. 

29. For "Minzhong de da lianhe," see Mao Zedong zaoqi wengao, 339-42, 373-78, 

389-95 . This three-part essay was published in the Xiang River Review, July 21. 28. and 

August 4, 1919. 

30. Return to chapter 6 for the terminology used as of 1912-13 , when "narrow· 

identified anarchism and meant that extreme or thorough socialist principles should be 

appl ied in society. "Broad" was associated with the use of some socialist principles by 
government in state socialism. 

31. For another discussion of this essay and a full translation of the portion 

summarized here, see Zarrow , Anarchism, 232-33 . 

32. For discussions of the question of ongoing anarchist influences on Mao in later 

years, see Zarrow, Anarchism, 232-37, and Dirlik, Anarchism, 294-97 . 

33 . This view of Chen's role comes from Lee Feigon, Chen Du.xiu. For Chen's 

activity during the New Culture and May Fourth years, see ch . 4. 

34. Many have concluded that indeed this has been the fa te of the women's issue 

over the decades of this century, that it became subsumed in "broader social revolution" 

to the point that progress specifically for women has not been addressed with sufficient 

system or thoroughness . Thus, especially in the years since 1949, some women have held 

positions at tJ1e highest levels of government, and women have been represented in lower 

ranks of leadership as well, hut this has not often produced specific changes that would 

benefit women generally• Labor as a political bloc has experienced the same treatment 
in contemporary China. 

35 . "Observations on Women" was the work of a French writer, Paul B_louet?. 
writing under the pen name Max O'Rell. The seven heroines Chen described bnetly _,n 

no. 3 included Florence Nightinga le, Sophie Pcrovskaya, Joanne of Ar~, Marie ~u;;~ 
Clemence Royer (1803-1902 , a Sw iss scholar) Louise Michel and Marie Rollan · I 
p · . • . ' ' 903 nove 

nee'. Ru.1s,a and the Clw1ese Revolution, 122-25, fo r a discussion of the l 
Hero111es of Emtem Europe (Dong 'ou nuhaojie). 
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_Hi. ".IIL'hlln yu liau 'a i, " XQN 3 .5 (July 191 7) . 

:,7 . The specia l issue on Ibsen was 4 .6 (June 1918) . 

JS. Sec Kwok' s Scientism in Chinese Thought, 1900-1950 (New Haven : Yale 
University Press , 1965), Part I. 

39. See "Qingnian yu gongju" and "Zai tun gongju " XQN 2 .2 and 2 .3 (Oct. and 

Nov . 1916), respective ly . These essays a re d iscussed in Kwok , Scientism, 38-4 1. 

40 . "Jiqi cujin datong shuo ," XQN 5 .2 (Aug. 1918) . 

41 . He wrote on this same theme again in 1933 in New China (Xin Zhonghua) , a 

widely read journal of that time. Ever the wit, Wu wrote in the litera ry style on this 

modern topic and added a piece of calligraphy in the ancient seal style for the magazine ' s 
frontispiece . See Kwok , Scientism. 40-4 1. 

42 . Wu' s first position in the Republican government had heen as head of a 

committee on language refo rm; it was th is service for which Shifu c riticized Wu. D uring 

these years Wu rema ined involved in the effort to develop a syllabary as a means to 

broaden literacy . Qian Xuantong , who espoused anarchist princ iples on a number of 

issues, also wrote regularly on these issues in New Youth . 

43 . "How Can We Resolve [Problems inl the Writing System in China'! '' (Buzhou 

Zhongguo wenzi zhi fangfa ruohe?) , XQN 5 .5 (Nov . 15 , 1918) . 

44 . For examples, see H uang 's "The Issue of a World Language " (Shij ieyu wenti) 

and "Esperanto and Contemporary Thinking" (Esperanto yu xiandai s ichao), XQN 6 .2 

(Feb. 15 , 1919), and Ou ' s "Chinese W riting and Esperanto" (Zho ngguo wenz i yu 

Esperanto), XQN 6 .1 (Jan . 15 , 1919). 

45 . This is one of O u ' s po ints in h is comments in XQN 6 .1 cited above . 

46. Hu Shi sought to implement his own suggestions for writing in baihua , writing 

both poetry and drama that appea red in New Youth . See "Eight Colloquial Poems " 

(Baihua shi ba shou) , 2 .6 (Feb. 1, 1917) , and "Life 's Greatest Event [Marriage] " 

(Zhongsheng dash i), 6 .3 (March 15 , 19 19). 

4 7. See Zarrow , Anarchism, 21 1. 

48. Quoted in QKJS , vol. 3 , 220, from Taimou ' s "Reply to Sengjun," Sh i she 

Ziyou Lu , no. 1. 

49. For further observations on the anarchists ' internationalism and the concept of 

an international people ' s revo lution , see Zarrow , Anarchism , 173-80, and D irlik , 

"Ideology and Organization in the M ay Fourth M ovement: Some Problems in the 

Intellectual H isto riography of the May Fourth Per iod ," Republican China , Nov . 1986 , 

esp. 11-12. The politically correct judgment of a late r generation o n the anarch ists ' 

internationalism appears in QKJS , vo l. 3 , 2 17-18, where the commentato r o n Shi she 

Ziyou Lu praises anarchists ' international ism but then blames them fo r being insufficiently 

patriotic . 

50. The compile rs of QKJ S identify Wu Zhihui as ch ief editor of Laodong and 

suggest that the journal was la rgely h is c reation ; see vol. 2 , 167 . They do identify Huang 

Lingshuang and Hua Lin as contr ibuto rs ; these two worked on many anarchist periodicals 

throughout these years until the early 1920 s . Wu Zh ihu i contributed a t least one item to 

each of the journal' s five issues (March-July 19 I 8) ; Li Shizeng and Cai Y uanpe i also 

contributed to Laodong , and C hen Duxiu provideu an a rt icle for the opening issue . 

QK! S , 679-81 , sho ws the journal' s conte nts . 

. Shifu ' s comrades present the journa l as be ing pr imarily their e ffn rt, w1lh th~ tltht'r 

semor anarchists contributing . In h is me mo ir , Liu Shixi11 ~ays tha t Liang Hi11gxia11 was 

•·~ 

\ 
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I 
. f editor and that Zheng Pe igang did the printing (probably on the g , 

c 11e Th 1. ·f . . roup s p 
ed to action) · see ZLX, 934 . e 1st o anarchist periodicals ress, n0 ... return , . . . appended ~ 

C
iates Laodong with Liang and L au Sh1xm, and not with Wu Zhih .. Z to ZLx. 

asso . . , u1, LX 1 
51. For a fuller d1scuss1on of Laodong s response to ilie Russian R •. 074_ 

evotut10 
Dirlik Anarchism, 177-79. n, see 

'52 Quoted from "An Analysis of Lenin'' (Lining zhi jiebu) Laod 
. . . . . . ' ong no 3 

20 l918) in QKJS . vol. 2, 174. The wrner of this article , ("Worker .. L · (May 
, ' ' aoren) r r 

heavily on a discussion by a Westerner named Holland, who surely was an ' ~ led 

53. "The Self-consciousness of Workers" (Laodongzhe zhi zijue), no . :n(~~cn~s~. 

1918), quoted in QKJS 2, 176-77 . 0, 

54 . Wu Zhihui personally tried to resolve the most serious crisis in the 
· d · h f 1921 program to study in France. This develope m l e summer o , when too many stud · 

- . . . ents had 
been allowed to go to France without adequate planning, financing, or housing 

. b . bl' h d tl U . · ' as the 
J·oint Sino-French Institute was emg esta 1s e at 1e n1vers1ty of Lyons w 

. . . · u was 
ultimately ineffectual. One result of th is episode was to alienate students from th 

anarchist principles on which the program was supposed to have been set up Se . ee 
Marilyn A. Levine , T~e F?und Gener~tion: Chinese Communists in Europe during the 
Twenties (Seattle: Umvers1ty of Washmgton Press, 1993), 121 -34 . 

55 . For discussion of some of iliese projects, inc luding some of the difficulties 

encountered in tllem, see Schwarcz , The Chinese Enlightenment, 86-93, 128-133. 

56. For Chen 's iliinking and activity as he entered iliis period, see Dirlik, Origins 

of Chinese Communism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989) , ch. 9, esp. 195-97. 

57. Chen made this the last point in his "Appeal to Youth" (J inggao qingnian) in 

the initial issue of Youth . Chen also addressed superstition in "Again on the Issue of a 

Confucian Religion" (Zai lun Kongjiao wenti) , XQN 2 .5 (Jan. 1917). Another such direct 

attack was made in Chen's "On Breaking Idols" (Ouxiang pohuai Jun) in 5.2 (Aug. 

1918). The antisuperstition theme was expressed explicitly or implicitly in many other 

essays in the journa l. 

58. See "What Is ilie New Culture Movement?" (Xin wenhua yundong sh1 

shenme?), XQN 7.5. 

59. Cai ' s "Replace Religion witll a Sense of Beauty" (Yi meiyu dai zongjiao shuo) 

appeared in XQN 3.6. 

60. Chen, "Xin wenhua yundong shi shenme?," XQN 7.5 . . 

6 I . On several such comments made during the early l 920s, Chen could ca~tl} 

have been reflecting h is own experience in his relationship with his sons, botl~ o_f wh~tn 

were anarchists at this time and both of whom resented Chen's treatment 01 hts wile. 

their mother. This personal aspect is furthe r probed in the following ch:lpier; also St'C 

Fcigon, Chen Du:xiu . 51 -53 . 

62 . XQN 7.5. 
1 

6 3 I• · · • . . , . . . . · , , . 1J lhang JI a 
> or 1nd1cattons ol ( hen ' s rl.!sr)ect tnr Wu Zh1hu1 Lt Sl\1Zt-ng. •11 ly 

. - . . . • 161 Ceria111 
" pomt much c;irlter in the N ew Culture period, sec l)irlik , ArwrchtSfll , · 

8 
ihc 

d1alo "U" , t · c·1rs ·1~ well. Y 
o " among I le~t: 111<l1 v 1<lua Is continued durmg the ,ntervenmg Y ' - ' · . t l , that 

J -~1 I ')20 · ost uota 1
) 1111 "'e !), howt:vcr, somt of these rda1ionsh1p:- turned to cnmHY · m 

bctwe~n Cht'n and Wu . as descnbcJ in chapter 10 . -.. turc of tM 
64 As discussed j ust below , Sh1fu <lid not include democracy JS a t~at ·ru JiJ nol 

11 0 00 !>un .. 1, t · · • c lt\Jfc chat S 11 
=- - ,., ., H: t:nv1s1oncd. l'he othe r major 1hcme in the New u 

< 
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emphasize- as already noted- was the new literature that emerged out of the intellectual 

ferrnent of the late l 910s . 

65 . Shifu would have changed the de as transliteration for the first syllable of 

democracy to its traditional Chinese meaning of virtue. 

Chapter lO 

I. See the remark attributed to Chen in Dirlik, Anarchism, 153. 

2. Chen had previously controlled the southwestern Fujian city of Zhangzhou, 

wh ich he made a major center of socialist activity. 

3. For a stimulating and unconventional view of this break between Sun and Chen 

Jiongming, see Leslie H. Chen. "Chen Jiongming ( 1878-1933) and the Chinese Federalist 

Movement," Republican China, Nov. 1991 , 21 -37. The autho r, ChenJiongming'sson, 

is engaged in resea rch on his fa ther's career. 

4. An important source on labor organization in Guangzhou is Ming K. Chan, 

"Labor and Empire: The Chinese Labor Movement in the Canton Delta, 1895-1927" 

(Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 1975); ch. l provides an historical overview. The 

Teahouse Union amalgamated some 11,000 food service workers from forty previously 
existing guilds. 

5. Chan, "Labor and Empire," 44. 

6. Chan, "Labor and Empire," 49. Chan notes the influence of the strike by the 

Hong Kong Seamen's Union against their British employers in stimulating organization. 

Approximately one hundred other strikes occurred throughout China during 1922, many 

of them against fore ign-owned enterprises. 

7. Chan , "Labor and Empire," 50. 

8. Chan, "Labor and Empire," 61 -62. 

9. Chan, ''Labor and Empire," 76-79. Compare Harold [saacs, The Tragedy of the 

Chinese Revolution (New York: Atheneum, 1966), 291. 

IO. On Shanghai see Elizabeth J. Perry's Shanghai on Strike. Gail Hershatter, The 

Workers of Tianjin, 1900-1949 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1986) explains the 

characteristics that inhibited strikes in Tianjin without limiting the growth of workers as 

an occasionally powerful force for nationalistic and revoiutionary causes. David Strand 's 

Rickshaw Beijing describes still another selling for labor activity; see esp. chs. 7 and 10. 

11 . Quotation from Perry, Shanghai on Strike, 5. 

12. No study of anarchism should fail to mention this episode even though it seems 

an isolated case. Huang Ai and Pang Renquan had studied anarchism and become 
devoted fo llowers, one of them while a student in Tianjin . Thus, although this activity 

in Hunan was not as isolated as it seems, it suggests how deeply anarchist ideas had 

penetrated among at least a few people in so many parts of China. On this episode see 

Li Jui , The Early Revolutionary Activity of Comrade Mao Tse-tung (White Plains, N. Y.: 

M. E Sharpe, I 977), I 92-99. 

13. Jing hailed from the south west Shanxi city of Yuncheng. He probably was 
among the earliest Chinese anarchists, first lea rn ing aho111 anarchism as a student in 
Japan in 1902-03 . Parts of his memoir of that period, Zui A 11 (A Crim inal Case) are 
reprinted in ZLX , vol. 2. Jing served as editor llf Xue flui (Sea of Learn ing), a 
supplement to 1he Beijing newspaper C11rHe11g Nibrw (National Custlll1IS Daily), the 
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Notl's 

supplement an important anarchist publication during 1922 and 
1923 

tsung, RG, item 600, and ZLX. pp . 1078-79). For a recent biogra h (~ee ~ how 1' 
. M . . . . h (T . p y, see J se-

a nd Zhao Zhanguo , Jing el)tU pmgz uan a1yuan: Shanxi renrnin h ing I<enin 

14. Chow, RG, item 600; also see the append ix of anarch~s~bans~e, 1990/ 

WZZG 565-85 where many of these references in Xue hui are 
1
·
0 1 

d publications in 
' ' . . c u ed "' 

Lu Jianbo, another S1chuan anarchist , g rew up near Luzhou· h • . : 
· · d J'k B J' I · • e Joined a . groups m Chongqmg an 1 e a 111 . ate r wo, ked for the moveme t . , narch,st 

Nanjing. A memoir on Lu is inc luded in Z LX , 1009-22 . 
11 

in Shanghai and 

15. See Jinhua, no. 3, 23. 

16. Jinhua, no . 3 , 23 . 

17 . This "French front " 1s the subject of Marilyn Levine 's exc 
11 

G 
. C'i. . C . . E e ent Study T,'fz 

Found eneratzon: ,anese onunumsts /fl urope during the Tw . e 
University of Washington Press, 1993) . In the discussion below this acet_n~tes . (Seattle: 

. · · ' iv ,ty in Fra 
is mentioned only m passing ; however, I do not mean to suggest that it was nee 
important. not 

18. On the lack of success in Guangzhou , see Hans Van de Ven Fro F. . 
• m rtend to 

Co':1rad~: The F_owz~ing of the Chinese Com_munist Party, 1920-1927 (Berkele . 
Umverstty of California Press, 1991), 64-65 ; Fe1gon notes the time of Chen's t y. 

re urn to 
Shanghai, Chen Duxiu. , 168 . 

19. Liang and Ou are indicated as editors in the appendix to ZLX, 1072. This 

revived form of Min Sheng published five issues , nos. 30-34, from March through 

August 1921. The 1967 reprint edition of Min Sheng by Longmen Bookstore of Hong 

Kong concludes with no . 33 . The more recent reprint edited by the Japanese scholar 

Hazama Naoki of Kyoto U niversity (Kyoto , Friendship Books , 1992) includes no. 34 and 

one of the newsletters published during the extended break in publication between 1916 

and 1921. ZLX, 590-91 , has one item reprinted from no. 34 . 

20. Data on the original lecture from Chen Duxiu zhuzuo xuan (Selected Works of 

Chen Duxiu) (3 vols . , Shanghai renmin chubanshe , 1993) , vol. 2 , 241. The revised 

version of the talk appeared in Xin Qingnian , 9 .3 (July 1921). On leadership of 

Guangzhou Qunbao , see D irl ik, Origins, 170. The supplement to Min Sheng no. 30 is 

dated April 5; it contains only Ou's responses to Chen ' s statements, some of which Ou 

quoted. Xin Qingnian published the statements of both d isputants in 9.4 (August 1921). 

Hoping to reopen the debate, Ou prepared another statement, which appeared in 

Xue Deng (Light of Learning), an anarchist-inclined supplement to the Shanghai China 

Times (Shishi Xinbao), in April 1922 . Ou sent this last rejoinder from Lyons, wher~ he 
G "d tem had gone on the work-study p rogram. On Xue Deng, see Chow, Research UL e: 1 

• 

603 . This supplement to the debate , entitled "Da C hen Duxiu Xiansheng de yiwen 

(Responding to Chen Duxiu's Doubts) is reprinted in WZZG, 425-45 . 
. ' - "The 

Portions of the discussion that follows in the text are drawn from KrebS, .
1 Cl . · An I · .. • · · · d N t Taken: 1 ,e 1rnese arc 11st Cnttque ot Bolshevism during the 1920s " 111 Roa s 0 

St L ,Fo . . . B J '\1\S (Bould~r. 
rugg e 01 'PP0smon Parttes in Twentieth-Century China , ed . Roger · e, · 

0
. ·Ilk 

Colo. : Westview, 1992), 2 11-12 . For Olher discussions o f this debate. st:e 
11 

• 

Anarchism, 2 14-19· Zarrow A11archisn1 228-29 · "ttd Krebs "Liu Ssu-fu ," 
419

-
23

.' 
1

-,· 
· . ' . ' ., ' ,, ' - · fh tL\'111 

21 - Both Chen's and Ou 's statements arc reprinted in Oien DtHll' · Chen·~ 

(Collected Correspondence of Chen Duxiu) (Beijing : Xinhua. 1987), 330-
68

· 
comment here appears on p . 349 _ 
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22 . For comments on the conce • • -
. . . tn over synd1calism, see Diane Scherer 

"Organtzmg Anarchy m Canton: The Chinese Ana,·cho s· ct· 
1
- M · 

. . . - yn 1ca 1st ovement " a paper 
presented at the 1_9~0 Association for Asian Studies meeting, 19-20 and 22-23 

23 . In reminiscence~ recorded · th 1960 · · 
. . . . . Ill e s, several ot the anarchists recalled a 

rneetm~ 
111 th

: spn~g of _1_9~ 1 11
~ which the issue of disc ipline was made specific, and 

they reJected . the dictatoish,p of the proletariat " WZZG, 509 , 521 , 526. Dirl ik shows 

that the Marxists were seeking to ensure organizational loy It t th ' · w ·11· 
" h d' . h' . • a ya 1s time. 1 mgness 

to _ac~ept t e :~tators 1P o1- the prolet..,riat" was more important as an organizational 
pnnctple than as a theoretical pomt. Dirl ik , Origms, ch . 9. 

24. See XQN 9. 1 (May 1921). 

25 . Juewu ~as an anarchist inclined supplement to Republican Daily (Minguo 

Ribao). Chet~ Dux,u's Ct~mment identities the writer only as "Taipu," who is identified 
as Zheng Tatpu in an editor's note, ZLX. 500 . 

26 • Compare Zarrow, Anarchism. 226: there were also those who claimed that they 

regularly made lhe rounds of Shanghai 's hrothels with Wu Zh1hu1. Chen lists a number 
of specific incidents tha t had given anarchism a had name. 

At least earlier in his career, Chen had been enthusiastically libertine m sexual 

behavior: see Feigon, Chen Duxzu , 51-54. For Chen himself, the major consequence of 

this aspect of his life was not so much sexual license itself as the confl ict that developed 

between his formal and informal marriages to Gao Xiaoman and Gao Junman. who were 

sisters . This situation apparently underlay Chen 's problems in his relationships with 

Yannian and Q1aonian. the two sons of his formal marriage. Some would say that these 

aspects of ind ividual behavior should not be given much consideration in an inquiry into 

the lives and thinking of important individuals. However, the lives of women were 

powerfully affected by this behavior of men who claimed to support sexual equality; 

while most such men recognized these conflicts in their behavior, they seem to have 

found it difficult to change their habits . (No one ever said that cultural revolution would 

be easy .) 

27 . Most non-Chinese students who undertake the study of anarchism in China 

consider whether there was a link with Daoism, which seems the most likely source in 

traditional Chinese thought for anarchism as a modern system of social and political 

thought. Shifu vigorously denied any such connection, to either Daoism or Buddhism. 

For Chen Duxiu the connection was clear. 

28. Chen also succeeded in reorienting the term nihilism from a positive 

connotation for activists as of 1903-7, when it suggested a dedication to revolutionary 

activism, especially in assassination and other dangerous work. Chen now associated 

nihilism with a self-centered bohemianism and even criminal behavior. 

29. For these arguments, see "Gao feinan wuzhengfu zhuyizhe" (Response to the 

Critics of Anarchism) and "Wuzhengfu gongchan pai yu jichan pai zhi qidian" (The 

Differences between Anarchist Communism and the Collectivists), both in MS no . 30 

(March 1921 ), and "'Jieji zhanzheng ' he 'pingmin zhuanzheng' guo shiyong yu shehui 

geming ma?" (Are 'Class Warfare' and 'People's Dictatorship' Appropriate in Social 

Revolution'!), no. 33 (J uly 1921 ). 
30. MS no. 33 , '"Jieji zhanzheng · .... " 5. 
31 . See MS no . 33 , 10. This report gives the numher as "sevt:ral tt:ns " 
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32_ MS no . 33, ~0 . Th~ n~mbcr ~ppcars to n:1ean the combined total 
. , Another of the items d1str1buted at the meeting was a handbill . of the two 
,terns . . Zh I h d ' d . Written b 
Zhixin. At th is time Zhu was 1n angz 10u; e ie in September 1920 Y Zhu 

33 . This memorial gathering is the only item in the two-page E . 
·ncluded with MS no. 31 (Apri l l5 , 1921) . Herc also , several thousand ngtish section 
, . . d parnphlet 
picture postcards had h_ccn d1s~nbute . . s anct 

Number 32 (E11gl1sh secuon) reports on a commemorative gathering M 

(also 1921), the anniversary of Shifu 's <lea~h , which drew "a~out forty co;~ade:r:h 27 

gathering was held at a monastery on White Cloud Mountam north of Gua · The 
· · d d h · · ngzhou It 

appears that the gathering was rnten e co e scm1-pnvate ; the much larger t · 
. t·t· urnout for 

the Kropotkin memorial represents an e ort to draw as many people as possibl 
34 . The student's name was Li Guangyu . Min sheng reprinted portions of e. 

. . . accounts 
frorn an American newspaper 111 Shanghai, The Corumental (Datu bao) and from the 

local Shanghai News (Lu bao), MS, no . 33 , 12-13. For another reference to this incid 

see the memoir o~ Lu Jianbo _by ~iang_ Jun , one of the e~itors of ZLX, 1012, wher:~: 
is reported that Lt Guangyu died m pnson after a short time. 

35 . The estimate of the crowd's size is from M~ no . 32 (May 15 , 1921), Engl ish 

section. (Here the author must correct a gross error m somehow putting this figure at 

200,000 in another publication on this subject.) In Beijing, a celebration at the Higher 

Normal College had gone smoothly , but at Beida a fire suddenly broke out in the hall 

where the May Day celebration had been scheduled to take place! This report also noted 

that there were thirty-two labor unions in Guangzhou, twenty-six in Xiamen, and over 

one hundred in Hong Kong . Zheng Peigang recalled the portraits of the two socialist 

leaders, "Reminiscences ," WZZG, 521. The celebration in Chongqing is mentioned in 

the Lu Jianbo memoir, ZLX, 1011 . 

36. For a survey of the fi rst GMD-CCP alliance see Lyman P . Van Slyke, Enemies 

and Friends: The United Front in Chinese Communist History (Stanford: Stanford 

University Press , 1967), chs. 1 and 2 . 
37 . The May 30 incident stimulated a surge in CCP membership, from about 1,000 

as 1925 began to 30,000 after that major episode . However, the Party had mobilized 

hundreds of thousands of workers and peasants in its related organizations by that ti.me. 

See Van Slyke, Enemies and Friends , 22-23 . 

38. Quoted in Clifford, "The Intellectual Development of Wu Zhihui," 291._ ~Vu 

made this statement in a letter to Jiang Kanghu on which he discussed the role of political 

panies . 
39. Wu duplicated Hua Lin 's letter in beginning his reply . See Wu Zhihui shu.tbi 

:awn (Selected correspondence of Wu Zhihui) (Taibei: Zhuanji wenxue chubanshe. 

1970), vol. 2 , 249-58 . 

. 40 . Wu's categorization of basic political positions might he a respon~e to c~;{' 
Duxiu' s comment~ in "Tan zhcngzhi" (On G1lvernment), XQN 8.1 (September 

1 
• t

9
~ · 

sec1Jon 3. 

41 · This was one of the times when Wu stated tha t "burned to ash: 
1 

~
01 

a 

Guorn1mlang party member, and at the same time one who believes in anarct11~n1. t·rsl 
42 T · · ot the 1' 

· rarn.latton l rom /,arrow , Anarchism, 186-87 , from a longer portion 
part Wu':, response to Hua Ltn. 

43 . Wu Zhihui rh1ccin :rnan , vol. 2, 2s6. 
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44 . See "Tiewu " (She n Zhongjiu) , "Wuzhengf u zhuyi y u Guomindang" (A narch ism 

and the Guo mindang), a nd "Aixin " (also Shen Zhongjiu), "Wuzhengfu zhuyizhe keyi 

j iaru Guomindang? " (May Anarchists Join the Guornindang '!) . both from Ziyou Ren , July 

1924; rep rinted in ZLX, 762-89. For another d iscussion of Shen's v iews , see Dirlik , 

Anarchism , 253-55. 

45 . ZLX, 776. 

46. Wu's addressee is ide ntified only as "Junyi '' ; Shen referred to this Je lter seve ral 

times, e.g . , ZLX , 777, 780. Wu Kcgang is identified as "Junyi" in Z LX, 849. 
47. ZLX, 779. 

48 . Shen ch ided Wu for "driving the car backward and not taking the road toward 

progress," a reference to Wu 's 1918 essay, which had used morors as the sym bo l of 

progress based o n science and technology. 

49. ZLX, 787-88. 

50 . Shen made several references to Shifu; see Z LX, 775, 780, 781 , 788 . Junyi 's 

essay is mentioned on 787. 

51. A number of leaders began to address the need for organization at this tim e . 

Van de Ven, From Friend to Comrade, ch . 1, provides a good s urvey of this concern an d 

its effect on a number of individuals at the time , including Chen and Mao Ze dong. 

52. For Chow's note, see Research Guide, item 51 9. Cho w and WZZ G , 576 , say 

Huzhu Yu.ekan was published in Beijing . However, ZLX, 1080, says the jo urnal was 

published in Shang hai; this is confirmed in Zheng Peigang's reminisce nces (ZLX, 966) . 

There is always the possibility that the edi tors used a false place of publication to confuse 

t11e authorities . ZLX, 971 , identifies "Ke Lao" as Zheng Peigang. "Wuren ershinian lai 

zhi chuanbopin " is reprinted in WZZG , 456-61, and constitutes a useful record (a lthough 

not complete) of anarchist p ublications . 

53 . WZZG, 455 ; th is article also appears in ZLX , 679-81. Zhang Guotao 's memoir 

offers information that sheds somewhat more light on this issue. In a meeting o f the CCP 

leadership soon after the party 's founding , there was a discuss ion about a llowances for 

Party workers . Zhang and Chen had disagreed on the question, the latte r favo ring no 

financial suppo rt fo r s taff. Zhang accused Chen of being "not free from the influence of 

anarchism ." The argument had imp ressed the two men 's colleagues and led Maring to 

urge Zhang to try to replace Chen as party secretary . A few days la ter, Chen , his wife 

(presumably Gao Junman), and several of the par ty leaders had been jailed fo llowing a 

raid of Chen 's home by the French Concess ion police. Although a ll we re re leased within 

a few days , this episode had pulled every body together . One of the immediate e ffects was 

to decide in favor of a "living allowance " for Party worke rs , which was to be a maximum 

of "twenty-five do llars" per month ; the maximum had been reduced from a poss ible 

thirty-five dollars decided ea rlie r, but was reduced so as not to exceed a poor wo rke r ' s 

income. Chang Kuo-t'ao, Rise of the Chinese Communist Party: the Autobiography c!f' 

Chang Kuo-t 'ao (Lawrence : Univers ity Press of Kansas , 197 1-72), vol. I , 162-68. 

54 . Fo r publication data on Xue /Jui, see n . 13 o f this chapter. As Xue Hui was 

a supplement co the Beijing Guofnig Ribao, W 's letter was w ide ly c irculated aml 

presumably re tlected p roblems of ge11c ra l conce rn tu ilnarc his ts . T he le tte r is rcpnntcd 
in WZZG , 478-80. 

Parts of the discussion that fo llows in tJ1e tcxc , on the an.m :hh ts' prohlems dun n1: 

the mid- I 920s, are drawn from Krehs, ''Anarchist Cririque of Bolslwv is111, " 2 15- 17 . 
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55 WZZG 481. Chen Muqin. also known as "Xiaowo " (Small Ego) 
. • . . . ' organ12ed 

everal anarchist groups and Journals 111 Chongqmg and Chengdu beginning . 
1 s . . I "A . . , . in 920 

(ZLX JOJO). Kuli identified Chen s artrc e as nnaq1 gemmg zh, taolun· (An,· . 
. . . . . • . scuss,on 

of the Anarchist Revolution), but did not 1nd1cate where 1t had been published. 

56. Minzhong began publishing in Shanghai in I 92~ Several ~f those active on th is 

J
·oumal moved back: and forth between Guangzhou and Shanghai fairly often durin th . 

d 'd th g 15 period, and this proposal suggests a plan to ,v, e e talent and produce the two 

journals. 
57. "Zhongguo wuzhengfu tuan gangling cao 'an, • m WZZG, 483-88. 

58. WZZG, 487. 
59. Quoted in Zarrow, Anarchism , 201 -2 . from Wu 's Collected Works . This record 

suggests th.at this exchange occurred sometime in 1926. Zhang Guo tao describes a similar 

conversation between Wu and Chen, but places it in spring I 924 (see Zhang 's memoirs 
vol. 1, 345-46) . Clearly there was such an exchange, which Wu took in utter seriousness '. 

Upon seeing the importance Wu had attached to his statement, Chen insisted he did not 

mean that the success of communism would bring the end of the GMD. 

60. It is possible that Wu Zhihui might have been able to intercede on behalf of 

Chen Yannian. There are several versions of evencs that fo llowed Chen Yannian 's 

imprisonment in Shanghai after the events of April 12. Most negative regarding Wu is 

that he refused to harbor the younger Chen in his home (Feigon, Chen Du.xiu, 231, n. 

2). Kindest co Wu is that he went so far as to go to the prison looking for Chen Yannian, 

but did not see him, or was simply unable to recognize him (Zarrow, Anarchism, 301, 

n. 44). 

Although Chen Duxiu 's sons had dropped their association with anarchism and 

become communists, differences between father and son did not end but instead added 

a political dimension. Chen Yannian clearly enjoyed the respect of his comrades and was 

made a member of the Guangdong regional executive committee of the CCP. He was 

among the first to begin to complain that Chen Duxiu 's leadership of the party was 

overly personalistic, and by spring 1926 called his father a "patriarch" in the party. For 

the unfolding of these intra-Party struggles refer to Van de Ven, From Friend to 

Comrade, ch. 5; on these personal aspects note 207, 232 . 

61. Ren Jianshu, Chen Duxiu zhuan (Shanghai renmin chubanshe , 1989), vol. l , 

33, puts Chen Qiaonian 's execution in February 1928. 
62- Chen resigned as party chairman in June 1927 · in August a special party 

c?nfer~~ce c~odemned Chen 's "opportunistic " policies and fo rmally removed him fro; 
his positions m the party. Again refer to Van de Ven From Friend to Comrade , 229"3. · 
the k~y point in Van de Yen's study is that the CCP matured. during the l~20s, 

111 

evolvmg from 1· · atwn 1hal 
. pers~na rty-centered study society cells to a centralized organiz of 

focused on developrng a parry line to which its members would adhere regardless II 

persona! attachments. The "opportunism " of which Chen Duxiu was accused actua y 

m_eant ~1s continued emphasis on a personal style in leadership · Chen had not kept pace 
with this larger change . ' 

Also F · • th t Chen 

d 
. see e,gon s comments, Chen Duxiu 119-21 J 93-95 suggesting a Jly 

ma e maJor co 1 'b · · • ' entua 

d h
. . 

11
. n utions to the development of attitudes and practices chat ev 

ma e rm a v1c11m of the . , • . 

63 S G 01 garnzat,on he had done so much to create • e1·storJ 
· ee regor Benton Ch · , U · in the nl 

O
,r c·1.. · r . ' tna s rban Revolutionarie 'i · Ex.ploratt0ns 1996) 
'J 11tnese 1 rotsky1 · 1921 · · s ' 

Jnl, -l952 (Atlantic Highlands , N.J.: Humanities Pres ' 
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P 
ch 12, "Chinese Trotsky1sm and the World of Letters " R · 1 f · · th es • · . . ev1va o mterest m e 

Trotskyist movement is another feature of the growing willingness to reconsider issues 

in recent hiSlOry that has characterized the period since 1979. For Feigon 's assessment 
of tlle Trotskyists see Chen Duxiu, ch . 7, esp. 2 16-20. 

64. Ga~ X iaol~n, the mothe r of Yanni_an and Qiaonian , d ied in 1930. Gao J unman, 

her younger s ister with whom Chen had a continuing married relationship probably until 

1925, die~ in 1937. Gao Junman took their son and daughter to Nanjmg to live (again, 

probably m_ 1925), then returned to Anqing after her elder siste r died . In 1931 Chen 

ouxiu married a young woman who worked in the British-American Tobacco Factory 

at Shanghai . She was twenty -nine years younger than Chen; her name was Pao Lanzhen . 

from a poor peasant family of Nancong , Jiangsu . She cared for Chen dming his years in 

prison from 1932 to 193 7 and in the last years before his death in I 942. For these details 

see Ren, Chen Duxiu zhuan , vol. 1. 33-34. 

Benton, China 's Urban Revolutionaries, 121-22, notes that the sometimes stormy 

relationships between Chen and his sons Yannian and Qiaonian will be permanently put 

to rest, their remains moved to the "ga rden tomb" in Anqing where Chen Duxiu's 

remains were moved in 1982. Chen d ied in 1942 at Jiangjin, Sichuan, slightly upr ive r 

on the Changjiang from Chongqing, and was bu ried there. 

65 . ''J ioian Shifu Xiansheng, " Min Zhong 2 .3 (1'Jarch 1927). 

Chapter 11 

1. Metzger has addressed the importance of "system" as a comprehensive 

presentation of principles in Chinese political thought and popular appeal in his 

"Oppositional Politics and the Problem of Secularization in Modern China " presented at 

the Conference on Oppositional Politics in Twentieth-Century China at Washington and 

Lee University , Lexington, Virginia , September 1990. Also see Roger B . Jeans' 

introductory essay in Roads Not Taken, 2 1-22. 

2. For this practice , wh ich seems an early form of the political study sessions that 

have been an institution in the People's Republic, see T'ung-tsu Ch'u, Local Government 
in China under the Ch 'ing (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962). 162-63 and 

309-10 n. 161. According to Ch 'u, this practice was launched by Ming Taizu and 

reinstituted in early Qing times by the Kangxi emperor. 

3. For comments on the power of language , and the relationship between language 

and power, in contemporary China , refer again to Perry Link, Evening Chats in Beijing, 

8-10 and ch . 4 . 
4 . Both Hans Van de Ven and Michael Y. L. Luk have emphasized the ro le of a 

newly developed Marxist terminology in their studies of the CCP' s development during 

the 1920s. At that early point this effort reflected first the reconceptualization of Chinese 

society , analysis of c lasses and relationships between/among classes, and the party as 

agent o f change , through the introduction of Marx's and Lenin ' s works and debates hoth 

within the party and in the broade r intellectual realm. See the concluding chapters of Va n 

de Yen ' s From Fr1entl to Comrade and Luk 's The Origins of Chmese Bolshevi.wn: An 

Ideology in rhf' Making, 1920- / 928 (New York : Oxford Untversity Press. 1990) . 

5. Here aga in f mu~t msert a di.,c la imcr . this tnHe 10 ad.nowtedgt~ the rnlc u f 

popular religious movements in Chinese lw,tory , any nnmbcr of which ~11(1 mllt"cd 
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mobilize legions of ordinary people to oppose injustices, many of wh · h 
. ic were d' 

indirect results of weak or arbitrary government. 1req 
0 

6. However, slightly varied forms of the ti-yong issue have re-e 

debate on "Eastern vs . Western civilization'' during the 1920s. merged, as in tht 

7. For example, see ZLX, 236, where in his early antifamily essa S . 
' d ' " I b · · y hifu lik the treatment of all ch1I ren as one s own to t 1e egmnmgs of datong s . ened 

OC1ety 0 

8. See Dirl ik, Origins, ch. 6. Also see the lists of materials avai labt . · 

l 920s in Van de Ven, From Friend to Comrade, 81-84 (wh ich also sugge~t the 
10 th

~ early 
. . e COntJn · 

influence of anarchism). uing 

9. Again New Youth was a major source of such material, and presumabt 

of the reports that appeared there were circulated by other Communist . Y sonie 

Beginning in September 1920 (8.1 ), New Youth ran a section entitled "Studies oi~rna_t5; 
. .. I . I 'd d I . f f uss,a (Oluos1 yanJIU), w 11c 1 prov1 e trans auons o reports rom many Western J·ou 

1 . rnas. A 
number of ~e~e reports_ we~e translated by :~an Zheny1~g, an anarchist, whom Chen 
Duxiu had mv1ted to ed it this feature (see D1rl1k , Anarchism, 179). 

10. Probably we should count it to Zhang's credit that, like Lu Xun he 
. I h' h . . h I l . . 0 never 

succumbed to any 1deo ogy; t 1s c aractenst,c e ps to exp am his continuing appeal to 

thinking Chinese. 

11. Zarrow_, Anarchism, ~5-36 and n. 10, 269-?0, details Liu's feelings at the point 

when he broke with the revoluuonary movement. Lm was frustrated with his comrades 

in the movement for failing to live up to their principles . This does not necessarily mean 

that he rationalized that anarchism would have its best chance to function if the ruler 

could be induced to sponsor it. 
12. This is a basic point in Dirlik's discussion of the Paris group in 1927; see 

Anarchism, ch. 7, esp. 270-80. 

13 . Wang Jingwei also deserves attention at this point. Wang 's early association 

with the anarchist movement surely affected his later career. Wang cast his lot with Sun 

Zhongshan, and after Sun's death became the central figure in the "Guomindang left." 

Although Wang is generally presented as a weak figure, he did resist the GMD's 
militarist right wing at the time when Wu Zhihui and the other anarchists joined it. Wang 

is also seen as an egotist who longed for recognition if not for power; obviously this too 

helps to explain his holdout against Jiang Jieshi . Even so, Wang appears at least as 

admirable and more devoted to principles than the senior anarchists. Wang's continuing 

opposition to Jiang and his policies, and undoubtedly his oft-thwarted ambition for 

leadership, led to his decision to front the Japanese occupation government in I 938. It 

is at this point that Wang 's earlier anarchism would seem to be a factor in his behavior. 

Wang had believed in peaceful social revolution, and he had been prepared to sacrifice 
himself in the assassination attempt in Beijing in 19 JO. Was his execution in 1945 

punishment as much for his longstanding opposition to Jiang as for his cooperation ~1th 

Japan? In heading tl1e Japanese "puppet government," perhaps Wang hoped that he nught 

at least save the lives of thousa nds of his fellow Chinese. He might even have hope~ that, 
once the Japanese were defeated , his administration would have laid the foundati~n of 
a genuinely civil government for China. Was he more faithful to his earlier principles 

tl1an many other old anarchists? Again, there were no good options for any of them. 
14. Liu Shixin memoir, ZLX, 934 . 
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15 . Th is o utline of H uang 's career is based o n the b iographical sketch by Xie Kang 

nded to the two-vo lume collec tion o f Huang 's essays , Dangdai wenhua Luncong arre 
Essays o n Contempo rary Cu ltu re) (Hong Ko ng : Zhuha i Col lege, 197 1 ) , 1107-26 . . 

( 16. If wo rk in educatio n is seen as a pos itive pa rt of the legacy o f the a na r chist 

ovement. it also may be seen as a d iversion from the pro tests tha t the anarch is t bloc 

:ithin the Guomindang might have been making aga ins t the growing corruption and 

intemperate leadersh ip of the pa rty . 

17 . See the co nclusion to my Ph.D . disserta tio n . 

18. Shifu' s behavior in his relationsh ip with D ing see ms a preceden t fo r the family

breaking devo tion to princ iples that occurred in the Grea t P roletarian C ul tural 

Revolution . 

19. My effo rts have not heen carried into the 1930s , so it is not appropr iate to 

comment on tha t per iod; p roba bly there was mo re activ ity by a narc h is ts than we have 

previously realized . I understand tha t Wan Shup ing o f Duke University , unde r the 

direction of A rif Dirlik , is at work o n a disse rtation conce rnrng Chinese anarchis m in the 

J 930s . Both Dirl ik a nd Pete r Zarrow have written with great ins ight o n o th e r them es 

regard ing the o ngoing importance of ana rchism in C h ina ; re fe r to th e co nc lud ing c ha pte r s 

of both . 
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Hu Hanmin, 107. 110, 118 , 240nl00 

Hu Shi. 162. 164, 168 

Hua Lin, 175 , 182 

Huang Fusheng, 63 

Huang Lingshuang, 153. 156, 163 , 

199 

Huang Xing, 37. 63 . 137; involvement 

in assassination, 66: and Liu Sifu, 

43- 44; and Sun Zhongshan , 66; and 

Wuchang uprising (19 11), 68-69 

Huang Zunsheng, 109, 112-13 , 123 

Huanghuagang, 65-66, 68 , 222n53 

human rights . See individual rights 

humanity (renge), Shifu's concept, 103 , 

105. 107 

Hundred Schools of Thought, political 

movements as modern versio:1 of, 

177; see also zhuzi 

hungry ghost, Shifu described as, 190 

lbsen. Henrik , 162 

iconoclasm, 160, 167 

immovable goods (hudongchan), 135 

impatience for change , a111ong Chinese 
inte llcccuals, 1 97 

individual rights : views of Proudhon 
17; of Shifu, 150 , 

inheritance, right of: and Bakunin 20 

2451164; in contemporary China, i25~ 

18; and Jiang Kanghu , 136; and 
Shifu, 2451164 

integrity . See wholeness 
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(1889-1914), 140· Third (Co . 
' mmtern 

after 191 9) , 164 ' 

Internat1onal Workers of the World 
(lWW), 153 

internationalism, 155 , 161 , 164 

Japan: Chinese students m, 2-5· 

military power as stimulus to chan 
. C . ge 
in hma, I ; role m introducing 

revolutionary ideas in China, 42, 

213n35 ; role in introducing socialism 
in China, 33-37 

Jiang Jiesh, (Chiang/Jiang Kaishek). 

123 , 181 , 190, 199, 228n46 

Jiang Kanghu. 97 , 110, 113 , 125 , 152, 

181 ; career, 77-85 ; and Chinese 

Socialist Party , 80-85 , 90-92; his 

imaginative thought, 84; praised by 

young Mao Zedong, 158-59: attach

ment to patronage suggested , 122; 

Shifu 's critique of. 133-38, 141-42; 

socialism, his views on, 81 , 144 

Jing Meij iu , 174, 253nl3 

J ishan , 88-89 

Jinshan (monastery), 87-90; Taixu and 

"great disturbance" at, 88-89 

Jura district, Switzerland, 21 

Kang Youwei, 24-27, 93 

kaozheng, 4, 48-49 

Kemuyama Sentaro, 37, 43 

knowledge and action as theme in 

Chinese thought . 25-26; implications. 

192, 198; David S. Nivison 1)!\, 25· 

26; Shifu and. 132 

Kotoku Shusui, I IO, 118, 126 

Kropotkin , Peter, l5- l6, 110, 117, 
.. 1)• 

126 , 178; rejects assassmatwn, -- · 
and Dolshcviks. 22-23; his appeal 111 

China , 28, 30; career, 20-23: llll 
. . ,, ·. " ,s a term. 

establishmg communism • · 
~ . so· Mao 

21 141 · Je·1th ot 22 . 179· , 
' ' • ' . t MaY 

Zedong and , 159; celebrated a ;s 

Day in Guangzhou, 180: and Marx 
· t orv 

thought , 139-40; mutual aid I te · 

:;.• 
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of, 22, I 36; views on revolution, 21-

22: return to Russ ia of, 22-23 ; 

Shifu and. 21, 32, 127, 139-140, 142-

44. 147-48; his thought and ti-yo11g 

issue, 25; World War r. views on, 

146-47. 2471183 

Kwok. Daniel. 162 

labor, views on, 128, 130, 152-54, 

190; Shifu 's views, 103-04, 119, 129-

30. 145-46, 190; see alfo labor 

organizat,on, strikes, workers 

labor organization: anarchis ts ' views on 

worker-centered approach, 185-86; 

GMD and CCP unions in Guangzhou, 

173-74; Guangzhou unions' indepen

dent armed militia, 174; by Labor 

Party (1912) . 81: laodong on, 165-

66; and Shifu 's fo llowers, 152, 155, 

l 60; see also labor, views on, and 

strikes, workers 

labor (laodong) , 164-66 

Lacouperie, Terrien de, 52 

Lang, Olga. 208n32 

Laozi, 15 

Legalism. 31 

Lenin, V. I. , 165, 197 

Li Dazhao, 84, 165 

Li Feigan. See Ba Jin 

Li Jit.ang. 44 

Li Peiji, 66, 69 

Li Shaoling, 156-57 

Li Shizeng, 32, l 05, 113; in assassi

nation plot in Beijing, 73; and Chen 

Duxiu, 2521163; as pioneer cultural 

re vJlutionary, l 62; views on educa

tion, 200, 2401194; role in Guomin

dang, 182, 184; concern for hygiene, 

103; and Jin de hui, 102; as contrib

utor to Laodong, 2511150; role in 

Paris group , 28-29; and Proudhon 's 

thought, 17; role in work-study 

program in France, 175 

Li Xibin , 64-65, 67, 218112 
Li Yingsheng, 66, 69 

Li Yu-ning, 21911l6 

Li Yuanhong, 82-83 , 124 
Li Zhi (Ming), 48 
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Li Zhun , 44, 65, 67, 69. 71-72 

Liang Bingx ian: and Labor, 164-65; 

;i nd nickname "Two Extremes, " J 99; 

activity wi1li Pan Dawei, I 08, 111; in 

Shanghai with Shifu , 126; in south

casl Asia , 2461172; as editor of Voice 

of the People, 152 , 175 

Liang Qichao, 3: introduces radical 

thought in China, 34-35; changing 

views on violence in revolut1011 , 

2131143 ; ;ittcmpl to cooperate with 

Yuan Shikai, 121 

Liangbi, 73 75 

Liao Pingz r, 108 

Liao Zhongkai, 74 

liberal Record (Ziyou lu) . 153 , 164 

Lin Junfu, 71 , 87, 107-8. 126. 152 , 

247n87 

Lin Xie, 31 , 38, 40 

Lin Zh1m1an , 108-J 10, 115, 126 

literature: Liang Qichao 's views on, 

2 J 7n30; Shifu 's views on reform of, 

54-55 

Liu Bingchang (Shifu 's fa ther). 2-3 , 

45, 108 

Liu family (Shifu 's): 2-3, 108 

Liu Shaobin. See Shifu 

Liu Shipei, 30-3 1, 34, 52, 94; on Bud

dhism as spiritual resource, 41 ; and 

Chen Duxiu, 42; and Jiang Kanghu, 

80; and national essence thought, 6, 

30; compared to Shifu, 46; and 

Tokyo group, 30-3 1; and vernacular 

journal, 212nl9; his way our of 

anarchism, 31, 199 

Liu Sifu. See Shifu 

Liu Yuehang (Shifu 's cousin), 3-4, 44 

Long Jiguang, 71 -72, 11 8. 123-24, 
223n65 

Lu Gansen. See Taixu 

Lu Lanqing, 71 

Lu Shijie, 11 3 

Lu Zhe, 2271145 

Macao (!\omen) , 99, 11 6, 123-24 

Malatesta, Erril.:o, 30, I JO, 153, 184 

male-temalc equality, 3, 48, 5 t-52, 
!JO, 161-62 
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Woman relations, 104-5, 130, 161 -
rnan- • 

62; Jee al\'O marriag~ and marriage 

system, sexual morality . 
"man of determination" (zh1sht), 4. 34 . 

46, 73 , 93 

Manila. I 75 . 
Mao Zedong. 141 . 151 , 198; anarchist 

influence m early thought, 158-59, on 

knowledge and action, 26 

Maring (Comintcrn representative), 

181 , 257n53 
marriage and marriage system, 104-5, 

116, 130, 236n55 

Marx. Karl , 12, 22; and Bakunin , 19; 

introduction to China, 35-36; knowl

edge about. m China, 35-36, 92 , I 41 -

42, 197; and Kropotkin , 22 ; politics 

linked to Jiang Kanghu and Sun 

Zhongshan. 134, 138-42, 149; Shifu 's 

critique of, 138-42, 196-97 

Marxism, 158, 168; Chen Duxiu and, 

172, 176-77 , 184-85, 189; impact in 

China, 96; Mao Zedong 's early 

understanding of, 158-59 

Marxists , Chinese: and anarchists, 174-

75 : in France. 175; anarchists imply 

they are opportunistic, 185-86; 

Trotsky ism after 1927, I 89 

mass revolution, as concept, 187 

May Day: Guangzhou (1921), 180; 

Shanghai (1912), 83 

May Fourth movement, 158, 166, 

171 , 173 

May 30 incident (1925), 174, 181 

Mencius (Mengzi), 177 

Mexico, anarchism in, 248nl 2 

"Mr. Earnest" (nickname for Shifu), 
10, 11 5 

"Mr .. Ma " (mahjong) as a socializing 
ac11v11y, 167 

M~, J ipeng, 1, 8-9; in revolutionary ac-

11011 at Shiqi (191 I ) , 71 ; meets Taixu 

~7 ; Conscience Society organizer wit!~ 
Slufu , 100-101 ; anarchist activity in 

~u_a_ngzhou, 107-8; his memoir on 
Sh1fu as research source, 206n I · 
SI ·r D' , on 

II u- rng Xiangtian relationship, 
116; goes to Japan to study. 126 
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moral exemplar, Shifu as 
14 

morality 132· Shifu ' l , l49 
' , on, 52-53 55 

143 , 148; as essential to .' -56, 
. social re 

lut1on, 143; Taixu on, 92_
93

. vo-
. , see a/s 

sc ience and morality 0 

movahle .goods (dongchan), 135 
mutual aid (huzhu), 130, 136, 

194
_
95 

Mutual Aid Monthly (Huzhu Yu k 
185 e an), 

Mutual Aid Society , 173 

Nanchang (Jiangxi) , 138 

Nanj ing , 80-8 I , 86-89, 96 

Nantong (Jiangsu) , 90 

national character, 177 

natioilal essence (guocui). I , 6-7, 163 · 

academic background on, 48-50; ' 

importance of cultural reform in, 25; 

link to radical social ideas, 30-31 ; 

and Liu Sifu's prison essays, 47-48, 
56, 58-59, 14 1 

National Labor Party , 81 

National Peasants' Party , 81 

national security , anarchist views on, 

120, 132 

nationalism, 171-72, 178 

nationalization of productive re

sources, 134 

New Century (Xin Shijl) , 7, 9, 12, 92, 

105, 118, 122-23; as organ for Paris 

anarchists , 29-30, and Liu Sifu, 32, 

48 , Jiang Kanghu contributions to, 

80; and Taixu, 87; materials reprinted 

in Cock-Crow Study Group's anthol

ogies, l 09; advocacy of Esperanto. 

113; see also Paris Anarchists 

New Culture movement, 151-52 , 160-

69 , 172 

new fiction (1900-1910), 54 

New Text movement, 49 

New Youth (Xin Qi11gnian), 151 -52, 

160-67 , 176-77 
Nieuwenhuis, Domela, 146-47 , 153. 

184 

nihilism, 19, 32, 33 , 35, 37 

Nivison, David, 25-26 
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iuals, 21 , 23-26 . 

anic concept of society, 20 l -2 
org . ,. 

1 
. 

organization, as issue ,or anarc 11sts : 

rejection of centralized organizations, 

J72; in Chen-Ou debate. 176-77; 

commend effective organization in 

Shanghai strike (1916), 154; frustra

tion with their own efforts to organ

ize, l 88-89; Labor urges worker

controlled organization. 167-68; 

opposition to leadership by intellec

tu:1!s or cadre, 186-87; Shifu 's recom

mendations on, 145-46; insist on vol

untary organization. 178-79 

organization, mass: Mao Zedong's 

early emphasis on, 158-59; Chen 

Duxiu 's criticism of anarchists 

altitudes, 179 

organization for political action: Chen 

Duxiu 's turn to , 168-69; in GMD

CCP alliance, 181 ; Wu Zhihui and, 

172, 183-85 

Osugi Sakae, 126 

Ou Shengbai , 156, 163, 176-77 

"P.Y., " 154 

painters ' strike (Shanghai, 1914 ), 145 

Pan Dawei: as editor of Pingmin bao, 

108; supports Shifu and Conscience 

Society, Ill ; visits Shifu 's group in 
Shanghai, 126; meets Taixu, 87 

Pan Fuxi , 108 
"pan-German ism" (Bakunin), 19 

Paris group of Chinese anarchists, 110, 
194; their role in introducing themes 

of cultural revolution, 162-63; attack 
Confucianism as irrelevant, 25; com

position of this group, 28-32; and 

Kropotkin's anarchism, 23 ; effects of 
their return to China (191 2), 122-23 ; 

Shifu 's disagreements with on role of 
education , 120; and sc ientism, 162; 
and ways out of anarchism, 199; and 

education as an ongoing project, 200; 
see also individuals, e. g., Li Shi
zeng, Wu Zhihui 
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political party, concept of development, 

186, 2571153; Wu Zhihui and, 183 

Peng Jiazhen, 73-74 

People 's Bell (Min Zhong} , 151 , 156, 

186-89 

People 's Journal (Min bao) , 43-44, 62, 

64 

philology, 47-48, 51 , 54, 56 

pingmin (common people): as concept, 

102, 106; Shifu 's references to , 108-

11 , I J 8; see also great revolution of 

the people 

Pingmin bao (Plain People 's Paper), 

102, 108-11 , 2401190 

political revolution, as concept, 134, 

14 1. 149 

politics, as system or process, JOO, 

!05-6, 119-123 

populism: in China, 39-40, 41-42; in 

Russia, 19, 36-37 

Price, Don C., 2121126 

printing press, of Conscience Society, 

115, 123, 147, 152, 25Jn50; its 

importance to Shifu, 147 

property, 104-5, 129-30, 135, 140 

Protestant Reformation, 15 

proto-anarchism, 33-34, 211 n I 

Proudhon, Pierre, 20; and Bakunin, 18, 

22; career, 16-18; introduction in 

China, 35-36; cited by Shifu. 139; 

distrust of politics, 150, 20 I 

Puyi (r. Xuantong), last Qing emperor, 
74 

Qiu Jin, 87 

Qiyun (monk), 87 

Qu Yuan (pre-Qin), 41 

Reclus family , French anarchists, 29 
Red Army (China), 181 

religion: aesthetic sense as modern 

religion, 167-68; anarchist opposition 
10, 102, 106, 118, 128. 130 

"religion wi1lwu1 a god" (1mshen /1111 ). 
96 

re11ge (humanily) , l03 , 105, 107 
renaissance, idea of, 53-54 
Renshan, 88-89 
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Republican Revolution . See Revolution 

of \ 91 1 

resistance, forms of, in Shifu ' s anar-

chism, l3l 

responses to readers ' letters , hy Shifu , 

144 

revolution: 154-55 . \64-66 , 17\ -72; as 

process . 182-83 ; stages of. 35 . 42 

Revolution of l 91 \ : in Guangdong and 

Guangzhou, 68-72. l \ l ; nationwide , 

71, 74-75 : problems of. \ 18 . 121 

rights . individual /human . See individual 

rights 

R ighteous Fighters Brigade (Xia tuan), 

93-94 

Rodin , Auguste , 167 

rural commune, Shifu' s p\an for , 117 

Russia: in careers of Bakunin and 

Kropotkin 18. 21 -22; "Russian 

nihilism," 42-43 : see also Bolshevik 

Revolution 

San Francisco, 175 

Sanrnu (Li Shao\ing) , 156-57 

schools . See education 

Sch-,varcz, Vera , 216n25 

sc ience: Kropotkin on, 23 , 148, 194; 

in New Culture , 162; Paris anarchists 

on , 29 , 162 , 194; Shifu on, 119 , 130 , 

148, 194; Shifu' s followers on, 156; 

Wu Zhihui on , 162-63 ; see also 

science and morality , scientism 

science and morality , l 03 , 148 , 162 , 

194 

scientism , 162-63 ; see also science 

Sea of Learning (Xuehui) , 186 , 253n\3 

Second Revolution (against Yuan Shi-

k a i , I 91 3) , 99 , l 02 , l \ \ , \ I 7 - I 8 , \ 2 \ 

secularization , 193 

senior anarchists . See Paris group 

sexual morality : anarchist concept of, 

130; Chen Duxiu and , 25Sn26 ; Shifu 

on, 104-05 , 130; Wu Zhihui and 
25Sn26 ' 

Sha Gan, 83 , 85 , 90 , 94 

Shanghai , 69 , 72 , 75 , 88 , 79_85 , 90 
129, 174; anarchist congress at ' 

(1921) , 180; Chen Duxiu in , 175; 

Chinese Socialist Party activities in 

80-83 ; Esperanto in , 113 ; GMD ' 

~urge ( l 927) in , 189; Jiang Kanghu 

m, 80 , 84 ; labor activity in , 83 , 145_ 

46 , I S4 ; Labor University in, 199-

200 ; Laodong published in , 165; 

National Labor Party in , 81 , 83 ; 

Shifu in , 99-100; Shifu and group 

relocate m, l2S-27 ; Shifu' s death at. 

148; Voice of the People continues 

puh\ication at, 1S2-S3 ; Xu Qiwen in, 

83 

Shen Zhongjiu , 183-84 

Sheng Guocheng, 113 , 1S2, 15S 

Shi she ziyou lu . See Liberal Record 
Shifu: activist o rientation of, 3, 4 , 32, 

7S-76; anarchism, evolution toward , 

7 , 48 , 59 , 76; anarchism , his propa

ganda activity for , 109-10 , 127-31 ; 

and anarchists ' struggles of 1920s, 

175 , 181 , 183-84, 188-190; anarchist 

views of, 102-06, 127-31 , 138-41 , 

143-144; assassination activity , 6-7 , 

43-46 , 64-6S , 68 , 75 ; assassination , 

his rejection of, 21 , 76; and Bud

dhism, 27-28 , 56-58 , 95-96; and 

China Assassination Corps , 64-67 . 

69-70 ; and Cock-Crow Record , 118-

23 ; and Conscience Society , 8-9 , \ 02-

06; and Ding Xiangtian , 5 , 7 , 75 , 

l 1S-17 ; education , his own, 4 , S, 49: 

education, views on, 132, 143-44: 

advocacy of Esperanto. 9 . 111-13: as 

exemplar of his principles , \2 . 147. 

\49 ; grave of, l3 , 148 . 247n92: 

departure from Guangzhou (\9\3) , 

\23 -24 ; views on housing , 143; as 

"hungry ghost," 190; Jiang Kanghu, 

critique C'lf, \33-38; and Kropotkin: 

12 , 23 , 140, 142-43 , 146-48 ; and L\\l 

Shipei , 46; and Mao Zedong, \58-59; 

Marx , c ritique of, 138-42; and Mo 

Jipeng, 99- 100, 106, 116, 126; ,\nd 

New Culture \60 163 , 168; pnson 

essays of, 7 , ' 50-S6; and Shixin (his 

brother) , 48 , 108; and student gener

ations of 1910s and 1920s, lSS-57 , 

l 63 , 165 ; Sun Zhongshan, cri-



tique of, 133-35 ; and Voice of the 

people . 10-11 , 118-23 ; West Lake, 

associations with , 13 , 100-101 , 148; 

work habits of, 108, 115 ; and Wu 

Zhihui. 12, 122, 182-84 , l 88-90: and 

Zheng Bi'an , 47 , 100, 106, 126; and 

Zheng Peigang, 126: see also specific 

issues and topics, e.g .. democracy, 

Jiang Kanghu , printing press, sexual 

morality 

Shifu-ism. 13 , 148, 151 , 155-57. 181 . 

]88 

Shixin (Shifu ' s brother), 48, 100, 108 , 

I 16; activity after Shifu' s death , 153; 

and Labor, 164-66 

Sima Qian (Han), 38, 40 

Singapore, 152-53 , 175 

Six-No's Society (Liubu hui), 122 

Social-Democratic Party , German, 140 

social policy (shehui zhengce), 78 , 136 

social revolution (shehui geming), 99, 

107, 111 , 120-21 , 124; as control of 

means of production, 128; Shifu re

futes Sun and Jiang' s approach to, 

133-34, 141 , 149; conditions for , 

according to Shifu, 142-43 ; compared 

to political revolution, 134, 157, 160; 

reports on Lenin and , 165; see also 

social policy , state socialism 

Social World (Shehui Shijie), 90 

socialism: "broad" socialism, 85; 

democratic , 78, 90; "narrow" social-

ism, 90; see also state socialism 

Socialist Party (Shehui dang), 77, 88 , 

102, 129. 137; emphasis on "narrow " 

socialism, 90; break with Chinese 

Socialist Party , 90-91 ; religious qual

ity of, 93 ; Sha Gan as militant leader. 

93-94 

socialization of capital , 134 

Society to Advance Morality (Jin De 

hui), 102, 106, 121 

Society of Anarchist-Communist Com

rades (Wuzhengfu-wmgclum zhuyi 

rongzhi she), 127, 129, 131; procla

mation of, 127-29; "Goals and 

Methods" of, 129-30 
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SouJ_ier 's Gospel, anthology of Con

science Society, I 09-11 o 
solitary heroic assassin, 38 

Song Jiaoren: assassinated, 74; discus

sion of socialism, 78 ; rejects Sun 

Zhungshan as Guomin<lang leader, 

82-83 

Sorokin , Pitrim, 199 

Southeast Asia , 175 

state soc ial ism, 202; as factor in 

Chinese Socialist Party split (1912), 

91 -92; Shifu attacks, 138-41 , 196-97 

strikes , 154, 249111 4: painters ' 

str ike in Shanghai (19 14), 145-46; as 

tactic in revolution. 13 1; see also 
labor. labor organization , workers 

Su Manshu, 42 , 2131136 

Subao case , 29-30 

Sun Yatsen. See Sun Zhongshan 

Sun Zhongshan, 3, 4, 70, 73. 77-79. 

107 , 128 , 156; and assass ination 

projects, 63 , 66; as leader of anti

Manchu revolution and Tongmenghui, 

62; break with Chen J iongming, 173 ; 

and Chinese Socialist Party , 81 -83; 

and alliance with Comintern and 

CCP, 181 ; death of (1925), 188; and 

Guangzhou as base, 173; Shifu' s 

critique of as state socialist, 11 O. I 33-

35 , 141. 143-44; and Wu Zhihui , 30, 

182; yields presidency to Yuan Shikai 

(1912), 74 , 120; attempts political 

cooperation with Yuan Shikai, 121, 

122 , 138; and the monk Zongyang , 

86 

survivor guilt, 223n68 

system (ti.xi): as important to Chinese 

intellectuals, 25 , 28; Metzger, 

Thomas, on, 25, 192 

Taixu, 85-97, 99 , 113, 127 ; and Bud

dhist reform , 88-89; and Buddhist 

reform assoc iatio11s, 89; early lift· , 

85-86; and Shanghai Espcrantists , 

113 ; and Jiang: Kanghu, 90-9[ ; ll\l'l' IS 

Mil J ipcng, 87; 1kvvl1111111c11t :1s 

"J'L'Vnh11i11nary 111011k , '' 86-87: amt 

Shifu , 87, 12'7 , 111 debates ,HI social 
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i~m (191 2) . 77-78 , 9 1-93 ; an<l Social

ist Party , 90-94 

Tan Sitong, 25-27 . 41 , 43 

Tan Y:inkai , 82 

Third Revolution. concept of, 142 

Three-No-ism (San wu zhuyi) , 136 

Tian too . 42 

Tianjin (T1c11tsin). 8 I . 84 . 174 

Tianyt /,an , 30, 102 

Ticliang , 42 

11x1 . See system 

ti-yon>? issue . 25 ; resolved by 

anarchist priciplcs , 195 

Tokyo group of Chinese anarchists , 25 , 

28-32 

Tongmenghui (U nited League) . I , 4-6 . 

24 , 30 ; Beijing-Tianjin branch , 73 ; 

Guangzhou-Hong Kong branch , 68 . 

70-71 

transfo rmative values , 57 

Trotskyist movement, in China. See 

Chen Duxiu 

truth (zhenlt) , 118; Shifu' s empha

sis on, 142 

tuberculosis , as cause of Shifu' s death . 

125 , 147 

Index 

Universal Esperanto Association , 112-

13 

vegetarianism . l 03 , 118 

vernacular Chinese . See baihua 

violence in revolution , 131 ; Jiang 

Kanghu mistakes for authority , 136-

37 

Voice of the People (Min Sheng) , 11 , 

124 , 125-27 . 136, 138; continued 

after Shifu' s death . 152-55 ; revived in 

192 1. 175-76, 178-79 ; and Shifu' s 

claim to be a worker , 145 ; and war in 

Europe , 146-47 

"W," 186 

Wang J ing.we ,, 5 , 44 ,75 ; assassination 

auempt (1910) , 61 -64 ; cvaluatinn of, 

260nl 3 ; role in negotiations (1912) , 

73 ; re lease from prison (1911) anll 

furth er assassination activity , 72 

Wang Yangming , 48 , 57 
warlords , as common e . 

. . nem,es of 
lut1onan es , 17 1, 173 183

. . revo-

7 · · ' • in Feb ruary 1nc1dent (1923) 
18 

-
. . 1 

ways 111 to ana rchism . 28_31 
ways out of anarchism , 198_

200 
Wt n Sht ngcai , 65 , 72. 75 
We~t Lake , 8, 13 , 76 , 99- IOl , 

148 
White C lo ud C loiste r (Baiyun ) 

IOI an , 8, 

wholcntss , as theme in Shifu ' s car , 
192-94 , 200 cer, 

"Wild Chan ." 57 

wo (I /se lf) , 94-95 

work-study program in France 166, 
182 , 252n54 ' 

workers . conditioras o f, 152-54, 165-

66 , 173-74 , 180, 249n14 ; Shifu on, 

145-46; see also labor, labor organ

ization , strikes 

worke rs • and peasants · revolution. con

cept accepted by some anarchists , 187 

World Wa r I : Dutch anarchists oppose 

involvement, 146; Kropotkin 's views 

on . 146. 247n83 ; statement by Emma 

Goldman and others , 153 , 184: 

impact outside China , as reported in 

Voice of the People , 154; effects on 

Shifu , 125 , 146-47 

Wu Xiangxiang, 224n 1 

Wu Yue. 42-43 , 45 

Wu Zhihui , 12, 86; and Chen Duxiu, 

166-68 , 185 , 188 , 255n26; education. 
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